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| ABSTRACT

An evaluati>>n of the risk to the H. B. Robinson Unit 2 nuclear power plant (HBR-2) due
to pressurized thermal shock (PfS) has been completed by Oak Ridge National Labora-
tory (ORNL) with the assistance of several other organizations. This evaluation was part

'
of a Nuclear Regulatory Commission program designed to study the PTS risk to three

| nuclear plants, the other two plants being Oconee Unit I and Calvert Cliffs Unit 1. The
j specific objectives of the program were to (1) provide a best estimate of the frequency of a
j through-the-wall crack (TWC) in the pressure vessel at each of the three plants, together
; with the uncertainty in the estimated frequency and its sensitivity to the variables used in

the evaluation; (2) determMe the dominant overcooling sequences contributing to the

| estimated frequency and the ass.ciated failures in the plant systems or in operator actions;
and (3) evaluate the effectiveness of potential corrective measures. In the study for HBR-<

,

2, thousands of hypothetical overcooling events were constructed and quantified using '

computer-generated event trees and quantified branch points. All scenarios with a fre-<

quency greater than 10" per reactor year were considered explicitly, and those having,

] lower frequencies were assigned to 12 " residual" groups to ensure that 'their contributions
j to the TWC frequency were included in the study. Idaho National Engineering Labora-
! tory (INEL) performed thermal-hydraulics analyses for all the identified scenarios, using

{ detailed models for a few of them and simpler models for the remaining ones. The INEL
models and results were reviewed by Brookhaven National Laboratory, and, in addition,'

mixing calculations pertinent to some of the scenarios were performed at Purdue Univer-
sity. Probabilistic fracture-mechanics calculations were performed by ORNL to determine

I the conditional TWC probability for each scenario, and it was found that, except in
extreme cases, the probabilities for the HBR-2 vessel were too low to permit an appropri-

| ate illustration of the fracture-mechanics analysis method. Therefore, a hypothetical vessel

| (designated as HBR-HYPO) which had higher concentrations of the contaminants copper

i~
and nickel and a higher initial nil-ductility reference temperature was utilized in the
fracture mechanics analysis. The fracture-mechanics results were then integrated with the
sequence frequencies to obtain the TWC frequency. The best estimate for the HBR-

| HYPO vessel was determined to be approximately 1.3 X 10-8 per year at a nil-ductility
; temperature of 270*F. An uncertainty analysis indicated that a factor of about 1000 is an

appropriate 95% confidence interval, assuming a log-normal uncertainty distribution.
'

Steam line breaks involving the blowdown of more than one steam generator were found to
be the most significant contributors to the PTS risk, and the uncertainty in the flaw den-

| sity in the pressure vessel was found to be the most important contributor to the overall
i uncertainty in the risk. The most important operator actions for negating pressurized ther-
} mal shock at IIBR-2 are the closure of the main steam isolation valves (MSIVs) following
i a small or medium-sized steam line break downstream of the MSIVs and the isolation of
| auxiliary feed. vater to low-pressure steam generators following a steam-line break. This
j study considered some system interactions but no external events such as fires, floods, or

'seismic events.:

!

!

!
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCflON

J. D. White and D. L. Selby
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Background J

Before the late 1970s it was postulated that the most severe thermal shock a pressurized-
water reactor vessel would be required to withstand would occur during a large-break loss-|

! of-coolant accident (LOCA). In this type of overcooling transient, room-temperature
emergency core coolant would flood the reactor vessel within a few minutes and rapii.,

.

cool the vessel wall. The resulting temperature difference across the wall would cause
thermal stresses, with the inside surface of the wall in tension. However, the addition of
pressure stresses to the thermal stresses was not considered, since it was expected that dur-

'
ing a large-break LOCA the system would remain at low pressure.

In 1978, the occurrence of a non-LOCA-type event at the Rancho Seco Nuclear Power
Plant in California showed that during some types of overcooling transients the rapid cool-
down could be accompanied by repressurization of the primary system, which would com-
pound the effects of the thermal stresses. As long as the fracture resistance of the reactor
vessel remains relatively high, such transients are not expected to cause the reactor vessel
to fail. Ilowever, after the fracture toughness of the vessel is gradually reduced by neutron
irradiation, severe pressurized thermal shock (PTS) might cause a small flaw already exist-
ing near the inner surface of the wall to propagate through the wall. Depending on the
progression of the accident, such a through-the-wall crack (TWC) could lead to core melt-
ing.

Following the Rancho Seco incident, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) desig-
nated pressurized thermal shock as an unresolved safety issue (A-49), and the effects of
pressurized thermal shock at operating PWRs were analyzed with input from the owner
groups and from eight selected utilities. On the basis of these analyses, NRC concluded
that no event having a significant probability of occurring could cause a PWR vessel to fail
today or within the next few years. Ilowever, NRC projected that as PWR vessels are
irradiated, particularly those containing copper in their welds, a few vessels could eventu-
ally become susceptible to pressurized thermal shock (SECY-82 465, SECY-83-288, and
SECY-83-443).

In order to address the PTS possibility, NRC published a proposed rule that (1) estab-
lishes a screening criterion on the reference temperature for nil-ductility transition
(RTNDT), (2) requires licensees to accomplish reasonably practicable flux reductions to
avoid exceeding the screening ciiterion, and (3) requires plants that cannot stay below
the screening criterion to submit a plant-specific safety analysis to determine what, if any,
modifications are necessary if continued operation beyond the screening limit is allowed.

In addition, NRC organized a PTS research project, described in part in this report, to
help confirm the technical bases for the proposed PTS rule and to aid in the development
of guidance for licensee plant-specific PTS analyses, as well as the development of accep-
tance criteria for proposed corrective measures. The research project consisted of PTS
pilot analyses for three PWRs: Oconee Unit 1, designed by Babcock and Wilcox; Calvert
Cliffs Unit 1, designed by Combustion Engineering; and 11. B. Robinson Unit 2,

3
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designed by Westinghouse. The study team consisted of Oak Ridge National Laboratory
(ORNL), Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL), Los Alamos National Labora-
tory (LANL), Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL), and Purdue University, with the
results being integrated by ORNL. The results of the third of the three planned pilot
analyses, that for it B. Robinson Unit 2, are described in this report. The results of the
first analysis, for Oconee Unit 1, and the second, for Calvert Cliffs Unit 1, are described in
separate reports.i.2

1.2. Overall Objectives of PTS Studies
I

The overall objectives of the PTS studies at ORNL were (1) to provide for each of the
three plants an estimate of the probability of a crack propagating through the wall of a
reactor pressure vessel due to pressurized thermal shock; (2) to determine the dominant
overcooling sequences, plant features, and operator and control actions and the uncertainty
in the plant risk due to pressurized thermal shock; and (3) to evaluate the effectiveness of
potential corrective measures. ORNL was also to determine what parts of the studies
might have generic applicability.

.

1.3. Limitations of the Studies

Determining the consequences of a through the-wall crack was not a part of the program;
that is, studies of the geometry of a through-the-wall crack, missile formation, the means
for cooling the core, the extent of radiation releases, and risks to the public were not
addressed. These consequences are to be studied under other NRC-sponsored work.

Neither did the program consider the effects of external events, such as earthquakes, fires,,

I and floods (both external and internal to the containment), and sabotage. ORNL suspects
'

that the effect of excluding such events is not serious because of (1) the low probabilities
that the events will occur and (2) the likelihood that failures of systems due to external
events would cause undercooling situations rather than overcooling situations.

t

1.4. PTS Analysis for II. B. Robinson Unit 2

This report describes the PTS analysis of II. B. Robinson Unit 2, a PWR designed by
Westinghouse and located in llartsville, South Carolina. The reactor is owned and
operated by the Carolina Power and Light Company.

The reactor coolant system of II. B. Robinson Unit 2 has three hot legs and three cold legs
and utiliics three U tube steam generators. The PTS analysis for the unit consisted of

(1) gathering plant data,

(2) building event tree models and thermal. hydraulic models,

(3) quantifying frequencies of event-tree end states,

(4) predicting thermal hydraulic responses of the plant to the events,

4
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(5) calculating the conditional probability of a through-the-wall crack for each |
event,

(6) integrating steps 3 and 5 to produce an estimate of overall through-the-wall
crack frequency at II. B. Robinson Unit 2 due to all events considered,

(7) performing sensitivity and uncertainty analyses on the results, and

(8) evaluating potential corrective measures.

In support of the program, Carolina Power and Light Company provided the research
team with copies of plant drawings, plant data and operating procedures for it B. Robin-
son Unit 2. Thermal-hydraulic analysis models were developed by Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory (INEL) and Purdue University under other NRC-funded pro-
grams supporting the ORNL PTS studies.

Both simple and complex RELAPS models were developed by INEL and used to provide
temp.:rature and pressure data for identified transients. INEL calculations were reviewed
by Brookhaven National Laboratory. In addition, because the RELAPS computer code
used by INEL could not perform detailed mixing calculations, additional thermal-
hydraulic studies that included mixing were performed under another NRC contract by
Purdue University. All other work was performed by ORNL or by its subcontractor
Science Applications International Corporation (SAI).

1.5. Description of This Report

This report presents the results of the specific study for II. B. Robinson Unit 2 and
describes the methodology developed for performing the analysis. Chapter 2 describes
the plant's components and operational behavior characteristics that are believed by
ORNL to be pertinent to the PTS issue. Ilopefully, this chapter and the accompanying
references could be used to build other models of the unit. The reader is advised, however,
that building a model useful in PTS studies is a difficult process due to the many complex
interactions that occur between the plant systems in operational upsets and the model may
not be applicable to other types of transients. Included in Chapter 2 and in
Appendix A is a discussion of the potential overcooling effects due to failures in the elec-
tric power, compressed air and cooling water systems.

Chapter 3 describes the hypothetical overcooling sequences considered in the analysis.
The methodology used to determine what sequences are possible and how frequencies for
the sequences are estimated is discussed in detail. An event-tree approach was chosen; no
fault trees were used in this analysis. System state trees and event tree descriptions are
included in this chapter. The branch frequencies used to quantify equipment states are
presented in Appendix B, and the quantification of operator actions is discussed in
Appendices C and D.

Chapter 4 discusses the thermal hydraulics models and summarizes the calculations from
the INEL and Purduc analyses. From this chapter, the rcader can obtain a good under-
standing of how II. B. Robinson Unit 2 is predicted to b:have under hypothetical over-
cooling scenarios. Appendices E and F provide some of he technical data, supplied by
INEL and Purdue, upon which Chapter 4 is based.

5
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Chapter 5 describes the calculations of conditional TWC probabilities for groups of
thermal-hydraulic responses. This work, done at ORNL, utilized probabilistic fracture-
mechanics analytical methods in assessments of the probability that cracks might pro-
pagate through the reactor vessel wall. The chapter describes the vessel welds and their
chemistries and gives estimated fluences throughout the expected plant lifetime. The
assumed crack densities and distributions are also described. Details of the fracture-
mechanics calculations are given in Appendices G,11, and L

The integration of the event-sequence analysis, tuermal-hydraulic analysis and fracture-
mechanics analysis to produce an overall best estimate of PTS risk at II. B. Robinson
Unit 2 is described in Chapter 6. In this chnpter the dominant contributions to the risk
and effects of potential corrective measures are discussed. Although a need for corrective
measures at 11. B. Robinson Unit 2 has not been established, the effects of .:orrective
measures were studied to give the NRC or other future analysts an idea of th. relative
importance of different corrective actions. The overall effects of PTS corrective measures
on plant safety and their cost effectiveness have not been examined.

The uncertainty in the PTS analysis is large, as was expected. An analysis of the uncer-
tainties performed by SAI under contract to ORNL is described in Chapter 7, in which
the major contributors to the uncertainty in overall PTS risks are identified. A discussion
of sampling distributions used in the uncertainty analysis is include <l as Appendix 3.

Conclusions of the study and recommendations are given in Chapter 8, and a list of utility
comments and the changes made as a result of those comments are provided in Appendix
K.

1.6. References

1. T. 3. Burns et al., Preliminary Development of an Integrated Approach to the
Evaluation of Pressuri:ed Thermal Shock Risk as Applied to the Oconee Unit i
Nuclear Power Plant, NUREG/CR-3770 (ORNL/TM 9176), November 1985.

2. D. L. Selby et al., Pressurl:ed Thermal Shock Evaulation of Calvert Cliffs Unit i
Nuclear Power Plant, NUREG/CR 4022 (ORNL/TM 9408), September 1985.
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DESCRIPTION OF Tile II. B. ROBINSON UNIT 2
NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

i

R. Olson, A. McBride, and P. N. Austin

Science Applications International Corporation

D. L. Selby and W. T. liensley
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j 2. DESCRIPTION OF THE H. B. ROBINSON UNIT 2
NUCLEAR POWER PLANT,

2.1. Introduction

This chapter discusses the important design details of seven systems of the 11. B. Robinsoni

Unit 2 nuclear power plant that potentially could cause or contribute to an overcooling
,

| transient event leading to pressurized thermal shock (PTS) of the pressure vessel. These
j seven systems are (1) the reactor vessel and its internals, (2) the reactor coolant system,
I (3) the main steam system, (4) the condensate and feedwater system, (5) the auxiliary
! feedwater system, (6) the safety injection system, and (7) the chemical volume and control
i system. In each case the components within the system and their functions are described,
! and the positive and negative effects that they would have during an overcooling event are
+ examined.

In addition to these seven major systems, this chapter discusses four support systems which
can influence the behavior of the components within the seven systems. These support sys.
tems are (1) the plant electrical system, (2) the component cooling water system, (3) the3

; service water system,'and (4) the instrument air system. For each of these systems, the
Iimpact of failures occurring within the support system on the operation of one or more of:

| the seven systems during an overcooling event is examined.'
;

| 2.2. Reactor Vessel and its Internals

1'
The II. B. Robinson Unit 2 is a Westinghouse pressurized water reactor (PWR) with three

i reactor coolant loops. A vertical section through the pressure vessel and the reactor is
I shown in l'igure 2.1, and a summary of key design parameters is given in Table 2.1.

| The possibility that an overcooling event would lead to a rupture of the pressure vessel
depends on (1) the structural integrity of the pressure vessel at the time the event occurs .

i

land (2) the relationship between the system pressure and thermal stresses, the latter
depending on the magnitude and rate of change of the temperature of the coolant fluid
during the event. In turn, the structural integrity of the vessel depends, among other
things, upon the neutron Guences to which the vessel walls have been subjected, while the
pressure. temperature relationship depends upon the set of circumstances accompanying the

| overcooling event,

t

| Two factors innuencing the neutron fluence levels to which the vessel has been subjected
; are the geometry of the reactor core within the vessel and the operational history of the
i unit. l'igure 2.2 shows the radial relationship of the II. B. Robinson Unit 2 core to the

pressure vessel. Although the core geometry approximates a right circular cylinder, the4

rectangular shape of the fuel assemblics and the variation of the axial power distribution of
the core create a nonuniform pattern of neutron Duxes imp; aging on the vessel wall. Obvi.

; nusly, some regions of the wall are subjected to higher neutron Duxes than other regions.
Also, the nonuniformity of the composition of the wall itself means that the impact of the i

i

9
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Figure 2.1. Elevation view of reactor and vessel.
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Table 2.1. Key reactor design parameters

Design
Parameters Specifications

Number of fuel assemblies 157

Number of control assemblics 45

Equivalent core diameter, in. 120

Active core height, in. 143.8

Number of fuel pins per assembly 204 ;

Fuel composition Low enriched uranium dioxide
3Core volume, ft 941

Nominal inlet temperature, 'F 547

Primary pressure nominal, psia 2235

Core power at full power, MW(th) 2300

Core power at hot 0% power, MW(th) 8.3

2Approximate area of downcomer, ft 18.4

fluxes will vary over the wall surface. Of particular interest are the pressure vessel welds, j
since they differ from the vessel wall in chemical composition and therefore in irradiation
sensitivity.

Another factor influencing the neutron fluence levels to which the pressure vessel wall and
the welds have been subjected is the enrichment scheme utilized for the reactor. Initially,
the assemblics in the outer rows of the core had higher uranium enrichments than those in
the inner rows so that the power level across the core would be relatively constant. Con.
comitant with the higher enrichment, of course, is a neutron leakage in the direction of the
vessel wall that is higher than would occur if the outer assemblics had the same enrich.
ment as the inner assemblics. Carolina Power and Light Company has now developed a
low leakage fuel management system that reduces the neutron fluxes to the vessel welds by
a factor of about 2. In addition, special assemblies have been developed which contain
shiciding in the bottom 42 inches. These assemblics provide an additional fluence reduc.
tion of a factor of about 5 for the lower circumferential weld for a total reduction factor of
approximately 10.

As stated above, the pressure temperature relationship during an overcooling event woald
be determined by the set of circumstances accompanying the event. One of the cir.
cumstances to be considered is the reactor power level. The reactor power is particularly
important since even if the event includes a reactor scram from full power, a significant

11
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Figure 2.2. Plan view of reactor and vessel.

-

amount of decay heat would continue to be added to the coolant system. Thus, regardless
of the cooling mechanism, some compensating heatup of the system would continue so long
as coolant circulation was maintained (by forced or natural circulation). If, however, the
overcooling event were to occur at a low decay heat condition, this mitigating effect would
be greatly reduced because the decay heat level would be low, lience, overcooling events
which occur at a low decay. heat condition would be expected to produce larger rates of
primary coolant temperature decrease, as well as lower minimum temperatures. Of course,
it must be remembered that the amount of time the plant is in a low decay heat condition
is considerably less than the time it is at or near a high decay. heat condition.
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The distribution of the cooler water within the pressure vessel would also be important.
The pressure vessel welds located close to the nozzles introducing the cold water could be
subjected to greater thermal stresses than those farther from the nozzles. Also, the flow
parameters within the downcomer region (see Figs. 2.1 and 2.2) are important with respect
to thermal stresses on the welds.

From the above discussion, it is apparent that the mechanical properties of the pressure
vessel welds and neutron Guence distribution on the pressure vessel wall and at the weld
locations are important factors in predicting a potential PTS event for II. B. Robinson
Unit 2. These factors are examined in detail in Chapter 5.

2.3. Reactor Coolant System

The reactor coolant system (RCS) consists of circulating fluid (water) that absorbs heat
produced in the reactor core and subsequently transfers the heat to the secondary system
to produce steam. The reactor coolant (primary) system contains three heat transfer loops,
each of which includes one steam generator and one coolant pump plus connecting piping
and instrumentation for flow and temperature measurements. The pipes through which
the heated water flows from the reactor vessel to the steam generators are called " hot legs"
and the pipes through which the cooled water Dows from the steam generators and back
into the reactor vessel are called " cold legs." The RCS system also includes a pressurizer
that maintains the reactor coolant at a constant pressure. The layout of the piping and
instrumentation associated with the reactor coolant system is shown in Figure 2.3, and the
design parameters and functions of the various components are described below.

To maintain reactor coolant chemistry within the design limits and to control the pressur.
izer level, a constant letdown flow from one loop downstream of the reactor coolant pump
is maintained. Variable coolant makeup is added by charging pumps in the chemical and
volume control system, which is discussed in Section 2.8.

2.3.1. Steam Generator

Each of the three steam generators utiliicd to transfer the heat generated in the reactor
coolant system to the secondary system consists of a primary side and a shell side. The
primary side consists of tubes that extend from a hot leg of the RCS and the secondary
side consists of a cylindrical annulus (shell) surrounding the central tubes. Secondary fluid
(water) /ntering the shell absorbs heat from the primary fluid nowing through the tubes
and is converted to steam.

The design parameters for the primary (tube) side of the three steam generators are shown
in Table 2.2. The 2235. psia normal operating pressure within the tubes is 1445 psi greater
than the full power operating pressure on the shell side. The system is designed to handle
pressure differences up to 1600 psi, but this does not preclude the possibility of a steam
generator tube rupture, as is discussed later in this report.

13
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Table 2.2. Steam generator primary (tube) side paranneters

|

Design
Parameters Specifications

Design pressure 2485 psig

Design temperature 650*F

Heat transfer rate 2502.7 X 106 Btu /hr

Coolant inlet temperature 604.2* F

j Coolant outlet temperaturc $46.4'F

Flow rate 33.8 X 10'Ib/hr,

1
! Pressure drop 32.4 psi

I
:

2.3.2. Reactor Coolant Puesps (RCPs)

One reactor coolant pump (RCP) is located in each of the three cold legs. The pumps
force water through the reactor vessel, where it serves not only as the coolant but also as
the neutron moderator for the reactor core, and then through the three steam generators,
where it loses some of its heat before returning to the reactor vessel. The pumps are
single-suction centrifugal pumps having the parameters shown in Table 2.3.

! The status of the RCPs during overcooling transients is very important. When operating,
the pumps themselves add some heat to the system and, in addition, they ensure that ade-

i quate mixing occurs in the "downcomer" region of the pressure vessel and that circulation
through the core continues. The present procedures require that these pumps be be tripped
when reactor coolant pressure reaches 1300 psig and a Safety injection Actuation Signal
has been activated; however, Carolina Power and Light Company is adopting a subcooling
criterion as a means for determining when the pumps should be tripped. The new pro-
cedures require that the RCPs be tripped when reactor coolant subcooling is <25'F and a
safety injection pump (see Section 2.7) is operating. This should allow the operation of
the pumps during potential transients associated with secondary system overcooling of the
primary system.

2.3.3. Nescior Coolant Piping
>

The reactor coolant piping connects the steam generators to the reactor vessel, and except
in the piping regions where auxiliary systems feed cool water into the primary piping and
mixing can occur before the water enters the downcomer region, the piping per se has very
little impact on PTS concerns. The principal design parameters for the reactor coolant
piping are given in Table 2.4.

15
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Table 2.3. Reactor coolant pum, parameters

Design
Parameters Specifications

Number of pumps 3

Design flow rate, each 88,500 gpm

Design head (555*F), nozzle-to-nozzle 266 ft

Casing design pressure 2485 psig

Casing design temperature 650*F

Maximum continuous cooling water inlet temp. 105"F

Discharge nozzle diameter, inside 27.5 in.

Suction nozzle diameter, inside 31.0 in.

Table 2.4. Reactor coolant piping parasseters

Design
Parameters Specifications

Number of loops 3

Flow per loop, Ib/hr 33.8 X 106

Pipe size

Reactor outlet (hot leg), ID, in. 29
Reactor inlet (cold leg), ID, in. 27.5
Surge line, nominal, in. 12 ,

Design pressure, psia 2485

Design temperature, 'F 650

Velocity hot leg, ft/sec 47.7

Velocity cold leg, ft/sec 48.1

2.3.4. Pressuriser

The pressurizer is connected to one of the hot legs and is the primary means by which the
reactor coolant system pressure is maintained. The pressurizer includes pressurizer
heaters, two pressurizer sprays, two power operated relief valves (PZR PORVs), and threc
ASME spring. loaded safety valves (PZR SVs). Key pressurizer parameters are shown in,

Table 2.5.

At full. load nominal conditions, slightly more than one. half the pressurizer volume is occu-
pied by saturated water, with the remaining volume filled with saturated steam. These

16
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Table 2.5. Pressurizer parametens -

Design
Parameters Specifications

General Parameters
Internal volume 1300 ft5

i Design pressure 2485 psig
i Design temperature 680*F

Steam volume, full power 520 ft5
Water volume, full power 780 ft5

lleaters
Total 1300 kW
Control group 400 kW

l Backup group No.1 450 kW
Backup group No. 2 450 kW

i Pressurizer Sprays
,

Number 2
'

; Continuous spray rate I gpm
Temperature of spray 555'F'

Design flow, each, at spray temperature 300 gpm

! Power-Operated Relief Valves (PZR PORVs)
Number 2

;

j Relief capacity per value 210,000 lb/hr
Set pressure 2335 psig ,

;

Pre;surizer Safety Valves (PZR SVs)
1 Number 3

Relief capacity 288,000 lb/hr
.

Set pressure, first valve 2485 psig'

second valve 2485 psig;

third valve 2485 psig e

Back pressure, normal 3 psig
relieving (maximum) 350 psig

'

steam and water sections are in thermal equilibrium at the saturation temperaturei

corresponding to the desired system pressure. The pressurizer is located with its base at a
higher elevation than the reactor coolant loop piping. In the case of reactor coolant system
contraction, this location assures that the pressurizer must drain before voiding in the
coolant pipes can occur, thus limiting the amount of voiding in the reactos coolant pipes
and reactor vessel,

,

Within the pressurizer, pressure variations caused by contraction or expansion of the reac.

| tor coolant system are controlled Ly use of the pressurizer heaters (to produce steara) and
the pressurizer sprays (to condense steam). The heaters are single unit direct immersion
heaters which protrude vertically into the pressurizer through sleeves welded in the lower

! head. Approximately 30% of the heaters are connected to proportional controllers which
'

.

!

17
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l

l

adjust the heat input as required to account for steady-state losses and to maintain the
desired steam pressure. The remaining heaters normally remain off but are turned on by a
pressurizer low-pressure signal or high-level error signal. A pressurizer low-low level signal
de-energizes all heaters to prevent heater burnout due to uncovering of the heater region.

Pressurizer spray water is supplied from two cold legs. The water is taken out of the cold
legs at points downstream of the reactor coolant pumps near the entrances of the cold legs
into the reactor vessel. Automatic spray-control valves regulate the amount of spray as a
function of pressurizer pressure. A small continuous flow is maintained through the spray

|

lines at all times to keep the spray lines warm, thus reducing the effects of thermal shock '

in the spray lines during plant transients. If the reactor coolant pumps are shut down,
which they will be following most overcooling events,' the PZR PORVs and/or the auxili-
ary spray line must be used to control pressure. Water is supplied for the auxiliary spray
from the chemical and volume control system (see Section 2.8).

The two PZR PORVs release sufficient pressurizer steam during abnormal operating
occurrences to prevent opening of the PZR SVs. The PZR PORVs are solenoid-operated
valves and are located in parallel pipes that are connected to the pressurizer relief valve
nozzle on the inlet side and to the relief line piping of the pressurizer relief tank on the
outlet side. A motor actuated isolation valve is provided to permit isolation of the PZR
PORVs in the case of valve failure. The steam discharged by the PZR PORVs is cooled
and condensed by water in a relief tank.

The three PZR SVs provide protection from overpressure in the reactor coolant system.
These valves are totally enclosed and are back pressure compensated. Since these valves
are safety valves, they cannot be isolated downstream. Thus, if one of the PZR SVs fails
mechanically in the open position, the system cannot be isolated.

During a significant overcooling event, the pressurizer level will drop rapidly, even to the
point of being off scale, and the pressurizer heaters will be turned off automatically. At
this point and until the level is recovered, the pressurizer has no effect on the event. With
the exception of a large LOCA event, the level in the pressurizer eventually will be
recovered owing to increased coolant volume from the safety injection systems, the charg-
ing flow, and possibly thermal expansion. The control heaters will automatically come on
with restoration of level and will have the potential to increase pressure more rapidly.
Ilowever, the heaters and spray valves are automatically controlled by pressure. As the
pressure increases, heaters turn off and sprays are actuated. In the event of a failure of
this controlling syatem, the pressure will increase to the PZR PORY lift set point (2350
psia) for some of the events analyzed without some form of manual intervention to control
pressure,t

,

'This is based on the present procedures which call for the manual tripping of the reactor coolant pumps fol-
lowing a safety injection actuation signal when pressure decreases to 1300 psig. Under proposed new pro-
cedures, the reactor coolant pumps may remain running during many of the overcooling events,

i lt shoulJ be noted that manual operation of the PORVs or the use of the letdown line could also relieve pres-
sure. Ilowever, we did not consider the PORV since there is at ! cast some reluctance on the part of operators
to manually open it. The letdown line is not considered because the letdown line automatically isolates until
the safety injection signal is cleared. Thus, it is improbable that the letdown line would be activated in time
to prevent initial repressuritation. This does not preclude the use of the letdown line to reduce pressure after
initial repressurization occurs.

I8
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i 2 4. Main Steam System
|

A simplified diagram of the steam and power conversion system is shown in Figure 2.4.'

The main steam system is composed of three steam generators, one high-pressure turbine, ,

two low-pressure turbines, and the steam lines and valves which connect these major com-
,

j ponents.

3
Subcooled main feedwater enters (vertically downward) the secondary side of each U tube
steam generator through a feedwater nozzle and a feedwater ring at a level just above the
tube bundle. It exits the top of the feedwater ring through apertures fitted with 90'
cibows and flows downward through the downcomer before being channeled inward and

j through the U-tube bundle region. Energy is transferred from the primary fluid in the U- j
tubes to the secondary fluid as it flows upward outside the U tubes, and a steam-water .

mixture is formed. This steam water mixture then passes through steam separators and I

driers before leaving with a steam quality of 99.75%. The separated water returns to mix
with the feedwater for another pass through the tube bundle region.

Saturated steam exits each steam generator and travels through its main steam line past
i the flow limiting orifices, atmospheric dump valves, auxiliary feed pump turbine steam
! supply lines, safety relief valves (SRVs), main steam isolation valves (MSIVs), check

valves, and steam generator cross-connect to several possible destinations. These destina-;

tions could be either the condenser via the steam dump lines (an atypical flow path except
'

at low power), the tube sides of the second stage of the moisture / separator reheater assem-
blies, or the high-pressure turbine through the turbine stop/ control valves. Four safety.

valves and one relief valve exist on the main steam line associated with each steam genera-i

tor to provide pressure relief. Additional details of these elements are shown in Fig- ,

ure 2.4. j

After passing through the high-pressure turbine, a steam-water mixture (cold reheat) |

leaves the high pressure turbine and enters the shell side of the moisture separator reheater
assemblics and also the shell side of the low-pressure condensate heaters. Steam water i

mixtures also leave the high pressure turbine through extraction lines to enter the shell side
of the high pressure feedwater heaters. Steam enters the tube sides of the i

; moisture / separator reheaters from the main steam lines and, after giving up its thermal I

; energy, is condensed and continues as water to the shell side of high pressure feedwater ;

heaters (see Figure 2.5). The steam water mixture entering the shell side of the
moisture / separator reheaters from the high pressure turbine exhaust is divided into a vapor !

|' phase which exits to the low pressure turbines and a liquid phase which arrives at the !
heater drain tanks. Steam enters the low pressure turbines which exhaust to the shell side

i

of the condenser, where the steam is condensed and collected in the hotwells. The ;

; condenser /hotwell reservoirs may be supplemented by the condensate storage tanks if level
'

j

i falls below a pre set level. Various stage extraction lines connect the low pressure turbine
to the shell side of the low pressure feedwater heaters.

'
,

! l

2.4.1. Steam Generator
; i

! The principal design parameters of the steam generators are given in Table 2.6. It
,

j should be noted that the steam generator water inventory is ~40% higher at hot 0% power I

; th: n it is at full power. This, plus the lower decay heat level of hot 0% power, makes it an |

| important condition for analysis of steam line breaks. !
I! 19
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Table 2.6. Principal design parameters of the steam generators

Design

! Parameters Specifications
!
'

Number of units 3

Tube side design pressure, psig 2485

Tube side design temperature, 'F 650

Tube side design flow, Ib/hr 33 X 106

| Shell side design pressure, psig 1085

Simil side design temperature, *F 556

Operating pressure, tube side, nominal, psig 2235

Operating pressure, shell side, maximum, pig 790

Maximum moisture at outlet at full load, % 0.25

Steam pressure, psia at full power 790

l Steam temperature, 'F, at full power 516

Nominal water inventory at full power, kg 42,000

Nominal water inventory at hot 0% power, kg 58 000

|
|

|

2.4.2. Turbine-Generator

The turbines are 1800-rpm tandem compound axial flow outdoor units. Saturated steam is
supplied to the turbine from the steam generators through two stop valves and four govern-
ing control valves. The steam flows through a two-ficw high-pressure turbine and then
through combination moisture / separator reheaters (four in parallel) to two double-flow, !

! low-pressure turbines which exhaust to the main condenser system. $

Each turbine is equipped with an automatic stop and emergency trip system which trips
the stop and control valves to a closed position in the event of turbine overspeed, low bear-
ing oil pressure, low vacuum, or thrust bearing failure. An electric solenoid trip is pro-
vided for remote manual trips and for various automatic trips.

|

The turbine generator can be involved in the initiation of an overcooling event. If the tur-
bine fails to trip (stop valves and control valves stay open) following a reactor trip, steam
will continue to be demanded and a blowdown of all three steam generators will occur
until the MSIVs close. For analysis purposes, this event will resemble a large steam line
break downstream of the MSIVs.

22
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|

| 2.4.3. Stesan Dump System (Condenser Dump System)

The steam dump system consists of five steam dump valves (SDVs) located downstream cf
the MSIVs which exhaust to the main condenser. The steam dump system is normally.

| used to rapidly remove the reactor coolant system's stored energy and to limit secondary
steam pressure following a turbine trip. In the event of a turbine trip with the steam

; dump valves in T ,, control, a quick-opening signal is provided on loss of load to open the
valves until the reactor coolant average temperature signal begins to modulate them. If a

,

loss of load signal is not generated, the valves modulate open as needed. The valves are
modulated by reactor coo! ant average temperature until they are manually switched to the

i steam pressure control mode. The steam flow capacity of each steam dump valve is ~8%,
'

making the total capacity of the steam dump system 40% of full power steam flow.

The failure of one or more of these valves to close could result in a greater than normal'

cooldown rate. The failure of one steam dump valve to close resembles a small steam-line
break while the failure of all five valves will resemble a large steam line break. Upon
failure of one or more valves to close, the valve (s) can be isolated by closure of the
MSIVs.*

i

! 2.4.4. Steam PORY System
I

j The steam PORV system on H. B. Robinson Unit 2 consists of three power-operated
relief valves (one on each steam line) which exhaust to the atmosphere. As shown in Fig-;

] ure 2.4, the STM PORVs are located downstream of the flow orifices (flow restrictors)
j but upstream of the SRVs and the MSIVs. The steam PORV system has the capability of

performing, to a lesser extent, the same function as the steam dump system. However, the'

removal of reactor decay heat via the steam PORV system is not a normal mode of opera-
tion. As long as the main condenser vacuum is maintained, the SDVs will be used to
remove the reactor decay heat until the shutdown cooling system can be initiated. In the
event of a loss of condenser vacuum or in the event of MSIV closure, the SDVs would not
be available and the STM PORVs would then be the means by which steam generated by
the reactor decay heat would be exhausted.

.

The STM PORVs are positioned by the reactor coolant average temperature error signal

i or, during shutdown, by the steam pressure signal. They modulate open on high steam
pressure at trips from power levels above 70%. (At a 70% power level or below, the STM
PORVs are not armed to trip if the turbine trips.) Each STM PORV can relieve 3.3% of
full power steam flow.

|

.

The failure of a STM PORY to close can also result in an abnormal cooldown rate, which, I

! however, would be smaller than that occurring with the failure of an SDV since the steam
flow would be smaller. But unlike the SDV, the STM PORY cannot te isolated because it'

a

is upstream of the MSIV and does not have a block valve. Thus, in comparison to a
failed-open SDV, a failed-open STM PORV would result in a potentially longer cooldown'

period.
,

Manual closure of a SDV is preferred since the closure of the MSIVs will require the use of the steam
! PORVs to exhaust stored energy due to reactor decay heat to the atmosphere.
,

23
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2.4.5. Main Steam Check Valves

Although the main steam check valves are located downstream of the main steam isolation
valves, they are described here because the explanation of the main steam isolation valves
is thus simplified.

The main steam check valves are swing-disc valves and are provided to prevent backflow of
steam in the event of a steam-line break in the containment. Thus, in this event, only one
steam generator will blow down to the containment, the check valve on the affected line
preventing backflow from the other two generators. For this reason, the main steam check
valves are very important in PTS analysis.

2.4.6. Main Steam-Line Isolation Valves

One main steam-line isolation valve (MSIV) is provided on each of ine main steam lines.
In the event of a high steam flow event (steam-line break, etc.), the closure of the MSIVs
will prevent or limit the amount of blowdown of water stored in the shell side of the steam
generators. This avoids or limits the potential rapid uncontrolled cooldown of the reactor
coolant system associated with excessive steam demand events. During normal operation,
these valves remain open: they close upon the occurrence of (1) a high steam flow signal
coincident with either low average reactor coolant temperature or low steam pressure,
(2) a high high containment pressure, or (3) manual actuation. The MSIVs can also
perform the same function as the check valves in the event of a steam-line break upstream
of the valves, but they cannot respond as rapidly or reliably as the check valves because
the signal for MSIV closure may not be generated for smaller line breaks.

The closure of an MSIV has a similar effect on both a stuck-open STM PORV and a
stuck-open steam-line SRV. Since tl e STM PORV and SRVs are upstream of the MSIV,
the closure of the MSIV will not prevent the blowdown of one steam generator, but it will
icolate the affected steam line and thus prevent the blowdown of the other two steam gen-
erators in the event of a check valve failure.

The role of the MSIVs is somewhat different in the case of a steam dump valve failure or
a steam-line break downstream of the MSlV. If the MSIVs close, the excessive steam
demand is terminated along with its cooldown effects. If one MSIV fails to close, the
excessive steam demand event will resemble a steam-line break upstream of the MSIV and
will involve the blowdown of one steam generator.

2.4.7. Steam Pressure Safety Relief Valves

Overpressure protection for the shell side of the steam generators and the main steam-line
piping up to the inlet of the turbine stop valve is provided by 12 spring-loaded ASME
Code safety valves which discharge to the atmosphere. Four of these safety relief valves
(SRVs) are mounted on each of the main steam lines upstream of the MSIVs but outside
the containment. The pressure relirf system is designed to pass a steam flow equivalent to
full power level at the nominal set pressure. The SRVs on each line are grouped in sets of
two with varying set points from 1085 psig to 1140 psig.

24
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The maximum steam flow through an SRV is just slightly less than that allowed by an
SDV. Thus a stuck-open SRV event would look very similar to a stuck-open SDV event
with the exception that the SRV is upstream of the MSIV and thus affects only one steam
generator in most instances. Also, since the SRV is an ASME Code safety valve, there is
no means by which the valve can be isolated. Thus for a failed-open SRV, it is very possi-
ble that the event will involve a complete blowdown of a single steam generator.

2.4.8. Flow Restrictions
|

There is a critical flow orifice inside containment just downstream of the steam generators

!
on each of the three steam lines. These orifices serve as flow restrictors and are designed
tr> limit the flow rate in the event of a main steam rupture downstream of the restrictors to

;'

approximately 120% of the normal flow rate in one steam line. Thus, the flow restrictors
serve a very important function by limiting the cooldown which could result from a large'

! steam-line break. Without the flow restrictor, a full guillotine steam-line break could have
a blowdown rate that. would be nearly three times larger than it would be with the flow
restrictor. Although not directly proportional, there would be a similar increase in the

~

cooldown rate associated with the event. The H. B. Robinson system has two types of flow

|
restrictors: those installed in the pipes and those installed in the nozzles of the new steam

j generators. The restrictors in the steam generator nozzles are the smaller of the two types
and thus the limiting feature. These nozzle restrictors make the full guillotine steam-line

;
break upstream of the MSIVs appear similar to a break which is no larger than 1.4 square

3

feet.
i

2.5. Main Condensate and Feedwater System

i

; The prime function of the main condensate and feedwater system, illustrated in Fig-

) ure 2.6, is to transport condensed steam from tne condenser /hotwell and condensate

! storage tank outlets to the steam generator main feedwater inlets while both pressurizing
and heating it. A second obvious function of this system is to control the quantity of
feedwater reaching the secondary side of each steam generator. The condensate and feed-
water system consists of: the condensate storage tanks, the condenser, condensate pumps,
low-pressure heaters, main feedwater pumps, high-pressure heaters, main feedwater block

;

; valves, main flow control valves, and bypass flow control valves. Low-pressure steam is
exhausted from the turbine system to the main condenser. In the main condenser the
steam is passed over condenser tubes which contain plant circulating water pumped from
Lake Robinson. The condensed liquid is collected at the bottom of the condenser in a
region known as the condenser hotwell. If makeup water is desired, it is supplied to the

| condenser via the condensate storage tank. Two electric-motor-driven condensate pumps
draw suction from the condenser hotwell and pump the water through five pairs of parallel
low-pressure heaters. The heat source for the first four pairs of heaters is extraction steam
from various stages of the low pressure turbines, and for the fifth pair the heat source is

: the high pressure turbine exhaast. Heated condensate now travels to the two parallel

| motor-driven main feed pumps whose purpose is to provide final pressurization of the feed-
water to the desired delivery pressure at the steam generator main feedwater inlets while
overcoming the frictional losses in the high-pressure feedwater heaters and main / bypass

;

I l
i

'
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control valves. Departing the common main feed pump discharge header, the feedwater is
heateo :o the desired delivery temperature by two parallel high-pressure feedwater heaters.
The high-temperature high-pressure subcooled feedwater is recombined in the high-
pressure feedwater heater outlet header before being divided into three lines, each contain-

i ing an isolation valve followed by a main control valve in parallel with a bypass control
valve. The feedwater then flows through check valves, through metering orifices, and to

f
the steam generator main feedwater inlets.

2.5.1. Condensate Storage Tank

The condensate storage tank provides makeup water to the condenser and also provides the
primary source of water for the auxiliary feedwater system. The condensate storage tank
provides up to 200,000 gallons of water at a temperature which varies throughout the year.
The low-temperature condensate storage tank makeup water has very little effect on con-
densate temperature since the relative volume of makeup required is small. However, since
the condensate storage tank supplies water for the auxiliary feedwater system, the tem-
perature of condensate storage tank water will have an impact on the cooldown rate when-
ever the auxiliary feedwater system is actuated.

2.5.2. The Condenser

In the condenser, the exhaust steam from the turbines is condensed by the circulating
water taken from Lake Robinson. The temperature of this circulating water, as with the
condensate storage tank water, will vary throughout the year. Ilowever, condenser tem-
perature should not have an effect on cooldown rate as long as the feedwater heaters are
operating.

2.5.3. Condensate Pumps

The two electric-motor-driven condensate pumps provide the pressure (about 500 to 600
psi) required to pump the main feedwater through the feedwater heaters and to prevent
boiling in the feedwater heaters. Loss of all the condensate pumps will result in loss of
main feedwater. The discharge pressure of the condensate pumps is inadequate to provide
water to the steam generators without the main feedwater pumps in operation unless the
steam system is depressurized to a very low pressure. In such a case, the feedwater valves
are very likely to have been closed. The pumps have essentially no effect on PTS events
unless their loss causes auxiliary feedwater operation.

2.5.4. Feedwater Heaters

The high- and low-p essure heaters use steam extracted from the high- and low-pressure
turbines respectively to increase the temperature of the feedwater. This heating system
raises the temperature of the feedwater by as much as 420 F. Steam supplies to these
heaters will be lost following any turbine trip. One might expect that the loss of all
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feedwater heaters could result in a substantial cooldown effect. However, as will be shown
later in this report, the process is slowed by the thermal inertia of the significant amount
of steel in the feedwater system.

2.5.5. Main Feedwater Pumps

Forced flow to the steam generators is supplied by two motor-driven main feedwater
(MFW) pumps. Loss of main feedwater pump (s) will result in loss of main feedwater and
the actuation of auxiliary feedwater.

It should also be noted that a safeguards actuation signal will trip these pumps. Thus the
main feedwater pumps are expected to trip in the event of any overcooling event which,

results in safety injection actuation.

2.5.6. Feedwater Control Valves and Bypass Valves

The regulating valves control the feedwater flow to each steam generator. The difference
between the feedwater and steam flow is adjusted by a steam-generator-level error indica-
tion and then used to define the control valve position. Following a reactor trip, this valve
will automatically close and the bypass valve will be opened manually. The bypass valve
has a maximum flow rate of about 15% of the nominal main feed flow rate. As part of
the reactor trip run-back sequence, this valve will be manually opened to a predetermined
set point based on feedwater required to maintain steam generator level. At hot 0% power,
the feedwater flow control valves are closed and the bypass valves are manually controlled,
at about 1% flow, to maintain steam generator level.

2.5.7. Main Feedwater Isolation Valve

There is one main feedwater isolatior valve (MFIV) just prior to the regulating valve on
each of the three lines. These valves can be closed manually or automatically and are used
to isolate maia feedwater flow to the steam generator. These valves will close automati-
cally when a safety injection signal is generated.

2.6. Auxiliary Feedwater System

The auxiliary feedwater (AFW) system supplies condensate storage tank water to the
steam generators on demtad. This is necessary to maintain an adequate heat sink to dissi.
pate reactor decay heat when the normal feedwater supply is unavailable. The auxiliary
feedwater system, as shown in Figure 2.7, consists of three auxiliary feedwater pumps,
control valves, and block valves. Two of the pumps are motor driven and one is steam tur-
bine driven. The sources of water for the auxiliary feedwater system are, in order of
preference, the condensate storage tank, service water, and water from deep wells.
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2.6.1 Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps

There are three auxiliary feedwater pumps, two motor-driven pumps and one turbine-
driven pump. A single motor-driven pump supplies a minimum of 300 gpm of condensate
storage water to .the steam generators. The motor-driven AFW pumps discharge through
motor-driven block valves directly upstream of the swam generator feedwater inlets.

i

The capacity of the steam-driven AFW pump (600 gpm) is based on preventing the water I
~

level in the steam generators from receding below the lowest level within the indicated
level ranee in the event of a loss of offsite power. This will prevent the tubes from being
uncoveted. A signal indicating a low-low level in 2 out of 3 SGs or a direct signal of loss

,

of power to the main feedwater pumps will automatically start the steam-driven AFW |

1 pump by opening steam admission valves and auxiliary feedwater discharge valves which
'

direct flow to the feedwater bypass lines. The initiating signals for starting the motor-
driven AFW pumps are loss of voltage to both main feedwater pumps, low water level in
any steam generator, station blackout, or initiation of a safeguard actuation signal. No1.
operator action is required, although at some time it may be desirable to manually trip the1

j flow to the individual steam generators. Provision is made in the control room for control
; of flow from the individual AFW pumps.

2.6.2. Auxiliary Feedwater Control

Control of auxiliary feedwater flow is based on a constant, predetermined flow rate from
i each pump. Flow from the pumps is controlled using flow control valves. The output of

the turbine-driven pump can also be varied by throttling the steam supply. If necessary,
i flow to' individual steam generators may be manually controlled.

|

|
2.6.3. Auxiliary Feedwater Block Valves

i There are block valves on each of the auxiliary feedwater lines to the steam generators.
i These block valves are used to isolate auxiliary feedwater ilow to any combination of
3 steam generators. These valves can be closed manually by the operator in the control
{ room.
!

5
During a steam-line break, pressure in the steam lines ac.d steam generators will begin to

{ decrease. If the break is downstream of the MSIVs, the break can be isolated and pres-
| sure in the steam generators will begin to recover. However, if the break is upstream of

the MSIVs, two steam generators can be isolated while the other cannot. The block valves
.

on the auxiliary feedwater lines leading to the steam generator with the low pressure can
i be closed by the operator. Since the motor- and steam-driven AFW pumps utilize separate
j. discharge flow paths, two separate block valves must be closed to isolate an impacted
' steam generator. This will isolate the break from all auxiliary feedwater supplies and will
; eventually result in the dryout of the steam gercrator on the broken line. This closure of
| the block valve limits the cooldown due to the steam-line break to the blowdown of the
{ affected steam generator inventory available up to the time when auxiliary feedwater is

isolated.
;

1

i
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2.7. Safety Injectica System

The safety injection system is designed to supply borated water to the reactor core in the
event of a loss of adequate coolant. The system consists of two trains containing a total of
three high-pressure injection pumps, two low-pressure injection systems, and t'hree accumu-
lators. The piping and instrument diagram for these systems is shown in Figure 2.8.

Safety injection is actuated by low pressurizer pressure, high containment pressure, high
steam-line differential pressure, or high steam flow with low steam-line pressure or low ,

T vs. The actuation signal causes the two low-pressure and the three high-pressure injec-a

tion pumps to start. In addition, all safety injection isolation valves open, allowing a clear
flow path from the refueling water storage tank to the reactor coolant system. A heating
system heats water to an average temperature of 90 F.

2.7.1. High-Pressure Injection System

The high-pressure injection (HPI) system is composed of three high$ressure injection
pumps that take suction from a header that is supplied with borated water from th: refuel-
ing water tank.* Each high-pcessure pump can deliver a design flow of 375 gpm with a
shutoff head of 1500 psia. Flow from each pump enters a comn'on line that splits into
three lines, each going to one of the three cold legs of the primary coolant system. In
addition, the high-pressure injection system will enhance the rate at which t'le system.

depr:ssurizes and repressurizes. With respect to the high head pressure (normally,2200 to
2300 psia) HPI systems found at some other plants, the relatively low head (1500 psi) HPI
system at H. B. Robinson should have less of an effect on potential pressurized thermal
shock events. That is, the HPI system cannot, in itself, fully repressurize the system. Also
for a given transient, it may provide flow later and cut off flow sooner than the higher
head pressure HPI systems and thus reduce the net amount of cold water injected into the
system.

2.7.2. Low-Pressure Injection System

The low-pressure injection (LPI) system consists of the two low-pressure safety injection
pumps (the residual heat removal pumps), which take suction from the same suction
header that serves the high-pressure injection pumps. These low-pressure pumps can each
supply a design ficw of 3000 gpm and have a shutoff head of about 175 psia. Flow from
both low-pressure pumps enters a common line that splits into three lincs emptying into
the same injection lines used by the high-pressure injection system.

This system is not expected to have a major pressurized thermal shock impact since the
maximum pressure is so low. Only large LOCA events are expected to reduce the system
pressure enough to allow low-pressure injection. In the case of a large LOCA, the pres-
sure will be low and repressurization cannot be accomplished.

'The refueling water tank can supply up to 353,000 gallons of water. In the event of a LOCA transient, this
capacity may be exhausted. Under these circumstances the llPI and LPI pumps may utilize the containment
sump as a source.
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2.7.3. Accumulators
.

There are three accumulators that can also supply water to the reactor coolant system.
Each of these tanks is connected to one of the injection lines used by both the high-
pressure and the low-pressu:e injection systems and isolated from the reactor coolant sys-
tem only by check valves. Each tank is located above the elevation of the cold legs and the
tie.in is just ahead of the injection nozzle port. The driving head of 600 to 660 psig for

|

water injection from the safety injection tanks is provided by nitrogen gas pressure within
the tanks and the gravity head of the water within the tanks. The tanks operate as a pas-
sive stored-energy safety feature (i.e., no outside power or signal is required for their

3operation). Each tank can supply a minimum of 825 ft of water.

2.8. Chemical and Volume Control System

A simplified block diagram of the chemical and volume control system (CVCS) is shown
in Figure 2.9. With respect to the PTS analysis, the primary components are the let-
down isolation valve, the letdown flow control valve, the charging pumps, and the regen-
erative heat exchanger. These components control the volumetric flow of the letdown line
and the temperature of the water that reenters the reactor coolant system.

2.8.1. Letdown Isolation Valves

The letdown line comes off the cold leg loop just ahead of the reactor coolant pump.
There are two stop valves or isolation valves on the letdown line just beyond the extraction
point. Following a pressurizer low level signal, which is generated on any significant over-
coohag event, the letdown line is isolated by the automatic closure of both stop valves.
With respect to PTS, this serves two purposes:

(1) The stoppage of letdown will prevent further reduction of coolant volume in
; the primary system. Any overcooling event results in a shrinkage of the pri-
'

mary system coolant volume. The cooldown rate is enhanced by the use of
HPI water (relatively cold water) to recover from the shrinkage. The
isolation of letdown removes one source of volume reduction from the system.

(2) The automatic isolation of the letdown line on pressurizer low level will also
isolate a potential break in the letdown line and limit the cooldown effects
which might be associated with such a break.

2.8.2. Letdown Flow Controllers

During normal operation the letdown line flow rate is nominally 60 gpm. The pressurizer
level control program regulates the charging pump speed so that the reactor coolant pump
seal leakage plus the letdown flow matches the input from the operating charging pump.
There are three letdown control valves in parallel lines, which can supply a maximum of
120 gpm of letdown flow.
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2.8.3. Charging Pumps

Three positive displacement charging pumps, with variable speed drives, supply makeup
water from the volume control tank to the reactor coolant system. During an overcooling ,

transient, the pressurizer level control system will automatically increase the speed of all
charging pumps on automatic control to maximum. Ordinarily, only one charging pump is
on automatic control. When pressurizer level is recovered, the charging pump speed is
controlled to maintain level.

[ Each charging pump has a design flow of 77 gpm. When all three charging pumps are on,
J 231 gpm of flow can be supplied to the reactor coolant system up to a pressure of 2500

psi.* This has special significance for analysis of pressurized thermal shock since the llPI
system has a relatively low shutoff head pressure (1500 psig). In this instance, the charg-
ing pumps become the primary mechanism by which full repressurization would occur for
those transients in which repressurization can occur. Without operator action, these charg-
ing pumps will take the system from 1500 psig to the pressure corresponding to normal
pressurizer level in those cases where repressurization is possible. This could have a signi-
ficant effect on the consequences of an overcooling transient.

2.8.4. Regenerative IIeat Exchanger

The regenerative heat exchanger raises the temperature of the charging flow water just
before it enters the main reactor coolant loops. Letdown line water,f just after extraction
from the primary cold loop, is used as a heat source. Charging flow water is heated, dur-
ing normal operation, from 130*F to 493'F within this heat exchanger. A less of this heat
exchanger could result in a substantial reduction of the charging flow water temperature
which re-enters the coolant system. This, however, is not expected to have an adverse
effect on the system since the normal flow rate is only 45 gpm in comparison with a nor-
mal primary system loop flow of at least 70,000 gpm with the pumps in operation.#

2.9. Support Systems

Support system failures can be of importance because single support system failures can
trigger multiple failures of components in other systems. Based on a review of the H. B.
Robinson systems' designs, the electric power, instrument air, and cooling water systems
(component cooling water and service water) were identified as the support systems that

'How can actually be supplied up to higher pressures. Ilowever, the lifting of PORVs or safety valves should
limit the pressure to 2500 psi.

#This water has a nominal temperature of 547'F.

#it should be noted that even with the reactor coolant pumps off, the large voltme of primary water will com.
pensate for the effects of 120*F charging flow water for a long period of time.
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could have an impact on the potential for overcooling transients.* The systems that could
be impacted by support system failures, which were the systems identified in the previous
sections as potentially affecting overcooling transients, are identified in Table 2.7.

The following subsections provide a description of the support systems reviewed, a discus-
sion of the support system interfaces with respect to operation of the systems with PTS
significance, and a summary of the impact of support system failures on the operation of
systems and components potentially affecting overcooling transients. For further details,
the report of this analysis is included in its entirety in Appendix A.

;

2.9.1. Support System Descriptions

! 2.9.1.1. Electric power systems

The H. B. Robinsoa Unit 2 ac-dc electric power distribution is shown in a simplified
schematic diagram in Figure 2.10. The unit generator is the primary source of electrical
power during on-line operation of the plant. Power from the generator is supplied through 1

the 22/4.16KV unit auxiliary transformer (UAT). Another source of electrical power is
supplied from the 115KV switchyard via the 113/4.16KV startup transformer (SUT).

The 4160V buses supply the 480V buses through 4160/480V station service transformers.
I In particular,4160V bus I supplies 480V buses 2A and 2B; 4160V bus 2 supplies 480V

buses I and El; 4160V bus 3 supplies 480V buses 3, E2, and DS; and 4160V bus 4 sup-
plies 480V bus 4. Tie breakers are provided between 480V buses 1, and 2A,2B and 3,
and El and E2. Buses El .nd E2 can also be supplied from emergency diesel generators
A and B, respectively. The dedicated shutdown (DS) diesel generator can supply power to
the 480V DS bus.

The 480V buses supply the 12 motor control centers (MCCs). Figure 2.10 details which
480V buses supply the individual MCCs. In addition, MCC-5 has an alternate feed from

a 480V bus DS.

Plant de loads are supplied by 125V de buses A and B. Each de bus is fed by its associ-
ated battery charger. The two 125V de battery chargers, A and B, are fed by 480V ac
MCC-5 and MCC-6 respectively.

The 120V instrument power supply is split into 8 buses. Buses 1,2,3, and 4 each have a
normal and an alternate power supply. Instrument buses 2 and 3 are normally fed from
125V de bus A and bus B, respectively, via inverters. Instrument buses I and 4 are nor-
mally fed from 480V MCC-5 and MCC-6 respectively. The alternate power supply for
instrument buses I,2,3, and 4 is 120/208V MCC-8. Instrument buses 6,7,8, and 9 are
fed from instrument buses 1,2,3, and 4, respectively.

4

'In addition to these support systems, the necessity of the plant's heating, ventilating, and air conditioning
(IIVAC) systems for continued plant operation was recognized. Ilowever, the effect of IIVAC failures on
equipment performance was expected to be long term with respect to the effects of failures of the other identi-
fied support systems. In general, the effects of IIVAC failures and seve*e. equipment operating environments
were considered to be beyond the scope of this analvsis.
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Table 2.7. Summary of key systems / components potentially impacted
by support system failures

|

j Potentially Impacted by
Key System Support System Failures

(1) Reactor coolant system
(a) Pressurizer power-operated relief valves (PZR PORVs) Yes

(b) Pressurizer safety valves (PZR SVs) No
(c) Reactor coolant pumps (RCPs) Yes
(d) Piping (with respect to failure) No
(c) Steam generator tube (with respect to rupture) No

(2) Main steam system
(a) Turbine trip systems Yes
(b) Steam-side power-operated relief valves (STM PORVs) Yes
(c) Steam dump valves (SDVs) Yes

(d) Main steam isolation valves (MSIVs) Yes

(c) Main steam bypass valves (MSBVs) Yes

(f) Main safety relief valves (SRVs) No
(g) Piping failure Na

(3) Main feedwater (MFW) system
(a) MFW pumps Yes

(b) MFW control valves Yes

(c) MFW isolation valves (MFIV) Yes

(d) MFW bypass valves Yes

(4) Chemical volume and control system (CVCS)
(a) Charging pumps Yes

(b) Letdown isolation valves Yes

(5) Safety injection system
(a) Safeguards actuation system Yes

(b) liigh pressure injection (HPI) Yes

(b) Low pressure injection (LPI) Yes

(6) Auxiliary feedwater (AFW) system
(a) AFW electric-motor-driven pumps Yes

(b) AFW steam-driven pumps Yes

(c) AFW isolation valves Yes

(7) Reactor protection system
(Reactor trip) Yes

"
.; , .

Instrument buses I,2, 3, and 4 supply power to various analog instrument racks, which
supply process instrumentation with control power. Th:s instrumentation includes pressur-
izer pressure transmitters, turbine overspeed channels (TROTS), steam dump instrumenta-
tion, pressuri7er level control, charging line flow control, RilR flow control, feedwater flow
control, and bistables for safety injection and AFW initiation.
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.

2.9.l.2. Instrument air system

The II. B. Robinson Unit 2 instrument air system consists of multiple trains of air
compressors, aftercoolers, dryers and air receivers which provide air to the instrument air
headers. Instrument air headers are located in the Turbine Building, Reactor Containment
Building, Reactor Auxiliary Building, Corridor and Fuel llandling Area.

,

Nominal instrument air header conditions are 100 to 110 psig and 85 F. Air flow

'

demands may fluctuate with demands between 200 and 400 standard cubic feet / minute;

(scfm). A 516-scfm primary air compressor normally supplies the instrument and station
air requirements throughout the plant. The compressor controller is placed in the "On"
position for constant speed regulation (i.e., cycling the compressor cylinder load) to main-
tain pressure in its 427 cubic foot air receiver.

Two 200-scfm instrument air compressors, A and B, normally provide intermittent air flow
' to meet peak air flow demands. These instrument air trains are in parallel and are
i normally auto-aligned to provide an on line backup to the primary air train. Aligned in

the Auto-mode, the compressors automatically start and stop to maintain pressure in a sin-
gle shared 150 cubic foot air receiver.

,

1 In addition, a 400-scfm station air compressor is used as a manual backup air supply when
the primary air and instrument air systems are unavailable. The station air is not of
instrument air quality * but can be valved into the instrument air system if necessary.

Power to the primary air compressor is supplied from 480V bus 2A: instrument air
compressors A and B are supplied from 480V MCC-5 and MCC-6, respectively; station air
compressor power is supplied from 480V bus 2B. The compressors are cooled by service
water.

Instrument air is required by the following components: PZR PORVs, MSIVs, STM
PORVs, feedwater control and bypass valves, charging pump and AFW pump labe oil
cooling valves, letdown isolation and charging flow control valves, charging pump and
AFW turbine pump speed control and RIIR system valves.

i

2.9.1.3. Component cooling water system'

! The component cooling water (CCW) system is a closed loop system. The CCW system
removes heat from various components and is cooled via two CCW heat exchangers, which
are, in turn, cooled by service water. There are three CCW pumps. Normally one pump
and one heat exchanger can handle the heat removal loads during full-power operation.
During normal operation the CCW system provides cooling water to the reactor coolant
and charging pumps. Two CCW pumps and heat exchangers are utilized for removing'

residual heat and pump heat during normal plant shutdown. -

Power to CCW pumps A, B, and C is supplied from 480V buses DS, El, and E2, respec-
tively. CCW pumps A and B are actuated by SI trains A and B, respectively. The pump

i

*The station air is normally running on its own header where air quality is not important.

l
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motor breakers have undervoltage trips which will operate upon loss of power. A station
blackout will actuate CCW pumps B and C per safeguards sequence for blackouts. A SI
actuation with no station blackout does not alte. the pumps B and C configuration in
effect. Ilowever, a SI actuation with a station blackout will trip out CCW pumps B and
C and require their manual restart. The pumps cannot be ..anually restarted if a contain-
ment spray signal is in effect. Since CCW puinp A is powered by DS bus, it is not
affected by safeguards action.

2.9.1.4. Service water system

The service water system (SWS) is an open. loop system taking its saction from Lake |

Robinson. The service water system supplies cooling water to several items of plant equip-
ment. This system also serves as a backup supply to the auxiliary feedwater pumps.
There are four 1/3 capacity service water pumi s. Three pumps normally operate. Thei
pumps discharge into two common 30-inch headers. The service water system provides
heat removal from the following components: main feedwater pumps; motor- and steam-
driven auxiliary feedwater pumps; CCW heat exchangers; primary, station, and instrument
air compressors; emergency diesel generators; and the safety injection pumps.

The service water pumps are supplied motive power from the following 480V buses:
pumps A and B from 480V bus El, and pumps C and D from 480V bus E2.

2.9.2. Support System Interfaces to Systems with PTS Significance

Support system interfaces to several components with PTS significance were described in
the previous sections. A summary of instrument air, CCW and service water is provided
in this section in Table 2.8. Electric power interfaces are extensive and impact
essentially all components. Appendix A identifies the electric power supplies, both
motive and control, for all components and controllers considered in this support system
interaction study. Additional discussion on the more complex interfaces is provided below.

2.9.2.1. Charging pump control

When in the auto-control mode, the charging pumps operate on a control signal from the
pressurizer level controller LC-459F. On low level (high voltage), the operating pump
speed is increased, and the letdown flow path is isolated. On loss of voltage from the pres-
surizer level controller to the pump speed controller, the pump speed goes to minimum. In
the auto-control mode, charging pump speed goes to maximum on loss of instrument air to
the charging pump speed controller.

2.9.2.2. Main feedwater system

Feedwater flow to each of the three steam generators is controlled by a separate feedwater
control loop which modulates the main feedwater control valves. On zero voltage output
from one of the feedwater flow controllers, the feedwater control valve in that loop closes.
Feedwater controllers in loops I, 2, and 3 are powered by instrument buses I, 2, and 3,
respectively. The feedwater control and bypass valves also fait closed on loss of instrument
air supply.
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Table 2.8. Summary of support system interfaces with respect to components of interest
for PTS analysis: instrument air, component cooling water (CCW), and service water (SW)

Components Requiring Com.mnen;s Components

Systems Instrument Air Requirma CCW Requiring SW

Front IJae Systeens

1. Reactor coolant system PORVs RCP (bearings and
RC-456 thermal b: rrier
RC-455C cooling cof)

2. Turbine protection system

3. Main steam system MSIVsi

Steam dump valves'

Steam-side PORVs

4. Main feedwater system Fecdwater control valves Feedwater pumps
Feedwater bypass valves A & B seat water

5. Chemical volume control Isolation valves to RCS: Charging pumps (lube oil
system CVC 310A & B cooling)

CVC-311
Charging line FCV
Letdown isolation valves
Pump suction valve from RWST
Charging pump speed control

N supply valve to SI pumps (scal water SI pump thrust6. Safety injection system 2

accumulators: SI-855 heat exchanger bearing cooling
Accumulator drain and

vent valves

7. Auxiliary feedwater system Turbine-driven pump Motor-driven and
speed control turbine-driven AFW

pumps (bearings)

8. Residual heat removal system Pump suction valves from RilR (pump seal
RWST: SI 862A & B water heat exchanger)

Discharge valves:
FCV-605
llCV 758

Support Systeens

10. Component cooling water Charging pump discharge CCW heat exchangers

systems valves: TCV-659A, B, & C A&B

1 11. Service water system Suction control valves to
AFW pumps A B, & turbine:
TCV-1902A
TCV 1903A
TCV 1903B

Discharge control valves from ,

air compressors A & B:
TCV 1629A & B

12. Instrument air system Primary air
compressors

instrument air
compressors A & B

13. Electric power system Diesel generator
cooling
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2.9.2.3. Main steam system

Each MSIV has two three-way solenoids, in series, which when energized supply instru-
ment air pressure to the MSIV bottom chamber. These two solenoids are supplied by
125V de power from auxiliary de panels DC and GC, respectively. Loss of power supply
to either solenoid or loss of instrument air to the bottom chamber will cause the valve to
close with spring assist.

2.9.2.4. Steam dump system
~

Three STM PORVs and five condenser SDVs are provided to relieve steam from the main
steam lines to the atmosphere and condenser when required. These valves are pneumati-
cally operated and designed to fait closed upon loss of pneumatic pressure.

The STM PORVs and SDVs open by energizing solenoid valves to open (powered by 125V
de auxiliary panels DC and GC), which results in pressurization of the STM PORVs with
air and the condenser SDVs with nitrogen. Additionally, the SDVs require the nitrogen
supply to be open or armed, which requires that an arming signal exist. The STM PORVs
will arm in the T.,, mode during load rejection if required.

The SDVs normally operate under the T.,, steam dump control system, but they can be
operated under the steam dump pressure control system for plant cooldown. This analysis
assumes the T,,, control configuration. Control of the STM PORVs, which is normally
from independent pressure controllers, switches to the T.,, steam dump control when a
sudden loss of load occurs. Loss of power to PM-447, the loss-of-load signal generator,
precludes control of the STM PORVs by the T.,, control system. The loss-of-load signal
from PM-447 also provides the arming signal to the SDVs. When T.,, falls below a cer-
tain set point, the arming signal is removed. The signals required for automatic opening of
the SDVs and PORVs under T va control (high T.,, and sudden loss-of-load signals)a

require 120V ac power from instrument buses I and 4.

2.9.2.5. Safety injection system

Safety injection will be initiated by 2 out of 3 high steam-line differential pressure signals
in one loop, 2 out of 3 low pressurizer pressure signals, 2 out of 3 high containment
pressure signals, and high steam flow in 2 out of 3 steam lines coincident with either low
T,,, or low steam pressure in the same steam lines. The three pressurizer pressure
bistables are supplied power from instrument buses I,2, and 3, respectively, via associated
analog instrument racks. Loss of power to any two of the three bistables initiates safety
injection. Other system variables that initiate SI require a high signal.

2.9.2.6. Auxiliary feedwater system

The steam-driven auxiliary feedwater pump and associated discharge valves can supply
auxiliary feedwater to the steam generators. This pump utilizes a speed controller to bring

i
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i

,

the pump up to a regulated speed. When instrument air to the speed controller is lost, the
pump goes to full speed.

2.9.2.7. Residual heat removal system

The RilR flow is controlled by two pnematically operated control valves, HCV-758 and
FCV-605, which are closed during normal operation. When instrument air is lost to these
valves, they fail closed, resulting in RilR flow isolation. Low-pressure injection is supplied
from the RilR system via bypass valve RHR 764, which is capable of providing LPI flow

j at any time. This valve is not affected by loss of instrument air.

| 2.9.2.8. Reactor protection system

The reactor protection system consists essentially of control / logic cabinets which cause the
control rods to drop on the detection of a variety of unfavorable plant states. The reactor

'

j trip will occur on loss of power to either of the two motor generator sets powered from the

| 480V buses 2B and 3, loss of 125V de control voltage from Panels A or B to reactor pro-
tection trains A or B, respectively, or by loss of 125V de from Panels A or B to the trip

,

circuit breakers. Reactor trip will also occur upon under-voltage detection on 2 out of 3 of

| the 4KV buses 1, 2 or 4. Failure of any one of the 120V ac instrument buses, which
transmit the reactor trip process signals, will not directly cause a reactor trip due to the 2

! out of 3 logic arrangement that prevails in the reactor protection system.

i

j 2.9.2.9. Turbine protection system

) Turbine protection by turbine trip is accomplished by releasing pressure in the hydraulic
fluid system, which, in turn, causes the governor, reheat. intercept, and stop valves to close.
ilydraulic pressure release is accomplished by three solenoid-operated valves (20-ET,20-1,'

]
and 20-2) or by a mechanically activated valve maintained closed by the auto stop lube oil
pressure. A fourth solenoid-operated valve,20-AST, is provided for pressure release of the
auto-stop lube oil system in addition to several mechanically operated valves.

All four solenoid-operated valves require electrical power to open for pressure release. An

.

auto-stop turbine trip will not occur if the 125V de Panel A is de-energized due to the lack
of power availability to the solenoid of 20-AST. This is also true for turbine emergency

j trip (20-ET) except that the power is supplied from 125V de Panel B. Loss of power from
de Panel B will also fail solenoids 20-1 and 20-2, preventing a governor / intercept trip.

Additional and diverse turbine protection is provided by the turbine redundant overspeed
1

trip system (TROTS) which operates under a 2 out of 3 logic scheme. Loss of power to 2
of the 3 TROTS control channels powered from 120V ac instrument buses 6,7 and 8 will

,

initiate a turbine trip. Actuation of additional solenoids is required to implement the trip
'

initiated by TROTS.

I
I

*

i
i
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i

2.9.2.10. Switchgear

; The 4160V and 480V switchgear control power is supplied by 125V de buses A and B.
This switchgear consists of breakers feeding the buses and major loads off of the buses.
The switchgear supplied by 125V de bus A are on 4160V buses I and 2; and 480V buses |
1,2A, and El. The switchgear supplied by 125V de bus B are on 4160V buses 3 and 4;
and 480V buses 2B, 3, and E2. Loss of the 125V de control power precludes switchgear
operation.'

i

2.9.3. Impact of Support System Failures

The impact of support system failures on the components with PTS significa..cc is sum-
i marized in this section. Many of the system failure modes identified are low probability

events. In addition, failure of the operator to take available remedial actions or manual
control is required, in many cases, to result in a transient adverse to PTS. The combined
impact and frequency of support system failures will be evaluated in Chapter 3 and com-
pared to other PTS sequence frequencies to complete the evaluation of potential support
system impacts on PTS sequences.

, The initial conditions assumed for the support system failure modes analysis is that the'

plant is in a normal automatic control mode and the on-site electrical system is configured
as shown in Figure 2.10. Immediate effects due to support system failures have been
noted. In addition, certain failures leading to long-term effects, such as the potential loss
of RCP seals due to the consequent unavailability of seal water, have been noted.

2.9.3.1. Electrical bus failures

Electric bus failures can occur for a variety of reasons, including isolation or failure of
feeder buses, equipment faults not cleared by local breakers, or faults that could occur dur.
ing mairJenance. For purposes of this analysis, single unspecified failures were postulated
at variot;i points in the power distribution circuitry. A bus failure was assumed to de-
energize the directly affected bus and buses fed from the failed bus. The batteries supply-
ing de buses A and B were considered to be fully charged and the diesel generators were
assumed to be unavailable.

The impact of single bus failures was assessed first. The buses considered included the
4KV buses, the 480V buses, the 480V and 120/208V MCCs, the 125V de buses, and de
auxiliary Panels DC and GC. In addition, certain double bus failures were postulated.

!

Those consider d were two failed 4KV buses at a time and failure of both de buses A and
B. Lastly, the existence of maintenance ties between MCC-8 on 4KV bus 3 and the vari-

| ous instrument buses was considered, with faults on the 4KV bus 3 postulated and
evaluated. The 125V de buses have multiple power supplies and no maintenance ties.

,

i

i The responses of the systems and components to the postulated electnc power failures are
; summarized in Table 2.9. The responses noted are for those components and systems
; potentially important to PTS :,cquences.
,
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Table 2.9. Impact of electric power failures on systems
and components important to PTS sequences

Response of
System / Component Potential Concern

Postulated Failures Response to PTS Sequences

Single Bus Failures ,

1. Loss of 4KV Bus I FW Pump A off No.

RCP A off (reactor tripa

due to resulting transient)

2. Loss of 4KV Bus 2 FW Loop 1 isolation No.

STM dump valves fait closed.

RCP C off (reactor trip due.

to resulting transient)
Loss of all but one Si pump.

3. Loss of 4KV Bus 3 PORY RC-455C stays closed No*

(and associated PORY block valves fail.

480V diesel open
generator) STM dump valves fail closed.

STM PORVs fait closed if.

load reject signal PM-447
exists
Turbine trip (and reactor trip by.

logic)
Letdown isolation.

Minimum auto charging pump flow.

(manual recovery may be required)
Loss cf all SI pumps except A.

Loss of two of three.

charging pumps

4. Loss of 4KV Bus 4 FW Pump B off No=

RCP B cff (reactor trip due.

to resulting transient)

5. Loss of 125V dc All PZR heaters off Yes.

PZR aux spray valve fails closedPanel A (which .

through logic, also Reactor trip.

results in loss Turbine trip (from 2/3 TROTS.

of 4KV Buses I channels)

SI Train B actuated (from 2/3and 2) .

PZR low pressure)
RCP A and C off*

MSIVs close (given spring.

assist operates)
AFW actuates.

PORV RC-456 stays closed.

All STM dump valves and STM.

PORVs fait close
FW isolation.

Letdown isolation.
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Table 2.9 (Continued)

Response of
System / Component Potential Concern

Postulated Failures Response to PTS Sequences

Single Pas Failures (Cont'd)

Instrument air capacity marginal.
.,

(compressor B only),

'

Charging line to Loop 2 cold leg!
.

fails open, but no change in

| charging flow
|

6. IAss off 125V de Reactor trip (and TT by logic) Yes.

Panel St Train B actuated (from 2/3.

|
PZR low pressure)
2 STM dump valves fait closed+

(A 2 and B-3) l

FW isolation1 .

Letdown isolation.

Beth pressurizer PORVs fait.

closed
PZR control heaters on.

AFW actuates with only MAFW.

pump A available
MSIV. close (given spring.

assist operates)

7. Loss of 125V de PZR aux-spray valve fails Yes.

Aux. Panel DC closed

PORY RC-456 fails closed.

;

STM PORVs fail closed.

3 STM dump valves fait closed*;

(A-1, B 1, B-2)
MSIVs close (given spring.

assist operates)

FW isolation (control and..

bypass valves closed)
;

i Letdown isolated.

Charging line to Loop 2 cold.

! leg fail open, but no change
! in charging flow

8. Loss of 125V dc PORY RC-455C fails closed No=

Aux. Panel GC 2 STM dump valves closed.

; ( A-2, B-3)
MSIVs close (given spring.

assist operates)
FW isolation=

Letdown isolated.

Charging line to Loop I cold.

leg fail open, but no change
in charging flow
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Table 2.9 (Continued)
.

Response of

| System / Component Potential Concern
Postulated Failures Response to PTS Sequences

,

|

| Single Bus Failures (Cont'd)

None No9. Loss of 480V Bus 1 .

Primary air compressor fail No10. Loss of 480V Bus 2A +

Delayed turbine trip (due to.

! eventual EH system
' depressurization)

None NoI 1. Loss of 480V Bus 2B .

Delayed turbine trip (eventual No12. Loss of 480V Bus 3 .

Eli system depressurization)
Turbine trin (RT by logic).

STM dump valves fait closed No13. Loss of 480V Bus El .

Loop I FW isolated.

PORV RC-455C fails closed No14. Loss of 480V Bus E2 .
'

STM dump valves fait closed.

f STM PORVs fail closed if load-
'

reject signal PM-447 exists
Minimum auto charging pump flow.

(manual recovery may be required)
Letdown isolated.

2/3 SI pumps off (B and C).

One charging pump and one CCW No15. Loss of 480V Bus DS .

pump failed

Delayed TT (due to eventual Eli No
.

16. Loss of 480V MCC-2 .

! system depressurization)

None No17. I oss of 480V MCC-3 .

Turbine trip (RT by logic) No; 18. Loss of 480V MCC-4 .

De'ayed TT (due to eventual Eil.

system depressurizatia.
MSIV bypass valves fan closed.

Loop I FW isolated No19. Loss of 480V MCC-5 .

STM dump valves fait ciosed.j

PORV RC-455C fails closed No20. Loss of 480V MCC-6 .

JTM dump valves fait closed.

STM PORVs fait closed if load.

reject signal PM-447 exists
Minimum auto charging flow (manual.

,

recovery may be required)

%
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Table 2.9 (Continued) .

Response of
System / Component Potential Concern

Postulated Failures Response to PTS Sequences
_

Single Bus Failures (Cont'd)

21. Loss of 480V MCC-8 Turbine trip (RT by logic) No*

Delayed TT (due to eventual Eli*

system depressurization)
MSIV bypass valves fait closed+

22. Loss of 480V MCC-9 None No+

23. Loss of 480V MCC-10 None No+

Multiple Bus Failures

1. Loss of 4KV Turbine trip (RT by logic) Yes+

Buses 2 and 3 (and PORV RC-455C fails closed*

associated 480V PORV block valves failed open+

diesel generators) RCP C off*

STM dump valves fait closed+

FW Loop 1 isolation.

Charging pumps off+

Letdown isolated (loss of PZR
- +

level control)
IIPI not operable+

AFW not operable+

RHR not operable+

Component cooling pumps lost *+

Service water pumps off*+

(resultiig in loss of instrument air)
MSIV closure (siven
spring assist operates)

Primary and secondary
PORV closure

FW isolation

2. Loss of 4KV RCPs A and C off(reactor Yes+

Buses I and 2 trip due to resulting transient),

(and associated PZR heaters off+

480V diesel Delayed TF and immediate TT by+

generator) logic
Reactor trip+

'
STM dump valves fail closed.

Only instrument air compressor B*

is left
FW Loop i isolated+

Charging flow can't be throttled+

by valve (level control on pump
speed is operable)
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Table 2.9 (Continued)

Response of
System / Component Potential Concern

|
Postulated Failures Response to PTS Sequences

Multiple Bus Failures (Cont'd)

Reactor trip No3. Loss of 4KV +

Turbine trip (by logic)Buses I and 4 +

RCPs A and B off+

FW isolation.

AFW actuated by logic.

(turbine pump only)

PORV RC-455C stays closed No4. Loss of 4KV +

PORV block valves failed openBuses I and 3 +

Delayed TT (eventual EH system(and associated +

480V diesel depressurization)
RCP A is offgenerators) +

Reactor trip.

Instrument air compressor A+

'!cft only
Minimum auto charging pump flow.

(manual recovery may be required)
'

Letdown isolation+

STM dump valves fail closed.

STM PORVs fail closed if load.

reject signal PM-447 exists
SI available with Pump A only+

Reactor trip No5. Loss of 4KV +

Turbine trip (by logic)Busca 2 and 4 +

RCPs B and C off(and associated +

STM dump valves fail closed480V diesel +

FW isolated to Loop 1 via controlgenerator) .

valve closure

PORV RC-455C stays closed No6. Loss of 4KV +

PORV block valves failed openBuses 3 and 4 +

Delayed TT (eventual EH system(and associated +

480V diesel depressurization)
Immediate turbine trip fromgenerators) +

governor control cabiriet
(RT by logic)
RCP B is off+

Minimum auto charging pump flow+

(manual recovery may be required)
1Letdown isolation+

STM dump valves fait closed+

STM PORVs fait closed if load+

reject signal PM-447 exists
Si available with pump A only.

;

!
:

I
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Table 2.9 (Contipued)

Response of
System / Component Potential Concern

Postulated Failures Respot;se to PTS Sequences

Multiple Bus Failures (Cont'd)

Reactor trip Yes7. de Panels A and B +

PZR aux-spray valve.

fails closed
Both primary PORVs closed.

TT failure (if TROTS also fails.

on loss of de power)
STM dump valves and STM PORVs.

fait closed
MSIVs closed (given spring.

assist operates)
FW isolated.

Letdown isolated.

Charging flow continues to cold-

legs I and 2 from Pump A only;
operator can shut off pump A
All RCPs on and cannot be tripped-

All PZR heaters on and cannot.

be tripped
Si not operable.

AFW not operable.

RHR not operable.

Bus Failures with Maintenance Ties

Turbine trip (RT by logic) Yes1. Loss of 4KV Bus 3" .

PORV RC-455C stays closedwith Instrument Bus 2 .

PORV block valves fail opentied to 120/208V +

STM dump valves fail closedMCC-8 (Instrument Bus .

STM PORVs fail closed if loadI also incurs a temp- .

orary voltage reduc- reject signal PM-477 exists
FW Loop 2 isolatestion due to the 4KV .

Minimum auto charging flow (manualtransfer that is .

initiated by TT) recovery may be required)
SI actuated (one Si pump.

available)
AFW actuated.

Letdown isolated.
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Tsble 2.9 (Continued)

. Response of

f System / Component Potential Concern

| Postulated Failures Response to PTS Sequences

Bus Failures with Maintenance Ties (Cont'd)

Turbine trip (RT by logic) Yes2. Loss of 4KV Bus 3" .

PORVs RC-455C and RC-456with Instrument Bus .

3 tied to 120/208V, stay closed
STM dump valves fail closedMCC-8 (Instrument Bus .

STM PORVs fail closed if loadI also incurs a tempor- .

ary voltage reduction reject signal PM-447 exists
FW loop 3 isolatesdue to the 4KV trans- .

Minimum auto charging flow (manualfer that is initiated .

by TT) recovery may be required)
SI actuated (one SI pump.

available)
AFW actuated.

Letdown isolated.

Turbine trip (RT by logic) Yes3. Loss of 4KV Bus 3" .

PORVs RC-456 and RC-455Cwith Instrument Buses .

2 and 3 tied to 120/208V, stay closed
STM dump valves fait closedMCC-8 (Instrument .

STM PORVs fail closed if loadBus I also incurs a .

temporary voltage reject signal PM-447 exists
FW loops 2 and 3 isolatereduction due to the .

Minimum auto charging flow (manual4KV transfer that is .

initiated by TT) recovery may be required)
Si actuated (one SI pump.

available)
AFW actuated.

Letdown isolated.

'See Table A.7 for additional effects.

"Also assumes loss of associated 480V diesel generators.

Loss of any one of the 4KV buses I,2 (and bus El Diesel) or 4 would be expected to have
little or no impact from a PTS standpoint; however, a reactor trip would be expected due
to loss of the RCP. Loss of 4KV bus 3 would result in the following simultaneous effects:
turbine trip and subsequent reactor trip, letdown isolation, failure of one pressurizer relief
valve to open, failure of all steam dump valves to open, charging flow in the auto mode
going to n inimum, and only one SI pump being available.* The pressurizer relief block
valves would not be operable if required to close. Loss of 4KV bus 2 would result in isola-
tion of one main feedwater loop and failure of all five steam dump valves in the closed
insition.

*lt is anticipated that this event would lead to auto-start of Diesel Generator B. If this diesel is in operation,3
SI pumps would be available.
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Loss of power to the 125V de distribution panels results in multiple effects. Loss of de
Panel A produces a reactor trip signal, which initiates a turbine trip and transfer of the
4KV buses; however, the transfer cannot be completed without power from de bus A and,
thus, power is lost on 4KV buses I and 2 as well during the transfer. This sequence does
not occur on the loss de Panel B; or on the simultaneous loss of both de panels. For these
failures the 4KV buses are backfed from the 230KV switchyard. With the loss of dc Panel

'

A and the consequential loss of 4KV buses I and 2, a reactor trip, a turbine trip, AFW,
and Si are initiated; one pressurizer relief valve, the MSIVs, three of five SDVs, and the
STM PORVs are failed in the closed position; the pressurizer heaters are off; and feedwa-

j ter and letdown lines are isolated. With loss of power on de Panel B the pressurizer
heaters are failed on with both pressurizer relief valves failed closed; a reactor trip and a
turbine trip are initiated; feedwater and letdown lines are isolated; and two steam dump
valves are failed in the closed position.

With loss of power on both 125V de buses A and B, a reactor trip is initiated. Also, AFW
and low pressure safety injection (RHR) are not operable; letdown and feedwater flow are
isolated; MSIVs, primary and secondary side PORVs, and all steam dump valves are failed
in the closed position; charging flow can be isolated only by shutting off the operating

'

charging pump; and all RCPs and pressurizer heaters are failed on and cannot be tripped
from their normal control systems.

All combinations of double 4KV bus failures were postulated and analyzed (i.e., all double
failure combinations of the four buses). The postulated failure of 4KV buses 2 and 3i

I (including loss of associated diesel generators on buses El and E2) had the greatest impact
on vital systems. The other combinations involving failure of 4KV bus 3 (buses 3 and I
and 3 and 4) had lesser impacts. These combinations resulted in a reactor trip, a turbine
trip, one primary side PORV failing closed, letdown isolation, all steam dump valves fail-
ing closed, one RCP off, and only one SI pump and one instrument air compressor avail-,

able. With failure of 4KV buses 2 and 3, all SI pumps and charging pumps would be
inoperable, as would all motor-driven AFW,* component cooling water and service water
pumps. Loss of seal flow to the RCPs due to the charging pump failure could potentially
lead to RCP seal failure. And, in addition, although the lag time would be greater, loss of
service water could fail all instrument air compressors, which would eventually cause feed-,

water isolation, MSIV closure, and primary and secordary side PORV closure.

Failure of 4KV buses I and 2, I and 4, and 2 and 4 are similar, except that the 1 and 4
combination results in actuation of AFW, and the I and 2 combination results in the pres-
surizer heaters failing off and all instrument air compressors except B failing. These failed
bus combinations would all result in a reactor trip, a turbine trip, two RCPs off, and at
least partial feedwater isolation.

The postulated failure of 4KV bus 3 with maintenance ties to 120V instrument buses 2 or
3 through MCC-8 maintenance tie led to evaluation of three additional failure modes.
Failure of 4KV bus 3 will initiate a transfer of the 4KV buses to the SUT. The transfer
of 4KV bus I to the SUT will induce a momentary power loss on instrument bus 1. This
momentary loss, coupled with the loss of either instrument bus 2 or 3, will actuate SI on a
two of three low pressurizer pressure channel logic.

' Steam-driven AFW would be available even if all power is lost. However, subsequent loss of instrument air
due to loss of CCW could result in loss of control of steam-driven AFW.
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In addition to the conditions that failure of 4KV bus 3 would initiate, loss of instrument
bus 2 or instrument bus 3 in combination with the momentary loss of instrument bus I will
result in SI and AFW actuation, main feedwater isolation (due to SI), and PORV RC-456
unavailability (instrument bus 3 only).

i

|

I 2.9.3.2. Instrument air system failures

Instrument air system failure (Iow pneumatic supply pressure) can be caused by a postu-
lated passive failure of the instrument air headers or loss of motive or control power to the
instrument air compressors. Normal plant instrument air requirements can be satisfied
either by the primary compressor or either instrument air compressor (A or B). Thus,
failure of one or two of the compressors will not result in system failure. No single or dou-
ble bus failures will directly result in loss of all three compressors. Loss of service water to
the compressors would lead, ultimately, to failure of the three compressors and the station
air compressor. A double bus failure of 4KV buses 2 and 3 will fail service water. The
time required for the compressors to fail following a loss of service water is unknown;
however, the operator may choose to trip the compressors rather than allowing them to run
to failure. Following loss of the compressors, the instrument air system is expected to
depressurize over a period of minutes, perhaps longer, depending on the air requirements
during the particular transient.

The effects of instrument air failure on the systems and components important to PTS are
provided in Table 2.10. The primary and secondary side PORVs would fail closed, as
would the MSIVs, feedwater control and bypass valves (if open), letdown isolation valves,
and RHR supply valves to the RCS. (LPSI, however, is available through its normal flow
line and bypass valve RIIR 764.) This would isolate feedwater and letdown flow and fail
low-pressure injection. The steam dump valves, which require N for operation, are not2

impacted by loss of instrument air. Loss of air to the speed controllers on the AFW tur-
bine pump and the charging pumps would result in operation at full speed. In addition,
charging flow supply and control valves would fail open. Thus, the charging pump would
have to be manually controlled to control charging flow.

I

2.9.3.3. Cooling water system failures

Failure of the component cooling water systems and service water system can be caused by
loss of power to the respective supply pumps or by mechanical pump failures. Supply
valves in the systems are normally open. The air-operated valves normally fail open and
the motor-operated valves generally fail as is.

All three CCW pumps must be inoperable in order to fail CCW. Loss of motive power on
the 480V buses DS, El, and E2 or loss of motive power on the 480V bus DS and control
power on de Panels A and B would fail the CCW pumps. If diesel generators were una-
vailable, faults on 4KV buses 2 and 3 would also fail CCW.

Normally two of the four service water pumps are required for the service water system to
be operable during transient conditions. Loss of motive power on both 480V El and E2
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Table 2.10. Impact of loss of instrument air, component cooling water, and
service water on systems and components with P15 significance

Response of
System / Component Potential Concern

Postulated Failures Response to PTS Sequences

Loss of Instrument Air . PZR PORVs fail closed Yes
. STM PORVs fail closed
. MSIVs fail closed (given spring

assist operates)
. FW isolation (control and bypass

valves closed)
. Auto throttling of charging flow

is failed (control valves failed
open and charging pump speed
control is lost)

. Letdown isolated and charging i

pump speed control is lost,
failing pump full speed

. Loss of RIIR (RilR supply valves
to RCS; this does not result

in loss of LPSI)
. AFW turbine pump full speed, if

; pump is operating (due to failure
of speed controller)

Loss of CCW . Potential RCP seal failure (loss Yes
of seal water due to loss of
charging pump and loss of RCP
thermal barrier cooling)

,

. Potential Si pump seal failure

. Potential RIIR pump seal failure

Loss of SWS . Potential loss of FW pumps (FW isolation) Yes
. Potential loss of AFW (pumps)
. Potential SI (pump) failure
. Loss of IA (primary and instrument

air compressors)
MSIVs close (given spring

assist operates)
PORVs fail closed
STM PORVs closed
Letdown isolated
Auto throttling of charging

flow failed
Loss of RIIR

Slow loss of CCW (Icss of heat
sink from IIXs)

. Potential RCP bearing failure

. Loss of containment fan coolers
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buses would fail the four service water pumps. Depending on which pumps were operat-
ing, loss of control power from either the de Panel A or B could prevent standby pumps
from being started, if required. In addition, loss of service water to the CCW heat
exchangers would result in a slow degradation of the CCW system due to loss of heat

,

| removal.

I The effe,. , of cooling water system failures on the systems and components important to
PTS are provided in Table 2.10 with the effects of instrument air failures. Loss of CCW
could lead to eventual RCP seal degradation or failure in the charging pumps, the Si
pumps, and the RHR pumps. Loss of the charging pumps would fail seal water to the

i RCPs, which could lead to RCP seal failure and a small-break LOCA. CCW also cools
the RCP bearings and thermal barrier cooling coil.

Loss of service water would result in loss of all three instrument air compressors and sub-
sequent failure of the instrument air system. AFW pumps, feedwater pumps, and SI
pumps would also be failed on loss of service water. The system level effects of a service
water system failure including the subsequent loss of instrument air would include: feed-;

water and letdown isolation; inoperability of AFW, SI, RHR, and charging flow auto con-,

'

trol; and closure of MSIVs, primary and secondary side PORVs, and possibly the steam
dump valves.;

!
!

| 2.9.4. Summary
;

; Plant responses from *2 of the 36 support system failures postulated were considered to bc

| of potential concern to PTS sequences. Nine of the postulated failures were the electric
j bus failures and the remaining three were the loss of component cooling water, instrument

air, and service water systems.
.

! The plant functions adversely affected by support system failures from a PTS standpoint
i are the charging flow, safety injection, AFW Gow, pressurizer control, RCP operation,

and, potentially, turbine operation. The steam dump valves, primary and secondary side
PORVs, and MSIVs fail closed on support system failures; letdown and main feedwater
now are isolated on support system failures; and safety injection accumulator operability is
not impacted by support system failures.

I Instrument air failure results in overfeed from the charging pumps, unless the pumps are
switched to manual mode and operated in a start-and-stop-mode to gain flow control. Loss;

of service water will fail the instrument air compressors, and thw lead to eventual charg-
ing flow overfeed. A double bus failure on 4KV buses 2 and 3 (and their dicscis) will fail

, all charging pumps and could lead to potential RCP seal failures.
1

f
The three bus failures that Lvolved instrument buses tied to 4KV bus 3 (which powers the
480V E2 bus) for maintenance resulted in actuation of SI and AFW. Loss of power to dc

! Panel A also results in actuation of SI and AFW.
!

; Certain electrical bus failures involving 4KV bus 3 fail the pressurizer PORY block valves
open while at least one of the PORVs is operable. Loss of de power will fail circuit break-;

ers on the pressurizer heaters and the RCP pumps so that these components cannot be
i
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tripped off from r.ormal control station. Loss of power to both de Pancis A and B causes
turbine trip failure of 3/4 of the turbine trip systems. If loss of Pc power also fails the
solenoid trip valves associated with the turbine redundant overspeed trip system (TROTS),
the turbine can only be tripped manually or by mechanical overapeed actuation of the
auto-stop trip system.

The frequency of the 16 support syster failures considered of potential concern to PTS
sequences and the associated PTS sequence frequencies are addressed in Chapter 3.

|

2.10. Reference

1. The information in the HBR-2 systems included in this chapter was obtained from the
Final Safety Analysis Report far H. B. Robinson Unit 2.

i

f
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3. DEVELOPMENT OF POTENTIAL OVERCOOLING SEQUENCES
FOR H. B. ROBINSON UNIT 2

3.1. Introduction

The development of overcooling sequences that potentially could result in pressurized ther-
mal shock (PTS) to a reactor vessel is difficult due to the complex interactions of the

i many systems comprising a nuclear power plant. The first step in the development of
these sequences for 11. B. Robinson Unit 2 was the analysis of plant systems to deter-4

mine possible system operating states, including failed states, which could affect an over-
cooling transient. The system state trees resulting from thi; analysis are presented in Sec-
tion 3.2. The second step was the identification of specific initiating events which could
lead to overcooling transients, followed by a review of the events to evaluate whether they
need be considered with respect to PTS. A summary of the initiators determined to be
applicable to the II. B. Robinson Unit 2 PTS analysis is presented in Section 3.3.

The third step in the development of the overcooling sequences was an examination of the
system operating states with respect to the initiating events and the development of,

initiator-specific transient sequences in an event-tree format. In each case the event tree'

includes pertinent operator actions associated with each initiator that were determined
from a review of plant operating procedures. The resulting event trees are presented in
Section 3.4.

Finally, as described in Section 3.5, the expected frequency of each event-tree transient
was calculated based on data from H. B. Robinson Unit 2 and generic failure data.
The calculated frequencies and engineering judgement were then used to group the event-
tree sequences to develop a final list of sequences to be considered in subsequent thermal-
hydraulics and fracture-mechanics analyses.

<

3.2. System State Trees
1

1

Each of the systems discussed in Chapter 2 was examined to identify those system and

1
subeystem functions which could have a significant effect on the temperature or pressure in
the reactor vessel downcomer region, and system state trees were then developed for the
pertinent systems. The headings and the possible branches associated with these trees are
described in this section, but for brevity the system state trees themselves are not included.

System state trees represent possible system operating states in response to an unspecified
initiating transient. Since the systems were analyzed on a functional basis, the branching
on the state trees may be more complex than simple binary success and failure branches.'

This will be noted by qualifying conditions specified for some of the branches.

Thermal hydraulic " conditioning events" are also included on the functional system state
trees. These events serve a dual purpose: (1) they limit the number of potential end |

'

states for a given system state tree that must be considered, and (2) they permit the cou-
,

'

pling between the various functional system state trees (due to the thermal-hydraulic'
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interactions). The term " conditioning events"is used since subsequent system responses are
considered conditional on the thermal-hydraulic parameters which typically comprise the
event description.

3.2.1. Reactor Vessel and Its Internals

The components of the first system examined consist of the pressure vessel and its inter-
nals, or, more specifically, the reactor core and its supoort structure. Since a reactor trip
is assumed to occur following any initiating transient considered in the PTS analysis, the
only " action" expected of the reactor core is that it achieve subcriticality following the trip.
The power generated by the core following the trip is a known function of time and past
operation (i.e., it is not a function of an initiating event or the system failure), and thus no
system state tree was developed for the pressure vessel and its internals.

3.2.2. Reactor Coolant System

As described in Chapter 2.0, the function of the reactor coolant system (RCS) is to
remove heat from the reactor core and transfer it to the secondary system. This primary
function is accomplished by two subfunctions: (1) maintaining reactor coolant loop flow
from the core to the steam generators and (2) controlling the reactor coolant loop pressure
to maintain the reactor coolant in a subcooled liquid state. Thus, there is a potential need
for two system state trees to describe this system. [Another subfunction, control of reactor
coolant inventory, is discussed in the subsequent sections on the safety injection system
(SIS) and the chemical and volume control system (CVCS).]

A review of reactor coolant system components revealed that the reactor coolant pumps
(RCPs) comprisc the only set of active components required to maintain forced circulation
of reactor coolant. For an overcooling event of any consequence, the RCPs are expected to
be manually tripped by the operator,* an act that increases the potential for loop flow
stagnation, which, in turn, could lead to reduced downcomer temperatures.f Hence, failure
to trip the pumps would improve the situation from the PTS point of view; however, as the
procedures are presently written, this would constitute a failure of the operator to comply
with procedures. Since credit should not be taken for a failure which could reduce the
severity of a transient, the assumption was made that the RCPs would always be tripped
when primary system pressure dropped below 1300 psig following a safety injection actua-
tion signal (SIAS).# Thus, the operation of the pumps was not considered in the system
state tree.

*An overcooling event of any significance will cause primary system coolant contraction, resulting in the reac-
tor coolant system pressure being lowered to the extent that a requirement for an RCP trip may occur.

I
Loup flow stagnation is discussed in detail in Chapter 4 of this report.

#
It should also be noted that the procedures may be changed in the near future. This change would cause the
pump trip to be based on subcooling criteria. This could result in the pumps remaining on during certain
secondary s'de events, such as steam.line breaks. Under these conditions the analysis presented in this report
would appear to be an overprediction of the risk. Some calculations made to quantify this condition are dis-
cussed later in this report.
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As discussed in Section 2.3.4, the reactor coolant loop pressure is controlled by the pressur-
izer heaters, the pressurizer spray valves, two pressurizer power-operated relief valves
(PZR PORVs), and three pressurizer safety valves (PZR SVs).

i

| The operating mode of the pressurizer heaters has little effect on cooling sequences and
! was not included in the system state tree. For any overcooling event of significance, the
! pressurizer will drain and the heaters will automatically turn off. This assumed proper

operation of the heaters need not be addressed in the system state tree. Even if the heaters
failed to turn off with low pressurizer level, their continued operation would not affect the:

RCS pressure (although heater damage could be expected). Restoration of pressurizer
water level would permit the heaters to turn back on and function as required. The addi-1

i tional effect of the heaters is considered to be small, and, in any case, the assumption that
they will operate as designed accounts for their effect.

The pressurizer spray valve operation was also climinated from the system state tree, since
tripping the reactor coolant pumps stops the normal spray flow regardless of spray valve
position. This leaves only the auxiliary spray from the CVCS. Even though the auxiliary
pressurizer spray can have a significant effect on repressurization, it can be initiated only

'

manually, which makes it an operator action that is addressed on an event-specific basis on
the event trees and not on the system state trees.

i 9
i Thus, the system state tree for the RCS is limited to the control of the coolant loop pres-

sure, which, in turn, is limited to the potential states of the PZR PORVs and the PZR
| SVs. The system state tree headings and the potential branches for each heading are

described in Table 3.1.

!
j 3.2.3. Main Steam System

|
! The main steam system was described in Section 2.3 as consisting of eight major subsys-

tems: (1) the steam generators (SGs), (2) the main turbine stop valves and governor
valves, (3) the steam dump valves (SDVs), (4) the steam power-operated relief valves
(STM PORVs), (5) the main steam line isolation valves (MSIVs), (6) the main

j steam line safety valves (SSVs), (7) the steam-line flow restrictors, and (8) the main
steam check valves.

| Of the eight subsystems, the steam generators and the flow restrictors have passive func-
[ tions and are not included on the system state tree. The system state tree headings used to
i define the condition of each of the remaining subsystems, together with descriptions of the
; possible branches for each heading, are presented in Table 3.2.
.

i

3.2.4. Feedwater and Condensate System

! In Section 2.4 of this report the seven major subsystems of the feedwater and condensate
; system were identified as: (1) the condensate storage tank, (2) the condenser, (3) the
i condensa . pumps, (4) the feedwater heaters, (5) the main feedwater (MFW) pumps,

(6) the hJW control valves and bypass valves, and (7) the MFW isolation valves.
;

!

!
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Table 3.1. Description of state tree headings and potential branches for
reactor coolant pressure control systent*

System State IIcading Description Descriptions of
Tree IIcading and Discussion Conditional Branches

Max RCS pressure This thermal-hydraulic The two branches required are:
< lift pressure parameter identifies the
for PZR PORVs. need for components in (1) Pressure < PZR PORV lift set point.

this system to function. (2) Pressure > PZR PORV lift set point.
If the pressure < lift
set point, no components
in this system are re-
quired to change state.
If the pressure > lift
set point, some components
will be required to change
state. Thus, two branches
are required under this
heading.

PZR PORVs open Given that the PZR PORVs If the RCS pressure < PZR PORY lift
on deniand. are required to open, set point, no branches are

the potential exists for required under this heading.
one or both to fail to
open. A failure for a
PZR PORV to open could If the RCS pressure > PZR PORV lift
lead to the opening of a set point, three branches are
PZR SV, which is not iso- required:
latable. The number of
branches required depends (1) Both PZR PORVs open.
on the initial thermal. (2) One PZR PORY falls to open.
hydraulic branching. (3) Both PZR PORVs fail to open.

Max RG pressure This thermal-hydraulic if the RCS pressure < PZR PORV lift
< lift pressure parameter identifies the set point,it will be < PZR SV
for PZR SVs. demand for PZR SVs. The lift set point, and no branches

number of branches re. are required.
quired depends on the
initial thermal. If the RCS pressure > PZR PORV lift
hydraulic branching. set point, two branches are required:

(1) PZR SV deniand exists.
(2) PZR SV densand does not exist.

PZR SVs open Given that the PZR SVs Four branches are required:
on deniand. are required to open,

the potential exists (1) All three PZR SVs open,
for one, two or all (2) One PZR SV fails to open.
three to fail to open. (3) Two PZR SVs fall to open.

(4) All three PZR SVs fall to opea.

|
,

The condensate storage tank, the condenser, and the feedwater heaters have passive func-
tions and thus are not considered in the system state tree. The active functions of the con-

| densate pumps, the MFW pumps, and the MFW control and isolation valves provide feed-
water flow in their operating (open) condition while stopping flow in their tripped (closed)
condition. These component functions have been grouped under the heading of " main
feedwater flow isolated on demand."
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Table 3.1. (Continued)
System State licading Description Descriptions of
Tree ficading and Discussion Conditional Branches

PZR SYs close For those branches if only one PZR SV has opened,
on low pressure. involving the opening of two branches are required:

the PZR SVs, the failure
i of the valves to close (1) PZR SV closes.

on low pressure must be (2) PZR SV falls to close.
,! considered. The number

of branches required is if only two PZR SVs have opened,
determined by the number three branches are required:
of PZR SVs that opened.

(1) Both PZR SVs close.
(2) One PZR SV fails to close.
(3) Both PZR SVs fail to close.

If all three PZR SVs have opened,
four branches are required:

(1) All three PZR SVs close.
(2) One PZR SV fails to cle.e.
(3) Two PZR SVs fail to close.
(4) All three PZR SVs fail to close.

PZR PORVs close For those branches If only one PZR PORV has opened,
on demand. involving the opening of two branches are required:

the PZR PORVs, the failure
of the valves to close on (1) PZR PORV closes.
demand must be considered. (2) PZR PORY fails to close.
The number of branches
required is determined If both PZR PORVs have opened, three
by the number of PZR PORVs branches are required:
that opened.

(1) Both PZR PORVs close.
,

(2) One PZR PORY fails to close.
(3) Both PZR PORVs fall to close.

Block valves A block valve is provided If only one block valve is demanded,
chwe. to isolate cach PZR PORV two branches are required;

if it fails to close auto-
matically. The number of (1) Block valve closes.
branches is determined by (2) Block valve fails to close.
the number of valves
demanded. If both block valves are demanded,

,

three branches are required:

(1) Both block valves close.
(2) One block valve fails to close.
(3) Both block valves fall to close.

* Acronyms used in this table are: RCS = reactor coolant system, PZR PORV = pressurizer |

power. operated relief valve. and PZR SV = pressurizer safety valve.

I
|Following any reactor trip, the MFW regulating valves are required to close and the

bypass valves are opened (manually) to about 5% flow. This action is referred to as " main
feedwater runback." The question of whether runback occurs m'ist be addressed in the
system state tree.
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Table 3.2. Description of state tree bendings and potential
branclees for the namin steam system *

System State IIcading Description Descriptions of
Tree IIcading and Discussion Conditional Branches

Turbine stop This step identifies whether The two branches required are:
valves and the turbine trips on demand.
governor Closure of the turbine stop (1) All stop valves or governor
valves close. valves or turbine governor valves close.

valves is the function con- (2) One or more stop valve (s) and one
sidered. Thus, two branches or amore governor valve (s) fall to j
are required under this close.
heading.

SDVs opea. liigh T..,or high steam Six branches are required:
pressure thermal-hydraulic
condition could cause the (I) All five SDVs open.
SDVs to the condenser to (2) One SDV fails to open.
open. (3) Two SDVs fail to open.

(4) Dree SDVs fail to opes.
(5) Four SDVs fail to open.
(6) All five SDVs fail to opes.

STM PORVs open. liigh T.,,or high steam Four branches are required:
pressure thermal-hydraulic
condition could result in (1) All three STM PORVs open.
the STM PORVs opening. (2) One STM PORV fails to open.

(3) Two STM PORVs fail to open.
(4) All three STM PORVs fail to open.

Stennepressere This thermal-hydraulic Two branches are required:
< SRV lift set function opens the 12 SRVs
point. (four on each of three (1) Stenni pressure < SRV lift set point.

lines), which lift in pairs (2) Steam pressure > SRV lift set point.
at various pressures. It is
assumed that even if some
SRVs fail to open, one or
more ERV(s) will eventually
open on each line if the
steam pressure > SRY lift
pressure.

SRVs close Given that one or more pairs Four branches are required:
on demand. of SRVs open, the question

of whether or not they close (1) All twelve SRVs close.
on demand must be examined. (2) One or more SRVs fall to close on
Since both ,e single valve one line.
failure and multiple valve (3) One or more SRVs fall to close on
failures are considered to be two lines.
small steam-line breaks, (4) One or snore SRVs fail to close on
they need not be treated all three lines.
individually.

STM PORVs Failure of a STM PORY to Four branches are required:
closeon close is equivalent to a
deniand. small steam line break up- (1) All three STM PORVs close.

stream of the MSIVs. (2) One STM PORY fails to close.
(3) Two STM PORVs fall to clone.
(4) All three STM PORVs fall to close.
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Table 3.2 (Continued)

System State ifcading Desenption Descriptions of
Tree lleading and Discussion Conditional Branches

-

SDVs clow Failure of the SDVs to close Six branches are required:
on desmand. is equivalent to a steam-

line break downstream of the (I) All flee SDVs close.
MSIVs. (2) One SDV fails to clone.

(3) Two SDVs fail to close.
(4) Dree SDVs fail to close.
(5) Four SDVs fail to close.
(6) AH five SDVs fail to close.

MSIVs close Closure of the MSIVs on Four branches are required:
on deniand. demand can isolate failed-

open SDVs, (1) All three MSIVs clone.
(2) One MSIV fails to clone.
(3) Two MSIVs fail to close.
(4) All three MSIVs fail to clone.

' Acronyms used in this table are: SDV steam dump valve, STM PORV - steam power-
operated relief valve, SRV - safety relief valve, and MSIV - main steam isolation valve.

The coupling of components on a functional basis produces the system state tree headings
and possible branches identified and explained in Table 3.3.

3.2.5. Auxiliary Feedwater System

As described in Section 2.5, the principal active components of the auxiliary feedwater
(AFW) system are: (1) the AFW pumps, (2) the AFW control valves, and (3) the
AFW block valves.

The control signals and functions of these components are used to construct the system
state tree headings and branches described in Table 3.4. It should be noted that the
AFW system state tree is constructed to consider three flow conditions to the steam gen-
erators: maximum flow, normal flow, and no flow.

3.2.6. Safety injection System

The safety injection (SI) system consists of three types of coolant injection processes:
(1) high pressure injection, (2) coolant injection from the accumulators, and (3) low-
pressure injection. [As noted in Chapter 2, two low pressure injection (LPI) pumps also
serve as residual heat removal (RilR) pumps.]

On a first evaluation it appeared that failure of any of the injection processes would be
more of an undercooling concern that an overcooling problem, and, therefore, the conserva-
tive perspective would be to assume that all components would work when required and no
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Table 3.3. Description of state tree headings and potential
branches for stain condensate and feedwater systent*

System State Ileading Description Descriptions of
Tree ficading and Discussion Conditional Branches

MFW regulaties Following a reactor trip, Four branches are required:
valves close. the MFV/ system is required

to run back to prevent a (1) AM three MFW regulating valves eleee.
- steam generator overfeed. (2) One MFW regulating valve falls to close.
! The MFW regulating valves (3) Two MFW regulating valves fall to close.

will throttle to control the (4) AM three MFW regulating valves fail to
steam generator level. In close.

I addition, a reactor trip and

| low T will close the
i control valves. Rather than
! identify several branches to

cover the various levels of
runback possible, the
branches under this heading'

bound the potential
conditions by assuming that
complete runback occurs (i.e ,
valves close) or that no run-
back occurs (i.e., valves
fail to close).

MFW pumips Upon occurrence of an St Three branches are required:
trip. signal or a high SO level

signal, the MFW pumps (two) (1) Both MFW puseps trip.
. trip. This is a redundant (2) Only one MFW pussy trips.
I mechanism to prevent steam (3) Both MFW puespe fail to trip.

generator overfeed.

MFW isolated Upon occurrence of an St Four branches are required:
on deseand. signal, the MFIVs close,

stopping all flow in the MFW (1) AM three MFW lines are neolated.
lines. (2) Two MFW lines are leolated.

*
(3) One MFW line is leolated.
(4) No MFW lines are leolated.

SI signal The SI signal trips the PIFW Two branches are required:
generated pumps, closes the MFIVs and
om desmand. the MFW regulating valves, (I) Si signal is generated.

and prevents the bypass (2) SI signal is not generated.
valves from opening.

' Acronyms used in this table are: MFW - main feedwater, SI - safety injection, SG - steam
generator, and MFIV - main feedwater isolation valve.

system state tree would be necessary. Ilowever, further evaluation of an Si failure
revealed two potential overcooling factors. First, an initial SI failure with recovery at
some later time could affect the loop flow characteristics and the cooldown rate. Second,
an Si failure during a loss-of coolant accident (LOCA) could result in low pressure
injection and accumulator tank flow at a considerably earlier time. This, coupled with a
potential repressurization from the charging pumps and thermal expansion, could have
PTS consequences. Thus, an Si failure is considered on the system state tree. Although
failure of accumulators and low-pressure injection would most likely be of greater concern
for undercooling sequences than for overcooling sequences, failure of these functions is
retained in the system state tree for completeness. This results in the tree headings
described in Table 3.5.

.
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Table 3.4. Description of state tree headings and potential branches
for auxiliary feedwater system *

System State IIcading Description Descriptions of
Tree IIcading and Discussion Conditional Branches

AFW pump This signal will start the The two branches required are:
breakers open. two motor-driven AFW pumps.

Two branches are required (l) AFW pump breakers open.
to describe this system (2) AFW pump breakers fa3 to opee.
state.

Two of three A low-level signal of < 15% Two branches are required:
SGS give low. volume from any two of the

i level signal. three steam generators will (1) Signals from two SGs ocew.
start the steam-driven AFW (2) Sigamis from two SGs do not occw.

f pump.

j One of three A low level signal of < 15% Two branches are required:
i SGs gives low. volume from any one of the

levei signal. three steam generators will (1) Signal from one SG occws.
start the motor-driven AFW (2) Signal from ese SG does not occw.
pumps.

'
Motor-driven Given that the MFW pump Three branches are required:
AFW punips breakers open or that a low-
operate. level signal from one SG (1) Both motor-drives AFW pumps start.;

; occurs, the two motor-driven (2) One motor-drives AFW pump fails to start.
'

pumps should start and deliver (3) Both motor-driven AFW pumps fall to start.
water to the steam generators.
The potential for failure of

| the pumps to start must be
considered.

! Steeni-driven Given that low level signals Two branches are required:
AFW pump from two SGs occur, the steam.

,

! operates. driven AFW pump should start (1) Steam-driven AFW punip starte.
and deliver water to the steam (2) Steam-driven AFW pump fails to start.

| generators. The potential for
failure of the pump to start
must be considered.

<

Nominal AFW For those sequences in which Two branches are required:
flow occurs. flow occurs, the level of flow

must be censidered. The flow (1) Nominal flow occurs.
is controlled at each pump. (2) Overfeed occurs,
rather than to each steam gen.
erator. Nominal flow rate and !

overfeed are the only options
considered. (A low flow can

~
i

be considered as no flow and
treated with the case in which
AFW flow does not occur;i.e., i
pumps do not start.)

' Acronyms used in this table are: AFW = auxiliary feedwater, and SG = steam generator.
|
|

3.2.7. Chemical and Volume Control System
,s

'

Four system functions were considered for the chemical and volume control systemt

(CVCS) state tree: (1) letdown isolation, (2) letdown flow control, (3) charging flow I

heating, and (4) charging flow.
.
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Table 3.5. Description of state tree headings and potential sequence
branches for the safety injection systent*

System State ficading Description Descriptions of
Tree lleading and Discussion Conditional Branches

RG pressure This is a thermal-hydraulic The two branches required are:
> llPI pump test that determines whether
diuharge or not ilPI can physically (I) RG preneure > 1500 pig.
pressure of occur. Two branches are used (2) RG preneure 41500 pig.
1500 pig. to examine this system state.

,

|IIPI occurs For those set,uences in which Two branches are required.
on demand. reactor coolant pressure 4 I

1500 psig, the question as to (1) HPI occurs. i
whether or not itPI is acti- (2) HPI fails to occur.
vated must be addressed.

RG This is a thermal-hydraulic Two branches are required:
pressure > test that determines whether
accumulator the accumulator water can (1) RG pressure > 600 pois,
pressure of discharge into the RCS. (2) RG pressure 4 600 pig.
600 pig.

Accumulators For those sequences in which Two branches are required:
diwherge. RCS pressure 4 600 psig, the

question as to whether the (1) Accumulators discharge.
accumulators will actually dis. (2) Accumulators fail to diwherge.
charge must be addressed.

RG pressure This is a thermal-hydraulic Two branches are required:
> LPI pump test that determines whether
diwherge or not LPI water can enter the (1) RG preneure > 175 pla.
pressure of RCS. (2) RCS preneure 4175 pia.
175 pie.

LPI occurs For sequences in which the RCS Two branches are required:
on demand. pressure falls below the LPI

pump discharge pressure, the (1) LPI occurs.
question as to whether or not (2) LPI falls to occur.
coolant is injected must be
addressed.

' Acronyms used in this table are: RCS - reactor coolant system. IIPI - high.
pressure injection, and LPI - low. pressure injection.

Letdown isolation and letdown flow control can be coupled together as one function: let-
down flow. A letdown isolation signa! occurs whenever a low pressurizer level signal is
generated and thus is expected to occur for any overcooling transient. When letdown iso-
lation occurs, letdown flow is stopped. Failure of both isolation valves to close or the
failure of the signal will cause failure of letdown isolation. In this case the flow control
valves must be examined to identify the flow state. A low pressurizer level will cause the
flow control valves to stop the flow. Failure of these valves to run back will result in the
normal letdown flow continuing. Any intermediate flow rate is considered to be small both
in size and in consequence. Thus letdown flow is not considered for system state descrip-
tion.

Ileating of the charging flow is performed by the regenerative heat exchanger. The heat
source for this heat exchanger is letdown coolant downstream of the letdown stop valves.
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Thus, when letdown isolation occurs, this heat source is automatically lost. The regenera-
tive heat exchanger is a passive component in either mode and is not considered on the sys-
tem state tree.

The low pressurizer level signal which isolates letdown also causes all operating charging
pumps to accelerate to full speed. Anything less than full flow will result in less cold
water entering the primary coolant system and a slower repressurization rate. Thus,
failure of the charging pumps to start is not considered. Ilowever, runback of the charging
flow late in the transient is very important since failure to run back would result in higher
RCS pressures. Therefore, runback of charging pump flow must be considered. But since
this was the only heading to be addressed under the CVCS system, no system state tree
was generated for the CVCS. Instead, the following two assumptions were made which
define the system for overcooling events:

,

(1) Letdown isolation will occur whenever a pressurizer low level signal is gen-
erated.

(2) All operating charging pumps will acci.lerate to full speed and provide full
flow whenever a pressurizer low level signal is generated.

Charging flow will be automatically controlled to maintain pressurizer level when it is
recovered. Failure of this control function is addressed, as appropriate, in the initiator-
specific event trees.

3.3. Potential Initiating Events

in the preceding section a set of system state trees was identified to describe potential sys-
tem responses to overcooling event initiators. In this section, specific initiating events con-
sidered to have a potential for causing significan' :ooling of the reactor vessel are identi-
fied and discussed.

The first step in identifying potential initiating events was the examination of the RCS to
determine what events would reduce the temperature in the reactor vessel downcomer
region. In general, the temperature in the downcomer region can be reduced by the injec-
tion of cold water into the vessel inlet lines; by a net removal of energy from the RCS via
the steam generators; or by a breach in the primary system, resulting in significant RCS
depressurization (a loss-of coolant accident (LOCA)]. The initiating events identified as
potentially leading to one of these cooling mechanisms fall into eight classes as follows:

(1) Events causing a decrease in the charging water enthalpy.

(2) Events causing an excess steam flow from the steam generators.

(3) Events causing a decrease in the feedwater enthalpy.

(4) Events causing feedwater overfeed.

(5) Inadvertent safety injection (SI) events.

(6) Loss-of coolant accidents (LOCAs).

(7) Events consisting of pressurizer pressure control failures.
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(8) Eunts leading to steam generator tube ruptures.

These classes of events were examined and initiator events specific to H. B. Robinson
Unit 2 were identified as described below.

2,3.1. Events Causing a Decrease in the Charging Flow Enthalpy

The charging flow enthalpy can be reduced by: (1) stopping the heat source to the
regenerative heat exchanger (that is, stopping the letdown flow), (2) increasing the
charging flow in excess of the letdown flow, or (3) both isolating the letdown flow and
actuating (manually) the three charging pumps.

The maximum enthalpy decrease would be caused by isolation of letdown and manual
actuation of the three charging pumps, but since this event is addressed separately in Sec-
tion 3.3.5, it will not be discussed here.

With the normal charging How of 45 gpm, a loss of the regenerative heat exchanger would
result in a decrease of 363*F or more in the charging How temperature.' If it is assumed
that perfect loop flow mixing (see Section 4.4) arid a simple mass energy balance exist,
which is the normal assumption, the loop flow temperature would be reduced by ~l*F.
This is clearly not an overcooling event and thus loss of the heat exchanger is not con-
sidered to be an initiating event.

An increase in the charging flow from nominal to maximum would increase the flow rate
from 45 gpm to 105 gpm. The resulting water temperature would be at 279'F rather than
at the nominal temperature of 493*F. Again, if perfect loop flow mixing and a simple
mass energy balance are assumed, the loop flow temperature would drop by only ~1*F,
which is not an overcooling event. Thus increasing the charging now is not considered to
be an initiating event.

In summary, events decreasing the charging flow enthalpy will not lead to overcooling
transients in 11. B. Robinson Unit 2.

3.3.2. Events Causing an Excess Steam Flow from the Stenne Generators

Events causing an abnormally high steam now from the steam generators result in the
depressurization of the steam generator (s) and an increased energy removal rate from the
primary system. This class of potential initiating events includes the following: (1) a
large steam.line break, (2) a small steam.line break, (3) the STM PORVs or SDVs
opening and failing to close, and (4) one or more main steam.line SVs openire and fail-
ing to close. In addition, after a reactor trip has occurred, the failure of some pieces of
equipment could also result in an excess steam now. Thus, an additional initiating event is

+
.

*3r>3'I' is the - eo ., case in charging flow temperature across the regenerative heat exchanger. Direct
injection of % .. ,oin unheated tanks (e.g., Radwaste Storag' Tank) would decrease the charging flow tem.
perature furth$4. For this discussion, the energy stored in 6e heat exchanger, charging piping, etc. is
negleded.

.
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($) a reactor trip followed by the opening of the STM PORVs or SDVs as required, but
with one or more of the STM PORVs or SDVs failing to close.

| 3.3.2.1. large steam-line break

Potential large steam line break events are characterized by two variables: the location of|

the pipe break and the core decay-heat level, which is the primary heat source following
the reactor trip accompanying all steam line pipe breaks.

The extent and duration of the steam blowdown depend on whether the break is upstream
r;r downstream of the main steam check valves and the main steam line isolation valves
(MSIVs). llecause these valves are very close together, the probability of a break between
thera is considered to be small compared to the likelihood of a break in the remainder of
the steam piping. Thus when reference is made in this report to upstream or downstream
of the MSIV, we are actually referring to upstream or downstream of both the MSIV and
the check valve on a line.

The check valves are downstream of the MSIVs and are intended to prevent the backflow
steam from the unbroken steam lines to a steam-line break inside the containment. A
break upstream of the MSIV, however, is not isolatable and one steam generator will
blow down completely. The MSIVs are designed to prevent blowdown of more than one
steam generator and tv isolate the steam generators from breaks downstream of the valves.

Examination of the pipe configuration showed that pipe welds, pipe elbows, extraction
lines, etc. were about equally distributed upstream and downstream of the MSIVs. Since
these are considered to be the most probable pipe break locations, it was assumed that a
pipe break was equally likely to be upstream or downstream of the MSIV.*

The core decay-heat source following the reactor trip can impact the downcomer tempera-
ture in two ways:

(1) It can promote natural loop circulation and mixing of the Si and loop flows.

(2) It can increase the downcomer temperature. [Whenever loop flow exists, the
reactor coolant heated in the core will be transported to the downcomer
(vessel inlet) region.)

The magnitude of the core decay heat source over the two-hour analysis period used in this ,

study was determined by applying the ANS decay-heat curve shown in Figure 3.1.# Thef

curve shows that immediately following a reactor trip, the decay-heat power would be

'It should be noted that the grade of piping used upstream of the MStVs would imply a lower failure potential
than that used downstream of the MSIVs. Ilowever, since the steam line pipe failure mechanisms are not
fully understoixi, the effect of the different grades a f piping can not be realistically quantified. Therefore, the
same failure probabdity is used for both upstrearr . / downstream of the MSIVs.

flhe analysis pericalis defined as two hours for reasons discussed in Chapter 4.

tihe curve shown in l'igure 3.1 assumes infinite core operation time prior to shutdown. The effect of using
this curve rather than an operation. specific curve is included in the uncertainty of the temperature as applied
in Chapter 7.
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Figure 3.1. Thermal power after reactor shutdown.

~7% of the preshutdown power, decreasing to ~l.2% after two hours (7200 seconds). If
it is assumed that the plant has been operating at full power (2300 MWt), then 161 MWt
would be generated as decay heat immediately following a reactor trip and ~19 MWt
would be generated two hours after the trip (7200 seconds). Based on a review of the
operating history of II. H. Robinson Unit 2 during 1980,1981, and 1982, this decay.
heat production would apply to 98.1% of the operational time of the plant (i.e.,98.1% of
the time excluding cold shutdown). Thus this condition was deemed one for which the
effects of a large steam line break should be considered,

l

For the remaining 1.9% of its operational time, II. B. Robinson Unit 2 is in a hot 0%|

power or startup condition. Decay heat associated with a hot 0% power condition depends
upon the length of time since the previous reactor shutdown.* A review of the plant's his-
tory revealed that in most cases (~80% of the time) plant startups occur within four days
(~100 hours) after a reactor trip has occurred. Figure 3.1 shows that at 100 hours the
decay heat production would be ~8.3 MWt over a two-hour transient period! This was
considered to be a second decay. heat condition for which the effects of a large steam line
break should be considered.

'Since 11. H. Robinson Unit 2 is already in operation and since full core replacement is extremely unusual,
the initial startup with a full fresh fuel core is not considered

f
it is assumed that the plant was operating at full power prior to the reactor trip or shutdown.
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Finally, there are scheduled outages and major incidents for which the time between shut-
down and startup would be as much as 100 days or morv. The decay heat for this condi-
tion would be less than i MWt. Rather than perfor n an analysis for a third decay-heat
condition, it was decided to examine the sensitivity of the downcomer temperature to
changes in decay heat for the hot 0% power decay heat condition at 100 hours after shut-
down. The effects of potentially lower decay heat events would then be reflected as part of
the uncertainty.

On the basis of the above, two large steam line break initiating events were selected for
i examination for their potential importance:

A large steam-line break at full power with decay-heat production followed dur-*

ing the two-hour analysis period.

A large steam line break at hot 0% power with the d: cay-heat production based*

on the heat generated approximately 100 hours after shutdown.

3.3.2.2. Small steam line break

As for the case of a large steam line break, potential small steam line break events result-
ing in excess steam flow are characterized by two variables: the location of the break and
the core decay heat level. Many of the same considerations for the large break also apply
to the small break.

The most probable small-break locations are in the small steam extraction lines that come
off of the main steam lines. At II. B. Robinson Unit 2, almost all of the steam extrac-
tion lines are in the 4 to 6 inch range. The lines to the STM PORVs are 6 inches, as are
those for the 12 SRVs. Breaks upstream and downstream of the MSIVs are assumed to
be equally likely.

.

For the same reasons discussed above for the large break, two decay heat levels are impor-
tant for small breaks. Thus the small steam line break initiating events to be examined
also fall in two categories:

A small steam line break at full power with decay-heat production followed*

during the two-hour analysis period.

A small steam line break at hot 0% power with the decay-heat production based*

on the heat generated approximately 100 hours after shutdown.

3.3.2.3. Failed-open STM PORVs or SDVs

STM PORVs and SDVs which open and fail to close are equivalent to small steam line
breaks. Since their locations are already known, only the decay-heat level must be deter-
mined. For these events, the two decay heat !cvels defined above were again assumed, that
is, the decay heat level following full power operation and at hot 0% power.

i t
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If during operation the reactor is tripped, the turbine is also tripped, and this causes the
SDVs and, possibly, the STM PORVs to automatically open for a brief period of time.
Failure of one or more of these valves to subsequently close has the same effect as a valve
or valves spuriously opening at power, since the reactor is expected to trip soon after the
valves open.' Thus those events involving STM PORVs or SDVs which spuriously open
and in which a reactor trip occurs have been grouped together with STM PORY and SDV
failures to close following a reactor trip. These events are discussed in Section 3.3.2.5
below,

i

At hot 0% power, there is no requirement for the STM PORVs to operate (to open).
Ilowever, they will open periodically to control pressure and potentially could fail open.

| This event was treated as a small steam line break initiator and was not analyzed
separately.

3.3.2.4. Main steam-line safety valves open and fell to close

A steam line safety valve (SSV) that fails to close cannot be isolated. Thus, SSV failures
of this type will behave the same as the small steam.line breaks upstream of the MSIV
discussed in Section 3.3.2.2. As a result, SSV failures of this type were grouped into the
small steam line break category and w:re not examined separately. (Note: If multiple
breaks occur, they may be grouped into the large steam line break category.)

3.3.2.5. Iteactor trip

Although as noted in Section 3.3.2.3, a reactor trip is not an overcooling initiating event by
itself, a reactor trip causes a turbine trip, which, in turn causes the SDVs to open and may
possibly cause the STM PORVs also to open. Failure of the valves to close would result in
excess steam flow. Thus, an additional potential initiating event selected for examination
is

A reactor trip from full power.*

Failure of the main turbine to trip following a reactor trip (open path to the condenser) is
a special case of the reactor trip induced excess steam flow event. Owing to functional
similarity of this event to a large steam line break occurring downstream of the MSIV at
full power, the turbine trip failure was grouped with the large steam line pipe break cases
and was not examined separately.

3.3.3. Events Causing a Decrease in the Feedwater Enthalpy

Two initiating events can cause a decrease in the feedwater enthalpy: (1) a loss of feed-
water heaters, and (2) the initiation of auxiliary feedwater flow to the steam generators.

'The reactor trip may be either an automatic trip or a manual trip. For single STM PORV spurious openings,
the reactor trip may not occur.
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A loss of feedwater heaters does not appear to result in an overcooling event, since suffi-
cient energy is stored in the feedwater heaters and piping to prevent a rapid decrease in

i main feedwater temperature following a reactor trip. This is exemplified by the fact that
the steam supply to the feedwater heaters is isolated following every turbine trip and the
resulting feedwater temperature change observed is small. Thus, the loss of feedwater
heaters is not considered to be an important initiating event. liowever, the effects of theI

| loss of steam supply to the feedwater heaters which accompany other overcooling initiator

j events will be considered along with those initiator events.

Similarly, the effects of auxiliary feedwater flow will be minimal. While the auxiliary
feedwater temperature is lower than the main feedwater temperature and thus feedwater
enthalpy will decrease whenever auxiliary feedwater flow is initiated, the auxiliary feedwa-
ter flo.v is small with respect to main feedwater flow or steam generator (liquid) volume.
The effects of auxiliary feedwater now on the coolant temperature become more important
when main feedwater now is lost and auxiliary feedwater flow is actuated. Thus, another
specific potential initiating event to be considered is

!

Loss of main feedwater now.*

3.3.4. Events Causing Feedwater Overfeed

Two types of feedwater overfeed events are of interest as potential overcooling initiating
events: (1) main feedwater overfeed, and (2) auxiliary feedwater overfeed.

l

i A main feedwater overfeed is not considered a significant overcooling event prior to a reac-
tor trip; thus, only those main feedwater overfeed events that follow a reactor trip need be
considered. This type of event can be characterized by an overfeed resulting from a failure
of the feedwater system to run back following a reactor trip. The initiating event is a
reactor trip and the failure associated with the initiating event is a failure of feedwater to
run back on one or more lines.

The relatively low temperature of the auxiliary feedwater makes an overfeed of auxiliary
feedwater potentially significant even though the maximum Cow rate is small compared to
the main feedwater flow rate. Spurious auxiliary feedwater actuation is not considered as
an initiating evcat. With a spurious actuation, the high main feedwater now rate with its
relatively high temperature and the large volume of water in the steam generator would
minimite the overcooling effects. Only those auxiliary feedwater overfeeds following a
required actuation of auxiliary feedwater (isolation of main feedwater) will be considered.'
In these cases, the steam generator level will be low and the overfeed will have the poten-
tial to cause a higher cooldown rate.

The auxiliary feedwater overfeed condition can be reached only if some initiating event
which leads to auxiliary feedwater actuation has occurred. The appropriate initiating
events are a reactor trip and large and small steam line breaks, which in themselves are
overcooling events but which also result in auxiliary feedwater actuation.

-. -

'I'his is also the most probable occurrence of an musihary (cedwater overfeed.

I
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3 3.5. Inadvertent Safety injection Events

With a maximum high pressure safety injection (IIPI) pump discharge pressure of 1500
psia, an inadvertent safety injection (SI) actuation will not result in SI flow whi!c the RCS
is pressurized. The spurious signal will cause a reactor trip and consequential reduction in
pressuriier level. In response to the reduced pressurizer level, the charging pump spe:d
increases and the letdown line is isolated. The resulting pressure is expected to remain
above the llPI flow pressure and thus the event will not result in a significant decrease in
the reactor coolant temperature (see Section 3.3.1). Therefore, the inadvertent Si signal is
not considered an overcooling initiator.

i
3.3.6. Loss-of Coolant Accidents,

The categories of potential loss-of coolant accidents (LOCAs) which lead to overcooling
are the most difficult to define due to the potential for repressurization and the importance
of loop flow stagnation. A review of potential LOCA sizes was therefore considered in
defining LOCA categories.

The first category was composed of those breaks for which IIPI could fully compensate
and thus the pressure would stabilize at some level slightly below the llPI shutoff head.
In terms of siec, this corresponds with breaks that are less than ~0.016 ft . It should be2

noted that single PZR PORY or SRV failures and reactor coolant pump seal failures * are
also included in this category of "small break LOCAs."

The second category of LOCA sizes includes those for which IIPI can not keep up with
the flow out the break but for which the pressure decrease is gradual owing to a partial
compensation from the llPI flow. Identified as " medium break LOCAs," these break sizes
run from ~0.016 ft2 to ~0.05 ft / the most probab:e size appearin2

of the many 2 inch lines which come off of the primary piping / g to be a break of oneThis corresponds to a
| break slic of ~0.02 ft . Ilowever, based on analyses performed by Westinghouse, it

2

appeared that a break equivalent to a 2.5 inch line would result in early loop flow stagna-
tion. Since this condition was considered to be po
si/c was also considered in the analysis of this group.gentially important, the 2.5 inch break

* The largest break fluws observed for pump seal failures have been about 400 gal / min or =160,000 lb/hr.
Thus the pump seal failures would be in the first LOCA category.

f 'he 0 05 ft2i hmit was chosen in the following manner. I' rom a review of generic parametric studies of PTS,
it was felt that a now out the break equivalent to twiec the llPI flow would substantially reduce the PTS risk
owing to the rapid pressure reduction. l'or conservatism, breaks as large as three times the llPI flow. --0.0$

3
ft , were included in this second category,

t

il appears that breaks in this small site range will occur most often as smallline bresks in estraction or sup-
ply lines rather than as a small hole forming in a large pipe.

I
As docussd in Chapter 4, thermal. hydraulic analysis of this event did produce relatively cold temperatures.
Ilowever, the accompanying pressure was so low that the probabihty of the generation of a through the. wall
crack in the pressure vessel was very small. There was some concern that the 2. inch break might also pro-
duce tcl# :ly cold temperatures. but at a somewhat higher pressure. As a result, late in the snalysis two
addition 4. 1.OCA calculauons were performed, each of which incorporated the 2. inch break. Stagnation was

;
prednted with somewhat higher pressure. Ilowever, the pressure increase was not high eriough to greatly
increase the failure probabihties associated with the medium break LOCA.

'
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,

|

'

,

;

2The third category of LOCA sizes includes all breaks larger than 0.05 ft . Without iso- I

lation of the break, a rapid depressurization will severely limit the potential for a vessel |
| failure. Thus the only concern for breaks of this size is whether or not there is a break t

j larger than 0.05 ft which at some later time can be isolated. A review of the H. B. {
2

Robinson Unit 2 system revealed several 4. and 12 inch lines, but no potential break |
locations that could be isolated * were identified. Thus no LOCAs in this size category !

were considered as PTS initiators.

In summary, it was determined that two LOCA sizes should be considered as initiating i

events, and, as is the case for steam line breaks, they each must be considered for two
; power conditions. Thus, four LOCA initiating events must be addressed as follows: |

I I

) Small break LOCA at full power.*

! Medium break LOCA at full power.*
.

) Small break LOCA at hot 0% power. i*

) Medium break LOCA at hot 0% power.*

|t

3.3.7. Events Consisting of Pressuriser Pressure Control Fa! lures

i
i The PZR PORY control signal failures and PZR SV failures have already been identified.

,

| An additional pressure control failure of interest could be the spurious actuation of the l
'

! pressurizer sprays, which would decrease the pressure and could eventually result in SI
j actuation and the tripping of the reactor coolant pumps. A loss of pressurizer spray flow
| would follow and the depressurization would be terminated. Thus, even though safety
1 injection actuation occurred, the actual Si flow would not be significant. As a result, this
I

is not considered a potential PTS event initiator.

!

I 3.3.8. Events imeding to Sem Generator Tube Rupture

A rupture of a steam generator tube has many of the characteristics of a small-break
LOCA that cannot be isolated. With normal operator action, or even without operator

; action, the effects of the rupture appear to be less severe than those of the LOCAs that
: were analyzed and the consequences associated with a steam generator tube rupture should

I be bounded by LOCA sequences. Nevertheless it was decided to address this event specifi-
i cally and the following was included as a potential initiating event to be analyzed: t

i
'

;

A steam generator tube rupture.}
*

,

|

|
.

'Several of these lines can be isolated. However, the isolation valves are upstream of multiple check valves.

I
!
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3.3.9. Samunary

In the preceding sections,11 potential initiating events for overcooling have been identi-
fied:

(1) A large steam line break at hot 0% power.

(2) A small steam line break at hot 0% power.

(3) A large steam line break at full power.

(4) A small steam line break at full power.

(5) A reactor trip from full power.

(6) Loss of main feedwater.

(7) A small break LOCA at full power.

(8) A medium break LOCA at full power.

(9) A small break LOCA at hot 0% power.

(10) A medium break LOCA at hot 0% power.

(11) Steam generator tube rupture.

3.4. Initiator-Specine Event Trees

Event trees have been developed for each of the initiating events identified in Section 3.3.
This development involved the identification of applicable system functional conditions and
potential operator actions.

The system state trees described in Section 3.2 were used to identify those systems or com-
ponents that are required to function and whose failure will have a potentially adverse
effect on overcooling transients. It should be noted, as discussed earlier, that since these 6

trees are developed on a functional basis, the branching on the trees associated with system *

or component actions may be more complex than binary success and failure branches.

Operator actions were identified from a review of procedures associated with each specific
initiating event. These operator actions were grouped into two categories:*

(1) Actions involving recovery of a failed system function. (Example: SI signal
fails and the operator manually starts HPI injection.)

(2) Actions required by procedure following identification of an initiating event.
(Example: Operator isolates AFW from the low-pressure SG following a
steam line break.)

*It should be noted, as stated in Chapter I, that operator actions which are not part of the normal procedures
but which could either lead to or add to the overcooling effects arc not addressed by this study. It is recog-
nized that by making this decision one category of potential overcooling events, i.e., those which are operator
initis*cd or operator enhanced, have been eliminated.
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Category I actions were examined on the basis of the time available for recovery and the>

.
cliccts of recovery. The results of this analysis were then used to adjust branch probabili-- >

' '

ties For example, if a PZR PORV failure was isolated before Si actuation, the event
nuld be very similar to a reactor trip event and would be created as such.*

e

! Category 2 actions were treated directly on the event tree. These operator actions were
defined as being performed during some time frame following the procedural cues to per-
form the action.

3.4.1. Steam-I.ine Hreak at flot 0% Power

Although the frequencies of the small and large steam line break events at hot 0% power
are different, the event tree structures as shown in Figure 3.2 are the same.

The first heading of the event tree is "Si signal generated on demand," the direct " demand"
being an initiating event that is either high steam line differential pressure or high steam
flow coincident with either low steam pressure or low T ,,. The high steam flow signal
will close the MSIVs, while the high differential pressure signal will not. If the steam line
break is upstream of the MSIVs, the only function of the MSIVs is to isolate the break
from the other steam lines. It is more likely, however, that the check valve on the rup-
tured steam line will perform this function. It should be noted that neither an STM
PORV failure nor an SDV failure was considered for this initiating event. With the low
steam-line pressures accompanying the event, these valves would not be required to func.
tion.

The next heading on the event tree, "MFW isolated on demand," comes from the main
feedwater and condensate system state tree and is concerned with stopping the main feed-
water flow. Among other things, the SI signal will send a sigrial to trip the main feedwa.
ter pumps, run back the MFW control valves,' close the MFW pump discharge valves,
and prevent the MFW bypass valves from opening. A second important signal is high
water level in any steam generator, which will do all of the above except close the MFW
pump discharge valves. The final signal is reactor trip coincident with low T.y,, which
only closes the MFW control valves.

The next heading, "SGs blow down," addresses the action of the main steam check valve on
the ruptured line and the possible closing of the MSIVs. This branch considers whether an
MSIV closure signal would be generated owing to the break and whether the MSIVs
would close if the signal is given. The net system response to the break and MSIV clo-
sures is presented in terms of the number of steam generators " blowing down."

The next three headings are associated with defining auxiliary feedwater flow conditions.
The first, "AFW actuates on demand," defines whether the auxiliary feedwater system is
initiated. Once initiated, two potential conditions are considered under the heading "AFW
flow automatically controlled"; (1) flow controlled at a nominal flow rate or (2) a
failure to automatically control, resulting in abnormally high flow rates (overfeed). The

'It should be noted that for hot 0% power conditions, the feedwater runback operation does not apply.
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i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

OA: AFW Charging
SI Signal MFW AFW AFW Flow isolated flPI Flow PZR PORV
Generated Isolated SGs Actuates Automatrally to I.aw. Occurs Runs Back OA: AFW Rexats

on Demand on Demand Blow Down on Demand Cortrolled Pressure SG on Demand on Demand Throttled on Demand

2 Branches- 4 Branches: 4 Branches: 2 Branches: 2 Branches: 2 Branches: 2 Branches- 2 Branches: 2 Branches- 2 Branches:
(1) Signal is (I) No hne (1) No SGs (1) AFW (t) Flow (1) Isolaton (I)IIPI (1) Runs back (I) Operator (I) PORV

generated. overfeeds. blow down. actuates. controlled occurs. occurs. as required. thrcttles rescats.
(2) Signalis (2) One hne (2) One SG (2) AFW at nominal (2) Isolation (2)IIPI (2) Fails to AFW flow. (2) PORV fads

not generated. overfeeds. blows down. does not rate. fails to faals to run back. (2) Operator to rescat.
(3) Two hnes (3) Two SGs actuate. (2) Overfeed occur. occur. fails to

overfeed. blow down. occurs. throttle
oo (4) All three (4) All three A F W.O hnes SGs.

overfeed. blow down.

Figure 3.2. Event tree headings for stesse-line breaks at bot 0% power.
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third heading, "AFW isolated to low-pressure SG," identifies whether auxiliary feedwater
flow is isolated from the depressurized steam generator. It should be noted that this
requires an operator action and is very important in minimizing the RCS overcooling.

The next branching, "IIPI occurs on demand," addresses the initiation of SI flow as a
result of an SI signal or an operator action.

Under the next heading, ' Charging flow runs back on demand," control of repressurization
via charging pump flow runback is addressed. Charging flow is run back automatically
when the pressurizer water level is restored. Failure to run back automatically would
result in challenging the PZR PORVs. Because the charging flow is controlled on pressur-

1 izer level rather than on pressure, it is conceivable that overpressurization could occur with
resultant opening of the PZR PORVs. At this point, the operator can shut off the
charging flow and monitor the repressurization caused by the thermal expansion of the pri-
mary system water, but because this sequence is extremely unlikely, no opere'or action was
considered.

The second operator action of importance, included under the heading "AFW throttled," is
controlling auxiliary feedwater to maintain the steam generator Icvel. Once the broken
steam line is isolated, the initial cooldown will be limited to the blowdown of the steam
generator inventory. When steam generator dryout occurs, the cooldown will then be dom-
inated by the conditions in the tntact steam generators and steam lines. If the operator
manually controls the auxiliary feedwater flow to maintain level, the primary system tem-
perature will begin to increase. If, on the other hand, flow is not controlled, auxiliary
feedwater overfeed will occur, which could further reduce the primary system temperature.

The two operator actions, auxiliary feedwater isolation to a depressurized steam generator
and auxiliary feedwater throttling, are related. This coupling between the two actions is
addressed in the event trees. If the operator fails to isolate the AFW when required, it is
assumed that he will also fail to control the AFW flow.

The final tree heading, "PZR PORV rescats on demand," is required because if the repres-
surization is not controlled (charging flow does not run back), the high pressure is assumed
to lead to a PORY lift. Thus, the potential for a PORV failure to close must be exam-
ined. This failure to close includes mechanical failures to close and the failure of the
operator to block the PORVs in a short period of time.*

3.4.2. Steam-Line Break at Full Power

As shown in Figure 3.3, the event-tree headings for the steam-line break at full power are
the same as those for hot 0% power " cept that one branch has been added for the full-
power steam-line break and one has im modified. The additional branch comes from the

'The time for early isolation was assumed to be 15 minutes. If the PZR PORY is isciated within this time,
the thermal-hydraulic analysis shows that the risk associated with the initial steam-line break wdl not be
increased in fact, failure to isolate for a few minutes may actually decrease the PTS risk associated with the
initial steam-line break since the initial effect of the PZR PORV failure will be a substantial reduction of
pressure.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

OA: AFW Charging
SDvs SI Signal MFW Run Back AFW AFW How Isolated liPI Flow PZR PORY
Clone Generated and Isolates SGs Actuates Automatically to tm. Occurs Runs Back OA: AFW Rescats

2 on Demand on Demand on Demand Blow Down on Demand Controlled Pressure SG on Demand on Demand Throttled on Demand

4 Branches: 2 Branches: 4 Branches: 4 Branches: 2 Branches: 2 Branches: 2 Branches: 2 Branches: 2 Branches: 2 Branches: 2 Branches.
(1) All five close. (1) Signalis (I) Alllines (1) No SGs (1) AFW (1) Flow (1) Isolaten (1) HPI (I) Runs back (1) Operator (1) PORY
(2) One fails generated. run back blow down. actuates. controlled occurs. occurs. as required. throttles rescats.

to close. (2) Signalis and MFW (2) One SG (2) AFW at nominal (2) Isolation (2) IIPI (2) Fails to AFW flow. (2) PORV fails
_ (3) Two fad not generated. is isolated. blows down. does not rate. fads to fails to run back. (2) Operator to rescat.

to close. (2) One hne (3) Two SGs actuate. (2) Overfeed occur. occur. fails to
(4) Three or overfeeds. blow down. occurs. throttle

awre fail (3) Two lines (4) All three AFW.
to close. overfeed. SGs i

$ (4) Three lines blow down.
overfeed.

Note: The event tree headings for a reactor trip are the same as these except (1) the heading "STM PORVs close on demand" should precede heading 1, and
heading 3 should be divided into two headings that treat MFW runback and MFW isolation separately.

Figure 3.3. Event tree bendings for stenablime breaks at full power.
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main steam system state tree and addresses the potential for a SDV failure to close follow-
ing a small break in which a momentary T , increase occurs. The SDVs are not con-
sidered to be of importance for large breaks because no increase in T , will occur prior to
MSIV closure.

i The modified branch deals with the feedwater system runback and is taken from the main
j feedwater system state tree. (Runback was not considered for the hot 0% power case,
| because the valves are already closed.) All four potential branches as identified in

Table 3.3 are considered as potential states.

The STM PORVs are not expected to open during the initial phases of either a large or
small steam-line break. Following break isolation and steam generator blowdown (if appli-
cable), T , may increase to the normal hot 0% power level unless plant cooldown is ini-
tiated. In this case, the STM PORVs will be required to modulate to remove decay heat.
STM PORV failures in this situation have not been considered.

3.4.3. Reactor Trip-

The event tree for a reactor trip initiator has the same basic structure as the event tree for
a steam-line break at full power (see Figure 3.3); however, since there is no initial
steam-line break, the closure of the STM PORVs, in addition to the SDVs, must be con-
sidered.

In addition, whereas MFW runback and isolation are combined in a single heading in Fig-
ure 3.3, they are treated as separate branchings in the event tree for a reactor trip
because the isolation signal will not necessarily occur. Also, many of the implicit
branchings used for the steam-line break will be used only in conjunction with additional
failures. For example, the MSIVs will not be commanded to close following a reactor trip
unless there is an additional failure, such as SDVs failing to rescat, which may eventually
require closure of the MSIVs.

3.4.4. Small-Break LOCA at Full Power
t

Since any overcooling event of significance will involve a reactor trip, it is assumed that a
LOCA event will be followed by a reactor trip. In this case, the reactor trip event-tree
headings apply for the LOCA event tree with appropriate additions as shown in Fig-
ure 3.4. The additions are: turbine trip, accumulator discharge and low-pressure injec-
tion, PZR PORV reseat and LOCA isolation. In addition, main feedwater runback and
main feedwater isolation have been combined into a single branch.

An SI failure condition was considered for the LOCA event tree. However, this condition
can be considered as an overcooling situation only if loop flow stagnation and subsequent
recovery of SI flow occur.

.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Turbine STM PORVs SDVs SI Signal MFW Runs Back IIPi AFW
Trips Close on Close on Generated and Isolates Occurs SGs Actuates

on Demand Demand Demand on Demand on Demand on Demand Blow Down on Demand

2 Branches: 4 Branches: 4 Branches: 2 Branches: 4 Branches: 2 Branches: 4 Branches: 2 Branches:
(1) Trips on (1) All three close. (1) All close. (1) Signal is (1) Alllines (1)IIPI (1) No SGs (1) AFW

demand. (2) One fails (2) One fails generated. run back occurs. blow down. actuates.
(2) Fails to to close. toclose. (2) Signal is not and MFW (2) IIPI fails (2) One SG (2) AFW

trip. (3) Two fail (3) Two fail generated. is isoleted. to occur. blow-down. does not
toclose. to close. (2) One line (3) Two SGs actuate.

(4) All fail (4) Three or overfeeds. blow down
to close. more fail (3) Two lines (4) All three

to close. overfeed. SGs
(4) Three lines blow down.

overfeed.

oo
A 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

OA: AFW Charging
AFW Flow Isolated OA: Break Flow LPI

Automatically to Low- Accumulators Not Runs Back OA: AFW Occurs
Controlled Pressure SG Discharge Isolated on Demand Throttled on Demand
2 Branches: 2 Branches: 2 Branches: 2 Branches: 2 Branches: 2 Branches: 2 Branches:

(1) Flow (1) Isolation (1) Accumulators (1) Operator (1) Runs back (1) Operater (1) LPI
controlled occurs. discharge fails to as required. throttles occurs
at nominal (2) Isolation when required. isolate 2) Fails to AFW ilow, as required.
rate. fails to (2) Accumulators break. run back. (2) Operator (2) LPI

(2) Overfeed occur. fail to (2) Operator fails to fails to
occurs. discharge. isolates throttle occur.

break. AFW flow.

Note: The event tree headings for other LOCAs are similar to these except for the following: (1) For medium-break LOCA at full power, delete
headings 12 and 13. (2) For small. break LOCA at hot G% power, delete headings I,2,3,7, and 19 and modify heading 5 to read "MFW isolated

,

on demand."(3) For medium-break LOCA at hot 0% power, delete headings I, 2,3,10,12, and 14 and modify heading 5 to read "MFW isolated
on demand."

Figure 3.4. Event tree headings for small-break LOCAs at full power.
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3.4.5. Medium-Break LOCA at Full Power

| The event tree for a medium-break LOCA at full power is identical to that for the small-
! break LOCA at full power except that the branches " Break not isolated" (No.12) and
i " Charging flow runs back on demand" (No.13) are deleted. Because the break cannot

be isolated, control of charging flow is irrelevant.
1

3.4.6. Small-Break LOCA at Hot 0% Power

The event tree for a small-break LOCA at hot 0% po ver was constructed from the event
.

i
tree for a small-break LOCA at full power by deleting the headings " Turbine trips on
demand" (No.1), "STM PORVs close on demand" (No. 2), "SDVs close on demand"
(No. 3), "SGs blow down" (No. 7), and "AFW isolated to low-pressure SG" (No.10). I

In addition heading No. 5 should be modified to read "MFW isolated on demand."
.

(MFW runback does not apply at hot 0% powcr, but MFW isolation is considered.)

3.4.7. Medium-Break LOCA at Hot 0% Power

The event tree for a medium-break LOCA at hot 0% power was obtained by deleting two
branches from the tree for a small-break LOCA at hot 0% power: " Break not isolated"
and " Charging flow runs back on demand" (Nos.12 and 14 in Figure 3.4). The result-
ing event-tree headings are summarized in the Section 3.5.

3.4.8. Tube Rupture

The tube rupture event tree was developed based on a review of tube rupture procedures.
It is composed of five branches:

(1) Steam Dumps Close on Demand - This branch is required to examine the
potential combination of a tube rupture and a small steam-line break.

(2) OA: Number of Pressurizer PORV Lifts Performed - The Emergency
Operating Procedures require the operator to use the pressurizer PORV to

i

| lower the primary system pressure. This adds an additional cooling effect to
the system. The question arises as to whether the initial PORY lift is enough
to keep the pressure at a lower level. There is at least some argument that a
second manual opening of the PORV would be performed at some delayed
time following the initial opening. This branch identifies whether one or two
PORV openings are performed.

(3) PORV Reseat - Each time a PORV is opened, the potential for failure of
the FORV to close must be examined. This branch determines whether clo-
sure is effected.

(4) OA: Close Block Valve - Each time a PORV fails to close, the potential
for operator isolation of the valve via the block valve must be examined.
This branch de,termines whether the operator performs the action.

(5) OA: Terminate SI - This final branch addresses whether or not the
operator terminates SI. Failure to terminate SI will lead to a continuous
feed and bleed situation where HPI feeds cold water into the system and
warmer water flows from the primary to the secondary system.
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3.4.9. Loss of Main Feedwater

The loss of main feedwater event was also considered to be a potential overcooling initiat-
ing event because auxiliary feedwater flow will occur. The effects of auxiliary flow and
potential overfeed associated with other events such as steam-line breaks, LOCAs, etc. are
addressed by the event trees defined in the previous sections. However, the lots of main
feedwater followed by auxiliary feedwater flow and potential auxiliary feedwater overfeed
has not been addressed. Since there are only a limited number of these cases, no event
tree was developed for the case of main feedwater loss. Instead, each sequence is simply
defined and quantified.

3.5. Event-Tree Quantification and Collapse

In this section probabilities are assigned to each of the branches of the event trees identi-
fied in Section 3.4 and the probabilities are then combined with 'he frequencies of thie
corresponding initiating events identified in Section 3.3 to determine the frequency of each
possible sequence on each event tree. The resulting frequencies are then screened and col-
lapsed to determine which event-tree sequences are important enough to undergo subse-
quent thermal-hydraulic and fracture-mechanics analyses. In addition, the importance of
support system failures with respect to PTS eveats are examined and sequences initiated
by such failures are selected for further analysis.

In determining the branch probabilities, the complete Licensee Event Report (LER) data
base for H. B. Robinson Unit 2 was reviewed for initiating events and system failures,
as well as for a general overview of the performance of plant systems of intere .. Althoughe
the H. B. Robinson data base did reflect some failures and unavailability of components,
it did not reflect a significant number of failures on demand for the systems of interest.
Therefore, in lieu of relying solely on H. B. Robinson information, Westinghouse-specific
and PWR-specific operational information was employed for the target event when avail-
able and when the H. B. Robinson operational experience did not provide an adequate
data base for that event. Additional information was obtained from the national Reliabil-
ity Evaluation Program Generic Data Base, the Nuclear Power Plant Operating Experi-
ence Summaries, and, when practical, from other sources. With the constraints imposed
by programmatic needs and the availability of operational data, only simplified approaches
to frequency and probability estimation were permitted, but these estimates were con-
sidered to be acceptable for use as screening estimates. The estimates developed, the
rationale used, relevant information, and information sources are presented in
Appendix B.

A somewhat simplified approach was used to quantify the failure rates for expected opera-
tor actions. The basis for this approach was a hierarchical structure of performance shap-
ing factors that was developed as part of the current program and has since been labeled
the STAHR approach * (see Appendix C). The structure used in the STAHR approach
allowed the human error rate for a particular target event to be calculated from a network

'This type of methodology was used dee to a lack of resources, including the lack of task analysis information.
Although the approach appears to have been successful for this application. the use of this methodology can-
r.ot be condoned for a more generic usage at this time. Even though the basic structure of the approach has
merit, a more basic scientific analysis is necessary to perfect a usable methodology.
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of related assessments by individuals who had some operational experience or had been
involved in human reliability analyses on nuclear power plant transient analyses. Some
error rates were conditional probabilities, while others reflected the weight of evidence con-
cerning influences operating at this particular nuclear power station. Generally, influenc-
ing events were organized to reflect the potential effects of the operator's physical and
social environment, as well as personal factors. Interactions among these factors were also j

modeled. Once operator failure rates were quantified, dependence or coupling factors l

taken from NUREG/CR-1278 were used to adjust the operator action failure probabili-
ties. These final probabilities were then applied to the event-tree branchings as necessary.
The development of these probabilities is discussed in Appendix D. g

After the frequencies for all the sequences for each initiating event were obtained, a fre-
quency of 10-7/yr or greater was used as a screening criterion to identify those sequences
which should undergo thermal-hydraulic and fracture-mechanics analyses on an individual
basis. The remaining sequences were combined into a set of " residual" groups. These
groups were then further examined to identify sequences that were similar enough to ,

sequences above the 10-7 screening level that their consequences were bounded by the
respective higher frequency sequences. Sequences falling into this category were removed
from the residual group and their frequencies added in with those of the appropriate
bounding sequences. The residual groups were also examined for additional sequences that
should be specifically evaluated because the combination of their frequency and potential
consequences identified them as being potentially important. These were removed from
the residual group and treated separately.

The basis for bounding residual consequences by other existing sequences is tied to
thermal-hydraulic and system state considerations. In general, sequences were bounded
under the following conditions. Sequences which involved the failure of the AFW to actu-
ate and with no subsequent recovery were considered bounded by sequences involving suc-
cessful operation of AFW. Sequences involving failure of the SI signal to generate were
considered bounded by failure of the HPI to occur on demand, since HPl would not occur
without an SI signal. For LOCA initiators at power, all sequences involving failure of the
SI signal or HPI were grouped with the top sequence involving failure of HPI to occur on
demand, regardless of the events occurring on the secondary side, since the RCS could not
be repressurized without HPI. For steam-line break initiators, sequences with HPI failure
were considered of less consequence from a repressurization and overcooling standpoint
than their counterpart sequences with HPI success and were therefore bounded. Likewise,
failure of LPI is of less consequence to PTS than successful LPI. On the reactor trip tree,
sequences with MFW isolation failure but with runback success were considered to be
similar to sequences with AFW overfeed. Likewise, si.quences with SI signal failure were
considered to be similar to AFW overfeed sequences because MFW isolation would not
occur immediately without an SI signal. AFW overfeed sequences were also considered to
be similar to sequences with one MFW line f ailing to run back.

For each event tree discussed below, three items are presented: a table summarizing the
branch headings and describing the branch probabilities used; the event tree; and a table
describing the sequences identified for thermal-hydraulic and fracture-mechanics analyses.
Sequence numbers and associated sequences provided in the tables are consistent with
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i

|

| those included in the INEL analysis * and not necessarily consistent with the order of
presentation of the tables. Sequences that have been combined with other sequences are
indicated on the far right side of the event trees.

i

! It will be noted that event trees per se are not included for tube rupture events or loss-
of-feedwater (LOFW) events. However, potentially important sequences for these events
are identified and quantified. In addition, as noted earlier, sequences from the support sys-

; tem failures that were identified as potential PTS sequence initiators are quantified.

;
f

3.5.1. Reactor Trip

| The frequency for a reactor trip as an initiating event is 8.7/yr (see development of initiat-
ing frequercies in Appendix B). This frequency combined with the branch tree probabili-

q ties given in Table 3.6 resulted in a total of 9773 sequences. Of this number,112 had a
j frequency of 10-7/yr or higher. The remaining 9661 residual sequences had a combined

frequency of 3.63 X 10-6/yr. The 112 sequences and the residual sequences are all,

shown in Figure 3.5.

The 112 sequences with a frequency of 10-7 or higher were investigated to detMinine !
; whether selected sequences could be combined. Where it was found that the thermal-

hydraulic RCS response of a sequenn was similiar to and bounded by that of another, the
sequences were combined. The frequency of the bounding sequence was cale.ulated as the
sum of the constituent sequences. This process reduced the number of specific reactor trip
sequences from 112 to 95.

At about this time it was rt.alized that a very important operator action was missing from
the analysis. It had initially been assumed that when SDVs failed, the MSIVs would
automatically close, thereby isolating the SDV failures (except, of course, in the case
where the MSIVs malfunction and fail to close). However, the initial thermal-hydraulic
analysis revealed that conditions necessary for automatic MSIV closure would not exist.,

Thus, as stated in the procedures, the operator would be required to close the MSIVs.
Some delay is anticipated since it was felt that once diagnosed there would be some

j attempt at closing the SDVs manually before isolating the system by closing the MSIVs.
i Thus the time of closure was chosen to be 30 minutes after reactor trip. This led to two

sequeaces for each case involving a failure of SDV(s) to close: (1) SDV(s) fail and
operator closes MSIV(s) at 30 minutes, and (2) SDV(s) fail and operator fails to close

! MSIV(s) in the two-hour time frame. The success and failure probabilities associated with
i this operator action were perceived to vary with conditions. (These probabilities are dis-

cussed in Appendix D.) The two sequences are designated "A" and "B" respectively.

The use of the "A" and "B" designation increased the number of reactor trip sequences to
be analyzed from 95 to 110 (see Table 3.7). The bounding process performed on the
residual sequences reduced the total frequency of the residual group to 2.7 X 10-6/yr.

*C. D. Fletcher et al., Thermal-flydraulic Analyses of Overcooling Sequences for the H. B. Robinson,

Unit 2 Pressurized Thermal Shock Study, NUREG/CR-3935 (EGG-2335). Idaho NaOnal Engineering
<

1.aboratory. May 1985.i
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The remaining residual sequences were very diverse with respect to consequences; there-
fore, they were divided into four different groups based on the nature of the event. The
four residual classes can be characterized as:

(1) Equivalent to small-break LOCA (PZR PORV failed open).

(2) Equivalent to a small-break LOCA coupled with a small steam-line break
(PZR PORV and SDV or STM PORV failed open).

(3) Equivalent to a small steam-line break with unisolated main or auxiliary
feedwater flow.

(4) Equivalent to a small steam-line break with full RCS repressurization
(unthrottled charging flow).

The frequencies of each of these residual groups, calculated as the sum of the constituent
sequence frequencies, are included in Table 3.7.

!

3.5.2. Large Steam-Line Break at Hot 0% Power

In Appendix B, the frequency for a large steam-line break as an initiator is given as
1.2 X 10-3/yr. This frequency covers both full power and hot 0% power conditions.
The fraction of operating time spent at hot 0% power (1.9%) was considered as a weight-
ing factor for determining the frequency of occurrence at hot 0% power. With this weight-
ing factor, the initiator frequency for this category was defined as (1.2 X 10-3/yr) X
0.019 = 2.28 X 10-5/yr.

Combining the initiating frequency with the branch heading probabilities given in
Table 3.8 produced a total of 508 sequences. Of these, nine sequences, three of which
are residual groups, were identified for analyses. The event tree for this initiator is shown
in Figure 3.6, and the sequences are listed in Table 3.9. The bounding process did not
reduce the residual group frequency significantly.

The frequency associated with the residual group totaled approximately 2.3 X 10-'7/yr.
This total residual is indicative of the importance (or lack thereof) of the sequences which
were not selected for thermal-hydraulic and fracture-mechanics analyses.

3.5.3. Small Steam-Line Break at Hot 0% Power

Historically, small steam-line breaks have involved single and multiple open valves. The
initiating frequency given in Appendix B for small steam-line breaks independent of the
reactor state is 2.0 X 10-2/yr. At hot 0% power and during initial power increase, there
is a constant need to match feed flow and steam flow. This transient condition was
believed to increase the potential for a small break. The effect of this transient condition
is demonstrated by the fact that ~25% of the observed scrams occurred during startup.
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Table 3.6. Branch probabilities for a reactor trip'

Tree ficading Branch Branch Probability

STM PORVs close (1) All three STM PORVs close. 0.97981
on demand. (2) One STM PORV fails to cicse. 1.8 X 10-2

(3) Two STM PORVs f ail to close. 1.7 X 10-3
(4) All three STM PORVs fail to close. 4.9 X 10-4

SDVs close on (I) All five SDVs close. 0.99768
demand. (2) One SDV fails to close. 1.6 X 10-3

(3) Two SDVs fail to close. 3.0 X 10-4
(4) Three or more SDVs fail to close. 4.2 X 10-4

MFW runs back. (1) All three lines run back. 0.9999940
(2) One line fails to run back.8 5.3 X 10-6
(3) Two lines fail to run back.6 5.0 X 10-7
(4) All three lines fail to run back.6 1.4 X 10-7

SI signal gene- (1) SI signal is generated. 0.99997
rated on demand. (2) SI signal is not generated. 3 X 10-5

MFW isolated if alllines run back,
on demand. (1) no line overfeeds. 1.0

if one line fails te run back,
(1) No line overfeeds. 0.99
(2) One line overf:cds. I X 10-2
If two lines fail to run back,
(1) No line overfeeds. 0.979061

(2) One line overfeeds. 2.0 X 10-2
(3) Two lines overfeed. 9.4 X 10-4
If three lines fail to run back,
(1) No line overfeeds. 0.96639
(2) One line overfeeds. 3.0 X 10-2
(3) Two lines overfeed. 2.8 X 10-3
(4) All three lines overfeed. 8.1 X 10-4

SGs blow down. If one or two SDVs fail,
(1) All three SG2 blow down. 1.0'

If three or more SDVs fail,
d(1) No SGs blow down. 0.99087 .

(2) One SG blows down. 6.6 X 10-3d
(3) Two SGs blow down. 2.0 X 10-3d
(4) All three SGs blow down. 5.3 X 10-4#
If one, two, or three STM PORVs fail,
then, respectively,
(1) One SG blows down. 1.0
(2) Two SGs blow down. 1.0
(3) Three SGs blow down. 1.0

if MSIV closure signalis not generated,
(1) All three SGs blow down. 1.0

AFW actuates (1) AFW actuates. 0.999
on demand. (2) AFW does not actuate. 1 X 10-3

AFW flow (1) AFW flow is automatically con-
automatically trolled at nominal rate. 0.9925
controlled. (2) Flow control failure leads to

abnormally high AFW flow rate 7.5 X 10-3
(overfeeds).
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Table 3.6 (Continued)

Tree IIcading Branch Branch Probability

OA: AFW iso- (1) AFW isolation occurs. 0.9983
lated to low- (2) AFW isolation fails to occur. 1.7 X 10-3
pressure SG.

IIPI occurs on If SI signal is generated,
demand. (1) IIPI occurs. 0.99939

(2) IIPi fails to occur. 6.1 X 10"
If SI signalis not generated,
(1) Operator manually starts IIPI. 0.99

; (2) Operator fails to start ilPI. I X 10-2
|

Charging flow (1) Charging flow runs back, as
runs back on required (repressurization limited). 0.99
demand. (2) Charging now fails to run back

(repressurization not limited). 1 X 10-2

OA: AFW If operator isolates AFW,
throttled. (1) Operator throttles AFW flow. 0.99

(2) Operator fails to throttle AFW flow. I X 10-2
If operator fails to isolate AFW,
(1) Operator fails to throttle AFW flow. 1.0
(2) Operator throttles AFW llow. 0.0

PZR PORY (1) PZR PORV rescats if charging
rescats on flow fails to run back. 0.9988
on demand. (2) PZR PORV fails to rescat if

charging flow fails to run back. 1.2 X 10-3

'The acronyms used in this table (in the order of their appearance) are: STM
PORV = steam power-operated relief valve, SDV = steam dump valve, MFW =
main feedwater, SI = safety injection, SG = steam generator, MSIV = main stearr.
isolation valve, AFW = auxiliary feedwater, OA = operator action, llPI = high-
pressure injection, and PZR PORY = pressurizer power-operated relief valve.
' Includes failure of MFW regulating valves to run back and failure of one or both MFW
pumps to trip to high level in any steam generator.
'Only one branch is carried for either one or two SDVs. In the case of the failure of one
SDV, it was felt that the operator would be very reluctant to close the MSIVs for this
amount of excess steam flow and probably would allow the system to cool down as the
transient defines. Thus all three SGs would blow down slowly. For two SDV failures, it
is assumed that the operator still would be reluctant to isolate the SGs, but more than
likely he would close the MS!Vs within 30 minutes. But, since the operator action failure
probability used for this case (I X 10-2) is higher than the valve for failure of the
MSIVs to close on demand, the MSIV failure branches are not considered. Thus, with
respect to the event trees, two SDV failures are presented as all three SGs blow down
since closure of the MSIVs by the operator is considered separate from the event tree.
#The probabilities presented here represent blowdown due to MISV future to close. It is
anticipated that there will be times when a steam-line valve or pipe failure would not pro-
duce enough steam flow to cause automatic closure of the MSIVs. In this case, the oper-
ator would be required to manually close these valves. Failu:e to close the valves would
result in the blowdown of all three steam generators. When applicable, "A" and "B"
sequences are identified to designate wliether or not the operator closes the valves. Pro-
babilities associated with failure of the operator to close the valves vary with the cir-
cumstances and are discussed in Appendix D.
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FTable 3.7. Sequences to be analyzed for reactor trip at fell power'

STM PORVs SDVs MFW AFW Flow OA: AFW Charging

Sequence Close Close MFW Isolates SGs Automatically Isolated to Flow OA: AFW Frequency |
No.' on Demand on Demand Runs Back on Demand Blow Down Controlled LP SG Runs Back Throttled (yr'8) -

t 9.1(0001) All close All close All lines NA NA NA NA NA. NA 8.5

i run back

9.2 (0177) All close One fails All lines No line All SGs Automatically NA Runs back Throttles 1.3 E-2 (
to close run back overfeeds blow down controlled as required prior to SG ;'

high-level

falarm

9.3 (0178) All close One fails All lines No line All SGs Automatically NA Runs back Fails to I.3 E - 4 |
to close run back overfeeds blow down controlled as required throttle

9.4 (0179) All ck>se One fails All lines No line All SGs Automatically NA Fail. a Throttles I .4 E - 4

to close run back overfeeds blow down controlled run back prior to SG ;

high-level i

alarm t

9.5 (0181) All close One fails All lines No line All SGs Automatically NA Fails to Fails to 1.3E-6
*

to close run back overfeeds blow down controlled run back throttle

| e 9.6 (0185) All close One fails All lines No line All SGs Overfeeds NA Runs back Throttles 1.0E- 4

! @ to close run back overfeeds blow down as required prior to SG
alarm

]

1 9.7 (0186) All close One fails All lines No line All SGs Overfeeds NA Runs back Fails to 1.0E - 6

to close run back overfeeds blow down run back throttle'

9.8 (0187) All close One fails All hnes No line All SGs Overfeeds NA Fails to Throttles 1.0E - 6

to close run back overfeeds blow down run back prior to SG
high-level i

larm

9.9A (0516) All close Two fail All bees No line All SGs Automatically NA Runs back Throttics 2.7E- 3 .

i to close run back overfeeds blow down controlled as required prior to SG l

for 30 min high-level i
j

alarm i
1 '

|
9.9B (0516) All close Two fail All lines No line All SGs Automatically NA Runs back Throttles 2.7 E-5 |

to close run back overfeeds blow down controlled as required prior to SG ;

high-level
'

'
alarm ,

f '

9.10A (0517) All close Two fail All lines No line All SGs Automatically NA Runs back Fails to 2.8 E - 5 1

to close run back overfeeds blow down controlled as required throttle I

for 30 min
'

j 9.10B (0517) All close Iwo fail All lines No hne All SGs Automatically NA Runs back Fails to 4.2 E - 6

to close run back overfeeds blow down controlled as required throttle
q
!

I

r

., _ _ _ __ - . _ _ _ _
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Table 3.7 (Continued)
STM PORVs SDVs MFW AFW FN OA: AFW Charging

Sequence Che Che MFW !solates SGs Automatically isolated to Flow OA: AFW Frequency
No.' on Demand on Demand Runs Back on Demand Blow Down Controlled LP SG Runs Back Throttled (yr-')

91i A (0518) All close Two fail All knes No line All SGs Automatically NA Fails to Throttles 2E-5
to close run back overfeeds blow down controlled run back prior to SG

for 30 min high-level
alarm

9 !!B (0518) All close Two fail All lines Nohne All SGs Automatically NA Fails to Thrott!cs 2.8 E- 7
to close run back overfeeds blow down controlled run back prior to SG

high-level
alarm

912 A (0520) All close Two fail All lines No line All SGs Automatically NA Fails to Fails to 2.9 E - 7
to close run back overfeeds blow down controlled run back throttle

for 30 min

9 128 (0520) All close Two fail All lines No line All SGs Automatically NA Fails to Fails to 4.4 E- 8
to close run back overfeeds blow down controlled run back throttle

9.13 A (0524) All close Two fail All liacs No line All SGs Overfeeds NA Runa back Throttles 2OE-5
to close run back overfeeds blow down as required prior to SG~

for 30 min high-levelb alarm

913 B (0524) All close Two fail All hnes No hne All SGs Overfeeds NA Runs back Throttles 2.0 E - 7
to close run back overfeeds blow down as required prior to SG

high-level
alarm

914 A (0855) (included in Sequence 9.19A)

9 148 (0855) (included in Sequence 9.19B)

9.15A (0856) (included in Sequence 9.20A)

9.15 B (0856) (inc!uded in Sequence 9.20B)

9.16A (0857) (Included in Sequence 9.21 A)

9 It,B (0857) (included in Sequence 9.21B)

9.17A (0859) (included in Sequence 9.22A)

9.578 (0859) (included in Sequence 9.22B)

9.18 A (0863 ) (Intluded in Sequence 9.23A)

918B (0863) tincluded in Sequence 9 23B)

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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4 TaWe 3.7 (Contiemed)
l

STM PORVs SDVs MFW AFW Flow OA: AFW Charging t

i Sequence Close Close MFW Isolates SGs Automatically Isolated to Flow OA: AFW Frequency ,

I No.' on Demand - on Demand Runs Back on Demand Blow Down Controlled LP SG Runs Back Throttled (yr") !
t

9.19 A (0855) All close > Three fail All hnes No line All SGs Automatica ly NA Runs back Throttles 3.4E- 3 ;

to close run back overfeeds blow down controlled as required prior to SG ;

.
for 30 min high-level l

d alarm j

919B (0855) All close > Three fail All lines No line All SGs Automatically NA Runs back Throttles 7E-6 |

to close run back overfeeds blow down controlled as required prior to SG i

high-level l

alarm t
!

! 9.20A (0856) All close > Three fail All lines No hne All SGs Automatically NA Runs back Fails to 3.5E- 5

|
to chrse run back overfeeds blow down controlled as required throttle

' for 30 min

9 20B (0856) All close > Three fad All lines No line All SGs Automatically NA Runs back Fails to 3.5 E - 6

to close run back overfeeds blow down controlled as required throttle

9.21 A (0857) All close > Three fail All lines No line All SGs Automatically NA Fails to Throttles 3.5 E- 5 )
to close run back overfeeds blow down controlled run back prior to SG !

for 30 min high-level
alarm~

o ,

t-

9.21 B (0857) All close > Three fail All lines No line All SGs Automatically NA Fails to Throttles 7E-8 :

to close run back overfeeds blow down controlled run back prior to SG
j high-level }

alarm

9.22A (0859) All close > Three fail All lines No line All SGs Automatically NA Fails to Fails to 3.5 E - 7
i to close run back overfeeds blow down controlled run back throttle (

l for 30 min i

*

i 9.22 B (0859) All close > Three fail All lines No line All SGs Automatically NA Fails to Fails to 3.5E- 8

J to close run back overfeeds blow down controlled run back throttle
,

9 23A (0863) All close > Three fail All hnes No line All SGs Overfeeds NA Runs back Throttles 2.6 E- 5
to close run back overfeeds blow down as required prior to SG

for 30 min high-level
alarm

1

9.23 B (0863) All close > Three fad All lines No line All SGs Overfeeds NA Runs back Throttles 5.2E- 8 ;

f to close run back overfeeds blow down as required prior to SG f

ii high-level
'

alarm'

9.24 (0875) All close > Three fail All lines No line One SG Aatomatically Isolation Runs back Throttles 2.4 E - 5 <

l
to close run back overfeeds blows down controlled occurs as required prior to SG

high-Icvel j

alarm !

!

i ,

i

.'

- . - -



Table 3.7 (Continued)
STM PORVs SDVs MFW AFW Flow OA: AFW Charging

Sequence Close Close MFW Isolates SGs Automatically Isolated ta Flow OA: AFW Frequency
No? on Demand on Demand Runs Back on Demand Blow Down Controlled LP SG Runs Back Throttled (yr")

9.25 (2682) One fails All close All hnes No line One SG Automatically NA Runt i ek Erottles 1.5E- I
to close run back overfeeds blows down controlled as required prior to SG

high-level
alarm

9 26 12683) One fails All close All hnes No hne One SG Automatically NA Runs back Fails to I.5 E-3
to close run back overfeeds blows down controlled as required throttle

9,27 (7684) One fails All close All lines No line One SG Automatically NA Runs back Fails to I.5E-3
to close run back overfeeds blows down controlled run back throttle

9.28 (2686) One fails All close All lines Noime One SG Automatically NA Fails to Fails to 1.5E- 5
to close run back overfeeds blows down controlled run back throttle

9 29 (2690) One fails All close All imes No line One SG Overfeeds NA Runs back Throttles 1. l E - 3,

to che run back overfeeds blows down as required prior to SGt

high-level
alarm

9.30 (2691) One fails All close All lines No line One SG Overfeeds NA Runs back Fads to 1.20-5
C to close run back overfeeds blows down as required throttle

9.31 (2692) One fails All close All lines No line One SG Overfeeds NA Fails to Throttles 1.2 E-5
to close run back overfeeds blows down run back prior to SG

high-level
alarm

9.32 (2694) One fails All close All lines No line One SG Overfeeds NA Fails to Fails to I.2E-7
to close run back overfeeds blows down run back throttle

9.33 (5550) Two fail All close All lines No line Two SGs Automatically NA Runs back Throttles 1.4 E- 2
to close run back overfeeds blow down controlled as required prior to SG

high-level
alarm

9.34 (5551) Two fail All close All lines No line Two SGs Automatically NA Runs back Fails to I.4E-4
to close run back overfeeds blow down controlled as required throttle

9.35 ($$52) Two fail All close All lines No line Two SGs Automatically NA Fails to Throttles 1.4E-4
to close run back overfeeds blow down controlled run back prior to SG

high-level
alarm

9.36 (5554) Two fail All close All lines No line Two SGs Automatically NA Failr, to Fails to 1.5 E - 6
to close run back overfeeds blow down controlled run back throttle

.

. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
.. . . .. . . . . .. . - . . _ . . . . . . . . . _ _ . . _ _ _ . _ _ _ . . . .
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Table 3.7 (Continued)
STM PORVs SDVs MFW AFW flow OA: AFW Charging

Sequence Close Close MFW Isolates SGs Automatically Isolated to Flow OA: AFW Frequency

No.* on Demand on Demand Runs Back on Demand Blow Down Controlled t_P SG Runs Back Throttled (3r-')

9 37 (5558) Two fail All close All lines No line Two SGs Overfeeds NA Runs back Throttles 1. l E - 4

to close run back overfeeds blow down as required prior to SG
high level
alarm

9.38 (5559) Two fail All close All lines No line Two SGs Overfeeds NA Runs back Fails to 1. l E- 6
to close run back overfeeds blow down as required throttic

9 39 (5560) Two fail All close All lines No hne TmoSGs Overfeeds NA Fails to Throttles 1. l E - 6

to close run back overfeeds blow down run back prior to SG
high-level

| alarm

9 40 (Res 165) Two fail All close All lines No hne Two SGs Overfeeds NA Fails to Fails to 1. l E-- 8

to close run back overfeeds blow down run back throttle

9.41 (8418) All fail All close All lines No line All SGs Automatically NA Runs back Throttles 4lE-3
to , lose run back overfeeds blow down controlled as required prior to SG

high-level
alarm-

O
9 42 (8419) All fail All close All lines No hne All SGs Automatically NA Runs back Fail to 4.2 E - 5

to close run back overfeeds blow down controlled run back throttic

9.43(8420) All fail All close All knes No line All SGs Automatically NA Fails to Throttles 4 2E-5
to close run back overfeeds blow down controlled run back prior to SG

high-level
alarm

9 44 (8422) All fail All close All lines No line All SGs Automatically NA Fails to Fails to 4.2 E - 7

to close run back overfeeds blow down run back throttle

9 45 (8426) Ail fail All close All lines No line All SGs Overfeeds NA Runs back Throttles 3. l E - 5

to close run back overfeeds blow down as required prior to SG
high-level
alarm

9 46 (8427) All fail All close All lines No hne All SGs Overfeeds NA Runs back Fails to 3.2 E - 7
to close run back overfeeds blow down as required throttle

9.47 (8428) All fail All close All lines No line All SGs Overfeeds NA Fails to Throttles 3. l E -7
to close run back overfeeds blow down run back prior to SG

high-level
alarm



Table 3.7 (Continued)
STM PORVs SDVs MFW AFW l' low OA- AFW Charging

Sequence Cime Close MFW Isolates SGs Automatically Isolated to I low OA: At W Frequency
Nof on Demand on Demand Runs Back on Demand Blow Down Controlled LP SG Runs Back Throttled (yr-')

9 48 (0002) All close All close One hne No hne No SGs Automatically NA Runs back Throttles 430-5
fails to overfeeds blow down controlled as required prior to SG

high-levelrun back e

alarm*

9 49 (0003) All close All close One line No hne No SGs Automatically NA Runs back Fails to 4 9E-7
fails to overfeeds blow down controlled as reqaired throttle
run back

9 50 (0004) All ck>se All close One line No hne No SGs Automatically NA Iails to Throttles 4.9 E- 7
fails tc. overfeeds blow down controlled run back prior to SG
run back high-level

alarm

9.51 (Res 2) All ck>se All close One line No line No SGs Automatically NA I ails to Fails to 44E-9 i
'

fails to overfeeds blow down controlled run back throttle
run back

9.52 (0010) All close All close One line No hne No SGs Overfeeds NA Runs back Tt.rottles 3.7 E - 7
fails to overfeeds blow down as required prior to SG~

h run back high level
alarm

,

|

'

9 53 (Res 4) All close All close One hne No hne No SGs Overfeeds NA Runs back Fails to 33E-9
fails to overfeeds blow down as required throttle
run back

9 54 (Res 5) A'l close All close One hne No line No SGs Overfeeds NA Fails to Throttles 3. 3 E - 9
fails to overfeeds blow down run back prior to SG

j
run back high-level

alarm

9 55 (Res 5) All close All chisc One hne No line No SGs Overfeeds NA Fails to l' ails to 3 3E-9
fails to overfeeds blow down run back throttle
run Sack

4.56 (0022) All close All close One hne One line No SGs Automatically NA Runs back Throttles 4 6E-7
fails to overfeeds blow down controlled as requeed prior to SG
run back high-level

alarm

9 57 (Res 46 ) All close One fails One line No line A!! SGs Automatically NA Runs back Throttles 8. l E - 8
to close fails to overfeeds blow down control!cd as required prior to SG

run back high-level
alarm

9 58 (Res 46) All close One fails One hne No line All SGs Automatically NA Runs back Fails to <8. l E - 8
to close fads to overfeeds blow down coctrolled as required throttle

run back



Table 3.7 (Continued)
STM PORVs SDYs MFW Af W f~ low OA: AFW Charging

Sequence Close Close MFW Isolates SGs Automatically Iso |ated to Flow OA: AFW Frequency

Nof on Demand on Demand Runs Back on Demand Blow Down Controlled LPSG Runs Back Tlirottled (yr ')
-

9 59 (Res 46) All close One fails One hne No line All SGs Automatically NA Fails to Throttles <8.1 LC8
to close fails to overfeeds blow down controlled run back prior to SG

run back high-level
alarm

9.60 (Res 46; All close One fails One line No line All SGs Automatically NA Fails to fails to <8 IE-8

to close fails to overfeeds blow down controlled run back throttle
run back

9 61 (Res 46) All close One fails One line No line All SGs Overfeeds NA Runs back Throttles < 8. l E - 8

to close fails to overfeeds blow down as required prior to SG
run back high-level

alarm

9 62 (Res 57) All close Two fail One line No line All SGs Automatically NA Runs back Throttles 1.5 E - 8

to close fails to overfeeds blow down controlled as required prior to SG
run back high-level

alarm

9 63 (Res $7) All close Tv .e One hne No line All SGs Automatically NA Runs back Fails to <l .$E - 8
to c - fads to overfeeds blow dowri controlled as required throttle$ run backu

9 64 (Res 57) All close 1 w 4 '.! One hne No line All SGs Automatically NA Fails to Throttles < l.5 E - 8
tor Wls to overfeeds blow down controlled run back prior to SG

.n back high-level
alarm

9 65 (Res 57) All close Two f ail One line No line All SGs Overfeeds NA Runs back Throttles <l .5 E - 8

to close fails to overfeeds blow down as required prior to SG
run back Sigh level

alarm

9 66 (0047) All close All close Two lines No line No SGs Automatically NA Runs back Throttles 4OE-6
fail to userfeeds blow down controlled as required prior to SG
run back high-level

alarm

9 67 (Res 141 All ch>se All close Two lines No hne No SGs Automatically NA Runs back I ail to 4. l E - 8
fail to overfeeds blow down controlled as required throttle
run back

9 68 (Res 15) All chise All close Two hnes No line No SGs Automatically NA Fads to Throttles 4.l E - 8
fail to overfeeds blow down controlled run back prior to SG
run back high-level

alarm

9.69 (Res 15) All close All close Two lines No hne No SGs Automatically NA l' ails to Fails to <4. l E - 8
fad to overfeeds blow down controlled run back throttle
run back

!

I
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Table 3.7 (Continued)
STM PORVs SDVs MFW AFW Flow OA: AFW Charging [Sequence Close Close MFW isolates SGs Automatically isolated to Flow OA: AFW Frequency r

No.* on Demand on Demand Runs Back on Demand Blow Down Controlled LP SG Runs Back Throttled (yr")
9.70 (Res 17) All close All close Two knes No line No SGs Overfeeds NA Runs back Throttles 3. l E- 8 i

fail to overfeeds blow down as required prior to SG -

run back high-level 5
!

alarm |

9.71 (Res 17) All close All close Two lines No line No SGs Overfeeds NA Runs back Fails to <3.1 E- 8
fail to overfeeds blow down as required throttle .

i run back i

B

j 9.72 (Res 17) All clos 6 All close Two lines No hne No SGs Overfeeds NA Fails to Throttles < 3. l E - 8
fail to overfeeds blow down run back prior to SG
run back high-level

alarm

9.73 (Res 17) All close All close Two lines No line No SGs Overfeeds NA Fails to Fails to ' <3. l E - 8
fail to overfeeds blow down run back throttle
run back,

9.74 (Res 19) All close All close Two lines One line No SGs Automatically NA Runs back Throttles 8.92-8
fail to overfeeds blow down controlled as required prior to SG-

@ rua back high-level
alarm

9.75 (Res 46) All close One fails Two knes No line All SGs Automatically NA Runs back Throttles 8. l E - 8 6

to close fail to overfeeds blow down controned as required prior to SG
run back high-level

alarm
,

i
t

9.76 (Res 46) All close One fails Two hnes No line All SGs Automatically NA Runs back Fails to <8. l E - 8
to close fail to overfeeds blow down controlled as required throttle

run back i

I

9.77 (Res 46) All close One fails Two lines No hne All SGs Automatically NA Fails to Throttles <8. l E - 8
to close fail to overfeeds blow down controlled run back prior to SG

run back high-level
*

alarm

9.78 (Res 46) All close One fails Two lines No line All SGs Overfeeds NA Runs back Throttles <8. l E- 8
to close fail to overfeeds blow down as required prior to SG

run back high-level
alarm

#

9.79 (Res 57) All close Two fail Two lines No line All SGs Automatically NA Runs back Throttles <l 5E-8
to close fail to overfeeds blow down controlled as required prior to SG

run back high-level
alarm

<

d

a
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Table 3.7 (Continued)
STM PORVs SDVs MFW AFW Flow OA: AFW Charging

Sequence Close Ce MFW Isolates SGs Automatically Isolated to Flow OA: AFW Frequency
No." on Demand on Dmand Runs Back on Demand Blow Down Controlled LP SG Runs Back Throttled (yr- 8 )

9 80 (Res 57) All close Two fai! Two lines No line All SG., Overfeeds NA Runs back Throttles < l .5 E - 8
to close fail to overfeeds blow down as required prior to SG

run back high-level
alarm

9.81 (0112) All close All close All imes Noime No SGs Automatically NA Runs back Throttles I.lE-6
fail to overfeeds blow down controued as required prior to SG
run back high-leve'

alarm

9 82 (Res 24) All close All close All lines No line No SGs Overfeeds NA Runs back Throttles 8.6 E - 9
fail to overfeeds blow down as required prior to SG
run back high-level

alarm

9 83 (Res 22) All close All close All lines No line No SGs Automatically NA fails to Throttles 1. l E - 8
fail to overfeeds blow down controlled run back prior to SG
run back high-level

alarm
-

$ 9.84 (Res 22) All close All clore All lines No line No SGs Automatically NA Fails to Fails to <l.IE-8
fail to overfeeds blow down control!cd run back throttle
run back

9 85 (Res 24) All close All close All lines No line No SGs Overfeeds NA Runs back Throttles 8.6E-9
fail to overfeeds blow down as required prior to SG
run back high-level

alarm

9.86 (Res 46) All close One fails All lines No line All SGs Automatically NA Runs back Throttles 8. l E - 8
to close fail to overfeeds blow down controlled as required prior to SG

run back high-level
alarm

9 87 (Res 57) All close Two fail All lines No line All SGs Automatically NA Runs back Throttles < l.5 E - 8
to close fril to overfeeds blow down controlled as required prior to SG

run back for 30 min high-level
alarm

9 88 (0525) All close Iwo fail All lines No line All SGs Overfeeds NA Runs back Fails to 1.9 E - 7
to close run back overfeeds blow down as required throttle

for 30 min

9 89 (0526) All close Two fail All lines No line All SGs Overfeeds NA Fails to Throttles 2.3 E - 7
to close run'back overfeeds blow down run back prior to SG

for 30 min high-level
alarm



Table 3.7 (Continued)
STM PORVs SDvs MFW AFW Flow OA: AFW Charging

Sequence Close Close MFW lsolates SGs Automatically lwlated to Flow OA: AFW Frequency
No.* on Demand on Demand Runs Back on Demand Blow Down Controlled LP SG Runs Back Throttled (yr-')

'

9 90 (0864) All ckne > Three fail All lines No line All SGs Overfeeds NA Runs back Fails to 26E-7
to close run back overfeeds blow down as required throttle

for 30 min

9 91 (0865) All close > Three fail All lines No line All SGs Overfeeds NA Fails to Throttles 2.6 E - 7
to close run back overfeeds blow down run back prior to SG

for 30 min high-level
alarm

9.92 (0876) All close > Three fail All lines No line One SG Automatically isolation Runs back Fails to 3E-7
to close run back overfeeds blows down' controlled occurs as required throttle

9 93(0877) All close > Three fail All lines No line One SG Automatically Isolation Fails to Throttles 2.3 E - 7
to close run back overfeeds blows down' controlled occura run back prior to SG

high-level
alarm

9 94 (0911) All close > Three fail All lines No line 'Iwo SGs Automatically Isolation Runs back Throttles 7.2 E - 6
to close run back overfeeds blow down' controlled occurs as required prior to SG

g high-level
alarmoo

9 95 (0947) All close > Three fail All lines No line All SGs Automatically NA Runs back Throttles 1.9 E - 6
to close run back overfeeds blow down' controlled as required prior to SG

high-level
alarm

9.96 Residual (Equivalent to a small-break LOCA) 4.3 E - 8

9.97 Residual (Equivalent to a small-break LOCA coupled witn a small steam-line break) 2.2 E - 6

9.98 Residual (I.quivalent to a small steam-line break with continued flow to break) 5.3 E - 8

9.99 Residual (Equivalent to a small steam-!ane break with full pressurization) 4. 3 E - 7

*The branches entitled -SI Signal Generated on Demand," "AFW Actuates on Demand," -HPI Occurs on Demand," and -PZR PORV Rescats on Demand * were successful in all
sequences listed. Therefore, these headings do not appear in this table. There were other sequences for which not all of the branches were successful, but they did not survive the
frequency screening These sequences are included in the residual groups.

*As stated in the text, the letters A' and "B" following the sequence number signify whether or not the MSIVs are closed by the operator. In the "A" sequences the operator is
awumed to close the valves 30 minutes into the transient. In the "B" sequences, it is assumed that the MSIVs remain open for the 2-hour period

| ' All steam generators blow down for 30 minutes; at this time, the operatc,r closes the MSIVs, but one, two, or all three of them fail to close.

|

|

|

I
t u_____.
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Table 3.8. Branch probabilities for large and sanall steam-line
breaks at hot 0% power"

6Branch Probability

Large Small
Tree ficading Branch Break Break

SI signal (1) SI signal is generated. 0.99997
generated (2) SI signal is not generated. 3 X 10-5

,

on demand.

|
| MFW isolates (1) No line overfeeds. 0.99999
j on demand. (2) One line overfeeds.' 9.0 X 10-'
'

(3) Two lines overfeed.' 8.4 X 10-7
(4) All three lines overfeed.' 8.1 X 10-s

SGs blow if MSIV closure signalis generated,d
down. (I) No SGs blow down. 0.5

(2) One SG blows down. 0.5
(3) Two SGs blow down. 9.9 X 10-4
(4) All three SGs blow down. 1.7 X 10-d
if MSIV closure signalis not generated,#
(I) One SG blows down. 0.5
(2) All three SGs blow down. 0.5

AFW actuates (1) AFW actuates. 0.999
on demand. (2) AFW does not actuate. I X 10-3

AFW flow (1) AFW flow is automatically
automatically controlled at nominal rate. 0.9925
controlled. (2) Flow control failure leads

to abnormally high AFW flow
rate (overfeeds). 7.5 X 10-3

OA: AFW (1) AFW isolation occurs. 0.9977 0.9983
isolated to (2) AFW isolation fails to occur. 2.3 X 10-3 1.7 X 10-3
low-pressure
SG.

IIPI occurs if SI signal is generated,
on demand. (1) IIPI occurs. 0.99939

(2) IIPI fails to occur. 6.1 X 10-4
If Si signal is not generated,
(1) Operator manually starts llPl. 0.99
(2) Operator fails to start flPl. 1 X 10-2

Charging flow (1) Charging flow runs back
runs back as required (repressuri-
on demand. zstion limited). 0.9988 0.99

(2) Charging flow fails to
run back (repressurization
not limited). 1.2 X 10-3 1 X 10-2

109
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Table 3.8 (Continued)

Branch Probability *

Large Small
Tree lleading Branch Break Break

OA: AFW If operator isolates AFW,
throttled. (1) Operator throttles AFW How. 0.99

(2) Operator fails to throttle
AFW How. I X 10-2

If operator fails to isolate AFW,
(I) Operator fails to throttle

AFW llow. I .0
(2) Operator throttles AFW now. 0.0

PZR PORV (1) PZR PORV rescats if charging
rescats on flow fails to run back. 0.9988
demand. (2) PZR PORV fails to rescat if

charging now fails to run
back. 1.2 X 10-3

' Acronyms used in this table (listed in the order of their appearance) are: SI = safety injection,
MFW = main feedwater, SG steam generator, MSIV = main steam isolation valve,
AFW = auxiliary feedwater, OA = operator action, HPI - high-pressure injection, PZR
PORY pressurizer power-operated relief valve, and MFIV - main feedwater isolation valve.
6
Probabilities centered between the two columns apply to both break sizes.

' Includes failure of MFW regulating valves to run back, failure of one or both MFW pumps to trip
on high level in any SG, and failure of MFIVs to close on SI signal.
d
The MSIV closure signal may or may not be generated for a large steam-line break; it will

not be generated for a small steam-line break at hot 0% power.

Also, although the data base is small, one of the four observed small breaks occurred dur-
ing a startup condition. Thus, based on this information, 25% of the small-break fre-
quency was assumed to occur at hot 0% power. This results in an initiating event fre-
quency of(2.0 X 10-2/yr) X 0.25 = 5.0 X 10~3/yr.

,

The branch headings and probabilities for the small break are presented in Table 3.8.
The event tree developed from these probabilities and the 10-7 truncation frequency is

_ presented in Figare 3.7. It shows that 19 sequences (out of the 292) survived the 10-7
screening level. As shown in Table 3.9, the sequence bounding process reduced this
number to 16. The frequency for the group composed of those residual sequences which
are neither specifically analyzed nor grouped with a specifically analyzed sequence is
2.5 X 10-7/yr.

3.5.4. Large Steam-Line Break at Full Power

The initiating frequency of a large steam-line break at full power is based on the overall
frequency for a large steam-line break multiplied by the fraction of time at full power:
(1.2 X 10-3/yr) X 0.98 = 1.18 X 10-3/yr. This initiating event frequency was
used, together with the branch headings and probabilities given in Table 3.10, to produce
the event tree shown in Figure 3.8.

I10
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Figure 3.6. Event tree for large steam-line break at hot 0% power.
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Figure 3.7. Event tree for small steam-line break at hot 0% power.
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Table 3.9. Segnesces to be analyzed for ssaall and large steaan-line breaks at het 0% power'
SI Signal MFW AFW AFW OA: AFW Charging

Sequence Generated Isolated SGs Actuates Automatically isolated to llPI Occurs Flow OA: AFW Frequency
No. on Demand on Demand Blow Down on Demand Controlled L.P SG on Demand Runs Back Throttled tyr-')

1

Samall Stease-Une Break=

(
. 7 l (0001) Signal is No line One SG AFW Automatically isolation llPI Runs back Throttles 2.4 E - 3
I genera ed overfeeds blows down actuates controlled occurs occurs as required prior to SG

high-level
4 ,

I alarm
1

! 7.2 (0003) Signat es No line One SG AFW Automatically Isolation llPI Fails to Throttles 2.4 E- 5
! generated overfeeds blows down actuates controlied occurs occurs run back pnor to SG

| high-level i

i alarm
< e

7.3 (0002) Signal is No line OneSG AFW Automatically Isolation IIPI Runs back Fails to 2.4 E - 5 I

{ generated overfeeds blows down actuates controlled occurs occurs as required throttle
1

7 4 (Res 4) Signal is No line One SG AFW Automatically Fails to IIPI Runs back Throttles 0.0"
generated overfeeds blows down actuates controlled occur occurs as required prior to SG '

i
i high-level

alarm
1 -

; E 7.5 (Res 5) Signal is No line One SG AFW Automatically Fails to llPI Fads to Throttles 4 2E-8
generated overfeeds blows down actuates controlled occur occurs run back prior to SG.

! high-level
i alarm
I

l'
7 4 (0009) Signal is No line One SG AFW Automatically Fails to itPI Runs back Fails to 4.2E- 6

generated overfeeds blows down actuates controlled occur occurs as required throttle
!

|
7.7 (0017; Signal is No line One SG AFW Overfeeds Isolation llPI Runs back Throttles I.8E-5 ,

i generated overfeeds blows down actuates occurs occurs as required prior to SG '

| high-level
1 alarm
I
i 7.8 (Res 10) Signal is Nohne One SG AFW Overfeeds Fails to llPI Runs back Throttles 3.2 E- 8
1 generated overfeeds blows Awa actuates occur occurs as required prior to SG
J high-level
I ala.m
t

7.9' (Similar to Sequence 7.I)
i
! 7. lor (Similar to Sequence 7.4)

7. l l' (Similar to Sequence 7.l)
t

! d7.I2 (0037) Signal is No line All SGs AFW Automatically NA liPI Runs back Throttles 2.4 E - 3
! generated overfeeds blow down actuates controlled occurs as required prior to SG

'
! high-level
i alarm
;

i

!
'

i

:

I
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Table 3.9 (Contimmed)
SI Signal MFW AFW AFW OA: AFW Charging

Sequence Generated Isolated SGs Actuates Automatically isolated to llPI Occurs Flow OA: AFW Frequency

| No. on Demand on Demand Blow Down on Demand Controlled I P SG on Demand Runs Back Throttled (yr-')

) Small Steam-Ume Break (Contimmed)
1

7.13(0038) Signal is No line All SGs AFW Automatically NA IIPI Runs back Fails to 2.5 E - 5 ,

generated overfeeds blow down actuates controlled occurs as required throttle
,

t

i 7.14 (0039) Signal is No line All SGs AFW Automatically NA ilPI Fails to Throttles 2.4 E- 5 i

'
generated overfeeds blow down actuates controlled occurs run back prior to SG

high-level
*alarm

,

f 7.15 (0041) Signal is No hne All SGs AFW Automatically NA IIPI fails to Fails to 2.5 E-7 !
generated overfeeds blow down actuates controlled occurs run back throttle.

7.16 (0005) Signal is No hne One SG AIW Automatically Isulation llPI Fails to . Fails to 2.5 E - 7 !

generated overfeeds blows down actuates controlled occurs occurs run back throttle
7.17 (0046) Signal is No line All SGs AFW Overfeeds NA IIPI Runs back Fails to 1.9E */

i generated overfeeds blow down actuates occurs as required throttle

7.18 (0018) Signal is No hne One SG AFW Overfeeds isolation IIPI Runs back Fails to 1.9 E- 7
genusted overfeeds blows down actuates occurs occurs as required throttle'

_
~
ta 7.19 (0019) Signal is No line One SG AF W Overfeeds Isolation llPI fails to Throttles I .8 E - 7

! generated overfeeds blows down actuates occurs occurs run back prior to SG
! high-level

alarm

7.20 Residual Group 2.5 E - 7

Large Steam-Une Break

s.1(0021) Signal is No hne One SG AFW Automatically isolation llPI Runs back ihrottles I.lE-5
| generated overfeeds blows down actuates controlled occurs occurs as required prior to SG

high-level
alarm j

8.2 (0023) Signal is No line One SG AFW Automatically Isolation IIPI Fails to Throttles 1. l E-7,

] generated overfeeds blows down actuates controlled occurs occurs run back prior to SG
j high-level

j alarm

| 8.3 (0022) Signal is No line OneSG AFW Automatically Isolation llPI Runs back Fails to I.lE-7

]
generated overfeeds blows down actuates control!cd occurs occurs as required throttle !

) 8 4 (Res 9) Signal is No line One SG AFW Automatically Fails to llPI Runs back Fails to 2.6E - 8
j generated overfeeds blows down actuates controlled occur occurs as required throttle

8.5 (Res to) Signal is No line One SG AFW Overfeeds Isolation llPI Runs back Throttles 8.5 E- 8 li

j generated overfeeds blows down actuates occurs occurs as required prior to SG
j high-level

alarm

|

1

i

f

. _ - - - ,-
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Table 3.9 (Continued)
SI Signal MFW AF W AFW O A: AFW Charging

Sequence Generated Isolated SGs Actuates Automatically Isolated io ilPI Occurs flow OA: AF W f requency
No on Demand on Demand Blow Down on Demand Controlled L P SG on Demand Runs Back Throttled (yr-')

large Stease-l.ine Break ! Continued 6

8 61Res 10) Signal is No hne One SG Af W Overfeeds f~ ails to ilPI Runs back Fails to <85E-8
generated overfeeds blows dow n act uates occur occurs as requ. red throttle

|

, 8 7 (Orol) Signal is No hne No SGs Af W Automatically NA ilPI Runs back Throttles 1. l E - 5
| generated overfeeds blow down actuates controlled occurs as required prior to SG
| high-level

alarm

8 8 (0002) Signal is No hne No SGs AFW Automatically NA flPI Runs back I' ails to I.lE-7
generated overfeeds blow down actuates controlled occurs as required throttle

8 9 (0003) Signat es No line No SGs AFW Automatically NA IIPI Fails to Throttles I.lE-7
generated overfeeds blow down actuates controlled occurs run back prior to SG

high-level
alarm

8.10 Residual Group 2.3 E - 77
* 'PZR PORVs rescat for all sequences hated, therefore, the heading "PZR PORV Rescats on Demand" does not appear in tabic. In some other sequences the PZR PORVs did not

rescat, but these sequences did not survive the frequency screening and are included in the reudual group.

'Because of the couphng factor imposed on the throttling of the AFW, given the far'ure to isolate the AF W, this sequence has a frequency of 0 0; that is, no credit is given for throt- -

thng the AFW if the operator failed to isolate the AF W.

' Sequences 7 9, 7.10, and 7.11 involved failure of the SDVs to isolate on demand. Subsequent analysis revealed that the SDVs probably would not open during this event; thus, a

failure of the SDVs to close was not considered.
# N A = not applicable.

.



Figure 3.8 shows that 21 sequences (out of the 1763) survived the 10-7 screening level
for the large steam-line break at full power. This was reduced to the 15 sequences
pre ented in Table 3.11 to be specifically considered for further analysis. The frequency
associated with the remaining residual group totaled 4.4 X 10-7/yr.

3.5.5. Small Steam-Line Break at Full Power

The initiating frequency for small steam-line breaks at full power is based on the overall
frequency multiplied by the fraction of time spent at full power: 2.0 X 10-2/yr X|

| 0.75 = 1.5 X 10-2/yr. The branch headings and probabilities are given in
| Table 3.10, and the resulting event tree developed for this initiating event is presented in

Figure 3.9.

Table 3.11 presents the 29 sequences identified for thermal-hydraulic analysis. It should
be noted that several of these are sequences which have frequencies less than 10-7/yr.
Based on our initial frequency analysis, these sequences were supplied to INEL for
thermal-hydraulic analysis, and thus temperature, pressure and heat transfer coefficient
data were developed for these sequences. As a result, these sequences were analyzed indi-
vidually in order to reduce the size of the residual group. The remaining residual group
has a frequency of 6.6 X 10-7/yr.

3.5.6. Small-Break LOCA at Full Power

The small-break LOCA includes pressurizer PORV and SRV single failures, pump seal
failures and small pipe breaks. The most probable failure is the PORV failure, but there
is a very high probability of isolating the PORV early in the transient.

The initiating frequency for this event at full power is based on a frequency of 8.9 X
10-3/yr for small-break LOCAs under all operating conditions times a factor of 0.91 to
account for the fraction of full-power operations. The resulting initiating frequency is
8.1 X 10-3/yr, which, when combined with the branch probabilities presented in
Table 3.12, lead to the event tree shown in Figure 3.10. Thirty-one sequences out of a
total 6,938 sequences remained for further analysis after the screening process.* These are
shown in Table 3.13. The frequency associated with the residual group is 9.4 X
10-7/yr.

'It should be noted that of the 31 sequences, nine included a late isolation of the break. These sequences are
,

labeled as Sequence Series 12 in Table 3.15. |
|
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Table 3.10. Branch probabilities for large and sanall steam-line

! breaks at full power *

j Branch Probability6

Large Small
Tree Heading Branch Break Break

SDVs close (1) All five SDVs close. NA' O.99768
! on demand. (2) One SDV fails to close. NA 1.6 X 10-3

(3) Two SDVs fail to close. NA 3.0 X 10-4
(4) Three or more SDVs fail,

to close. NA 4.2 X 10-4;

! SI signal (1) Si signal is generated. 0.99997
|generated (2) SI signal is not generated. 3 X 10-5

on demand,

f

! MFW runs back If SI signal is generated, MFW '

and isolates lines run back and isolate:
. on demand. (1) Alllines run back and MFW
'

is isolated. 0.9999997
(2) One line overfeeds.# 2.8 X 10-7

| (3) Two lines overfeed.# 1.5 X 10-'
! (4) All three lines overfeed.# 1.0 X 10-30
'

If SI signal is not generated,
runback only occurs:
(1) Alllines run back. 0.9999940,

'

(2) One line overfeeds.' 5.3 X 10-6'

(3) Two lines overfeed.' 5.0 X 10-7
(4) All three lines overfeed.' l.4 X 10-7

SGs blow if MSIV closure signal is generated,
'

down. (1) No SG blows down. 0.5
i (2) One SG blows down. 0.5

(3) Two SGs blow down. 9.9 X 10-44

! (4) All three SGs blow down. 1.7 X 10-4
If MSIV closure signal is not generated,,

e (1) One SG blows down. 0.5
1 (2) All three SGs blow down. 0.5
4

AFW actuates (1) AFW actuates. 0.999
on demand. (2) AFW does not actuate. I X 10-3.

AFW flow (1) AFW flow is automatically,

' automatically controlled at nominal flow
controlled. rate. 0.9925

i

(2) Flow control failure leads
to abnormally high AFW
flow rate (overfeeds). 7.5 X 10-3

4

OA: AFW (l) AFW isolation occurs. 0.9977 0.9983
isolated to (2) AFW isolation fails to occur. 2.3 X 10-3 1.7 X 10-3

! low. pressure
| SG.

j

1
1
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Table 3.10 (Continued)

Branch Probability *

Large Small
Tree lleading Branch Break Break

IIPI occurs if SI signal is generated,
on demand. (I) IIP! occurs. 0.99939

(2) IIPI fails to occur. 6.1 X 10-4

If SI signal is not generated,
(1) Operator manually starts llPI. 0.99
(2) Operator fails to start ilPI. 1 X 10-2

Charging flow (1) Charging flow runs back as |

runs back required (repressurization
on demand. limited). 0.99

. (2) Charging flow fails to run
back (repressurization not
limited). I X 10-2

OA: AFW If operator isolates AFW,
throttled. (1) Operator throttles AFW flow. 0.99

(2) Operator fails to throttle
AFW flow. I X 10-2

If operator fails to isolate AFW,
(1) Operator fails to throttle

AFW flow. 1.0
(2) Operator throttles AFW flow. 0.0

PZR PORV (1) PZR PORV rescats if charging
rescats on flow fails to run back. 0.9988
demand. (2) PZR PORY fails to rescat if

charging flow fails to
run back. 1.2 X 10~3

' Acronyms used in this table (in the order of their appearance) are: SDV - steam dump valve,
SI = safety injection, MFW = main feedwater, SG = steam generator, MSIV = main
steam isolation valve. AFW = auxiliary feedwater, OA = operator action, llPI - high-
pressure injection, PZR PORY = pressurizer power operated relief valve, and MFIV = main
feedwater isolation valve.

' Probabilities centered between the two columns apply to both break sizes.

'NA = not applicable.
d includes failure of MFW regulating valves to run back, failure of one or both MFW pumps to trip
on high level in any SG, and failure of MFIVs to close on Si signal.
' Includes failure of MFW regulating valves to run back, and failure of MFW pumps to trip on high
level in any SG.

3.5.7. Medium-Break LOCA at Full Power

The initiating frequency for a medium-break LOCA at full power is 9.8 X 10-4/yr,
based on an overall estimate for a medium break LOCA of 1.0 X 10-3/yr and 98.1%

*
operation at full power. This event includes breaks equivalent to 2.or 2.5 in. lines which.

cannot be isolated. The branch headings and probabilities are shown in Table 3.12, and
the resulting event tree is shown in Figure 3.11. Fourteen sequences out of a total of
6,824 sequences had frequencies of bl0-7/yr and 12 were retained for thermal hydraulic
and fracture mechanics analyses, as shown in Table 3.13. The frequency associated with
the residual grcup is 2.1 X 10-7/yr.
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1h Figure 3.8. Event tree for large steam-line break at full power.g
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Figure 3.9. Event tree for small steam-line break at full power.



Table 3.11. Sequences to be analyzed for small and large steam-line breaks at full power"

MFW Runs
SDVs Back and AFW OA: AFW Charging

Sequence Close Isolates SGs Automatically Isolated to Flow OA: AFW Frequency
No. on Demand on Demand Blow Down Controlled LP SG Runs Back Throttled (yr-8)

Small Steam-Line Break

5.1(0001) All close Runs back One SG Automatically Isolation Runs back Throttles 7.3 E- 3
and isolates blows down controlled occurs as required prior to SG

high-level
alarm

5.2 (0003) All close Runs back One SG Automatically isolation Fails to Throttles 7.3 E-5
and isolates blows down controlled occurs run back prior to SG

,

high-level
alarm

5.3 (0002) All close Runs back One SG Automatically Isolation Runs back Fails to 7.3 E-5
and isolates blows down controlled occors as required throttle

5.4 (0005) All close Runs back One SG Automatically isolation Fails to Fails to 7.4 E-7
and isolates blows down controlled occurs run back throttle

5.5 (Res 4) All close Runs back One SG Automatically Fails to Runs back Throttles 0.06

and isolates blows down controlled occur as required prior to SG
high-level
alarm

5.6 (Res 6) All close Runs back One SG Automatically Fails to Fails to Throttles 0.06

and isolates blows down controlled occur runback prior to SG
high-level
alarm

5.7 (0009) All close Runs back One SG Automatically Fails to Runs back Fails to 1.2E-5
and isolates blows down controlled occur as required throttle

5.8 (0011) All close Runs back One SG Automatically Fails to Fails to Fails to 1.3 E-7
and isolates blows down controlled occur run back throttle

5.9 (0017) All close Runs back One SG Overfeeds isolation Runs back Throttles 5.5 E-5
and isolates blows down occurs as required prior to SG

high-level
alarm

,

4
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TaWe 3.11. (Continued)

MFW Runs
SDVs Back and AFW OA: AFW Charging

Sequence Close Isolates SGs Automatically isolated to Flow OA: AFW Frequency
No. on Demand on Demand Blow Down Controlled LP SG Runs Back Throttled (yr-8) ;

Sans Steem-Line Break (CN)

5.10 (0019) All close Runs back One SG Overfeeds isolation Fails to Throttles 5.5E-7
and isolates blows down occurs run back prior to SG

,

high-level ,'

alarm
|

f

5.11 (0018) All close Runs back One SG Overfeeds isolation Runs back Fails to 5.5E-7 [
and isolates b%ws down occurs as required throttle

65.12 (Res 11) All close Runs back One SG Overfeeds Fails to Runs back Throttles 0.0
and isolates blows down occur as required prior to SG

high-level
alarm

h 5.13 (Res 11) All close Runs back One SG Overfeeds Fails to Runs back Fails to 9.5 E-8 ,

and isolates blows down occur as required throttle '

#5.14 (0279) One fails Runs back All SGs Automatically NA Runs back Throttles 2.3E-5 ;

to close and isolates blow down' controlled as required prior to SG '

high-level
alarm

.

5.15 (0281) One fails Runs back All SGs Automatically NA Fails to Throttles 2.4E-7
to close and isolates blow down' controlled run back prior to SG

high-level
alarm !

5.16 (0280) One fails Runs back All SGs Automatically NA Runs back Fails to 2.4E-7
to close and isolates blow down' controlled as required throttle ;

5.17' (included in Sequence 5.14)
t

5.18 (0287) One fails Runs back All SGs Overfeeds NA Runs back Throttles 1.8E-7
to close and isolates blow down' as required prior to SG

high-level
alarm

!

r
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Table 3.11. (Continued) ,

, MFW Runs
| SDVs Back and AFW OA: AFW Charging
| Sequence Close Isolates SGs Automatically Isolated to Flow OA: AFW Frequency
, No. on Demand en Demand Blow Down Controlled LP SG Runs Back Thrott!cd (yrH)

. Samas Steam-Une Break (Comammed)
I

j 5.19 (0382) Two fail Runs back All SGs Automatically NA Runs back Throttles 4.4E-6 ;
j to close and isolates blow down' controlled as required prior to SG

high-level
alarm

.

5.20' (Included in Sequence 5.19)

5.21 (0037) All close Runs back All SGs Automatically NA Runs back Throttles 7.3E-3
'

| and isolates blow down' controlled as required prior to SG
! high-level
, alarm
|
i 5.22 (0039) All close Runs back All SGs Automatically NA Fails to Throttles 7.3E-5
i y and isolates blow down' controlled run back prior to SG
j high-level
; alarm
)
; 5.23 (0038) All close Runs back All SGs Automatically NA Runs back Fails to 7.3E-5
; and isolates blow down' controlled as required throttle |!

j 5.24 (0045) All close Runs back All SGs Overfeeds NA Runs back Throttles 5.5E-5 i
; and isolates blow down' as required prior to SG
j high-level

alarm

1 5.25 (0041) All close Runs back All SGs Automatically NA Fails to Fails to 7.4E-7
j a9d isolates blow down' controlled run back throttle i

i

5.26 (0046) All close Runs back All SGs Overfeeds NA Fails to Fails to 5.5E-7,
i'

and isolates blow down' run back throttle
i

5.27 (0047) All close Runs back All SGs Overfeeds NA Fails to Throttles 5.5 E-7 |
j and isolates blow down' run back prior to SG
-

high-level
! alarm

.
|

|

;

_ _ _ _
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; Table 3.11. (Contiemed)

MFW Runs
SDVs Back and AFW OA: AFW Charging

| Sequence Close Isolates SGs Automatically Isolated to Flow OA: AFW Frequency
No. on Demand on Demand Blow Down Controlled LP SG Runs Back Throttled (yr- 8)

| Small Steam-Line Break (Centimmed)
I
l 5.28 (0485) >Three fail Runs back All SGs Automatically isolation Runs back Throttles 3.lE-6
4 to close and isolates blow down controlled occurs as required prior to SG
! for 30 min / high-level

alarm

i 5.29 (0521) >Three fail Runs back One SG Automatically Isolation Runs back inrottles 3.l E-6
; to close and isolates blows down controlled occurs as required prior to SG
, high-level
j alarm
I

i 5.30 Residual Group 6.6E-7

g Large Stease-Line Break
1 "
1 6.1(0021) All close Runs back One SG Automatically Isolation Runs back Throttles 5.7E-4 |

! and isolates blows down controlled occurs as required prior to SG
J high-level
! alarm
1

6.2 (0023) All close Runs back One SG Automatically Isolation Fails to Throttles 5.8 E- 6
1 and isolates blows down controlled occurs run back prior to SG

high-level
alarm

1 6.3 (0022) All close Runs back One SG Automatically Isolation Runs back Fails to 5.8 E- 6
| and isolates blows down controlled occurs as required throttle
i

j 6.4 (Res 10) All close Runs back One SG Automatically Isolation Fails to Fails to 5.8 E- 8
} and isolates blows down controlled occurs run back throttle
i 66.5 (Res 12) All close Runs back One SG Automatically Fails to Runs back Throttles 0.0

and isolates blows down controlled occur as required prior to SG<

} high-level
) alarm
4

6.6 (Res I3) All close Runs back One SG Automatically Fails to Fails to Fails to I .3 E- 8 .

j and isolates blows down controlled occur run back throttle '

I

!
4

-- -
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Table 3.11. (Continned)
"

MFW Runs
SDVs Back and AFW OA: AFW Charging.

Sequence Close Isolates SGs Automatically Isolated to Flow OA: AFW Frequency!
1 No. on Demand on Demand Blow Down Controlled LP SG Runs Back Throttled (yr-8)
!

Large Stesse-Line Break (Contimmed)

| 6.7 (0029) All close Runs back One SG Automatically Fails to Runs back Fails to I.3E-6
and isolates blows down controlled occur as required throttle

6.8 (0037) All close Runs back One SG Overfeeds isolation Runs back Throttles 4.3E-6
and isolates blows dcwn occurs as required prior to SG

high-level ;

alarm

6.9 (Res 18) All close Runs back One SG Overfeeds Fails to Runs back Fails to I.0E-8
and isolates blows down oxur as required throttle

; 6.10 (0057) All close Runs back Two SGs Automatically isolation Runs back Throttles 1.1 E-6
G and isolates blow down controlled occurs as required prior to SG,

t oo
high-level
alarm

!

6.1I(0093) All close Runs back All SGs Automatically NA Runs back Throttles 1.9 E- 7
and isolates blow down controlled as required prior to SG,

high-level,

alarm

6.12 (0001) All close Runs back No SGs Automatically NA Runs back Throttles 5.7E-4
and isolates blow down controlled as required prior to SG

4

,

high-level
alarm

6.13 (0002) All close Runs back No SGs Automatically NA Runs back Fai:s to 5.9E-6'

and isolates blow down controlled as required throttle
I
i 6.14 (0003) All close Runs back No SGs Automatically NA Fails to Throttles 5.8E-6
) and isolates blow down controlled run back prior to SG

high-level
alarm

i >

1

)
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Table 3.11. (Contimmed)

MFW Runs
SDVs Back and AFW OA: AFW Charging

Sequence Close Isolates SGs Automatically Isolated to Flow OA: AFW Frequency
No. on Demand on Demand Blow Down Controlled LP SG Runs Back Throttled (yr- )

Large Steass-Lime Break (Contimmed)

6.15 (0009) All close Runs back No SGs Overfeeds NA Runs back Throttles 4.3 E-6
and isolates blow down as required prior to SG

high-level
alarm

6.16 Residual Group 4.4 E-7

*The branches entitled *SI Signal Generated on Demand," "AFW Actuates on Demand," *llPI Occurs on Demand," and "PZR PORY Rescats on
Demand" were successful in all sequences listed. Therefore, these headings do not appear in this table. There were sequences other than those included
in the table for which not a!! of the branches were successful, but they did not survive the frequency screening. These sequences are included in the resi-
dual groups.

*Because of the coupling factor imposed on the throttling of the AFW, given the failure to isolate the AFW, this sequence has a frequency of 0.0; that is,-

@ no credit is given for throttling the AFW if the operator fails to isolate the AFW.

'For a small steam-line break downstream of the MSIVs, no credit was taken for closure of MSIVs; this was used as a bounding situation and did not
have a major impact on the results.
#NA = not applicable.

' Sequence is no longer applicable and does not appear on event tree, since operator would not be called upon to isolate AFW if all steam generators were
blowing down.
/All steam generators blow down for 30 minutes; at this time the operator closes the MSIVs, but one, two, or all three of them fail to close.

,

P
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Table 3.12. Branch probabilities for small- and medium-bresk LOCAs
at full power *

Branch Probability *

Small-Break Medium-Break
Tree IIcading Branch LOCA LOCA

Turbine trips (1) Turbine trips on demand. 0.999 %
on demand. (2) Turbine fails to trip. 4 X 10-5

STM PORVs (1) All three STM PORVs close. 0.97981
close on (2) One STM PORV fails to close. l.8 X 10-2
demand. (3) Two STM PORVs fail to close. 1.7 X 10-3

(4) Three STM PORVs fail to close. 4.9 X 10-4

SDVs close (1) All five SDVs close. 0.99768
on demand. (2) One SDV fails to close. 1.6 X 10-3

(3) Two SDVs fail to close. 3.0 X 10-4
(4) Three or more SDVs fail to close. 4.2 X 10-'

SI signal (1) SI signal is generated. 0.99997
generated (2) SI signal is not generated. 3 X 10-5
on demand.

MFW runs If SI signal is generated, MFW
back and lines run back and isolate:

! isolates (1) All lines run back and MFW is isolated. 0.9999997
on demand.

(2) One line overfeeds! 2.8 X 10-7
(3) Two lines overfeed! 1.5 X 10-'
(4) Three lines overfeed! 1.0 X 10-'8
If SI signal is not generated, runback
only occurs:
(I) Alllines run back. 0.9999940
(2) One line overfeeds.d 5.3 X 10-6
(3) Two lines overfeed.d 5.0 X 10-7
(4) Three lines overfeed.d 1.4 X 10-7

IIPI occurs if SI signalis generated,
on demand. (1) IIPI occurs. 0.99939

(2) !!PI fails to occur. 6.1 X 10-4
If Si signal is not generated,
(1) Operator manually starts llPI. 0.99
(2) Operator fails to start ilPl. I X 10-2

SGs blow if one or more SDVs fail,
down. (1) Three SGs blow down. 1.0

-! If three or more SDVs fail,
(1) No SGs blow down. 0.99087

i
(2) One SG blows down. 6.6 X 10-3
(3) Two SGs blow down. 2.0 X 10-3
(4) All three SGs blow down. 5.3 X 10-4
If one, two, or three STM PORVs fail, then,
respectively,
(1) One SG blows down. 1.0
(2) Two SGs blow down. 1.0
(3) All three SGs blow down. 1.0

if MSIV closure signal is not genera:cd,
(1) All three SGs blow down. 1.0

"

AFW actuates (1) AFW actuates. 0.999
I on demand. (2) AFW does not actuate. I X 10~3

| 130
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Table 3.12 (Continued)
Branch Probability *

Small-Break Medium-Break
Tree Heading Branch LOCA LOCA

AFW flow (1) AFW is automatically controlled
automatically at nominal rate. 0.9925

controlled. (2) Flow control failure leads to abnormally
high AFW flow rate (overfeeds). 7.5 X 10-3

OA: AFW (1) AFW isolation occurs. 0.9983

isolated to (2) AFW isolation fails to occur. l.7 X 10-3
low pressure
SG.

1

Accumulators (1) Accumulators discharge when required. 0.99999

discharge. (2) Accumulators fail to discharge. I X 10-3

OA: Break (1) Break not isolatable or operator
not isolated.' fails to isolate break. 0.9610 1.0

(2) Operator isolates break. 3.9 X 10-2 0.0

Charging flow (1) Charging flow runs back as required
runs back (repressurization limited). 0.99 NAI
on demand.' (2) Charging flow f ails to run back

(repressurization not limited). I X 10-2 NA

OA: AFW If operator isolates AFW,
throttled. (1) Operator throttles AFW flow. 0.99

(2) Operator fails to throttle AFW flow. I X 10-2

If operator fails to isolate AFW,
(I) Operator fails to throttle AFW flow. I.0
(2) Operator throttles AFW flow. 0.0

LPI oscurs If SI signalis generated,
on demand. (1) LPI occurs as required. 0.99975

(2) LPI fails to occur. 2.5 X 10-4

If SI signal is not generated,
(1) Operator manually starts LPl. 0.99
(2) Operator fails to start LPl. t X 10-2

If SI signal is not generated and
if operator fails to start HPI,
(1) Operator fails to start LPI. 1.0

(2) Operator manually starts LPI. 0.0

' Acronyms used in this table (in the order of their appearance) are: STM PORY = steam power-operated
relief valve SDV = steam dump valve, St = safety injection, MFW = main feedwater, HPI - high-
pressure injection SG = steam generator, AFW = auxiliary feedwater, OA = operator action, LPI -
low pressure injection, and MFIV = main feedwater isolation valve.
6 Probabilities centered between the two columns apply to both break sizes.

' Includes failure of MFW regulating valves to run back, failure of one or both MFW pumps to trip on high
level in any SG, and failure of MFIVs to close on SI signal.
Includes failure of MFW regulating valves to run back, and failure of MFW pumps to trip on high level ind

any SG.
'These headings apply only to small-break LOCAs and not to medium-break LOCAs. }

INA = not applicable. j
i

f
f
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Table 3.12 (Continued)

Branch Probability *

Small Break Medium-Break
Tree lleading Branch LOCA LOCA

AFW Gow (1) AFW is automatically controlled
automatically at nominal rate. 0.9925
controlled. (2) Flow control failure leads to abnormally

high AFW now rate (overfeeds). 7.5 X 10-3

OA: AFW (1) AFW isolation occurs. 0.9983
isolated to (2) AFW isolation fails to occur. 1.7 X 10-3
low pressure
SG.

Accumulators (1) Accumulators discharge when required. 0.99999
discharge. (2) Accumulators fail to discharge. I X 10-3

OA: Break (1) Break not isolatable or operator
not isolated? fails to isolate break. 0.9610 1.0

(2) Operator isolates break. 3.9 X 10-2 0.0

Charging now (1) Charging Dow runs back as required
runs back (repressurization limited). 0.99 NAI
on demand! (2) Charging now fails to run back

(repressurization not limited). 1 X 10-2 NA

OA: AFW If operator isolates AFW,
throttled. (1) Operator throttles AFW Dow. 0.99

(2) Operator fails to throttle AFW now. 1 X 10-2

If operator fails to isolate AFW,
(1) Operator fails to throttle AFW flow. 1.0
(2) Operator throttles AFW Dow. 0.0

LPI occurs if SI signal is generated,
on demand. (1) LPI occurs as required. 0.99975

(2) LPI fails to occur. 2.5 X 10-4

If SI signal is not generated,
(1) Operator manually starts LPI. 0.99
(2) Operator fails to start LPI. I X 10-2
If SI signal is not generated and
if operator fails to start HPI,
(1) Operator fails to start LPl. 1.0
(2) Operator manually starts LPI. 0.0

* Acronyms used in this table (in the order of their appearance) are: STM PORV = steam power-operated
relief valve, SDV - steam digmp valve, SI - safety injection, MFW = main feedwater, HPI - high-
pressure injection, SG = steam generator. AFW = auxiliary feedwater, OA = operator action, LPI -
low-pressure injection, and MFIV = main feedwater isolation valve.
6Probabilities centered between the two columns apply to both break sizes.

' Includes failure of MFW regulating valves to run back, failure of one or both MFW pumps to trip on high
level in any SG, and failure of MFIVs to close on SI signal.
d includes failure of MFW regulating valves to run back, and failure of MFW pumps to trip on high level in
any SG.

'These headings apply only to small-break LOCAs and not to medium-bren LOCAs.
INA = not applicable.
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Figure 3.11. Event tree for medium-break LOCA at full power.
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Table 3.13. Sequences to be analyzed for small- and neediami-break'

MFW Runs
STM PORVs Back and AFW OA: AFW Charging

Sequence Turbine Trips Close SDVs Close Inc4ates HPI Occurs SGs Automatacally Isolates to OA Break Flow OA: AFW Frequency
No.* on Demand on Demand on Demand on Demand on Demand Blow Down Controlled LP SG Not Isolated' Runs Back' nrottled (yr-')

SmaN-Break LOCA
#l.1(0001) Tnps All close All close Runs back HPI No SGs Automatically NA Fails to Runs back nrottles 7.5 E-3

and isolates oaurs blow dows controlled isolate break as required pnor to SG
bigh-leul
alarm

I.2 (0002) Tnps All close All close Runs bsch HPI No SGs Automatically NA Fads to Runs back Fails to 7.5 E-5
and isolates occurs blow down controlled isolate break as required throttle

1.3 (0007) Tnps All close All close Runs back HPI NoSGs Overfeeds NA Fails to Runs back Throttlea 5.6E- 5
and isolates occurs blow down isolated break a. required pnor to SG

high-level
alarm

I 4 (0008) Trips All close All close Runs back HPI No SGs Overfeeds NA Fails to Runs back Fails to 5.7E-7
and isolates occurs blow down isolate break as required throttle

1.5 (0305) Tnps All close One fails Runs back HPI All SGs Automatically NA Fails to Runs back Throttles 1.6E- 5
to close and isolates occurs blow down controllal isolate break as required pnor to SG-

g high-level
alarm

1.6 (0627) Tnpa All close Two fad Runs back HPI All SGs Automatically NA Fails to Runs back Throttles 2.2E-6,

to close and isolates occurs blow down controlled isolate break as required pnor to SG
*

high-level
alarm

i

l.7 (0949) (Included in Sequence 1.8)

I 8 (0949) Trips All close > Three fail Runs back HPI All SGs Automatically NA Fails to Runs back Throttles 3. l E - 6
to close and isolates occurs blow down controlled isolate break as required prior to SG

for 30 min high-level
alarm

1.9 (2012) Trips One fails All close Runs back HPI One SG Automatically NA Fails to Runs back Throttles 1.4E-4
to close and isolates occurs blows down controlled isolate break as required prior to SG

high level
alarm

1.10 (2013) Tnps One fails All close Runs back HPI One SG Automatically NA Fails to Runs back Fails to 1.4E-6
to close and isolates occurs blows down controlled isolate break as required throttle

1.11 (2018) Tnps One fails All close Runs back HPI One SG Overfceds NA Fails to Runs back Throttles 1.0E - 6
to close and isolates occurs blows down -isolate break as required prior to SG

high-level
alarm

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Table 3.13 (Contissed)
MFW Runs

STM PORVs Back and AFW OA: AFW Charging
Sequence Turbine Trips Cicee SDVs Clone Isolates HP! Occurs SGs Autonsatically Isolates to OA: Break Flow OA: AFW Frequency

No.' on Demand on Demand on Demand on Demand as Demand Bbw Down Controued 11 SG Not Isolated' Runs Back' Throttled (yr-8)

SanaEBreak LOCA (Contimmed)
1.12 (3300) Tnps Two fail All close Runs back HPI Two SGs Automatically NA Fails to Runs back Brottles I.3E-5

to close and isolates occurs blow down controued isolate break as required prior to SG
bish-level
alarm

I.13 (0001) (Included in Sequence 1.17

1.14 (0002) (Included in Sequence 1.2f

1.15 (0007) (included in Sequence 1.3f

1.16 (0305) (Included in Sequence 1.5f

1.l7 (0001) (Included in Sequence 1.17

1.18 (0001) (included in Sequence 1.1/

1.19 (0016) Trips All close All close Runs back Fails to NoSGs Automatically NA Fails to Runs back nrottles 5.0E-6
[ and isolates occur blow down controlled isolate break as required prior to SG
q high-level

alarm

I.20 (0306) Trips All close All close Runs back HPI A!! SGs AutomaticaUy NA Fails to Runs back Fails to 1.2E-7
and isolates occurs blow down controlled isolate break as required throttle

1.21 (3301) Trips Two fail All close Runs back HPI Two SGs Automatically NA Fails to Runs back Fails to I.3E-7
to close and isolates occurs blow down controlled isolate break as required throttle

I.22 (58'6) Fatis to All close All close Runs back HPI No SGs Automatically NA Fails to Runs back Throttles 3.0E-7
trip and isolates occurs blow down controlled isolate break as required prior to SG

high-level
alarm

11.1(0003) Tnps All close All close Runs back HPI No SGs Automatically NA !solates Runs back Throttles 3.0E-4
and isolates oaurs blow down controlled break as required prior to SG

high-level
alarm

11.2 (0005) Trips All close All close Runs back HPI NoSGs Automatically NA Isolates Fails to Throttles 3.0E-6
and isolates occurs blow down controIled break run back prior to SG

high-level
alarm

I l.3 (0003) (Incir?cd in Sequence 11.1f

11.4 (0005) (included in Sequence 11.27
- _

=%



Table 3.13 (Continued)
MFW Runs

STM PORVs Back and AFW OA: AFW ChargingSequence Turbmc Trips Close SDVs Close Isolates HPI Occurs SGS AutomaticaUy Isolates to OA: Break Flow OA: AFW FrequencyNo.* on Demand on Demand on Demand on Demand on Demand Blow isown Controlled I P SG Not Isolated' Runs Back' nrottled (yr- 8)

Sanall-Break LOCA
11.5 (0004) Tnps All close All close Runs back HPI No SGs AutomaticaDy NA Isolates Runs back Fails to 3.0E-6

and isolates occurs blow down controUed break as required thnetic

II.6 (0020) Trips All cloac All close Runs back Fails to No SGs Automatically NA Isolates Rans back Throttles I.8E-7
and isolates occurs blow down controlled break as required prior to SG

high-level
alarm

i1.7 (0307) Tnpa All close One fads Runs back HPI All SGs Automatically NA Isolates Runs back nrottles 7.2E-7
to cbee and isolates occurs blow down controlled break as required prior to SG

high-level
alarm

11.8 (20l4) Tnpa One fails AH close Runs back HPI One SG Automatically NA Isol.tes Runs back nrottles 5.5 E-6
to close and isolates occurs blows down controlled break as required prior to SG

high-level
alarm

C 11.9 (3302) Tnps Two fail All close Runs back HPI Two SGs Automatically NA Isolates Runs back nrottles 5.2E-700 to close and isolates occurs blow down controlled break as required prior to SG
high-level
alarm

i I.10 Resuinal Group
9.4 E - 7

Medsunn-Break LOCA
2.1(0001) Tnps A!! close All close Runs back HPI No SGs AutomaticaUy NA - - Throttles 9.4 E - 4

and isolates occurs blow down controlled pnor to SG
high-level
alarm

2.2 (0003) Trips All close All close Runs back HPI No SGs Automatica!!y NA - - Fails to 9.5 E - 6
and isolates occurs blow down controlled throttle

2.3 (0009) Trips All close A'1 close Runs back HPI No SGs Overfeeds NA - - Throttles 7.l E-6
and isolates occurs blow down prior to SG

high-level
alarm

2.4 (Res 4) Tnps All close All cicae Runs back HP! No SGs Overfeeds NA - - Fails to 7.2E-8
and isolates occurs blow down throttic

2.5 (0321) Trips All close One fails Runs back HPI All SGs Automatically NA - - Throttles I.5 E - 6
to close and isolates occurs blow down controlled prior to SG

high-level
.

alarm

_ _ _ _ _ - - - - _ _ - .
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Table 3.13 (Continued)
MFW Runs

STM PORVs Back and - AFW OA: AFW Charging
Sequence Turbine Trips Close SDVs Clone Isolates HPI Occurs SGs Automatically isolates to OA: Break Flow OA: AFW Frequency

No." on Demand on Demand on Demand on Demand on Demand Blow Down Controlled l# SG Not Isolated' Runs Back' nrottled (yr-')

Methans-Break LOCA (Contimmed)
2 6 (0665) Tnps All close Two fail Runs back HPI All SGs Automatically NA - - Drottles 2.8E-7

to close and isolates occurs blow down controlled prior to SG
high-level
alarm

2.7 (1009) (Included in Sequence 2.8)

2 8 (1009) Trips All close > Three fail Runs back HPI All SGs Automatically NA - - Brottles 3.9E-7
to close and isolates occurs blow down controlled pnor to SG

for 30 min high-level
alarm

2.9 (1853) Tnps All close All close Runs back HPI One SG Automatically NA - - Throttles I.7E-5
and isolates caurs blows down controlled prior to SG

high-level
alarm

2.10 (1856) Tnps All close All clone Runs back HPI One SG Automatically NA - - Fails to I.7E-7,

w and isolates occurs blows down controlled throttlec
2.11 (3229) Tnpa All close All close Runs back HPI Two SGs Automatically NA - - Brottles 1.6E - 6

and isolates occurs blow down controlled prior to SG
high-level
alarm

2.12 (4605) Tnps All close All close Runs back IIPI All SGs Automatically NA - - Brottles 4.7E-7
and isolates occurs blow down controlled prior to SG

high-level
alarm

2.13 (0021) Trips . AH close All close Runs back Fails to No SGs Automatically NA - - Throttles 6.2E-7
and isolates occur blow down controlled prior to SG

high-level
alarm

2.14 Residual Group 2.l E-7

'The branches entitled *SI Signal Generated on Demand," "AFW Actuates on Demand," " Accumulators Discharge," and *LPI Occurs on Demand * were successful in all sequences listed. Dere-
fore, these headings do not appear in this table. Dere were other sequences for which not all of the branches were successful, but they did rot survive the frequency scraning. Dese sequenas
are included in the residual groups.

'Dunns the analysis of sequences by Idaho National Engineering Laboistory (INEL), the LOCAs in which the break could not be isolated were identified as Sequence Series II. The onginal
sequence numbers are maintained here for easy cross reference.

'These headings apply only to small-break LOCAs and not to medium-break LOCAs.
#N A = not applicable.

'These sequences include the failure of one feedwater regulating valve which subsequently was found to have zero impact because of a fcedwater pump trip.

..



3.5.8. Small-Break LOCA at Hot 0% Power

An initiating frequency of 8.01 X 10-d/yr was used for this event based on the overall
estimate for a small break LOCA of 8.9 X 10-3/yr and a factor of 0.09 to account for
those occurrences at hot 0% power. The branch headings and probabi?ities for the event
are shown in Table 3.14, and the resulting event tree is shown in Figure 3.12. Out of
the nine sequences with frequencies of bl0-7/yr (out of a total of 158 sequences), six
sequences were identified for further analysis. These are shown in Table 3.15. The fre-
quency associated with the residual group is 1.1 X 10-7/yr.

3.5.9. Medium-Break LOCA at Hot 0% Power

The initiating frequency used for a medium-break LOCA at hot 0% power was 1.9 X
10-5/yr, based on 1.9% operation at hot 0% power. The branch headings and probabili-
ties for the event are presented in Table 3.14, and the resulting event tree is shown in
Figure 3.13. Three sequences out of a total of 124 sequences survived the screening cri-
terion of 10-7/yr. Two of these were selected for thermal-hydraulic and fracture-
mechanics analyses as shown in Table 3.15. The residual group frequency totals 6.5 X I'

10-9/yr.

;

3.5.10. Tube Rupture

Event tree branches for a steam generator tube rupture initiating event were described in
Section 3.4.8. A review of this tree revealed the sequence descriptions would be dominated
by operator actions, which means that the timing of the operator actions would be very
important. Thus it was felt that a series of tube rupture calculations would be more
appropriate than an analysis of the event tree. This led to the identification of five tube
rupture sequences, each of which represents a type of tube rupture event. These five
sequences are described in Table 3.16. It should be noted that in the interest of bound-
ing the consequences associated with the tube rupture sequences, all tube rupture calcula-
tions were performed from the hot 0% power (low decay heat) initial condition.

Comments on the five tube rupture sequences are as follows:

Sequence 10.1: This sequence is representative of the nominal tube rupture sequence. The
frequency assigned to it is the tube rupture initiator frequency of 5 X 10-3/yr identified
in Appendix B.

.

Sequence 10.2: This sequence is identical to sequence 10.I, but the SDVs fail to close for
10 minutes after the subcooling requirement is met. For failure of any one of five valves
to close on demand, Appendix B reports a frequency of 1.6 X 10-3 This frequency is
used to represent one or more SDVs failing to close. This gives a total frequency for this
transient of 8 X 10-6/yr.

>
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Table 3.14. Branch probabilities for small- and medium-break LOCAs
aat hot 0% power

bBranch Probability

Small-Break Medium-Break
Tree IIcading Branch LOCA LOCA

SI signal (1) SI signal is generated. 0.99997
-5generated (2) SI signal is not generated. 3 X 10

on demand.

i

MFW isolated (1) No line overfeeds. 0.99999
-6on demand. (2) One line overfeeds.' 9.0 X 10
-7

(3) Two lines overfeed.' 8.4 X 10
-8

(4) All three lines overfeed.' 8.1 X 10

IIPI occurs if Si signal is generated,
on demand. (1) IIPI occurs. 0.99939

-4
(2) IIPI fails to occur. 6.1 X 10

If SI signal is not generated.
(1) Operator manually starts llPI. 0.99

-2(2) Operator fails to start ilPI. 1 X 10

AFW actuates (1) AFW actuates. 0.999
-3on demand. (2) AFW does not actuate. I X 10

AFW flow (1) AFW flow is automatically con-
automatically trolled at nominal rate. 0.9925
controlled. (2) Flow control failure leads to -3abnormally high AFW flow rate 7.5 X 10

(overfeeds).

Accumulators (1) Accumulators discharge when
discharge. required. 0.99999

(2) Aaumulators fail to -5discharge. 1 X 10

OA: Bryk not (1) Break not isolatable
isolated or operator fails to

isolate break. 0.9610 1.0
-2(2) Operator isolates break. 3.9 X 10 1.0

'

Charging flow (1) Charging flow runs back as
,

runs back required (repressurization
on demand.d limited). 0.99 NA

(2) Charging flow fails to run
back (repressurization

-2
not limited). I X 10 NA

'
1

l
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Table 3.14 (Continued)
Branch Probability *

Small-Break Medium-Break
Tree Ileading Branch LOCA LOCA

OA: AFW If operator isolates AFW,
throttled. (1) Operator throttles AFW flow. 0.99

(2) Operator fails to throttle
AFW flow. 1 X 10-2

If operator fails to isolate AFW,
(1) Operator fails to throttle

AFW flow. 1.0
(2) Operator throttles AFW flow. 0.0

s

LPI occurs If SI signal is generated,
on demand. (1) LPI occurs as required. 0.99975

(2) LPI fails to occur. 2.5 X 10-d

If Si signal is not generated,
(I) Operator manually starts LPL 0.99
(2) Operator fails to start LPI. I X 10-2
if SI signalis not generated and,

if operator fails to start ilPI,
(1) Operator fails to start LPI. 1.0
(2) Operator manually starts LPI. 0.0

' Acronyms used in this table (listed in the order of their appearance) are: SI = safety
injection, MFW = main feedwater, llPI = high-pressure injection, AFW = auxiliary
feedwater, OA = operator action, LPI = low-pressure injection, and MFIV = main

j feedwater isolation valve.

' Probabilities centered between the two columns apply to both break sizes.

' Includes failure of MFW regulating valves to run back, failure of one or both MFW pumps
to trip on high Icvel in any SG, and failure of MFIVs to close on SI signal.
dThese headings apply only to small-break LOCAs and not to medium-break LOCAs.
'NA = not applicable.

!

Sequence 10.3: In this sequence a pressurizer PORV is assumed to stick open for 10
minutes following the first opening. A value of 0.054 (0.027 for each valve as presented in
Appendix B) is used as the frequency for either of two valves to fail to close once open.
This gives a sequence frequency of 0.005 X 0.054 = 3 X 10-4/yr.

Sequence 10.4: There was some concern expressed by representatives of Carolina Power
and Light Company that ORNL's representation of a typical tube rupture (sequence 10.1)
was incorrect and that only one PORV 1(ft might be more typical. To address the poten-
tial effects of the different assumptions, sequence 10.1 was analyzed without the second
PORV lift. The frequency used for the sequence was the tube rupture initiating frequency
of 5 X 10-3/yr.

j
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Figure 3.12. Event tree for small-break LOCA at hot 0% power.
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Table 3.15. Sequences to be analyzed for ==an- and usediumi-break LOCAs at hot 0% power

SI Signal MFW AFW AFW Charging
Sequence Generated Isolated flPI Occurs Actuates Automatically Accumulator OA: Break Flow OA: AFW LPI Occurs Frequency

No? on Demand on Demand on Demand on Demand Controlled Discharge Not Isolated * Runs Back Throttled on Demand (yr " )

SenB-Break LOCA

3.1(0001) Signal is No line' IIPI AFW Automatically Not Fails to Runback not Throttles LPI nos 7.7 E - 4

generated overfeeds occurs actuates controlled demanded isolate break required prior to SG required
high-level
alarm

3.2 (OuC2) Signal is No line IIPI AFW Automatically Not Fails to Runback not Fails to LPI not 7.6t!- 6
generated overfeeds occurs actuates controlled demanded isolate break required throttle required

3. 3 (Sequence not applicablef

i 12 l (0005) Signal is No line llPI AFW Automatically Not Isolates Fails to Throttles LPI not 3. I E- 7
generated overfeeds occurs actuates controlled demanded break run back prior to SG required

high-level
i
! alarm

12.2 (0004) Signal is No line llPI AFW Automatically Not Isolates Runs back Fails to LPI not 3. l E - 7
generated overfeeds occurs actuates controlled demanded break as required throttle required

*= 12.3 (0009) Signal is No hne llPI AFW Overfeeds Not Isolates Runs back Throttles LPI not 2.5 E-7
* generated overfeeds occurs actuates demanded break as required prior to SG required

3

high-level
alarm

12.4 (0003) Signal is No line llPI AFW Automatically Not Isolates Runs back Throttles LPI not 3E-5
generated overfeeds occurs actuates controlled demanded break as required prior to SG required

high-level
alarm4

,

12.5 Residual Group l .1 E- 7

Mediums-Break LOCA

1 4.1(0001) Signal is Nohoe llPI AFW Automatically Discharges - - Throttles LPI occurs 1.9 E - 5
generated overfeeds occurs actuates controlled when required prior to SG as required

high-level
alarm

4.2 (0003) Signal is No line llPI AFW Automatically Discharges - - Fails to LPI occurs t9E-7
generated overfeeds occurs actuates con:rolle:1 when required throttle as required

4. 3 Residual Group 6.5 E -9

| 'During the analysis of sequences by Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL), the LOCAs in which the break could be isolated were identified as Sequence Series 3 and the LOCAs in which
the break could not be isolated were identified as Sequence Series 12. The original sequence numbers are maintained here for easy cross reference.

i; *These headings apply only to small-break LOCAs and not to .nedium-break LOCAs.

} 'All SDVs are expected to remain closed under hot 0% power conditions; Sequence 3.3 covered the possibihty of the SDVs failing to close, and thus it is not applicable to this series. It is included only
for cross reference to the INEL series.

4
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Table 3.16. Sequences to be analyzed for steani generator
tube ruptures at hot 0% power"

Sequence Frequency
No. Description of Sequences (yr-8)

10.1 (1) If SIAS is generated, operator trips RCPs when 5 X 10-36

RCS pressure reaches 1300 psig.
(2) Operator throttles AFW flow to maintain 40% SG

level.
(3) At 500 seconds, operator closes affected SG

MSIV.
(4) At 10 minutes, operator fully opens three SDVs

and cools primary system to 45'F. (Core
outlet temperature and saturation temperature -

in the affected SG secondary are used to I

measure subcooling.)
(5) When subcooling is attained, operator closes

SDVs.
(6) After waiting 260 seconds following Event 5,

operator opens one PZR PORV to depressurize
primary system.

(7) When pressures of pressurizer and affected SG
dome have equalized. operator closes PZR PORV.

(8) After waiting 500 seconds following Event 7
operator opens a second PZR PORV to depressurize
primary system to 1000 psia.

(9) When depressurization is accomplished, operator
closes the second PZR PORV.

(10) After waiting 100 seconds following Event 8,
operator secures llPl.

10.2 Same as Sequence 10.1 except that SDVs fail to close 8 X 10-6
for 10 minutes after subcooling has been achieved.

10.3 Same as Sequence 10.1 except that PZR PORV sticks open 3 X 10-4
for 10 minutes on first opening.

10.4 Same as Sequence 10.1 except that seco' d PZR PORY $ X 10-36 n

fails to open and operator throttles llPI and charging
flow when pressurizer set point levelis attained.

10.5 Same as Sequence 10.4 cxcept that operator does not 5 X 10-4
throttle flow.

" Acronyms used in this tab!c are: SIAS = safety injection actuation signal, RCP =
reactor coolant pump, RCS = reactor coolant system, AFW = auxiliary feedwater,
SG = steam generator, MSIV = main steam isolation valve, PZR PORY = pres-
surizer power-operated relief valve, and IIPI = high-pressure injection.
6Scquences 10.1 and 10.4 are different representations of the same event. Therefore, in
actuality, the sum of the frequencies for these two sequences should add up to 5 X
10-3 liowever, in order to evaluate the potential for each separately, the total fre-
quency for the event was assigned to each representation. This had no impact on the
integrated results.
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Sequence 10.5: In this sequence, HPI and charging flow are not throttled. This is an
action performed by the operator in an ettempt to stabilize primary and secondary system
pressure. For screening purposes, a 0.1 failure frequency * was assigned to this operation,
resulting in a frequency of 5 X 10*/yr for this sequence.

3.5.11. Loss of Main Feedwater

As described in Section 3.3.4, a loss of feedwater (LOFW) with subsequent auxiliary feed-
water overfeed can result in sequences that potentially could be of concern with respect to
PTS. Event sequences are similar to those identified for a reactor trip followed by main
feedwater isolation (caused, for example, by a high steam generator level feedwater trip or
safety injection), although the sequence frequencies are different from those in the reactor
trip event tree. Six LOFW sequences have been identified. Utilizing a LOFW initiating
event frequency of 0.3/yr and the branch probabilities given in Table 3.6 for "AFW
automatically controlled," " Charging flow runs back on demand," and "AFW throttled"
results in the LOFW-related sequences and frequencies given in Table 3.17.

'

3.5.12. Support System Failures

Of the support system failures postulated in Chapter 2 (Section 2.9.3),12 were identified
as being of potential concern with respect to PTS. These included loss of instrument air;
loss of component cooling water; loss of service water; and several electrical bus failures,
most of which involved the 4KV bus 3 or the de power supplies. The plant responses to
these support system failures are summarized in Table 3.18.

In this section, the selected support system failures are evaluated as initiators in potential
PTS sequences. Initiator and sequence frequencies were then developed for those failures
considered to be important. The potential PTS sequences associated with the selected sup-
port system initiators are discussed below.

Initiators 7, 8, and 9 (from Table 3.18), which involve the failure of vital instrument
buses while tied into the 4KV bus 3 for maintenance, are effective loss of feedwater
(LOFW) events. Main feedwater would isolate as a result of the SI actuation caused by
the bus failure. The support system failure also results in charging flow runback.
Sequences of potential PTS concern include an effective LOFW with initiation of AFW,
successful or unsuccessful automatic control of AFW, and failure of the operator :o manu-
ally throttle AFW.

Initiator 1, loss of the 125V de panel A, also results in main feedwater isolation and SI
actuation; hcwever, charging pump flow remains fully operable. Sequences of potential
PTS concern include those that would be initiated by an effective LOFW with the possibil-
ity of charging flow runback failure and failure of the operable pressurizer PORV to close.

'The feeling was that the failure frequency for this action should probably be lower than the 0.1 value used.
Ilowever, an early review of the thermal hydraulics of this event revealed that a conservative frequency esti-
mation for this sequence would not impact the overall frequency for a through-the-wall crack. Therefore. the
0.1 value was used.
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Table 3.17. Sequences to be analyzed for loss of main feedwater

Thermal
Hydraulically

AFW AFW Charging Equivalent
Sequence Actuates Automatically Flow OA: AFW Frequency Reactor Trip

No. on Demand Controlled Runs Back Throttled (yr") Sequence

13.1 AFW Automatically Runs back Fails to 3E-3 9.49
actuates controlled as required throttle -

13.2 AFW Automatically Fails to Fails to 3E-5 9.51
actuates controlled run back throttle

13.3 AFW Overfeeds Runs back Throttles 2.l E-3 9.52
actuates as required prior to SG |

high-level
alsrm

13.4 AFW Overfeeds Runs back Fails to 2.l E-5 9.53 I
actuates as required throttle

13.5 AFW Overfeeds Fails to Throttles 2.l E- 5 9.54
actuates run back prior to SG

high. level
alarm

13.6 AFW Overfeeds Fails to Fails to 2. l E-7 9.55
actuates run back throttle

Initiators 2,3,10, and 12 would also result in main feedwater isolation and, except for ini-
tiator 3, would also result in the pressurizer PORVs failing closed. Modeling of the PTS
sequences of potential concern includes considering the closure of the pressurizer safety
relief valves (which would be demanded if charging flow runback failed) in those
sequences where the support system initiator would result in inoperability of the PORVs.

The failure of 4KV buses I and 2 and associated diesel generator (initiator 6) results in a
reactor trip initiator with operable primary and secondary side PORVs, closed SDVs, and
operable MFW, AFW, MSIVs, S1, and charging flow. The expected frequency of this
support system failure, though, is orders of magnitude smaller than that of an unspecified
reactor trip.

Three of the support system initiators identified in Table 3.18 are considered to be
benign from a PTS standpoint. Initiator 4, loss of de buses A and B, could be modeled as
a steam-line break initiator owing to the potential turbine trip failure induced. However,
minimal cooldown would occur since the de bus failure would also cause MSIV closure
and HPI and AFW failure. Loss of 4KV buses 2 and 3 and associated diesels (initiator 5)
is similar in that SI, AFW, and charging flow are inoperable while the secondary side is
isolated. Failure of the component cooling water system (initiator 11) could result in an
RCP-seal-failure-type LOCA via loss of seal water to the charging pumps. However,
failure of all three charging pumps would be required, as well as failure of the operator to
trip the RCPs. This event is bounded by other LOCA initiators.
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Table 3.18. System / component responses to selected postulated support system failures'
Sptem/ Component Rnpunw

_

Pressunier
Pet ulated and PIR ST M MfW MIw Safety Chargmg Letdow n

No f adure R eactor Turbine RCPs POR\n SD%s PORVs MSl% s twl4 tion R unbah Al w Injection * Pump f low f lo.

Ilectrical Spsem Failures

6 125V de Tnp. Inps RCPsA PIR heaters Chacd Closed Ched Iwleted N A' Actuaies Train H Operable telated
panel A and and C off off, auuhary act uates

awoated spray vahe
4KV buses ckned. RC-456
I and 2 fail' st ays (bed

2 125% de inps Tnp. Operable PORVs fail A-2 Operable Closed Iwlated NA Act uates Train A Operable Isolated
panel B closed, con- and B-3 (only one actuates
faih insi heaters (bed motor-

on dnven
pump
asadabic),

3 125% dc Operable Operable Opc wbie RC-456 thed, A- 1. B- l, Closed Ckned Isolate. NA Operable Operable Operable lwleted
auuhary auuhary spray and B-2
panel valve .losed closed
*IX * faih

4 DC huws T nps immediale Cannotbe POR Vs closed, Ckned Cbed Closed Iwlated NA Not ilPl and Operable Operable
A and 8 turbine he inpped auuhary spray operabic 1 P1 not

{ fad inp fads off vahe (kned, operable

e PIR heaters
failed on

5 4KV buws Tnps Tnps RCP C RC-455C Ched Eventual laentual Loopi Operable Not itPI and No nom. Isolated
2 and 3 and off. ckned, bksch closure' closure' w> lated, operable 1.Pl n A pumps
am:4:ed putential valves fad and eventual operable fail
D/G s fail seal open. RC 456 iwlation

fadure eventua!!y of other
ches' MI w loops'

6 4 AV buses Tnps T nps RCPs A and PIR heaters Closed Operable Operable Loupi Operable Operable Operable Oper.ble. Operable
I and 2 and C off off esolated but
aswated discharge
D/G's f ad throttle

talve fads
open

7 4KV bus 3 inps inps Operable R C-455C Cbcd Closed' Operable Loop 2 Operable Actu4ted Act uated Low flow 8 Isolated
with main- ckned, block awlated (only one SI
tenance tie valves fad pump avad-
to mstrus open shle)
ment hus 2
fash'

/
8 4 AV bus 3 inps Tnps Operable PORVs closed Ckned Closed Operable Loop 3 Operable Actuated Actuated Low flo.: Isolated

unh main- isolated (only one Si
tenance tic pump avad-
to mstro- able)
meni hus 3
fads'
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Table 3.18 (Contissed),

i

System / Component Response
I

i Preuerwer
! Pcatulated and IR STM MFW MFW Safety Charging Letdow n

Na Fadere Reactor Turbme RCPs PORVs SDVs PORVs MSl% s twlation R anback AF W Injection * Pump Flo. F low

fJeetrical Sys* ems Eaitures (Caussmunds,

9 4KV bus 3 Tnps Tnps Operable PORVs closed Ckmed Cknedf Operable Loop 2 and Operable Actuated Actuated Low (kr=8 Isolated
with main- 3 :solated (only one Si
tea-ace tse pump avail-
to enstre- abic)
meat buses 2
and 3 fanf

'
i

iInstrunwee Air System

10 Las of Opershie Operable Operable PORVs closed Operable Cloned Cloned isolated N4 Overfeed Operable Overfeed , Isolated
mstrument if turbmc (km of
air pump is speed con-

actuated trol and
throttle

'valve open)

Ceepement Coeling Water Syssem

16 ims of Operabic . Operable Potential Operable Operable Operable Operable Operable Operabic Operable LPI and St Pump seal Operabic
CCW RCP pump seal failure,

u fadure
Q

'%= ice H aver System

I2 Las of Operable Operable Potential PORVs chmed' Operable Eventual Eventual Iwlated NA Inoper. Sa pumps Overfeed' Isolated'
SWS RCP ckmure' cknure' able snoperable (kms of

beanns speed con-
fadure trol and

i throttle
; valve open)

" Acronyms used in this table are RCP = reactor coolant pump, PZR PORV pressurizer powerwyerated relief valve, SDV - steam dump valve, STM PORV = steam power-operated relief valve, MSIV =
main steam-hne asolation valve, MFW = main feedwater, AFW - auxihary feedwater, SI - safety injection. HPI .= high-pressure injection, LPI - low-pressure injection, CCW = coolant water system; and
SWS - service water system.

* Accumulator dacharge remains operable under all failures postulated.

' Includes unavailabihty of associated deesel generator.d

#NA - not applicable.

' Failure results in loss of SWS, =hich can fail the instrument air compre
ISTM PORVs fait closed only if load reject signal front PM-447 exists.

8 Manual recovery may be required.1

i
4

i
!

4
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Table 3.19 summarizes the support system initiators modeled and the sequences with
! estimated frequencies greater than 10-7/yr. The frequencies of most of the PTS

sequences that could be initiated by these support system failures are bounded by the fre-
quencies for sequences initiated by LOFW and nonspecific reactor trip events. Of the sup-
port system failures evaluated, three sequences resulting from support system initiators
could not be bounded in this manner. These sequences involve LOFW resulting from

j failure of the instrument air system caused by failure of the service water system. The
sequences of concern require the normal recovery of service water but not the consequently
failed instrument air, failure to throttle AFW, and, in one case, failure to manually run
back charging flow. From a thermal-hydraulics standpoint, the sequences are approxi-
mated by reactor trip sequences 9.53 (for the sequences involving effective manual runback
of charging flow) and 9.55 (for the temaining two sequences). These sequences have been
designated as sequences 14.1 and 14.2, respectively, for analysis purposes (see footnotes e
and f in Table 3.19).

3.5.13. Sequence h==ary

The procedure described in this section to quantify and collapse the event-tree sequences
produced 209 sequences for which thermal-hydraulic and fracture-mechanics analyses were
performed. The number of sequences identified for analysis for each initiator and the fre-
quencies of the associated residual groups are summarized in Table 3.20.

-

I
'
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5

Table 3.19. PTS sequence imodeling of support systemi initiators *

Support System Initiator
Sequences > 10-7/yr

Frequency Frequency
No.6 Description (yr-8) Impact Description (yr-')

!
,

#I Loss of 125V de 1.8 E-3 LOFW with AFW and SI Since no overcooling or pressurization is forced Bounded by LOFW
panel A and actuated; SDVs closed; STM by the initiator beyond what would be typically sequences
associated 4KV PORVs closed demanded in resulting transients, the associated
buses I and 2' sequences are bounded in frequency by those

,

associated with LOFW.
2 Loss of 125V de 1.8 E- 3 LOFW with AFW actuated; PZR Same as No. I

panel B PORVs fail closed; STM PORVs
operable; MSIVs closed

3 Loss of 125V de 1.8 E-3 LOFW with STM PORVs closed; Same as No. I; auxiliary panel one PZR PORV operable;
,

"DC" MSIVs closed; AFW actuated
6 Loss of 3.5 E-4 Reactor trip with Since no overcooling or pressurization is forced Bounded by

4KV buses STM PORVs and SDVs by the initiator beyond what would be typically reactor trip
-

M 1 and 2 and closed demanded in resulting transients, the associated sequences
associated sequences are bounded in frequency by those of
D/G the reactor trip event tree.

7 Loss of 4KV bus 3 4. l E-5 LOFW with AFW actuated; Same as No. I
i with maintenance STM PORVs operable; SDVs

tie to instrument closed; charging flow
j bus 2' at minimum

8 Loss of 4KV bus 3 4. l E-5 Same as No. 7 Same as No. I
i with maintenance
1 tie to instrument
; bus 3'

9 Loss of 4KV bt.s 3 4. l E-6 Same as No. 7 Same as No. I
with maintenance,

j tie to instrument
.

1

buses 2 and 3'.

!

i

j .

.
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Table 3.19 (Continued)

Support System Initiator
Sequences > 10-7/yr

Estimated
Frequency Frequency

No.* Description (yr-') Impact Description (yr-')

10 Instrument air 1.0E-4 LOFW with STM PORVs 10a. Initiator with operator manually running Bounded by LOFW
system failure closed; MSIVs closed; AFW back charging flow but failing to throttle sequences

auto-control failure; PZR AFW
PORVs closed; loss of charging 10b. Initiator with operator failing to manually Bounded by LOFW
flow control (overfeed) run back charging flow but successfully sequences

throttling AFW
10c. Initiator with operator failing to manually Bounded by LOFW

run back charging flow and failing to sequences
throttle AFW

12 SWS 0.01 LOFW with AFW inoperable; Initiator with recovery of service water but not
:

1
STM PORVs closed; MSIVs instrument air. Same three sequences as in _

closed; loss of charging flow No.10 above, but with initiator frequency
control (overfeed) based on the SWS failure and a probabihty of 0.9

3 for recovery of SSW; that is:

12a. Initiator with operator manually running 8. l E-4'
back charging flow but failing to throttle
AFW

f12b. Initiator with operator failing to manually 9.0E-4
run back charging flow but successfully
throttling AFW

f12c. Initiator with operator failing to manually 9.0E-4
run back charging flow and failing to
throttle AFW

Note: Without recovery of SWS, the event is
not an overcooling transient.

" Acronyms used in this table are: LOFW - loss of feedwater, AFW = auxiliary feedwater, SI - safety injection, SDV = steam dump valve,
PZR PORV = pressurizer power-operated relief valve, STM PORV = steam power-operated relief valve; MSIV = main steam isolation valve;q

SWS = service water system.
* Failures 4,5, and 11 listed in Table 3.18 are considered to be benign.
' Includes unavailability of associated diesel generators.
dread: 1.8 X 10-3
' Initiator 12a is subsequently identified as Sequence 14.1.
/ nitiators 12b and 12c are subsequently jcintly identified as Sequence 14.2.I
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Table 3.20. Samunary of event tree sequence collapse

! Number of Sequences Residual Grou
Frequency (yr-g) ;

Grouped with Other Sequences *
Sequence Initiator To Be in Event Before After
Series No. (Event Tree) Analyzed Tree Above 10-7/yr Below 10-7/yr Analysis Analysis

I, 11 Small-break LOCA* at full power 22 6938 8 27 1.3 X 10-6 9.4 X 10-7

2 Medium-break LOCA at full power 12 6824 2 32 2.6 X 10-7 2.1 X 10-7
*

3. 12 Small-break LOCA at hot 0% power 5 158 4 4 2.8 X 10-7 1.1 X 10-7

j 4 Medium-break LOCA at hot 0% power 2 124 1 3 3.8 X 10-8 6.5 X 10-'

| 5 Small steam-line break at full power 29 923 6 28 9.1 X 10-6 6.6 X 10-7

6 Large steam-line break at full power 15 1763 10 41 4.6 X 10-7 4.4 X 10-7

7 Small steam-line break at hot 0% power 16 292 4 7 3.8 X 10-7 2.5 X 10-7-
_

8 Large steam-line break at hot 0% power 9 508 0 4 2.3 X 10-7 2.3 X 10-7

9 Reactor trip 90 9773 54 174 3.1 X 10-6 2.7 X 10-6

10 Tube rupture 5 NA' NA NA NA NA

i 13 Loss of feedwater 6 NA NA NA NA NA !

1
,

14 Support system failure 3 NA NA NA NA NA

'A screening frequency of 10-7/yr was used to initially identify sequences which should be analyzed on an individual basis.
;

j *LOCA = loss-of<oolant accident.
'

'

'NA = not applicable. '

I
,

1

1

1
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4. TilERMAL-ilYDRAULIC ANALYSES OF POTENTIAL OVERCOOLING
TRANSIENTS FOR II. B. ROBINSON UNIT 2

4.1. Introduction

In Chapter 3 a large number of potential overcooling sequences at the II. B. Robinson
Unit 2 nuclear power plant were identified as requiring thermal-hydraulic analyses in
order to determine their importance relative to pressurized thermal shock of the HBR-2

;

pressure vessel. To perform detailed thermal-hydraulic analyses, Idcho National Engineer- '

ing Laboratory (INEL) developed a RELAP5 computer model reptesentation of HBR-2
which describes the the major flow paths for both the primary and the secondary systems
of the plant, as well as the main steam and feed systems and important relief and safety
valves. The model was quality-assured in several ways, including comparing the calculated
results with measured plant data, and it is believed that the results obtained with it are
realistic estimates of the plant behavior given the postulated transients and related equip-
ment and operator action assumptions.

Because of the large number of overcooling sequences ilentified in Chapter 3, it was not
practical to consider performing a full-scale RELAPS calculation for each one. On the
other hand, it was felt that some thermal-hydraulic data should be generated for each
sequence, even those with relatively slow cooldown rates (less than 100'F per hour).*
Therefore, the approach used was to select 13 representative sequences for detailed
analysis and then to use the resulting data, either directly or in conjunction with a simpli-
fied RELAP model, to estimate the thermal-hydraulic characterisitics of the other
sequences.

The selection of the 13 representative sequences is described in Section 4.2. For each one,
a RELAP5 analysis of the system response was performed by INEL over a 2-hr period, as
described in Section 4.3. Two factors were identified as requiring special attention:
(1) mixing in the downcomer region, and (2) the heat-transfer coefficient at the surface
of the reactor vessel wall in the downcomer region. These two characteristics were exam-
ined by Theophanous of Purdue University, and the results are presented in Section 4.4
and Appendix E.

Finally, the results of the analyses discussed in Sections 4.3 and 4.4 were used with the
simplified RELAP model to estimate the thermal-hydraulic characteristics of those
sequences for which detailed RELAPS model calculations were not performed. The
methodology used and the results obtained are presented in Section 4.5 and Appendix F.

.

4.2. Selection of Thirteen Transient Scenarios

The primary objective of the selection process was to identify sequences that would provide
information on the impact of the initiating events, potential equipmeri failures, and opera-
tor actions on the primary system cooldown rate and pressure. As a result, many of the
sequences chosen are low-frequency probability sequences.

*This is necessary since many of the events with slow cooldown ratu have rete, vely high frequencies of
occurrence. Although it is anticipated that high-frequency events with slow cooldown are less important than
those low-frequency events with rapid cooldown, the relative risk of a through-the-wall crack must be deter-
mined.
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4.2.1. Sequences Initiated by Small-Break LOCA at Full Power

in Table 3.13 of Chapter 3, 32 sequences initiated by small-break LOCAs at full power
were identified for analysis (sequences 1.1-1.22 and 11.1-11.10). Of these, nine (sequences
1.7,1.13-1.18 and i1.3-11.4) were found to be identical to other sequences in the table and

| were combined with those sequences. Thus, a total of 23 sequences remained for further
evaluation.

The 23 sequences can be grouped into two classes: (1) one class in which the break was
not isolated (the sequence I series) and (2) another in which the break was isolated (the
sequence 11 series). Because the sequences represented by the first class could be readily
analyzed with the simple model, no full-scale RELAP5 calculations were proposed for this
class. For the second class, it was felt that isolation of a break early in the transient would
terminate the event and result in cooldown of very little consequence. Thus only those
sequences involving a late isolation of the break (beyond the 1-hr time frame) were of real
concern. Again, these sequences could be handled reasonably well by the simple model
and thus no full-scale calculations were proposed for this class. However, it was necessary
to confirm our assumption concerning a break that was isolated early. This was accom-
plished by performing an independent full-scale calculation (not defined by any of the
sequences) in which a break was isolated 10 min into the transient. A PZR PORV size
break was chosen for this calculation, which both confirmed our assumption and provided
other important information on the initial transient behavior of a small-break LOCA event
under full-power conditions.

4.2.2. Sequences Initiated by Medium-Break LOCA at Full Power

Table 3.13 identifies 13 overcooling sequences for analysis under the category of
medium-break LOCAs at full power. Since the potential for loop flow stagnation is very
important for sequences in this class, it was determined that at least one full-scale
RELAPS calculation would be necessary to identify the flow conditions. The first step in
defining the calculation was to establish which break size (see Section 3.3.6) would be used
to represent the medium-break event. A break equivalent to that of a 2-1/2-in. line was
identified as a condition which would lead to very early loop flow stagnation and thus very
cold temperatures early in the transient. The pressure drop for this event, however, is suf-
ficiently rapid to substantially reduce the potential for the generation of a through-the-wall
crack. As a result, a break equivalent to that in a 2-in. line was considered. With a break
of this size, the cooldown would be slower but the pressure drop would not be as rapid. In
the end, since a decision could not be made as to which break size was the more severe in
thermal-hydraulic nature, full-scope RELAPS calculations were performed for both break
sizes.

In addition to the above hot leg breaks,2-in. and 2-1/2-in. cold leg breaks from full power
were considered. It was determined that for the 2-1/2-in. break the system would depres-
surize rapidly and would behave as it would for the hot leg break. In the case of the 2-in.
break, it was not clear that the same behavior would occur. As a result, a full-scope calcu-
lation was performed for the 2-in. cold leg break. However, this calculation yielded results
that were very similar to those obtained for the 2-1/2-in. hot leg break; therefore, neither
cold leg break is discussed further in this report. The results of the 2-1/2-in. cold leg
break are, however, presented in the INEL report.'
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4.2.3. Sequences Initiated by Small-Break LOCA at Hot 0% Power

Table 3.15 identifies seven sequences for the case of a small-break LOCA at hot 0%
power. On the basis of calculations performed by Los Alamos National Laboratory for
the Calvert Cliffs analysis, there was concern that a small-break LOCA at low decay heat
could lead either to flow stagnation or to very low loop flow. Since the simpler model was
not perceived as a good indicator of loop flow stagnation, it was necessary to address this
question with a full-scale RELAPS calculation. The actual sequence chosen for analysis
was sequence 3.1, in which, except for the break, all equipment is functioning normally. It
was felt that this sequence would provide the most information on potential loop flow stag-
nation. As in the case of the full-power calculation, a PZR PORV size break was
assumed.

4.2.4. Sequences Initiated by Medium-Break LOCA at Hot 0% Power

Again it was felt that with a medium-break LOCA at hot 0% power the potential for very
low loop flow in all three loops was great enough to justify a full-scale calculation. Three
sequences from Table 3.15 were identified for analysis under this initiator. Sequence 4.1
was chosen for specific analysis since it was felt it would provide the most information on
potential loop flow stagnation. Since break sizes equivalent to both a 2-in. and a 2-1/2-in.
line were perceived to lead to rapid depressurization at hot 0% power, the calculation was
performed only for the 2-1/2-in. break.

4.2.5. Sequences Initiated by Small Steam-Line Break at Full Power

No sequence for which a small steam-line break at full power was the initiator was identi-
fied as requiring a full-scale RELAPS calculation. It was felt that the 25 sequences identi-
fied under this class (see Table 3.11) could be readily analyzed with the simpler model.

4.2.6. Sequences Initiated by Large Steam-Line Break at Full Power

Based on the thermal-hydraulic analyses performed for Calvert Cliffs Unit 1, it was felt
that the sequences in which the initiator was a large steam-line break at full power could
be addressed by the simpler thermal-hydraulic model. Thus, no full-scale RELAPS calcu-
lations were performed for this event class, which, as shown in Table 3.11, includes 15
sequences.

4.2.7. Sequences Initiated by Small Steam-Line Break at Hot 0% Power

Sequences initiated by a small steam-line at hot 0% power were perceived as being impor-
tant; therefore, it was felt that a full-scale calculation should be performed for at least one
of the 16 sequences in this event class that survived the frequency screening process (see
Table 3.9). Since it was anticipated that the most severe cooldown would be associated
with sequence 7.4, it was chosen for the full-scale calculation.
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4.2.8. Large Steam-Line Break at Hot 0% Power

Sequences initiated by a large steam-line break at hot 0% power were perceived as being
potentially important. Two sequences (8.1 and 8.4) were chosen for full-scale RELAPS
calculations from the 10 sequences identified in Table 3.9. Sequence 8.1 involves the
break by itself, i.e., all other cw!jonents work properly, and 8.4 involves the break with
the operator failing to isolate the f.7w of AFW to the break.

Another concern for analysis in this event class was the actual break size. A large steam-
2line break was defined to cover the range in size from ~1 ft up to a full double-ended

pipe break. The flow restrictors located on the steam lines were clearly identified as a
mechanism for reducing the effective break size of a double-ended pipe break. However,

2the actual difference in cooldown between the sequence with the 1-ft break and one with
a break size limited by the flow restrictor was not known. Thus, sequence 8.1 was run

2with the 1-ft break, and sequence 8.4 was run with the double-ended pipe break. It
should be noted that the timing of the event was perceived to be such that both the break
size effect and continued AFW flow effect could be isolated.

4.2.9. Sequences Initiated by Reactor Trip at Full Power

A very large number of sequences (104) survived the frequency screening of the full-power
reactor trip tree (see Table 3.7). However, since many of these sequences are similar to
sequences in other classes, only one full-scale calculation was identified as being n,ecessary
to provide a thermal-hydraulic benchmark analysis for this large class. This calculation
covers what might be called a medium-size steam-line break.

Many of the sequences initiated by reactor trip include single or multiple SDV failures.
The single SDV failure could be considered a small steam-line break. The failure of three
SDVs would clearly be beyond the small-break size but not into the large-break size.
Thus, a sequence was identified for a full-scale RELAPS analysis which involved the
failure of three SDVs to close. Sequence 9.14B was chosen for analysis. The option
involving failure of the operator to isolate the break by closing the MSIVs was chosen
since conditions following closure of the MSIVs can be easily determined with the simpler
model.

4.2.10. Sequences Initiated by Steam Generator Tube Rupture

In Table 3.16, five tube rupture sequences were identified for analysis. Although, in gen-
eral, the tube rupture sequences were not perceived by INEL to be important, the transient
conditions of the tube rupture were complicated enough to warrant full-scale RELAPS cal-
culations. Also, since the effects of decay heat on the tube rupture event were not known,
it was necessary to define tube rupture events both at full power and at hot 0% power.

The two cases defined did not involve the operator actions to isolate the affected steam
generator and lower primary system pressure as specified by the operating procedures. An
additional full-scope calculation was performed to determine the effect of these operator
actions. The scenario produced was a very mild transient and is not covered in this report
although the results are presented in the INEL report.'
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4.2.11. Sequences laitiated by Loss of Feedwater

Loss-of-feedwater events (see Table 3.17) lead to AFW actuation and the potential cool-
down associated with AFW flow. Since this type of event was perceived as a minor cool-

| down class, two bounding calculations were identified. The first calculation bounded those
! loss-of-feedwater sequences with subsequent AFW overfeed and can be described as fol-

| lows:

!

(1) Both MFW pumps trip.
' (2) The AFW pumps fail to start for 8 min.*

(3) AFW is supplied at the maximum flow rate to all three SGs.

(4) The AFW flow is stopped soon after carryover is observed in the main steam
lines.

The second calculation addressed a potential feed-and-bleed situation and can be described
as follows:

(1) Both MFW pumps trip.

(2) The AFW pumps fail to start.

(3) The operator uses HPI to feed cooler water to the primary system.

(4) The operator opens a PZR PORV to bleed water from the primary system.
4

4.2.12. Sequences Initiated by Support System Failures

Although two sequences involving support system failures were identified as requiring ana-
lyses (see Table 3.19, Foetnotes e and f), full calculations were not performed for these
sequences because they were covered by calculations for other sequences leading to the
ame results.

4.2.13. hmmary

The 13 scenarios identified can be grouped under five categories: (1) a steam-line break
(Scenarios 1-4), (2) runaway AFW (Scenario 5), (3) small-break LOCAs (Scenarios
6-10), (4) SG tube ruptures (Scenarios 11-12), or (5) loss of heat sink with primary
feed-and-bleed recovery (Scenario 13).

A summary of the 13 transients is presented in Table 4.1. It should be noted that the
assumed system failures and operator actions or inactions vary from scenario to scenario.
These differences may cresent significant deviations from plant procedures and may sig-
nificantly affect the co.;se of a transient. These specified deviations are explicitly listed
with the individual scenario descriptions in Section 4.3.

*This allows for considerable reduction in primary-to-secondary heat transfer, and thus the potential for flow
stagnation, followed by cooldown and possibly decreased downcomer fluid temperature.
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Table 4.1. Summary of thirteen postulated
overcooling transients"

Scenario initial Plant
Number Condition ~ Initiating Event

Steam-line breaks

2
I flot 0% power 1.0-ft break in main

steam line

2 flot 0% power Double-ended main steam-line
break

3 flot 0% power Stuck-open SThi PORY

4 Full power Three SDVs fail open

Runaway feedwater

5 Full power Overfeed with auxiliary
feedwater

Small-break LOCAs

6 Full power 2%-in. hot leg break
.

7 Full power PZR PORV-size break

8 Ilot 0% power 2%-in. hot leg break

9 Full power 2-in. hot leg break

10 flot 0% power PZR PORV-size break

SG tube ruptures

iI flot 0% power SG tube rupture

12 Full power SG tube rupture

Loss of heat sink
13 Full power Loss of heat sink with

primary system
feed-and-bleed recovery

"The acronyms used in this table (in order of their appearance)
are: STh1 PORV = steam power-operated relief valve, SDV =
steam dump valve, PZR PORV = pressurizer power-operated
relief valve, and SG = steam generator.
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4.3. RELAPS Analyses of Selected Transient Scenarios

As noted in Section 4.1, Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) participated in
the PTS study for liBR-2 by using their RELAPS computer code to perform full-scale
thermal-hydraulic analyses of each of the 13 postulated overcooling transient scenarios
identified in Table 4.1 and by estimating the plant behavior for the remaining overcooling
sequences on the basis of the results of the detailed calculations, either directly or by using
the calculated data in a simpler RELAP thermal-hydraulic model. In this section, we
summarize the results obtained by INEI, for the detailed calculations, each of which
covered a 2-hr transient period.' A separate report, published by INEL' describes in great
detail both the model and the transient analyses performed. Because the thermal-
hydraulic characteristics of the transients'. can result from complex intra-system cooling
mechanisms and in many instances small differences in temperature can have significant
effects on the fracture-mechanics analysis, a separate review of the RELAP5 analysis was
also performed within the PTS study group. This review was carried out by Brookhaven
National Laboratory (BNL) and is also published in a separate report.2

4.3.1. The RELAPS Model
4

The RELAP5 model was generated by INEL with extensive interactions with the plant
owner, Carolina Power and Light Company, and the plant vendor, Westinghouse Corpora-
tion. The noding diagrams for the primary coolant loops, reactor vessel, steam generators,
and feedwater train and steam lines are presented in Figures 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4,
respectively. The development of the noding and control signals for each system is
described in detail in Ref.1.

Three initial-condition models, hot 0% power and " full" power at 2200 MW and 2300
MW, were required to analyze the 13 transients and the model checkout case. For each
initial-condition model, a steady-state calculation was performed and compared with actual
plant data (hot 0% power and 2200-MW full power) or with anticipated operating condi-
tions (2300-MW full power).

The initial conditions for the hot 0% power steady state were representative of HBR-2
operating conditions at hot standby. Table. 4.2 compares initial values of selected param-
eters from the RELAPS model with desired initial conditions obtained from documents
describing hot 0% power conditions for the plant. The core power of 8.29 MW
corresponds to the decay heat power 100 hr after shutdown from full power. The
RELAPS initial conditions were obtained from a steady-state run that used control systems
to represent the behavior of the primary pressure control and loop flow and the chemical

'The 2.hr transient period was chosen for several reasons. First, the calculations are very expensive and the
analysis for a considerably longer duration would incur substantial costs. From this standpoint, the 2-hr
analysis could be considered an initial calculation where transients requiring further analysis are identified.
The second reason is that many people feel that any overcooling event would be recognized and terminated
during a 2-hr diagnosis period. Although the authors would not totally agree with this statement, we would
concur that for the great majority of transients there are several means of recovery in a 2-hr period. Thus,
there is some legitimacy associated with limiting the analysis to 2 hours. Ilowever, one must be aware of
potential transients for which recovery may be beyond the 2-hr period.

!
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Table 4.2. Ilot 0% power initial conditions

Parameter RELAPS Desired

Core power, MW 8.29 8.29
Pressurizer pressure, MPa (psia) 15.5 (2250) 15.5 (2250)
llot leg temperature, K (*F) 560.3 (548.9) 559 (547)
Cold leg temperature, K ( F) 560.04 (548.4) 559 (547)

Pressurizer level, % 23.6 24.4,

Reactor coolant flow, kg/s (Ibm /s) 12629 (27841.9) 12626.8 (27837) |
Reactor coolant pump speed, rpm 1226 1190 |Net makeup flow, gpm 0 0

Steam pressure, MPa (ps a) 7.03 (1020) 7.03 (1020)
Steam generator level, % 38.4 39
Steam flow (each), kg/s (lbm/s) 2.27 (5.0) -*

Steam generator mass (each), kg 57788 54432-61689
(lbm) (l27400) (l20000-136000)

Condenser temperature, K ( F) 299.8 (80) -*

Feedwater temperature, K ("F) 299.8 (80) -*

lleater drain flow, kg/s (Ibm /s) 0.0 -*

Feedwater recirculation, gpm 1500 -*

*No data available,

fPercent of narrow range.

and volume control system. RELAPS secondary initial conditions were obtained from the
use of control systems that represented manual control of the feedwater bypass valve to
maintain the level in the generators and action of the SDVs in steam pressure control
(SPC) mode. The table shows that the actual Initial conditions were generally in excellent
agreement with the desired initial conditions.

The initial conditions for the 2300-MW steady state were representative of the operating
conditions at the 100% rated core power. Table 4.3 compares initial values of the
selected parameters from the RELAPS model with desired initial conditions obtained from
utility- and vendor-supplied documentation of revised precautions, limitations and set
points documents, and other documents describing the initial conditions for the 2300-MW
power level. The RELAPS initial conditions were obtained from a steady-state run that
used control systems to represent the behavior of the primary pressure control and loop
flow, the chemical and volume control system, the secondary liquid level, and main feedwa-
ter and steam control valves. The table shows that the actual initial conditions were gen-
erally in excellent agreement with the desired initial conditions.

The initial conditions for the 2200-MW steady state were representative of operating con-
ditions at the time of the plant trip transient which was used for the RELAPS model
checkout case. Table 4.4 compares initial values of selected parameters from the
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Table 4.3. 2300-MW initial conditions

Parameter RELAPS Desired

Core power, MW 2300 2300

|
Pressurizer pressure, MPa (psia) 15.5 (2250) 15.5 (2250)

| Ilot leg temperature, K (*F) 591.4 (604.8) 591.4 (604.5)
Cold leg temperature, K ( F) 558.9 (546.3) 558.9 (546.3),

|
Pressurizer level, % 54.5 53.3'

Reactor coolant now, kg/s (Ibm /s) 12726 (28055.5) 12726.8 (28056)
' Reactor coolant pump speed, rpm 1247.1 1190

Net makeup flow, gpm 0.001 0

Steam pressure, MPa (ps|a) 5.5 (804) 5.7 (828)
Steam generator level, % 53.7 52

Steam now (each), kg/s (Ibm /s) 425 (937) 424.2 (935.2)i

Steam generator mass (each), kg (Ibm) 44253 (97560) 42302 (93260)

Condenser temperature, K (*F) 312 (102) 312 (102)
Feedwater temperature, K (*F) 500.4 (441) 500.6 (441.5)
lleater drain flow, kg/s (lbm/s) 335.3 (783.2) -*

Feedwater recirculation, gpm 0.0 -*

i
|

*No data available,

fPercent of narrow range.

Table 4.4. 2200-MW initial conditions

Parameter RELAP5 Desired

Core power, MW 2192 2192

Pressurizer pressure, MPa (psia) 15.5 (2250) 15.62 (2265)
llot leg temperature, K (*F) 585.6 (594.4) 583.2 (590)
Cold leg temperature, K (*F) 555.9 (541.0) 552.6 (535.0)

Pressurizer level, % 43 40
Reactor coolant flow, kg/s (Ibm /s) 13275.3 (29267) 12458.3 (27466)
Reactor coolant pump speed, rpm 1244 1190

Net makeup Dow, gpm 34.8 -'

Steam pressure, MPa (psia) 5.16 (748) 5.20 (754.7)'

Steam generator level, %i ~52 ~52
Steam flow (each), kg/s (Ibm /s) 401.7 (885.7) 426.3 (939.8)
Steam generator mass (each), kg (Ibm) 43650 (96232) 42302 (93260)

Condenser temperature, K (*F) 312 (102) 312 (102)
Feedwater temperature, K (*F) 498 (437) 498 (437)
lleater drain How, kg/s (Ibm /s) 353 (783) -*

Feedwater recirculation, gpm 0.0 -'

'No data available.

fPercent of narrow range.
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RELAPS model with desired initial conditions obtained from utility-supplied startup data
and other documents describing the operating conditions of the plant at the 2200-MW core
power. The RELAPS initial conditions were obtained from a steady-state run that used
control systems to represent the behavior of the primary pressure control and loop flow and.

'

the chemical and volume control system. RELAP5 secondary system initial conditions
were obtained from the use of control systems that represented manual control of the feed-
water bypass valve to maintain level in the gecerators and action of the SDVs in the plant
trip control (PTC) mode. The table shows that the actual initial conditions were generally
in excellent agreement with the desired initial conditions.

;

Each of the transient scenarios, whether run at hot 0% power or full power conditions,
shared common sets of system initial component states. These states are described in
Table 4.5. The major differences between the hot 0% power and full power component
states are found in the turbine, reactor control, and main feedwater systems. These varia-
tions are consistent with normal operations at hot 0% power and full power, respectively,

i Although all other systems are listed as operating on automatic, the system responses to
I disturbances may vary owing to different controller set points and controller operating
, modes used in the hot 0% power and full-power system conditions. Such differences were
I included in the RELAPS steady state models.

Assumed equipment failures and operator actions vary from scenario to scenario. The;

i specific differences are discussed in the scenario descriptions in Sections 4.3.2 through
4.3.6.

4.3.2. Steam-Line Break Calculations

Steam-line breaks considered in the full-scale RELAPS analyses ranged from small breaks

equivalent to stuck-open valves to large pipe ruptures varying in size from ~0.1 m2(1.0
ft ) up to a double-ended guillotine break. As noted earlier and indicated in Table 4.1,
four scenarios were defined to investigate system response to this class of transient. The

'

results of the thermal-hydraulic analyses for the four scenarios are described below.

2 24.3.2.1. Scenario 1: ~0.1-m (1.0-ft ) steam-line break at hot 0% power

2 2Scenario I was initiated by a ~0.1 m (1.0-ft ) break in steam line A downstream of the
flow restrictor and upstream of the main steam isolation valve (MSIV), with the plant ini-
tially in the hot 0% power condition. All automatic plant functions were assumed to
respond normally. Three operator actions were also assumed: the first was to trip the
reactor coolant pumps (RCPs) if the primary system pressure fell below 9.07 MPa (1315
psia), provided a safety injection actuation signal (SIAS) had been generated; the second
was to stop auxiliary feedwater (AFW) flow to the unaffected SG when liquid carryover
was observed in the main steam line; and the third was to stop AFW flow to the affected
SG (SG A) 600 s after the transient initiation. These actions are summarized in
Table 4.6.

:
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Table 4.5. Common specifications for otercooling transient scenarios"

Conditionj

flot 0% Power Full Power
System (Scenarios 1,2,3,8,9) (Scenarios 4,5,6,7,10,1l)

Turbine Not latched, TSVs closed Automatic control

Secondary PORV Automatic control Automatic control

SDVs Automatic control Automatic control

Charging system Automatic control Automatic control

Pressurizer Automatic control Automatic control

Engineered safety features Automatic control Automatic control

Primary PORV Automatic control Automatic control

Reactor control Manual Automatic control

h1FW l condensate pump, Automatic control
I h1FWP, manual
control to 39% SG level

AFW Automatic control Automatic control

htSIVs Open, automatic control Open, automatic control

N1FIVs ( Closed, automatic control Open, automatic control

"The acronyms used in this table (in the order of their appearance) are: TSV = tur-
bine stop valve, PORV = power-operated relief valve, h1FW = main feedwater,
SDV = steam dump valve, h1FWP = main feedwater pump, SG = steam genera-
tor, AFW = auxiliary feedwater, MSIV = main steam isolation valve, and MFIV
= main feedwater isolation valve.

The break in steam line A was simulated by the insertion of a break flow path at the
downstream end of component 550 (see Figure 4.4). After 600 s into the transient, all
components upstream of the SGs, including AFW headers and valves and the main
feedwater (h1FW) train, were deleted from the model. These deletions were performed
after all h1FW and AFW flow to the SGs had ceased. The deletions decreased the com-
puter memory requirements for the problem and thereby decreased run time.

The sequence of events that occurred during the Scenario I calculation is shown in
22 (1.0-ft ) breakTable 4.7. The transient was initiated by the insertion of a 0.093-m

junction to atmosphere in steam line A (component 550). Approximately 100 ms after
break initiation, a SIAS was generated by a high AP between the system header and
steam line A. The SIAS shut down the operating h1FW pump and activated the motor-
driven AFW. Turbine-driven AFW initiation requires two-out-of-three low SG level indi-
cations and thus was not initiated in this scenario because only one SG is affected. liigh
pressure injection (IIPI) was initiated at 68.5 s when the primary system pressure |

dropped below the pump's shutoff head of 10.13 MPa (1470 psia). At 72.2 s, when the |
pressure dropped below 9.07 MPa (1315 psia), the RCPs were tripped. At 600 s, AFW
flow was terminated as prescribed in the scenario description. By about 1300 s, heat
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Table 4.6. Description of Scenario l'

Plant initial state'

General description: llot 0% power,0% power after 100 hr of shutdown.

System status

Turbine: Not latched, TSVs closed
Secondary PORV: Automatic control
SDVs: Automatic control
Charging system: Automatic control
Pressurizer: Automatic control
Engineering safety features: Automatic control
PORVs: Automatic control
Reactor control: hianual
N1FW: In bypass mode, manual control to provide 39% level in SGs; I condensate

pump,1 NIFWP operating
AFW: Automatic control
hislVs: Open, automatic control
h1FIVs: Closed, automatic control

Transient initiator
2A 1.0-ft hole appears in steam line A outside containment upstream of the NISIV

and downstream of the flow restrictor.

Additional failures'

None.

Operator reactions to reported information

1. If SIAS is generated, operator will trip the RCPs when RCS pressure reaches
1300 psig.

2. Operator will stop AFW flow to the unaffected SG when liquid carryover is
observed in the main steam line.

3. Operator will stop AFW flow to the affected SG at 10 min or when carryover
occurs.

"The acronyms used in this table (in the order of their appearance) are: TSV = turbine
stop valve, PORV = power-operated relief valve, SDV = steam dump valve, AIFW =
main feedwater, SG = steam generator, h1FWP = main feedwater pump, AFW = auxil-
iary feedwater, htSIV = main steam isolation valve, NIFIV = main feedwater isolation
valve, SIAS = safety injection actuation signal, RCP = reactor coolant pump, and RCS
= reactor coolant system.
'Just prior to transient initiator.

' Operator failure or failure of equipment demanded during the transient.
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Table 4.7. Sequence of events for Scenario l'

Time (s) Event

0 Steam line ruptures.

| 0.1 liigh steam line A AP; SIAS signal;
! MFW pump tripped off; motor-driven

|
AFW tripped on.

20.3 Pressurizer low-level alarm.

43 Pressurizer indicated empty.

68.5 llPI initiated.

72.2 RCPs tripped.

587 Pressurizer level indication returned.

600 AFW tripped off.

1079 IIPI shut off.

1300 Downcomer temperature starts to increase.

4889 PORVs began cycling.

5031 Pressurizer indicated full.

7200 End of calculation.

'The acronyms used in this table (in the order of their
appearance) are: SIAS = safety injection actuation sig-
nal, MFW = main feedwater, AFW = auxiliary feed-
water, llPI = high-pressure injection, RCP = reactor

9 coolant pump, and PORV = power-operated relief valve.

transfer to SG A had degraded to the point where core decay power exceeded the SG's
heat removal capability and the primary coolant temperatures started to increase. At
4889 s, the primary pressure had increased to the PORV set point and the valves began
cycling.

Figure 4.5 presents the primary and secondary pressure responses. The pressure in
SG A decreased continuously, reaching near atmospheric conditions (0.14 MPa,20 psia)
by 900 s. Both unaffected steam generators (SG B and SG C) experienced a slight
decrease in pressure early in the transient when the primary cooldown caused them to
become primary system heat sources. Once the RCPs were tripped, however, SG B and
SG C were effectively isolated owing to primary loop stagnation and their pressures sta-
bilized.

In the primary system, the pressure decreased as the break induced heat transfer to the
SG A peaked. As SG A emptied and the tubes became surrounded by high quality
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Figure 4.5. Scenario 1: Primary and secondary pressure profiles for steam-line break
at hot 0% power.

fluid, heat transfer to the SG degraded and, with the RCPs tripped, the primary pressure
stabilized around 6.55 MPa (950 psia). At 587 s, the pressurizer began refilling, and the
primary pressure began to increase. Repressurization continued until, at 4889 s, the
PORY set point of 16.2 MPa (2350 psia) was reached. The primary system pressure con-
tinued to oscillate around the set point for the remainder of the transient calculation.

Figure 4.6 compares all three cold leg temperatures and the downcomer temperature.
The downcomer temperature was between the loop temperatures of the two unaffected SGs
(B and C) and the temperature of SG A during the time the RCPs were operational and
coasting down. Once loops B and C stagnated, the downcomer temperature converged on
the SG A cold leg temperature, and the two temperatures remained closely coupled
throughout the transient, reaching a minimum temperature of 396 K (253 F) at 1071 s
and rising at a constant rate to the end of the calculation.

Figure 4.7 presents the heat transfer coefficient fc. the inner wall surface of the reactor
vessel downcomer. The correlation used for the subcooled single-phase heat transfer occur-
ring on the wall surface is the Dittus-Boelter correlation, which is dependent on flow and
fluid conditions. In the Scenario I case, the flow was slightly decreased during a fluid
heatup. There was more dependence on fluid properties than on now, and the uncertain-
ties were minimal in this extrapolation.

The principal uncertainty in this calculation is a consequence of approximating the reactor
vessel as a one-dimensional system. The model by definition passes equal temperature
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Figure 4.6. Scenario 1: Downcomer and cold leg temperature profiles for steam-line
break at hot 0% power.
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Figure 4.7. Scenario 1: Downcomer inner wall surface heat transfer coefficient for
steam-line break at hot 0% power.
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fluids to the hot legs. This is a limitation where significant loop asymmetric behavior is to
be expected and where sufficient fluid mixing does not occur within the reactor vessel. For
Scenario I, there was significant asymmetry between the affected loop A and the unaf-
fccted loops B and C. It is not known, however, to what extent the cold leg fluids were
mixed as they passed through the reactor vessel. Therefore, it was not possible to quantify
the effect of this uncertainty on the parameters of interest. Qualitatively, little effect on
the primary system pressure was expected. The unaffected hot legs would likely be
warmer and the affected hot leg cooler than calculated. As a result, the unaffected loops
would flow somewhat faster and the affected loop somewhat slower than was calculated.

The calculation of Scenario I led to the following conclusions:

(1) The peak primary pressure was the PORY set point 16.2 MPa (2350 psia),
which occurred between 829 and 1467 s and continued to the end of the
2 hr transient.

(2) The minimum downcomer temperature reached was 396 K (253*F) at
1071 s into the transient.

,

(3) The minimum cold leg temperatures reached were: loop A, 396 K (254*F)
at 778 s; loop B, 327 K (129'F) at 1141 s; and loop C, 392 K (246*F)
at 1047 s.

The scenario developed into a continuing primary system cooldown until SG A was emp- |
tied; then the decay heat source in the core overwh:Imed the heat removal capacity of the
system, which had developed an asymmetric natural circulation flow condition. This heat |_
imbalance turned the temperatures around and a primary system heatup commenced. 1

4.3.2.2. Scenerlo 2: Double-ended steans-Ilse break at bot 0% power

Scenario 2 was initiated by a double-ended guillotine break [0.29-m2 (3.1-ft )] in steam2

line A, downstream of the flow restrictor and upstream of the MSIV with the reactor at
hot 0% power. All automatic plant functions were assumed to respond normally. The 1

operators were assumed to trip the RCPs when the primary pressure fell below 9.07 MPa '

(1315 psia), provided a SIAS had been generated previously. In addition, the operators
were assumed to fail to isolate the AFW flow to the affected SG. These requirements are
summarized in Table 4.8.

The break in steam line A was simulated by the insertion of a break flow path in the
downstream end of component 550 (see Figure 4.4) and the deletion of steam line com-
ponents 555,560, and 565. Trips were altered to insure continuous AFW flow to SG A
throughout the transient after the AFW was automatically actuated.

,

The sequence of events that occurred during Scenario 2 is shown in Table 4.9. The
2 2break that initiated the transient was a 0.29-m (3.1-ft ) junction to atmosphere in steam

line A (component 550). Approximately 0.058 s after break initiation, a SIAS was gen-
erated by high AP in steam line A. The SIAS shut down the one operating MFW pump !

and activated the motor driven AFW system. HPI flow into all three loops began at
,
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Table 4.8. Description of Scenario 2*

Plant initial state *

General description: llot 0% power,0% power after 109 hr of shutdown.

System status

Turbine: Not latched, TSVs closed
Secondary PORV: Automatic control

,

! SDVs: Automatic control
j Charging system: Automatic control
! Pressurizer: Automatic control

Engineering safety features: Automatic control
: PORVs: Automatic control

Reactor control: N1anual
h1FW: In bypass mode, manual control to provide 39% level in SGs; I condensate

"

pump, I h1FWP operating
AFW: Automatic control

| htSIVs: Open, automatic control
' h1FIVs: Closed, automatic control
i

Transient initiator

i Full double ended guillotine pipe break in steam line A upstream of the htSIV and
downstream of the flow restrictor.

Additional failures'

Operator fails to isolate AFW to the affected SG.,

t

i

; Operator reactions to reported information

| 1. If SIAS is generated, operator will trip the RCPs when RCS pressure reaches
1300 psig.

2. Operator will stop AFW flow to the unaffected SG when liquid carryover is
observed in the main steam line.

"The acronyms used in this table (in the order of their appearance) are: TSV = turbine
stop valve, ?ORV = power-operated relief valve, SDV = steam dump valve, htFW =<

main feedwater, SG = steam generator, h1FWP = main feedwater pump, AFW = auxil-
iary feedwater, N1SIV = main steam isolation valve, h1FIV = main feedwater isolation
valve, SIAS = safety injection actuation signal, RCP = reactor coolant pump, and RCS
= reactor coolant system.
^Ju>t prior to transient initiator.
' Operator failure or failure of equipment demanded during the transient.

1

4

4
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Table 4.9. Sequexe of events for Scenario 28
'

Time (s) Event

0 Steam line ruptures.

0.05 liigh steam line AP; SIAS signal;
MFW pump tripped; motor-driven
AFW initiated.

17 Pressurizer low level alarm.,

35 Pressurizer indicated empty.

50.5 IIPI initiated.

53.05 RCPs tripped.

310 Pressurizer level returned.;

|170 IIPI flow stopped at shutoff head. '

'

1300 Calculation terminated.

7200 End of extrapolation.

"The acronyms used in this table (in the order
of their appearance) are: SIAS = safety injec-
tion actuation signal, MFW = main feedwater,,

AFW = auxiliary feedwater, llPI high--

pressure injection, and RCP = reactor coolant
pump.

50.5 s, when the primary pressure had dropped below 10.13 MPa (1470 psia). HPI flow
continued until 1464 s, when the primary system had repressurized above the pump's
shutoff head. The RCPs were tripped at 53 s, when the primary system pressure had
dropped below 9.07 MPa (1315 psia).

The pressure in SG A fell in response to the break to near atmospheric pressure (0.14
MPa, 20 psia) by 140 s. SG B and SG C began to act as heat sources initially as the
primary system cooled down and the secondary pressures dropped. Once the RCPs tripped
at 53 s, the pressure in SG B and SG C stabilized at 6.89 MPa (1000 psia) since they
were effectively isolated from the prialary system by stagnant primary loop flows.4

'

The calculation was terminated at 1300 s when trends suitable for extrapolation had been
established. At the time of termination, the primary pressure was steadily increasing, the
downcomer temperature was decreasing, and SG A was still filling.

; Figure 4.8 presents the calculated and extrapolated downcomer pressure. In the primary
'

system, the pressure decreased initially as the heat transfer to SG A decreased the aver-
age primary system temperature. The depressurization lasted until SG A had emptied

4

*
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Figure 4.8. Scenario 2: Downcomer pressure profile for double-ended steam-line break
at hot 0% power.

,

sufficiently to degrade its heat transfer and the RCPs had been tripped. The primary sys-
tem pressure then began to increase as llPI flow refilled the primary system. At the time
the calculation was terminated, the pressure was still rising due to the continued influx of
makeup flow, it was estrapolated that this rise would continue until the makeup flow was
terminated when the pressurizer level attained its set point. Following termination of the
makeup flow, the pressure will stabilize just below the llPI pump shutoff head.

Figure 4.9 shows the extrapolated downcomer temperature. The key to extrapolating this
parameter was its close coupling to the affected loop's cold leg temperature. Once the
llPI How stopped, the loop A cold leg temperature rose to the outlet temperature of
SG A. With AFW continuing to fill SG A with cold water, SG A was subcooled and
continued to bring down the primary temperatures. This conclu.= ion was based on the
results of Scenario 3 (see below). Coupling the downcomer temperature at the end of the
calculation with the rate of temperature decrease in the outlet temperature of SG A gave i

an extrapolated temperature of 357 K (186*F) at 7200 s.
I

Figure 4.10 presents the extrapolated heat transfer coefficient at the downcomer wall |
!inner surface. The heat transfer coefficient in the low flow, subcooled regime in the down-

comer was found by using the Dittus Boelter correlation, which decreases as flow t

decreases. Extrapolated water properties and loop flows were used to calculate the heat
transfer coefficient to 7200 s.

i
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Figure 4.9. Scenario 2: Downcomer temperature profile for double-ended steam-line
break at hot 0% power.
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Figure 4.10. Scenario 2: Downcomer inner wall surface heat transfer coefficient for
double-ended steam-line break at hot 0% power.
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The Scenario 2 calculation and extrapolation led to the following conclusions:

(1) The peak pressure was extrapolated to be 11.0 MPa (1596 psia).
,

(2) The minimum downcomer Huid temperature was extrapolated to be 357 K
(186* F).

The Scenario 2 calculation resulted in a continuous cooldown of the primary system due tot

! the continued How of AFW into the affected SG. The primary system developed an asym-
metric natural circulation condition with now in the affected loop and stagnation in the>

remaining two loops.

! 4.3.2.3. Scenario 3: Stuck-open STM PORY at bot 0% power
i

Scenario 3 was initiated with the PORV on steam line A transferring open with the reac-
tor at hot 0% power. It was assumed that the operator tripped off the RCP power when
the primary system pressure fell below 9.07 MPa (1315 psia) but that he failed to isolate
the AFW Gow to the affected SG (SG A). These requirements are summarized in
Table 4.10, and the sequence of events in the scenario calculation is presented in
Table 4.11.

2 2The break size used was 0.009 m (0.098 ft ). This was the PORV size needed to be con-
sistent with the actual plant PORV capacity to pass 73.08 kg/s (161 lbm/s) of saturated
steam to atmosphere at a pressure of 5.45 MPa (790 psia).

Upon occurrence of the break, the SG A secondary pressure fell rapidly. SG B and1

SG C were isolated from the effects of the break because of the steam line check valves
in each steam line upstream of the common steam line header. As a result, the SG B
and SG C secondary pressures remaine.d elevated except for the minor downward drift
associated with the changing heat balance among the SGs. Following the break, the
SG A heat removal rate increased dramatically while SG B and SG C became heat
sources to the primary coolant system. The peak in the SG A heat removal rate,

corresponded to the time at which the SG A downcomer fluid Dashed and removed the
subcooling effect on the outside SG tubes in the lower boiler section.'

The pressure initially fell as primary liquid volume shrank due to the high SG A heat
removal rate. The falling pressure caused the pressurizer heaters to be fully powered at

| 13 s.
;

At 27 s, a SIAS was generated owing to high differential pressure between the common
steam line header and steam line A. Immediate actions caused by the generation of the
SIAS were: closure of the FW bypass valves, tripping of power to the operating MFW
pump, termination of MFW pump recirculation now, initiation of motor driven AFW, and
isolation of letdown flow. The SIAS also caused the llPI and LPI pumps to start. Ilow-
ever, no now could be delivered from these pumps unless the primary system pressure fell
below their respective shutoff heads. Turbine driven AFW Gow was not initiated during
this sequence because two-of three SGs are required to have low level indications, a condi-
tion not met in this scenario.
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Table 4.10. Description of Scenario 3*

Plant initial state *

General description: llot 0% power,0% power after 100 hr of shutdown.

System status:

Turbine: Not latched
Secondary PORV: Automatic control
SDVs: Automatic control
Charging system: Automatic control |

Pressurizer: Automatic control
Engineering safety features: Automatic control
PORVs: Automatic control
Reactor control: Manual
MFW: In bypass mode, manual control to provide 39% level in SGs; I condensate

pump,1 MFWP operating
AFW: Automatic control
MSIVs: Open, automatic control
MFIVs: Closed, automatic control

Transient initiator
A hole appears in steam line A outside containment upstream of the MSIV and down-
stream of the flow restrictor. The hole size corresponds to that of the steam line
PORV.

Additional failures'

Operator fails to isolate AFW to SG A.

Operator reactions to reported information

if SIAS has been generated, operator will trip RCPs when RCS pressure reaches
1300 psig.

"The acronyms used in this table (in the order of their appearance) are: PORY =
power-operated relief valve, SDV = steam dump valve, MFW = main feedwater, SG =
steam generator, MFWP = main feedwater pump, AFW = auxiliary feedwater, MSIV =
main steam isolation valve, MFIV = main feedwater isolation valve, SIAS = safety injec-
tion actuation signal, RCP = reactor coolant pump, and RCS = reactor coolant system.
'Just prior to transient initiator.

' Operator failure or failure of equipment demanded during the transient.
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Table 4.11. Sequence of events for Scenario 3*

Time (s) Event

'

0 Break opens; stuck-open PORV in steam line A; reactor
at hot 0% power.

2 Pressurizer proportional heaters powered.
'

13 Pressurizer backup heaters powered.

! 27 SIAS on high steam-line differential pressure.

Immediate actions caused by SIAS: FW bypass valves closed, MFW
, pump tripped, MFW pump recirculation flow terminated,
j motor-driven AFW initiated, llPI and LPI pumps started (shutoff

heads: IIPI,1470 psia; LPI,145 psia), letdown isolated.

; 30 Steam generator B becomes primary system heat source.

33 Steam generator C becomes primary system heat source.

.

81 Low pressurizer level indication, pressurizer heaters
j tripped off and makeup rate increased.

205 Pressurizer level indication zero (less than 1%).

441 IIPI flow starts (1470-psia primary system pressure).

999 RCPs trip.j

! 1161 RCP rotors stopped.
4

: 1913 Makeup reduced to 15 gpm RCP seal injection only;
pressurizer level > level setpoint.

2455 End of RELAPS calculation.

) 7200 End of extrapolation.

"The acronyms used in this table (in the order of their appearance) are: PORY -

i power operated relief valve, SIAS - safety injection actuation signal, FW =
| feedwater, MFW - main feedwater, AFW - auxiliary feedwater, llPI = high-

pressure injection, LPI = low pressure injection, and RCP = reactor coolant
pump.

J

Owing to the low pressure in SG A and the high pressure in SG B and SG C, all
| AFW flow went to SG A. It was assumed that the operator did not intervene either to

regulate or to isolate the AFW flow. After 800 s, SG A experienced a net increase in4

inventory. Under the influence of declining primary pressure, HPI flow started at 441 s,
and the RCPs tripped at 999 s. The subsequent loss of loop flow isolated SG B and

j SG C such that they no longer acted as heat sources to the primary system. By 2400 s,
these loops stagnated completely. Ilowever, natural circulation continued in loop A owing

i to cooldown. Stagnation of loops B and C occurred because SG B and SG C were heat
i sources to the primary system and the heat added caused sufficient density head difference

i to balance the pressure head which was driving fluid through loop A. Stagnation was not
a result of voiding within the SG B and SG C tubes.

4
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The calculation was terminated at 2455 s because a suitable indication of trends existed
to allow an extrapolation of results to 7200 s. At the end of the calculation, the primary
system pressure was 10.14 MPa (1471 psia) and rising very slowly and the reactor vessel
downcomer fluid temperature was 411 K (281*F) and falling slowly. The SG A
separator was almost flooded and 30% of its steam dome was also flooded. Loop A contip-
ued to circulate throughout the remaining analysis period.

Figure 4.11 shows the downcomer pressure for this scenario. The dashed line (extrapola-
tion) indicates the primary system shrinkage rate exceeded the 15 gpm minimum makeup-

volume addition rate. The extrapolated pressure at 7200 s is 10.13 MPa (1470 psia). I

Figure 4.12 shows the calculated and extrapolated reactor vessel downcomer fluid tem-
perature at an elevation equivalent to the top of the core. The temperature response was
dominated by the affected SG heat removal rate and not by the subcooling effects of IIPI.
For the extrapolation from the end of the calculation to 7200 s it was assumed that the
existing cooldown continued. This was based on an affected SG heat removal rate of 14.4
MW and a core decay heat of 8.2 MW. The extrapolated temperature at 7200 s is
397 K (256*F).

Figure 4.13 shows the extrapolation of the heat transfer coefficient on the inside surface
of the reactor vessel downcomer wall. The extrapolation was performed simply by extend-
ing the trend present at the end of the calculation. This is justified because trends in flow
conditions and temperatures are well established at the end of the calculation.

4.3.2.4. Scenario 4: Three SDVs fall open at full power

Scenario 4 was initiated from full-power steady-state conditions by locking open three-out-
of-five main SDVs. All automatic plant functions with the exception of the MSIV for loop
A were assumed to be operative. It was assumed that the loop A MSIV would fail to
close if a MSIV trip signal were generated; however, this condition was not reached during
the transient. The reactor is tripped at 41.1 s into the transient to simulate an overpower
trip caused by moderator cooldown effects, and the operator was assumed to trip the RCPs
on a low pressurizer pressure signal. These requirements are summarized in Table 4.12.

The sequence of events in the Scenario 4 calculation are presented in Table 4.13. At
0 s, three-out-of five SDVs failed open in the steam line. This hypothetical equipment

2 2malfunction is equivalent to a 0.043 m (0.465-ft ) steam-line break that affects all three
SGs. After the break was initiated, the secondary pressure began to drop, resulting in a
subsequent primary system cooldown. The reactor was tripped at 41.1 s after transient
initiation. This trip was imposed to account for reactor overpower conditions caused by
moderator cooldown effects. The reactor trip was based on a separate effects calculation
used to estimate the reduced average moderator temperature needed to induce overpower
conditions.

After the reactor trip, the primary depressurization rate increased significantly as a conse-
quence of enhanced primary system cooldown caused by a large mismatch between the
core decay power and the much larger total power removal through the SGs. The primary
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Figure 4.11. Scenario 3: Downcomer pressure profile for stuck-open STM PORY at
hot 0% power.
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Figure 4.13. Scenario 3: Downcomer inner wall surface heat transfer coefficient for
stuck-open STM PORY at hot 0% power.

pressure reached a minimum of 6.9 MPa (1000 psia) at 300 s. Although the primary
} cooldown continued after 300 s, repressurization was induced by liquid volumetric addi-

tion from both HP and CVCS injection. By 1100 s, the primary pressure stabilized at
==10 MPa (1450 psia), where injection flow just compensated for coolant shrinkage.

Throughout the simulation, the AFW played a key role in maintaining enough SG mass
inventory to sustain primary side cooldown. After the MFW train was isolated at 52.9 s,
the motor-driven and then the steam-driven AFW systems were activated at approximately
53 s and 99 s, respectively. It was assumed that the operators would make no action to
control or isolate AFW flow until the conditions calling for automatic closure of the
MSIVs existed. However, these specified conditions were not met over the period of the
calculation; therefore, no operator intervention to isolate AFW flow was included. It
should be noted that this circumvention of operator action to mitigate the transient
represents a sequence involving a blatant operator error and is treated as such in the
analysis.

By 600 s, the SGs began to experience net increases in inventory due to AFW flow. At
895 s, the steam-driven AFW pump was lost due to low steam-line pressure affecting tur-
bine operation. SG refill continued but at lower rates corresponding to the motor-driven
AFW capacity. This refill continued to 1700 s, where the RELAPS calculation was ter-
minated.
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Table 4.12. Description of Scenario 4*

sPlant initial state

General description: 100% power, steady state.

System status.

Turbine: Automatic control
Secondary PORV: Automatic control
SDVs: Automatic control

i Charging system: Automatic control
! Pressurizer: Automatic control

Engineering safety features: Automatic control
PORVs: Automatic control
Reactor control: Automatic
MFW: Automatic control
AFW: Automatic control
MSIVs: Open, automatic control
MFIVs: Open, automatic control

Transient initiator

Three SDVs fail open.

Additional failures'

l. Affected SDVs will not close.

2. MSIV A fails to c!ose.

Operator reactions to reported information

1. If SlAS is generated, operator will trip RCPs when RCS pressure reaches 1300
psig.

2. Operator will stop AFW flow to the unaffected SG when liquid carryover is
observed in the main steam line.

3. Operator will stop AFW flow to SG A 10 min after attempted MSIV closure or
when carryover occurs.

4. Operator will fail to close MSIVs during entire 2-hr analysis period.

"The acronyms used in this table (in the order of their appearance) are: PORV =
power-operated relief valve, SDV = steam dump valve, MFW = main feedwater, AFW
= auxiliary feedwater, MSIV = main steam isolation valve, MFIV = main feedwater
isolation valve, SIAS = safety injection actuation signal, RCP = reactor coolant pump,
RCS = reactor coolant system, and SG = steam generator.
6Jost prior to transient initiator.
' Opera:or failure or failure of equipment demanded during the transient.
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Table 4.13. Sequence of events for Scenario 4"

Time (s) Event

0 Three SDVs fail open.

I Proportional heaters on.

5 Proportional heaters reach maximum power.

17.35 Backup heaters on.

41.1 Trip reactor.
)

41.1 Trip turbine.

42 Turbine stop valve closed.

49.85 MFW valves start to close.

52.9 Trip FW pumps.

52.9 MFW valves closed.

52.9 Motor-driven auxiliary feed on.

89.3 Backup and proportional heaters latched off.

98.95 Steam-driven auxiliary feed on.

132.3 SI signal on low pressurizer pressure
(1730 psia).

132.3 CVCS flow reaches maximum due to letdown
isolation.

I
132.3 HPI pumps activated.

175 HPI shutoff head overcome.

180 Pressurizer emptied.

181 RCPs tripped.

300 Transition to natural circulation loop
flow; HPI reaches maximum flow.

895 Steam-driven auxiliary feed off.

I100 Primary side pressure stabilizes at 10 MPa
(1450 psia).

1635 CVCS drops to minimum flow rate of 15 gpm.

1700 End of calculation.

7200 End of extrapolation.

"The acronyms used in this table (in the order of their
appearance) are: SDV = steam dump valve, MFW = main
feedwater, FW = feedwater, SI = safety injection, CVCS
= chemical and volume control system, HPI high-=

pressure injection, and RCP = reactor coolant pump.
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Figure 4.14 presents the calculated and extrapolated pressure response in the reactor
vessel downcomer at an elevation adjacent to the top of the core. Both the HPI and
CVCS systems were responsible for the repressurization of the primary coolant system. |

| Initially, the HPI was significantly larger than the CVCS mass flow rate. Prior to
1100 s, the HPI flow was the principal cause for repressurization of the primary coolant.

,

This condition changed around 1100 s when the primary pressure approached the HPI
shutoff head. The increased primary system mass inventory eventually caused a repressur-
ization of the primary system along with a refilling of the pressurizer.

| At 1100 s, the pressurizer pressure reached a plateau of approximately 10 MPa (1450
| psia). At this time, the primary coolant shrinkage rate due to cooldown effects was bal-

anced by approximately the same amount of liquid volume injected from the HPI and
CVCS systems. During most of the remainder of the simulation, the primary system pres-
sure was maintained at approximately 10 MPa (1450 psia) as the primary system cool-
down continued.

At 4830 s, primary side repressurization was predicted to occur at the time the SG
secondary sides reached atmospheric pressure conditions and the secondary depressuriza-
tion stopped. It was concluded that the core decay power matched the total SG heat
removal rate. As a consequence, when the secondary depressurization and cooldown

; stopped, shrinkage of the primary coolant ceased. Continued CVCS injection then caused
'

a gradual primary side repressurization. By 7200 s, the system pressurized to 11.8 MPa
(1711 psia) with an estimated uncertainty of 1.4 MPa (203 psia). The principal source of
uncertainty in the final primary pressure was the estimated time at which the SGs would
blow down to atmospheric conditions.

Coincident with the stabilization of the secondary side conditions was a stabilization of the
primary side downcomer temperature (see Figure 4.15). After natural circulation had

| been established in the primary coolant loops, the temperatures of the fluid exiting the pri-
| mary side SG outlets were approximately equal to the secondary side SG boiler saturation

temperatures. It was concluded this trend would persist out to 7200 s because of
relatively low primary loop mass flows and because the core decay power out to 7200 s

2 was adequate to maintain the liquid in the SG boiler sections at saturation conditions. At
4830 s, when the SGs reached atmospheric conditions, both the downcomer and cold leg
temperatures were estimated to stabilize at 373 K (212*F). This temperature
corresponds to atmospheric saturation conditions without accounting for the SG boiler
hydrostatic head effects, which would slightly increase the boiler saturation temperature.

The extrapolated values for the cold leg loop flows and downcomer heat transfer coeffi-
cient were maintained at the values calculated at 1700 s (Figure 4.16). These estimates
were made using the assumption that the primary system density gradients that drive the
natural circulation loop flows would not significantly change in the 1700 to 7200 s
period.

The simulation of Scenario 4 indicated that the primary coolant syst:m initially experi-
enced a rapid cooldown and depressurization until about 300 s, followed by a gradual
cooldown as natural circulation continued and heat was transferred to the SG. As a conse-
quence of CVCS and HPI operation, partial recovery of the primary system pressure

,
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Figure 4.14. Scenario 4: Downcomer pressure profile for three SDVs failing open at
full power.
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Figure 4.16. Scenario 4: Downcomer inner wall surface heat transfer coefficient for
three SDVs failing open at full power.

occurred. At 7200 s, the minimum downcomer fluid temperature and subsequent max-
imum pressure were extrapolated to 373 K (212"F) and 11.8 MPa (1711 psia), respec-
tively. .

4.3.3. Runaway Feedwater Calculations

4.3.3.1. Scenario 5: AFW overfeed at full power

Scenario 5 is the only transient in the runaway feedwater category. The transient was ini-
tiated from full-power steady-state conditions when both MFW pumps tripped. The AFW
pumps failed to start wl.en first demanded but, at 8 min into the transient, both the
motor-driven and the turbine-driven AFW pumps were manually started and set to provide
maximum flow. The AFW was terminated when the void fractions in the volumes
representing the steam domes of all the SGs dropped below 50%. This cutoff point simu-
lated the time when liquid carryover would be observed in the steam line. All other con-
trol systems operated as designed in their automatic modes. These requirements are sum-
marized in Table 4.14.

The sequence of events for Scenario 5 is given in Table 4.15. The transient was initiated
by the tripping of both MFW pumps. This trip caused an immediate turbine trip, which,
in turn, caused a reactor trip. The steam control valve closed by I s, simulating the clo-
sure of the turbine isolation value. Also at I s, the SDVs opened on a load rejection sig-
nal. Hot leg temperatures dropped immediately as core power dropped. This cooldown
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Table 4.14. Description of Scenario 5'

Plant initial state *

100% power, steady state.

System status

Turbine: Automatic control
Secondary PORY: Automatic control
SDVs: Automatic control
Charging system: Automatic control i
Pressurizer: Automatic control
Engineering safety features: Automatic control '

PORVs: Automatic control
Reactor control: Automatic
MFW: Automatic control
AFW: Automatic control
MSIVs: Open, automatic control
MFIVs: Open, automatic control

Transient initiator

Both MFW pumps trip simultaneously.

Additional failures'

AFW pumps fail to start on demand.

Operator reactions to reported information

1. Operator initiates actions to correct auxiliary flow problem and restarts all AFW
pumps to provide maximum flow at 8 min; AFW flow at maximum to ah three
SGs and all AFW pu:nps started (feedwater source is condensate tank).

2. Operator will stop all AFW flow when liquid carryover is observed in the main
steam lines.

"The acronyms used in this table (in the order of their appearance) are: MFW = main
feedwater, AFW = auxiliary feedwater, and SG = steam generator.
bJust prior to transient initiator.

' Operator failure or failure of equipment demanded during the transient.
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Table 4.15. Sequence of events for Scenario 5"

'

Time (s) Event

0 Tripped MFW pumps; turbine tripped; reactor tripped.

1 Turbine isolation valve closed; SDVs opened on load rejection; proportional
pressurizer heaters turned on.

3 Backup pressurizer heaters turned on.

4 SDVs closed.

5 MFW valves closed.

29 SDVs opened.

480 AFW, motor and turbine turned on manually.

674 Backup pressurizer heaters turned off (cycle on and off until approximately
950 s).

784 AFW shifts to SG C due to pressure imbalance.

854 SDVs closed.

880 High T.,, dropped below 547*F; steam dump control shifted from plant trip
control (PTC) to steam pressure contro! (SPC).

970 AFW flow shifts to SG B due to pressure imbalance; pressurizer proportional
heaters turned off.

991 Pressurizer sprays turned on (cycle on and off until approximately 1100 s).

1540 AFW flow splits between all three SGs.

1924 AFW flow shifts to SG A due to pressure imbalance.

1976 Pressurizer heaters turned off on low pressurizer level.

2015 SlAS signal on high differential pressure between steam line A and header;
letdown flow isolated.

4

2352 SG A filled and isolated; AFW flow shifted to SG B.

2693 SG B filled and isolated; AFW flow shifted to SG C.

3027 SG C filled and isolated; AFW flow turned off, minimum downcomer tempera-

ture obtained (535 K (503 F)].

! 3131 Pressurizer spray turned on.

3201 Makeup flow at minimum value.

3600 End of calculation.

| 7200 End of transient.

"The acronyms used in this table (in the order of their appearance) are: MFW = main
feedwater, SDV = steam dump valve, AFW = auxiliary feedwater, SG = steam genera-
tor, and SIAS = safety injection actuation signal.
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l

shrank the primary system fluid volume and caused an outsurge from the pressurizer,
t which, in turn, caused the primary system pressure to fall. At 3 s, the pressurizer heaters

came on as a result of the drop in pressure.

At 4 s, the SDVs closed and at 29 s they modulated open to control the primary system
average temperature to 559 K (547'F). The primary pressure continued to fall until
approximately 90 s, at which time the pressurizer heaters overcame the effect of the cool-4

down, and the primary system pressure began to rise. It rose steadily until it reached the
heater control point of 15.6 MPa (2270 psia) at 674 s. The pressurizer heaters then
cycled on and off to hold the pressure at that point. The primary system pressure never
dropped low enough to turn on the HPI or trip eff the RCPs.

Energy removal out the SDVs kept the primary system temperatures near 560 K (548 F)
from 29 s to the start of the AFW system at 8 min (480 s). Both the motor-driven
and the steam-driven AFW systems were started and set to maximum flow. Until warra
water in the AFW lines was flushed out, there was little cooldown of the SGs. At 784 s,
cool AFW entering SG C caused condensation, which lowered the secondary pressure
relative to SG A and SG B. This pressure differential led to preferential AFW flow to
SG C. As SG C filled, its pressure eventually stabilized and the SG secondary pres-
sures came back into balance. At 970 s, preferential flow to SG B commenced. At

i 1300 s, the flow shifted to SG A (not indicated in Table 4.15). After 1540 s the
AFW flow regime alternated between symmetric feeds of the SGs and preferential flow to
a single generator. This behavior continued until 3027 s, when AFW was terminated.

] The minimum downcomer temperature of 535 K (503*F) was obtained at this point.

Figures 4.17 and 4.18 show the calculated and extrapolated downcomer pressure and
temperature, respectively, for Scenaria 5. , Pressurizer sprayer capacity is sufficient to con-
trol primary system pressure during the heatup experienced at the end of this transier.t.
Therefore, the primary system pressure would stay at approximately 16.0 MPa (2320 psia)
through 7200 s. Primary and secondary system temperatures would stay closely coupled
and would rise until the secondary pressure reached 7.03 MPa (1020 psia) at about;

,

4600 s, at which time the SDVs would open to hold SG pressure at that point. This
pressure corresponds to a saturation temperature of 559 K (547*F). The primary tem-
perature would therefore rise until it reached 559 K (547*F) and then stay there through
7200 s. The cold leg temperatures would be essentially the same as the downcomer tem-
perature through 7200 s because the primary coolant pumps would stay on. Cold leg
flow rates would also stay nearly constant through 7200 s because of primary coolant
pump operation.

Figure 4.19 shows the heat transfer coefficient at the outer wall of the downcomer, extra-
polated to 7200 s.

4.3.4. Sanall-Break LOCA Calculations

j LOCA events present stagnated loop conditions which may result in localized low-
'

temperature effects. Five scenarios were identified for this class of transients. Scenario 6
consisted of a 2-1/2-in. hot leg break at full power. Scenario 7 featured a break at full

'
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Figure 4.19. Scenario 5: Downcomer inner wall surface heat transfer coefficient for
overfeed with AFW at full power.

power that was equivalent to a stuck-open PZR PORV; the break was isolated after
10 min. Scenario 8 consisted of a 2-1/2-in. hot leg break at hot 0% ywer. Scenario 9
was characterized by a 2-in. hot leg break at full power. Finally, Scenario 10 featured a
break at hot 0% power that was equivalent to a stuck-open PZR PORV.

4.3.4.1. Scenario 6: 2-1/2-in. bot leg break at full power

Scenario 6 was initiated from the full-power steady-state condition (nominal temperature
and pressure) when a 0.0635-m-diameter (2-1/2-in.) hole appeared in the bottom of the
horizontal section of the hot leg of loop C, just upstream of the pressurizer surge line con-
nection. It was assumed that all systems operated automatically as designed. Two opera-

| tor actions were required: (1) to trip the RCPs when the primary pressure reached 9.1
' MPa (1315 psia), if a SlAS signal has been generated, and (2) throttle AFW flow to

maintain a 40% narrow range level in each of the SGs. The transient scenario is summar- .

| ized in Table 4.16.

; The sequence of events for the scenario is presented in Table 4.17. As noted above, the
| small break was assumed to occur at 0 s in the bottom of the loop C hot leg. The pri-
| mary system rapidly depressurized. Both the proportional and the backup heaters were
! turned on to recover the pressure. Also, as a result of the break, the pressurizer level

rapidly decreased and the makeup flow increased to compensate for the lost liquid inven-
tory.
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Table 4.16. Description of Scenario 6'

Plant initial state *
100% power, steady state.

System status

Turbine: Automatic control
Secondary PORV: Automatic control
SDVs: Automatic control
Charging system: Automatic control
Pressurizer: Automatic control
Engineering safety features: Automatic control
PORVs: Automatic control
Reactor control: Automatic
MFW: Automatic control
AFW: Automatic control
MSIVs: Open, automatic control
MFIVs: Open, automatic control

Transient initiator

A 0.0635-m-diameter (2%-in.) hole appears in the loop C hot leg.

Additional failures'

None.

Operator reactions to reported inforn$ation

1. If SIAS is generated, the operator will trip the RCPs when RCS pressure reaches
1300 psig.

2. Operator will throttle AFW flow to maintain 40% SG level.

"The acronyms used in this table (in the order of their appearance) are: SIAS = safety
injection actuation signal, RCP = reactor coolant pump, RCS = reactor coolant system,
AFW = auxiliary feedwater, and SG = steam generator.
6Just prior to transient initiator.
' Operator failure or failure of equipment demanded during the transient.

At ~16 s, the reactor tripped on two-out-of-three reactor over-temperature AT signals.
The primary depressurization rate increased due to the rapid reduction in core power and a
lag in the response of the primary to secondary heat removal rate. The steam dump con-
trol system changed from load rejection mode to PTC mode at the time of the reactor trip
to bring the plant average temperature down to 559 K (547*F). The SDVs opened and
closed due to a large mismatch between the plant average temperature and the
temperature t:t point in the PTC mode and an undershoot of a lead-lag controller in the
PTC system logic.
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Table 4.17. Sequence of events for Scenario 6'

Time (s) Event

0 0.0635-m-diameter (2%-in.) break appears
in bottom of loop C hot leg; primary system
depressurizes and pressurizer heaters energize.

16 Reactor trips on 2/3 reactor over-temperature
! AT signal; turbine stop valves close; steam dump

i

system switches to PTC mode. I

l

25 Pressurizer heaters deenergize due to pres- !
surizer level dropping below 14.4% of measured !

level.

27 SIAS received on low pressurizer presstae; MFW
pumps trip; MFW valves close; motor-driven
AFW initiated.

40 HPI flow initiated; steam-driven AFW initiated.

50 Pressurizer empty; SDVs open.

55 RCPs trip; vessel upper head begins to void.

295 T,ygdrops below 559 K (547*F); steam dump
system switched to SPC; SDVs close.

400 Hot legs and SG tubes void; natural
circulation to loops A and B stops.

607 AFW flow to SG C stops due to 40%
narrow range level criteria.

,

849 AFW flow to SG B stops due to 40%
narrow range level criteria.

989 AFW flow to SG A stops due to 40%
narrow range level criteria.

1000 Natural circulation to loop C stops.

2440 Accumulator flow initiated.

2800 Transient terminated; reactor vessel downcomer
pressure and temperature are 3.6 MPa (522 psia) and
362 K (193 F) respectively.

"The acronyms used in this table (in the order of their appearance)
are: PTC = plant trip control, SIAS = safety injection actuation
signal, MFW = main feedwater, AFW = auxiliary feedwater, HPI
= high-pressure injection, SDV = steam dump valve, RCP =
reactor coolant pump, SPC = steam pressure control, and SG =
steam generator.
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) Also as a result of the reactor trip, the break mass flow rate increased owing primarily to j
an increase in the pressurizer surge line outflow rate. At the time of the reactor trip, the !

,

primary system depressurized; how ver, the pressurizer did not depressurize as fast owing
i to the energized pressurizer heaters trying to maintain pressure.

f At 25 s, the pressurizer level dropped below 14.4%, the heaters were turned off, the driv- I

ing potential decreased, and the break mass flow rate decreased.;

!

At approximately 27 s, the primary system had dropped to 11.9 MPa (1730 psia),
actuating the SIAS. As a consequence, the MFW valves closed, isolating the MFW from

1 the SG secondaries. The MFW pumps tripped on low flow and the heater drain flow was
terminated. At the termination of the MFW pump power, the motor-driven AFW system
was activated and AFW began flowing into the SGs.

3

By 40 s, the primary system pressure had dropped below the HPI shutoff head and HPI
flow into each cold leg was initiated. Also at this time, two out of three SGs had reached

,

j the low-low level signal set point and the steam-driven AFW flow was initiated to the SGs.

Between 50 and 55 s, several events occurred. At approximately 50 s, the undershoot
of the lead-lag controller in the PTC system had corrected itself and the SDVs opened.

| Also by this time,1 pressurizer was completely empty. At approximately 55 s, the pri-
i mary system y ressure had dropped below 9.1 MPa (1315 psia) and the RCPs were tripped.

As the pumps soasted down, the loop flow transitioned from full flow to natural circula-
tion.

1
i

| At approximately 150 s, vo: ding of the reactor vessel upper head had been completed and
i voiding in the upper plenum, downcomer above the irilet annulus, and hot legs had com-

menced. Two-phase fluid reached the break and the break mass flow drastically dropped.
Vapor generation in the vessel upper plenum and the reduction in the break flow rate
resulted in a stabilization of the primary system pressure for approximately 150 s.

i

| At approximately 300 s, the highest average temperature dropped below 559 K (547*F) I

and the steam dump system control changed from PTC mode to SPC mode, closing the
SDVs. Between 300 and 1000 s, vapor generation and condensation effects resulted in
perturbations in the primary system pressure response as the loops and upper plenum
drained.

i As specified in the scenario, the operator controlled the secondary level around the 40%
.

narrow range level. At approximately 600 s, the level in SG C reached the 40% level
| and AFW flow to that SG was terminated. AFW flow to the SG A and SG B was ter-

minated at approximately 849 and 989 s, respectively.

By approximately 400 s, enough voiding in loops A and B had occurred that natural cir-
culation had stopped and these loops were very nearly stagnant throughout the remainder

.,

i of the calculation However, owing to the effects of the break, loop C continued to circu-

| late until approximately 1000 s. At this time, the liquid in the loop C SG tubes and hot
i leg had drained and natural circulation was lost.

I
J
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When the loop C hot leg had drained at 1000 s, high-quality fluid was at the break,
resulting in a sharp decrease in the break mass flow. The total primary inflow from HPI

i and makeup after this time equaled or exceeded the break mass flow. The primary system
depressurization was stopped and a slow repressurization began, owing mainly to volume
expansion from vapor generation in the primary loops and vessel and wall heat transfer to
the fluid. The repressurization continued until approximately 1800 s, when the energy
removal at the break exceeded core power and energy addition from primary metal mass',

(heat removal through the SGs was negligible at this time). From 1800 s to the termina-
] tion of the calculation, primary system pressure decreased primarily because of energy
i removal at the break.

| At approximately 2440 s, the primary system pressure dropped below 4.6 MPa (673 psia)
and accumulator injection began. With accumulator flow, the total mass inflow to the
primary system and the break mass flow were nearly equal. The primary system was

;

slowly refilling when the calculation was terminated at 2800 s. The primary system pres-
sure at the termination of the calculation was 3.6 MPa (522 psia) and decreasing, and the
reactor vessel downcomer fluid temperature was 362 K (193 F) and decreasing.

An extrapolation of the pressure to 2 hr is shown in Figure 4.20. At the termination of
the transient, heat removal from the primary to the secondary was nearly zero and the pri-
mary system was gaining very little mass due to the total emergency core cooling (ECC)
mass inflow (including accumulator flow) equaling the break mass flow rate. It was
estimated that the primary system would continue to depressurize as shown in Fig-
ure 4.20 until the break flow and total ECC inflow were balanced and energy removal
through the break or SGs was balanced with the core decay power. It was estimated this
steady state would occur at approximately 3200 s at a pressure of 0.9 MPa (142 psia),
which is just below the LPI shutoff head. The addition of LPI fluid is sufficient to hold

,

the pressure at 0.9 MPa (142 psia) through the remainder of the 2-hr period of PTS con-
cern.

Figure 4.21 shows the extrapolation of the reactor vessel downcomer temperature. Loop
mass flows at the end of the calculation were nearly equal to the ECC flow rate (essen-
tially stagnant), and the downcomer temperature was approaching the temperature of the
ECC Duid temperature of 305 K (90 F). It was estimated that the reactor vessel down-
comer temperature would be dominated by the ECC fluid temperature because of loop
flow stagnation and would decrease until it approached the temperature of the ECC fluid.
Mixing of the cold leg fluid coming from the upper head and plenum leakage paths would
keep the reactor vessel downcomer temperature slightly above the cold leg temperature.
The estimated reactor vessel downcomer temperature at 2 hr was 310 K (100*F).

Figure 4.22 shows the extrapolation of the reactor vessel downcomer inner surface wall
heat transfer coefficient. After the RCPs tripped, the wall-to-fluid heat transfer regime
changed to a natural circulation / pool boiling mode as the loop flow transitioned from
forced flow, to natural circulation, to stagnation. It was estimated that after 2800 s the
wall heat transfer coefficient would not change significantly.
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Figure 4.20. Scenario 6: Downcomer pressure profile for 2-1/2-in. hot leg break at full
power.
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Figure 4.22. Scenario 6: Downcomer inner wall surface heat transfer coefficient for
2-1/2-in. hot leg break at full power.

-

4.3.4.2. Scenario 7: PZR PORV-size break at full power

Scenario 7 was initiated from the full-power steady-state condition by a PZR PORV-size
break. The PORV was closed 10 min into the transient to simulate an operator cicsing a
block valve. It was assumed this block valve would prevent any further tiow through
either PORV. All other control systems operated in their automatic modes. These
requirements are summarized in Table 4.18.

The detailed sequence of events for this transient is presented in Table 4.19. The tran-
sient was initiated by the opening of one PZR PORV. The primary system pressure began
to fall as mass was lost out of the PORV; however, almost all other parameters in the
plant remained essentially unchanged until 33.4 s, at which time the reactor was tripped.
The reactor tripped on 2-out-of-3 reactor over-temperature / Tsignals.

Following the reactor trip, the primary system pressure dropped more rapidly as the pri-
mary system cooled. By 45 s, the TSVs were closed, and the SDVs had opened on a load
rejection signal, staying open for 3 s. The FW valves also began to close following the
reactor trip, and by 52 s they were completely closed. The MFW pumps tripped and
both the motor-driven and the turbine-driven AFW pumps began delivering FW at 54 s.
At 72 s, the SDVs modulated open and brought the primary system average temperature
down to 560 K (547'F).
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Table 4.18. Description of Scenario 7'

Plant initial state'

100% power, steady state.

System status
Turbine: Automatic control
Secondary PORV: Automatic control
SDVs: Automatic control
Charging system: Automatic control ,

Pressurizer: Automatic control
'

Engineering safety features- Automatic control
PORVs: Automatic control 1

Reactor control: Automatic
MFW: Automatic control
AFW: Automatic control
MSIVs: Open, automatic control
MFIVs: Open, automatic control

Transient initiator

PZR PORV transfers full open.

Additional failures'

PORV blocking valve will not close until 10 min into transient.

Operator reactions to reported information

1. The operator shuts PORV blocking valve at 10 min into transient.

2. If SIAS is generated, operator will trip the RCPs when RCS pressure reaches
1300 psig.

'The acronyms used in this table (in the order of their appearance) are: PZR PORV =
pressurizer power-operated relief valve, PORV = power-operated relief valve, SIAS =
safety injection actuation signal, RCP reacier coolant pump, and RCS = reactor coolant
system.
6Just prior to transient initiator.
' Operator failure or failure of equipment demanded during the transient.

At i13 s, the primary system pressure dropped below 10.1 MPa (1470 psia), and HPI
flow was initiated. At 139 s, the primary system pressure dropped below 9.07 MPa
(1315 psia), and the RCPs were tripped. Hot leg temperatures then increased and cold leg
temperatures decreased as the loop flow rate dropped. By approximately 300 s, a stable
natural circulation flow was established in e'l three loops as energy was added to the pri-
mary fluid from decay heat and removed through the SGs. By 180 s, the primary system
pressure had dropped to the saturation pressure of the fluid in the reactor vessel upper
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Table 4.19. Sequence of events for Scenario 7'

Time (s) Event

0.0 PZR PORV opens.

33.4 Reactor trips on 2/3 reactor AT; turbine stop
valve closes; FW valves begin to close.

34 SDV opens.

37 SDV closes.

52 FW valves close.

54 MFW pumps trip.

72 SDV opens.

113 HPI flow initiated on low primary system pressure.

139 RCPs trip on low primary system pressure.

180 Reactor vessel upper head fluid saturates and
begins to flash.

272 SDV control shifted to steam pressure control
(SPC) mode; dump valve closes.

278 Normalized pressurizer level goes scale high.

600 PZR PORV block valve closes.

620 AFW flow shifts to SG C due to pressure imbalance.

674 AFW flow to SG C isolated; flow shifts to SG B.

706 AFW flow to SG B isolated; flow shifts to SG A.

848 AFW flow to SG A isolated; all AFW flow stopped.

947 Minimum reactor vessel downcomer temperature reached
[538 K (509*F)].

1490 Reactor vessel upper head refills with liquid.

1506 Primary system pressure rises above HPI shutoff
head; HPI flow stops.

1840 SDVs open.

2088 PZR SRV opens and then immediately closes.

2200 End of calculation.

"The acronyms used in this table (in the order of their appearance)
are: PZR PORV = pressurizer power-operated relief valve, SDV =
steam dump valve, FW = feedwater, MFW = main feedwater, HPI
= high-pressure injection, RCP = reactor coolant pump, AFW =
auxiliary feedwater, SG = steam generator, and PZR SRV = pres-
surizer safety relief valve.
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head, and the fluid there began to flash. As liquid was forced out of the upper head when
the bubble there grew, liquid surged into the pressuriier, rapidly increasing the pressurizer
level over its indicated range at 278 s, although the pressurizer was not completely full.
Some voids also formed at the top of the vessel downcomer.

|

| The total HPI flow exceeded the flow out the PORV very soon after HPI initiation. At
approximately 300 s, the volumetric injection of the HPI system exceeded the volume lost
out the PORV, and the primary system began to repressurize. Repressurization was very
slow at first. At 600 s, the PZR PORV was closed, simulating the closure of a block

I valve by an operator. The rate of repressurization increased at that time, but was still
i fairly slow as the voids in the reactor vessel upper head and downcomer collapsed.

Condensation effects caused pressure imbalance effects that preferentially directed all*

AFW flow to SG C, SG B, and SG A in sequence. AFW flow to the respective SGs
was isolated on attainment of 40% level. Natural circulation flows promoted thermal
equilibration of the primary and SG secondaries. During this equilibration period, the
minimum downcomer temperature of 538 K (509 F) was reached at 947 s or 100 s,

i after AFW isolation.

After the isolation of the AFW system and equilibration, the heat sink for the primary sys-
tem was lost, and the primary system began heating up. The primary system was also
being filled by the HPI flow. At 934 s, the pressurizer went liquid full, and at 1490 s

i the upper head of the reactor vessel completely filled with liquid. The primary system
1 pressure then rose rapidly, exceeding the HPI shutoff head of 10.1 MPa (1470 psia) at '

1506 s. HPI flow stopped, and the primary pressure continued to increase because the
l primary fluid was swelling as it heated up and the CVCS was still injecting water at its

3minimum rate [9.2 X 10'd m /s (15 gpm)].

At 1840 s, secondary pressures had risen to 7.03 MPa (1020 psia), and the SDVs opened
I to hold the pressure at that point. This pressure corresponds to a saturation temperature

of 559 K (547*F). Therefore, the SDVs modulated to control the primary and secondary
~ fluid temperatures close to 559 K (547*F) through the end of the calculation. Primary

system pressure rose high enough to open the pressurizer safety relief valve (PZR SRV)
once, very briefly, at 2088 s. The primary system pressure then stayed stable at just

; under the PZR SRV set point,17.5 MPa (2535 psia), through the end of the calculation.
I At the end of the calculation, at 2200 s, both the downcomer pressure and the tempera-

ture were stable - at 17.5 MPa (2535 psia) and 560 K (548*F), respectively.

| Figures 4.23 and 4.24 show the downcomer pressure and temperature extrapolated to
i 7200 s. The SDV capacity was more than sufficient to remove the decay heat, so the

primary system temperatures would stay very close to 560 K (548*F) out through!
,

7200 s. Because mass was still being added to the primary system by the CVCS, the j
PZR SRV would occasionally open to relieve the pressure, and the primary system would j,

] remain at the valve's set point,17.5 MPa (2535 psia), out through 7200 s. Mass flow in
I all three loops would act symmetrically, and since a stable natural circulation flow had

| been established, the flow rates would stay essentially constant from the end of the calcula-
'

tion out through 7200 s. The heat transfer coefficient in the downcomer (Figure 4.25)
was a strong function of the mass flow rate and would also remain essentially constant
through 7200 s.
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Figure 4.23. Scenario 7: Downcomer pressure profile for PZR PORV-size break at full
power (break isolated at 10 min).
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Figure 4.24. Scenario 7: Downcomer temperature profile for PZR PORV-size break at
full power (break isolated at 10 min).
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Figure 4.25. Scenario 7: Downcomer inner well surface heat transfer coefficient for
PZR PORV-size break at full power (break isolated at 10 min).

4.3.4.3. Scenario 8: 2-1/2-in. bot leg break at hot 0% power

Scenario 8 was initiated by a small hot Icg break while the reactor was at hot 0% power.
TN break was located at the bottom of the hot leg C, near the connection to the pressur-
izer surge line, and had a diameter of 0.0635 m (2-1/2-in.). The operators wrt asumed
to trip the RCPs when the primary coolant pressure dropped below 9.07 MPa (1315 psia).
The operators were also assumed to control AFW flow to maintain SG narrow range levels
at 40%. These requirements are summarized in Table 4.20.

The detailed sequence of events for the transicat, which started when the break opened at
0.0 s, is given in Table 4.21. The backup and proportional heaters were energized
within I s and were tripped at 6 s because of low pressurizer level. The makeup pumps
delivered maximum flow after 7 s. A SIAS was generated at 21 s when the pressurizer
pressure dropped to 11.93 MPa (1730 psia). This SIAS caused the following actions: the
HPI pumps started, the operating MFW pump tripped, the MFW bypass valves closed,
motor-driven AFW flow started, and the letdown isolation valve closed. The RCPs were
tripped at 32 s to simulate an operator action taken when the pressurizer pressure
dropped to 9.07 MPa (1315 psia).

Flow out the break caused the pressurizer pressure to decrease rapidly. HPI was delivered
to the cold legs after 29 s, when the pressure dropped below 10.1 MPa (1470 psia),
which was the shutoff head of the HPI pumps. The depressurization rate slowed at 53 s
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Table 4.20. Descrig. tion of Scenario 8'
1

Plant initial state *

Ilot 0% power,0% power after 100 hr of shutdown.

System status

Turbine: Not latched, TSVs closed
Secondary PORV: Automatic control |

|SDVs: Automatic control
Charging system: Automatic control
Pressurizer: Automatic control
Engineering safety features: Automatic control
PORVs: Automatic control
Reactor control: Manual
MFW: In bypass mode, manual control to provide 39% level in SGs; I condensate

pump,1 MFWP operating
AFW: Automatic control
MSIVs: Open, automatic control
M FIVs: Closed, automatic control

Transient initiator

A 0.0635-m-diameter (2% in.) hole appears in the loop C hot leg.

Additional failures''

None.

Operator reactions to reported information

1. If SIAS is generated, operator will trip RCPs when RCS pressure reaches 1300
psig.

2. Operator will throttle AFW flow to maintain 40% SG level.

'The acronyms used in this table (in the order of their appearance) are: SIAS = safety
injection actuation signal, RCP = reactor coolant pump, RCS = reactor coolant system,
AFW = auxiliary feedwater, and SG = steam generator.
6Just prior to transient initiator.
' Operator failure or failure of equipment demanded during the transient.

when flashing began in the SG U-tubes. The secondary sides of the SGs began acting as
heat sources at 57 s. The pressure remained nearly constant between 57 s and 370 s
because of heat transfer, first from the SGs and then from the core. This heat transfer
produced enough steam to compensate for the volumetric flow out the break. The steam
production in the core dropped at - 370 s because of an increase in flow into the reactor
vessel that caused the core to subcool. Without the steam production in the core to main-
tain the pressure, the break was able to depressurize the reactor coolant system.
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Table 4.21. Sequence of events for Scenario 8'

Time (s) Event

0 Break opens.

I Heaters on.

6 Heaters off.

7 Maximum makeup flow.

17 Pressurizer emptied.

21 SIAS; MFW pump trips; bypass valves close; AFW
initiated; letdown isolated; HPI pumps started.

29 HPI initiated.

32 RCPs tripped.

53 Flashing in U-tubes.

57 SG secondaries acting as heat source.

100 Voiding begins in upper head.

125 Voiding begins in core.

300 Upper head completely voided.

400 Core subcooled.

470 AFW off.

- ' " 800 U-tubes voided.-

1040 Accumulator flow initiated.

1300 Break recovered.

1650 Vessel refilled; U-tubes refilling.

1740 Calculation terminated.

"The acronyms used in this table (in the order of their appear-
ance) are: SIAS = safety injection actuation signal, MFW =
main feedwater, AFW = auxiliary feedwater, HPI = high-
pressure injection, RCP = reactor coolant pump, and SG =
steam generator.

The reactor coolant pressure dropped to the accumulator pressure of 4.65 MPa (675 psia)
at 1040 s, initiating accumulator flow. The pressure remained nearly constant after
1650 s, when the reactor coolant system was refilled to the point where liquid droplets
entered the U-tubes. The subsequent heat transfer from the hot SG secondaries stopped

i the depressurization of the reactor coolant system.
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Voids first appeared in the reactor coolant system in the SG U-tubes at 53 s. The upper
j head began draining at 100 s and was completely voided by 300 s. Voids formed in the
j core at 125 s owing to a reduction in flow following the RCP trip at 32 s. An increase

in core inlet flow at 370 s brought subcooled liquid into the core, causing the voids in the1

core to disappear by 400 s. The core was subcooled for the remainder of the calculation.
The SG U-tubes were voided completely by 800 s, and by 900 s the loops had drained
down to the elevation of the hot leg nozzles. Accumulator injection began at 1040 s,

} starting the refill of the reactor coolant rystem. The reactor vessel had completely refilled
f at 1650 s, as evidenced by the void fraction in the upper head going to zero. By 1650 s,
j the hot legs had nearly refilled and liquid drops were entering the U-tubes.
!

] Following the RCP trip and the appearance of voids in the SG U-tubes, a stagnated flow
I

ngime was set up. Drainage flows and related phenomer.a delayed stagnation to 900 s, l
'

'

; after which HPI and accumulator flows accounted for all remaining loop flows.

| The minimum calculated downcomer fluid temperature was 329 K (133*F) and occurred
| at 1616 s. The calculated downcomer pressure at 1616 s was 1.77 MPa (257 psia).
4 The calculation was terminated at 1740 s. '

j The calculated and extrapolated fluid pressure for Scenario 8 is shown in Figure 4.26.
; The extrapolated pressure was kept constant at 1.3 MPa (190 psia) until 2700 s, when
| the SG secondaries would have cooled to the primary saturation temperature, based on the
; calculated heat transfer rate at 1740 s. The pressure then decreased to below the shutoff

head of the LPI pumps and remained constant thereafter. The final pressure value was
; determined from steady-state mass and energy balances. At steady state, the break flow
j equaled the sum of the HPI and LPI flows and removed core decay power. The steady-

state downconter pressure was 0.97 MPa (140 psia). The steady-state fluid temperature ati

; the break was 320 K (120*F), and the break was covered with subcooled liquid.

The corresponding downcomer fluid temperature is shown in Figure 4.27. As with the
i pressure, the extrapolated temperature was constant between 1740 s, when the

calculation terminated, and 2700 s, when the SG secondaries cooled to primary satura-
tion temperature. The downcomer temperature was 6 K (10*F) above the HPI/LPI
temperature because of bypass and leakage flows within the reactor vessel.

1

The heat transfer coefficient for the reactor vessel wall is shown in Figure 4.28. The'

extrapolation assumed a constant coefficient that was equal to the average calculated value
; during the reflooding of the U-tubes until the SG secondaries were cooled to primary

saturation temperature at 2700 s. The heat transfer coefficient was then assumed to,

2 2decrease to 320 W/m -K (58 Btu /hr ft *F), based on a forced convection heat transfer
correlation (Dittus-Boelter) and the combined HPI and LPI flow at 7200 s.

i

i
*

i 4.3.4.4. Scenario 9: 2-in. bot leg break at full power

! The Scenario 9 transient was initiated from the full-power steady-state condition (nominal
i temperature and pressure), and all control systems were assumed to be in their automatic >

',( mode and to operate as designed. The transient initiator was a 0.0508-m-diameter (2-in.)
4

3
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Figure 4.26. Scenario 8: Downcomer pressure profile for 2-1/2-in. bot leg break at hot
0% power.
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Figure 4.27. Scenario 8: Downconter temperature profile for 2-1/2-in. bot leg break at
hot 0% power.
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Figure 4.28. Scenario 8: Downcomer inner wall surface heat transfer coefficient for
2-1/2-in. hot leg break at hot 0% power.

.

hole appearing in the bottom of tne horizontal section of the loop C hot leg, just upstream
of the pressurizer surge line connection. As indicated in the transient scenario given in
Table 4.22, if a SIAS was generated, the reactor operator was to trip the RCPs when the
primary pressure reached 9.1 MPa (1315 psia). The operator was also to isolate the AFW
flow 10 min into the transient. A transient scenario description is provided in Table 4.22.

Changes made to the steady-state model to initiate the small hot leg break included the
addition of a break valve in the loop C hot leg connected to a time-dependent volume set
at atmospheric conditions. The break components were set to represent a break at the bot-
tom of the hot leg pipe. The valve was set to open at the initiation of the transient.

The sequence of events for the transient is given in Table 4.23. The break was assumed
to occur at 0.0 s in the bottom of the loop C hot leg. The primary system rapidly depres-
surized. Both the proportional and backup heaters were turned on to recover the pressure.
Also, as a result of the break, the pressurizer level rapidly decreased and the makeup flow
increased to compensate for the lost liquid inventory. .

At approximately 24 s, the reactor tripped on 2-out-of-3 reactor over-temperature AT
signals. The TSVs closed and secondary pressures began to increase. The primary system
depressurization rate increased due to the rapid reduction in core power and a lag in the
response of the primary-to-secondary heat removal rate. The steam dump control system
changed from load rejection mode to PTC mode at the time of the reactor trip and the
SDVs opened to bring the plant average temperature down to 559 K (547 F).
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Table 4.22. Description of Scenario 9'

Plant initial state'

General description: 100% power, steady state.

System status
,

Turbine: Automatic control
Secondary PORY: Automatic control
SDVs: Operative / automatic control
Charging system: Automatic control
Pressurizer: Automatic control
Engineering safety features: Automatic control
PORVs: Automatic control
Reactor control: Automatic
MFW: Automatic control
AFW: Automatic control
MSIVs: Open, automatic control
Mrth Opca, aatomane control

Transient initiator

A 2-in, hole appears in the hot leg.

Additional failures'

None.

Operator reactions to repartM information

I if SIAS is generated, operator will trip RCPs when RCS pressure reaches 1300
psig.

2. Operator will terminate AFW flow at 10 min.

"The acronyms used in this table (in the order of their appearance) are: PORV =
power-operated relief valve, SDV = steam dump valve, MFW = main feedwater, AFW
= auxiliary feedwater, MSIV = main steam isolation valve, MFIV = main feedwater
isolation valve, SIAS = safety injection actuation signal, RCP = reactor coolant pump,
and RCS = reactor coolant system.
6Just prior to transient initiator.
' Operator failure or failure of equipment demanded during the transient.

1
,
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Table 4.23. Sequence of events for Scenario 9'

Time (s) Event

0 0.0508-m-diameter (2-in.) break appears;

1 in bottom of loop C hot leg.

24 Reactor trips; TSVs close.

34 Pressurizer heaters deenergize due to low
1 pressurizer level.

39 SI signal received on low pressurizer
level; MFW pumps trip; MFW valves
close; motor-driven AFW initiates.

45 Steam-driven AFW initiates.

60 HPI flow initiates.

78 RCPs trip on low primary system
pressure; reactor vessel upper head starts

,

to void.

600 All AFW flow terminates
(per scenario description).

2000 Loop flows stagnated.

4056 Accumulator flow initiated.

5983 Calculation terminated.
7200 End of extrapolation.

'

"The acronyms used in this table (in the order of their
appearance) are: TSV = turbine stop valve, SI =
safety injection, MFW = main feedwater, AFW =

'

auxiliary feedwater, HPI = high-pressure injection,
; and RCP = reactor coolant pump.
4

As a result of the reactor trip, the break mass flow rate increased. This increase was due
primarily to an increase in the pressurizer surge line outflow rate. At the time of the reac-
tor trip, the primary system depressurized; however, the pressurizer did not depressurize as
fast owing to the energized pressurizer heaters trying to maintain 15.5 MPa (2250 psia).
This increased the driving potential on the fluid in the presurizer surge line, resulting in;

!' the increased mass flow. At approximately 34 s, the pressurizer level dropped below
I 14.4%,' the heaters were turned off, the driving potential decreased, and the break mass

flow rate decreased.

At approximately 39 s, the primary system pressure had dropped to 11.9 MPa (1730-
,

psia), actuating the SIAS. As a consequence, the MFW valves closed, isolating MFW,

from the SGs. The MFW pumps tripped on low flow and the heater drain flow was ter-
minated. At the termination of MFW pump power, the motor-driven AFW system was
activated and AFW began flowing into SG A and SG B.
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At 45 s, 2-out-of-3 SGs had reached the low-low level signal set point and steam-drhmn
AFW flow was initiated to the SGs. With both the motor-driven and steam-driven AFW
systems operating, the levels in SG A and SG B began to increase. Primary system
pressure had dropped below the HPJ shutoff head by approximately 60 s, and flow from
this system was established to each cold leg.

At approximately 78 s the primary system pressure had dropped below 9.1 MPa (1315
psia) and the RCPs were tripped. As the pumps coasted down, the loop flow transitioned
from full flow to natural circulation. Primary system heat removal was nearly equal to
decay power and the secondary system pressures began to decrease owing to the influence
of the cold AFW and heat removal through the SDVs. Primary system depressurization
was slowed as a result of the equalization between decay heat generation and flow out the
break with vapor generation in the reactor vessel upper head (as a result of the pressure
there reaching the saturation pressure of the fluid).

At approximately 248 s, the reactor vessel upper head had completel'y voided and voiding
in the upper plenum, downcomer above the inlet annulus, and hot legs commenced. Two-
phase fluid reached the break and the break mass flow drastically dropped.

,

At approximately 300 s, the high average temperature dropped below 559 K (547'F)

] and the steam dump system control changed from the PTC mode to the SPC mode. The
SDVs closed, and secondary system depressurization was continued solely due to cooldown
effects from the addition of cold AFW flow. Between 300 and 1000 s, vapor generation'

and condensation effects resulted in perturbations in the primary system pressure response

| as the loops and upper plenum drained. Two-phase flow periodically reaching the break

'j also contributed to the pressure oscillations. Also contributing to the primary system pre-
sure response during this time was the primary-to-secondary heat removal rate, which was
affected by the amount of AFW the SGs were receiving. The common header for each
AFW system (steam- and motor-driven) was modeled and the flow to each SG was deter-*

| mined by the differential pressure between the header and the SG. At times, one SG
received all of the flow in a manner similar to that discussed for Scenario 6. As specified
in the scenario description, the operator terminated AFW to each SG at 10 min.

By approximately 2000 s, enough voiding in all loops had occurred that natural circula-
tion had stopped and the loops were very nearly stagnant throughout the remainder of the
calculatio :

At 4056 s, the primary system pressure dropped below 4.6 MPa (673 psia) and accumu-
lator injection began. The calculation was terminated at 5983 s with the primary system
slowly refilling. The primary sypem pressure at the termination of the calculation was 2.8
MPa (4% psia) and decreasing, and the reactor vessel downcomer fluid temperature was

,

333 K (141 F) and decreasing.

Extrapolations of the pressure, temperature and heat transfer coefficient in the reactor
vessel downcomer to 2 hr are shown in Figures 4.29 through 4.31. At the termination of
the calculation, heat removal to the SGs was nearly zero and the primary system was gain-
ing mass due to total ECC flow exceeding break flow. It was estimated that the primary
system depressurization trend at the end of the calculation would continue as shown in
Figure 4.29. The resulting extrapolated pressure at 7200 s was 2.0 MPa (290 psia).
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Figure 4.29. Scenario 9: Downcomer pressure profile for 2-in. bot leg break at full
power.
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Figure 4.31. Scenario 9: Downcomer inner wall surface beat transfer coefficient for
2-in. bot leg break at full power.

The corresponding reactor vessel downcomer temperature extrapolation is shown in Fig-
ure 4.30. Again, the trend was expected to continue and the estimated temperature at
7200 s was 310 K (100*F).

The reactor vessel downcomer wall heat transfer coefficient is shown in Figure 4.31. The
coefficient was declining smoothly at the end of the calculation owing to the decreasing
fluid temperature in the downcomer and changing fluid properties that affect the Dittus-
Boelter heat transfer correlation.

4.3.4.5. Scenario 10: PZR PORV-size break at bot 0% power

Scenario 10 was initiated with a PZR PORV-size break at a hot 0% power condition. The
operator was assumed to trip the RCP power when the primary system pressure fell below
9.07 MPa (1300 psig). The scenario is summarized in Table 4.24, and the sequence of
events for the transient is listed in Table 4.25.

At 0 s, a PZR PORV-size break was assumed to occur in the hot leg of the primary
coolant system. As a result of the break, the primary system pressure fell, causing the
pressurizer proportional heaters and the backup heaters to be powered. The pressurizer
level indication fell owing to the fluid volume lost through the break, and this first caused
the makeup rate to increase and then tripped off the pressurizer heater power.
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Table 4.24. Description of Scenario 10'

Plant initial state *

liot 0% power,0% power after 100 hr of shutdown.

System status

Turbine: Not latched, TSVs closed
Secondary PORV: Automatic control
SDVs: Automatic control
Charging system: Automatic control
Pressurizer: Automatic control
Engineering safety features: Automatic control
PORVs: Automatic control
Reactor control: hianual
h1FW: In bypass mode, manual control to provide 39% level in SGs; I condensate

pump, I h1FWP operating
AFW: Automatic control
h1SIVs: Open, automatic control
h1FIVs: Closed, automatic control

Transient initiator

PZR PORV-size break.

Additional failures'

None.

Operator reactions to reported information

1. If SIAS is generated, operator will trip the RCPs when RCS pressure reaches
1315 psig.

2. Operator will throttle AFW flow to maintain 40% SG level.

"The acronyms used in this table (in the order of their appearance) are: PZR PORV =
pressurizer power-operated relief valve, SIAS = safety injection actuation signal, RCP =
reactor coolant pump 3 RCS = reactor coolant system, AFW = auxiliary feedwater, and
SG = steam generator.
6Just prior to transient initiator.

' Operator failure or failure of equipment demanded during the transient.
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Table 4.25. Sequence of events for Scenario 10'

Time (s) Event
t

'

0 PZR PORV-size break occurs.

57 Motor-driven AFW initiates.

I10 HPI flow starts (1470 psia).

; 300 SGs become heat sources.
1

1500 Pressurizer fills with liquid.
.

7200 Sequence terminated.

- "The acronyms used in this table (in the order
of their appearance) are: PZR PORV =
pressurizer power-operated relief valve, AFW ,

= auxiliary feedwater, HPI = high-pressure
I injection, and SG = steam generator.

.

Safety injection was actuated and at ~110 s HPI flow was initiated when the pressurizer
pressure dropped below 1470 psia. Since the isolation of the break was not considered dur-;
ing the 2-hr analysis period, the system pressure never recovered above the 1470-psia set

i point. As a result, HPI flow remained on throughout the 2-hr analysis period. At
~400 s, the pressure stabilized at a value of 1000 psia and remained constant until about
1500 s. At this time, the pressurizer filled with water and the flow out the break

,

increased. This caused a gradual depressurization effect which continued for the
remainder of the 2-hr analysis period. At 7200 s, the pressure had dropped to 500 psia.

.

The pressure profile is presented in Figure 4.32.
]

The ECC flow was as large as or exceeded the flow through the break. Thus, the loops

|
did not drain, the U-tubes were not voided, and natural circulation flow was maintained.
The energy removed by the combination of ECC and flow through the break eventually
exceeded the decreasing core decay power at about 300 s. Consequently, at this time the"

SGs became heat sources.

A gradual cooldown of ~100'F/hr was reached at ~100 s and continued for the
remaining 2-hr analysis period, ending with a minimum temperature of 412 K (288"F).'

The temperature profile for the 2-hr period is presented in Figure 4.33.

It should be noted that although both motor-driven and turbine-driven AFW was initiated
for the same bnsk size at full power (see Scenario 7), only the motor-driven AFW was
initiated for this hot 0% power scenario. The turbine-driven AFW was not initiated
because the large initial secondary mass and the small steam production prevented the SG
levels from decreasing enough to actuate the turbine-driven system.
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Figure 4.32. Scenario 10: Downcomer pressure profile for PZR PORV-size break at
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PZR PORV-size break at hot 0% power.

,

A plot of the downcomer wall inside surface heat transfer coefficient is shown in Fig-
ure 4.34. The dashed lines indicate the best estimate response as determined through the
use of sensitivity calculations.

4.3.5. Steam Generator Tube Rupture Calculatiam

The double-ended rupture of a single tube in a SG represents a small primary break where
the coolant loss i.s *.) a pressurized space (i.e., to the SG secondary system). The involve-
ment of both primary and secondary systems is of interest in PTS, especially if loop flow
stagnation occurs. This class of transient was examined with two scenarios involving single
tube ruptures at hot 0% power and full power.

4.3.5.1. Scenario 11: SG tube rupture at hot 0% power

Scenario 11 was initiated with a double-ended rupture of a single tube in SG A with the
reactor at hot 0% power. The break was located at the tube sheet on the cold leg end of
the tube. Operator actions were assumed to trip the RCP power when the primary system
pressure fell below 9.07 MPa (1315 psia) (if a SlAS was generated) and to restart the
RCPs if subcooling, pressure, and pressurizer level criteria are later satisfied. The opera-
tor was also assumed to throttle AFW to maintain the 40% SG narrow-range levels.
These requirements are summarized in Table 4.26.

The sequence of events for Scenario 11 is listed in Table 4.27. At 0 s, a single tube in
SG A was assumed to have ruptured at the tube sheet on the cold leg end. Flow through
both the hot leg and the cold leg break paths was friction dominated; that is, the flow rates
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!
1

!
4

; were determined by the flow losses of the paths and not by choking phenomena. Both
j paths passed single-phase liquid throughout the calculation.

|
j As a result of the break, the primary system pressure fell, causing the pressurizer
| proportional heaters to be powered at I s and backup heaters to be powered at 8 s. The

pressurizer level indication fell owing to the fluid volume lost through the break, and this
"

i first caused the makeup rate to increase and then tripped off pressurizer heater power.
Because the pressurizer level indication did not recover, the RCP restart criteria (seei

operator actions in Table 4.26) were never achieved.
:

i
j At 276 s, a SIAS was generated owing to low pressurizer pressure. As a result of the
j SIAS, the following actions occurred: the MFW bypass valves were closed; the MFW
j pump was tripped; the MFW pump recirculation flow was terminated; the motor-driven

AFW was initiated and controlled to each SG to maintain 40% narrow-range level indica-
j

i tion; HPI and LPI pumps were started; and letdown was isolated. (Turbine-driven AFW
was not initiated for this transient since it required 2-out-of-3 low SG level indications.) I

'

i
Following initiation of HPI at 366 s, the total HPI and charging flow exceeded the break
flow by a small amount throughout the remainder of the transient. During this period, the
primary system pressure was stabilized slightly below the HPI shutoff head with injection

3

volumetric flow just balanced by break volumetric flow, the pressurizer virtually empty, t
i

Ij and the pressurizer surge line flow virtually zero.

i

) SG A remained pressurized to the steam dump set point as a result of the broken tube
l break flows and became a primary system heat source at 511 s. Because the SG A
j level was elevated, no AFW was delivered to SG A. SG B and SG C secondary pres-

sures remained elevated until 593 and 703 s, respectively, when these SGs became pri-
'

mary system heat sources. AFW was delivered to SG B from 276 s to 543 s and to
: SG C from 276 to 617 s. AFW to these SGs was terminated when their narrow range

levels exceeded 40%.

At 625 s, the primary system pressure declined to 9.07 MPa (1315 psia) and power to all
RCPs was tripped off. The ensuing pump coastdown ended at 794 s, when the pump
rotors had stopped. Following the RCP coastdown, smooth natural circulation was esta-
blished at around 1300 s. Owing to the effects of the broken SG tube, the loop A cold

;

leg natural circulation flow rate was about one-third that in loops B and C from abouti

j 1300 to 2200 s. After this time, flov oscillations in all three loops were observed in the
j calculation. These oscillations are due to code characteristics which are extensively dis-

| cussed in the INEL report.8 The stagnation and flow stratification conditions forming at
| this time are discussed in Section 4.4.
!

| A sensitivity calculation was performed by relocating the loop A HPI from the ' cold leg to
j the top of the downcomer, tims cutting out the model nodes responsible for the oscillations.
1 The sensitivity calculation 1an over its entire period (5300 s to 6500 s) without flow
j oscillations. The sensitivity case results were used to generate the best estimate of plant
j responses for this sequence.

!

?

;

i
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Table 4.26. Description of Scenario 11'

6Plant initial state

Ilot 0% power,0% power after 100 hr of shutdown.

System status

Turbine: Not latched, TSVs closed
Secondary PORV: Automatic control
SDVs: Automatic control
Charging system: Automatic control
Pressurizer: Automatic control
Engineering safr features: Automatic control
PORVs: Automat.' .ontrol
Reactor control: N qual

MFW: In bypas .cde, manual control to provide 39% level in SGs; I condensate
pump,1 MFW P operating

AFW: Autematic control
MSIVs: Open, automatic control
MFIVs: Closed, automatic control

Transient initiator

SG tube rupture on the cold leg side of tube sheet of SG A.

Additional failures'

None.

Operator reactions to reported information

1. If SIAS is generated, the operator will trip the RCPs when RCS pressure reaches
1300 psig.

2. Operator will restart RCPs 10 min after all the following criteria are met:
A. > 40 F subcooled.
B. Pressurizer level D 20% or increasing.
C. RC pressure > 325 psig.

3. Operator will throttle AFW flow to maintairi 40% SG level.

"The acronyms used in this table (in the order of their appearance) are: SG = steam gen-
crator, SIAS = safety injection actuation signal, RCP = reactor coolant pump, RCS =
reactor coolant system. RC = reactor coolant, and AFW = auxiliary feedwater.
bJust prior to transient initiator.
' Operator failure or failure of equipment demanded during the transient.
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Table 4.27. Sequence of events for Scenario 11',

Time (s) Event
i

0 Tube rupture occurs.'

;

I Proportional pressurizer heaters powered; makeup
rate starts increasing.

8 Backup pressurizer heaters powered.

64 Pressurizer heaters depowcred on low level.

68 Makeup rate reaches maximum capacity.

276 SlAS generated by low pressurizer pressure
(1730 psia); FW bypass valves closed; MFW pump
trips; motor-driven AFW initiates; HPI and LPI pumps
start; letdown isolated.

366 HP1 flow starts (1470 psia).

625 RCPs trip (1315 psia).

794 RC pump rotors stopped.,

1332 Affected SG separator flooded (void = 0).

1530 Liquid flow to affected SG steam line begins.

2500 Affected SG liquid solid.
i

| 7200 Calculation terminated; best estimate minimum
i downcomer temperature obtained (465 K (378'F)].

,

"The acronyms used in this table (in the order of their appearance)
are: S:.,'.S = safety injection actuation signal, FW = feedwater,
MFW = main feedwater, AFW = auxiliary feedwater, HPI =
high-pressure injection, LPI = low-pressure injectioc, RCP = reac-
tor coolant pump, RC = reactor coolant, and SG = steam genera-

! tor.
-

.

k;
; Figure 4.35 shows the reactor vessel downcomer fluid pressure. Very little change in
: pressure was observed as a result of damping out the loop flow oscillations. At 7200 s,
3 the best estimate pressure is 9.624 MPa (1396 psia).

Figure 4.36 shows the reactor vessel downcomer fluid temperature and Figure 4.37 the.

downcomer wall inside surface heat transfer coefficient. In both figures the dashed lines
indicate the best estimate responses as determined through the use of the sensitivity calcu-
lation. At 7200 s, the best estimate downcomer fluid temperature is 465 K (378'F).

i
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Figure .4.35. Scenario 11: Downcomer pressure profile for SG tube rupture at bot 0%
power.
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Figure 4.37. Scenario 11: Downcomer immer wsil surface best transfer coefficient for
SG tube rupture at het 0% power.

. .

4.3.5.2. Scenario 12: SG tube rupture at full power

Scenario 12 was also initiated with a double-ended break occurring in a single tube in the
cold leg side of SG A, this time, however, with the reactor at full power steady state
(nominal temperature and pressure). All system controls were assumed to be under
automatic control and to operate as designed. It was assumed that the operator would
(1) trip the RCPs when the primary pressure fell below 9.1 MPa (1315 psia) (if a SIAS
is generated) and (2) throttle AFW flow to maintain a 40% narrow range level in each of
the SGs. (It should be noted that these actions are not the normal procedures the operator
would take in this type of transient.)

The requirements for Scenario 12 are summarized in Table 4.28, and the sequence of
events for the transient is listed in Table 4.29. The double-erded rupture of a single tube
was assumed to occur at time zero. Upon rupture of the tube, the primary system began
to depressurize. The pressurizer proportional and backup heaters were automatically ini-
tiated as a result of the depressurization in an effort to recover primary system pressure.
Also, as a result of the break, the pressurizer liquid level began to decrease, resulting in an
increase in the makeup flow rate to recover the level. At approximately 89 s, high tur-
bine over-temperature AT signals in the reactor protection system were generated and the
turbine governor valves began to run back. Between 95 and 114 s, load rejection set
points of 15, 35, and 55% were reached and SDV banks 1,2, and 3 viere opened respec-
tively.
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Table 4.28. Description of Scenario 12'

Plant initial state'

100% power, steady state.

System status

Turbine: Automatic control
Secondary PORV: Automatic control
SDVs: Automatic control
Charging system: Automatic control
Pressurizer: Automatic control |

Engineering safety features: Automatic control
PORVs: Automatic control
Reactor control: Automatic
N1FW: Automatic control
AFW: Automatic control
h1SIVs: Open, automatic control
h1FIVs: Open, automatic control

Transient initiator

SG tube rupture on the cold leg side of tube sheet of SG A..

Additional failures'
.

None.

Operator reactions to reported information

1. If SIAS is benerated, operator will trip the RCPs when RCS pressure reaches
1300 psig.

2. Operator will throttle AFW flow to maintain 40% SG level.

"The acronyms used in this table (in th:: order of their appearance) are: SG = steam gen-
erator, SIAS = safety injection actuation signal, RCP = reactor coolant pump, RCS =
reactor coolant system, and AFW = auxiliary feedwater.

! 'Just prior to transient initiator.

' Operator failure or failure of equipment demanded during the transient.

At 114 s into the transient, reactor over-temperature signals tripped the reactor. Primary
system pressure rapidly decreased as a result of the decrease in core power at reactor tripi

and a delay in the reduction of primary to secondary heat removal rate. The TSVs closed
as a result of the reactor trip, and secondary pressure rapidly increased to approximately
6.9 h1Pa (1000 psia). The steam dump system switched from load rejection control to the
PTC mode due to the reactor trip. The SDVs closed as a result of an overswing of a
lead-lag controller in the PTC system logic, but opened thereafter and modulated to bring
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Table 4.29. Sequence of events for Scenario 12'
'

Time (s) Event
|

0 Single tube rupture in CG A occurs; primary system begins to depressurize. 1

1
10 Pressurizer heaters turn on.;

89 2-out-of-3 turbine high over-temperature AT signals; turbine governor valves
begin to run back.

95 15% load rejection set point reached and SDV bank I opens..

101 35% load rejection actuation set point reached and SDV bank 2 opens.

108 55% load rejection actuation set point reached and SDV bank 3 opens.

I14 Reactor tripped on 2-out-of-3 reactor over-temperature AT signals; TSVs close;
steam dump system switches to PTC mode.

130 Pressurifer heaters trip off; MFW regulating valves close on reactor trip and
low T.,, signal.

.137 MFW pumps trip; motor-driven AFW system turns on.

199 SIAS received due to low pressurizer pressure.

275 Pressurizer and pressurizer surge line empty.

j 335 Pressure drops below HPI pump head and HPI flow is established; AFW to

| SG A terminates.
'

370 Primary depressurization stops.

560 Total AFW flow goes to SG C for about 50 s.

600 Primary pressure increase begins.

1130 Plant T ,, drops below 559 l'. (547*F) and steam dump system switches
from PTC to SPC; AFW flow to SG C increases.

1160 Level in SG C reaches 40% narrow range level and AFW flow to that SG is'

terminated.

1200 Level in SG B reaches 40% narrow range level and AFW flow to that SG is
terminated.

i

2400 Transient terminated; primary system pressure stable at 9.6 MPa (1400 psia)
and vessel downcomer temperature stable at 560 K (549*F); secondary heat
removal equal to core power and total primary inlet flow equals break flow.

a

j "The acronyms used in this table (in the order of their appearance) are: SG = steam

j generator, SDV - steam dump valve, TSVs = turbine stop valve, PTC = plant trip con-
trol, MFW = main feedwater, AFW = auxiliary feedwater, SIAS = safety injection
actuation signal, llPI = high pressure injection and SPC = steam pressure control.
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the primary system average temperature down to 559 K (547*F). After the reactor trip,
the primary system pressure continued to decrease at a slower rate due to the reduction in
the primary system heat removal rate.

At 130 s, the pressurizer liquid level decreased below 14.4% of the measured level range
and the pressurizer proportional and backup heater power was terminated. Also, at
approximately this time the MFW regulating valves were closed due to the reactor trip
and a low average temperature signal. Approximately 7 s later, the MFW pumps tripped
and the motor-driven AFW system was initiated. Turbine-driven AFW was not initiated,
as it requires 2-out-of-3 low SG level indications.

At approximately 200 s, the pressure in the pressurizer dropped below 11.93 MPa (1730
psia), generating a SIAS which energized the HPI pumps. By approximately 275 s, the

|

i pressurizer and pressurizer surge line had emptied, the primary depressurization rate
increased, and the mass flow rate out the break decreased.

By approximately 335 s, the primary pressure had dropped below the HPI pump head
and HPI flow was initiated. Upon initiation of HPI, the total mass flow into the primary
system equaled the break mass flow rate. The primary depressurization was terminated
at approximately 9.4 MPa (1363 psia).

Between 620 and 1130 s, the primary system pressure had increased to approximately
9.6 MPa (1400 psia) and was stable owing to the total primary inflow equaling the break
flow and the total energy being removed from the priniary system (including the energy
removed at the break) equaling the core decay power. Also, the loop mass flow rates were
very nearly equal during this time, whereas before 620 s, the loop C mass flow rate was
higher as a result of emptying the pressurizer.

At approximately 1130 s, the high average temperature dropped below 559 K (547'F),
the steam dump system switched from the PTC mode to the SPC mode, and the SDVs
closed. While under SPC, the SDVs modulate open if the secondary pressure increases to
7.0 MPa (1020 psia). As a result of the SDV closure, the secondary pressure in SG A
and SG B increased; however, the pressure in SG C decreased owing to condensation
effects from AFW entering the secondary system. Preferential AFW flow to SG C
occurred because of the lower pressure, and therefore the level in SG C increased faster,
reaching the 40% cutoff level at approximately 1160 s. The AFW flow was then ter-
minated from SG C and SG B received all of the AFW flow. The effect of preferential
AFW flow to one or the other SG was to increase the overall primary heat removal rate
which, in turn, resulted in a depressurization of the primary side and an increase in HPI
flow. During this time the cold leg and reactor vessel downcomer temperatures also
decre - owing to the increased cold HPI flow, and more energy was removed from the
primia, system than was being generated by decay heat.

At approximately 1200 s, the level in SG B reached 40% of the narrow range level and
AFW flow to SG B was terminated; thus all feed flow to the SGs was terminated.

The primary system pressure continued to increase until approximately 1700 s. At this
time, a balance between the break flow rate and the total primary inflow existed. Also, a
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balance between the total primary system heat removal (heat transfer across the SG tubes
and energy removal at the break) and core decay power existed. Because of a balance in
these thermal-hydraulic mechanisms, the primary system pressure increase was terminated
and the pressure remained stable at 9.6 MPa (1400 psia) to the end of the calculation at
2400 s.

The calculated and extrapolated downcomer pressure is shown in Figure 4.38. The prior
stability of the pressure and the absence of predictable phenomena to change the pressure
suggested that the final calculated pressure of 9.6 MPa (1400 psia) would persist to
7200 s.

By the end of the calculation the downcomer temperature was stable at approximately2

560 K (549"F) and under the comrol of the steam dump system. The temperature, as
shown in Figure 4.39, was assumed to persist at this value to 2 hr.

Since the RCPs never tripped, the downcomer heat transfer coefficient in Figure 4.40
2 2

was assumed to remain constant at about 37 kW/m K (6500 Btu /hr ft *F) to the end of
the transient.

!

4.3.6. Loss of Heat Sink Calculations

4.3.6.1. Scenario 13: Loss of heat sink with primary system feed-and-bleed recovery

Scenario 13 was initiated by the tripping of both MFW pumps. All AFW pumps were
assumed to fail to start; all other automatic systems were assumed to operate as designed.
The operator was assumed to trip the RCPs when any SG wide range level indicator fell

| below 5% of range. The operator was also assumed to open both PZR PORVs subsequent
to the RCP trip when the hot leg temperature rose by 5*F.

The requirements for Scenario 13 are summarized in Table 4.30, and the sequence of
events for the transient is listed in Table 4.31. The sequence was run to 8100 s to par-
tially account for the undercooling portion of the scenario and thus give a larger segment
of the overcooling phase of the scenario.

,

The downcomer temperature increased at the start of the transient owing to a combination
of secondary pressure increase and decreasing MFW flow. The increase in secondary pres-

'

sure was due to the closing of the TSV, which was initiated by the tripping of the MFW
pumps. The constant downcomer temperature during the first 3600 s was the result of
the PTC system response, which was designed to control the SDVs to bring the primary
average temperature down from the full power value (575 K, 575.4*F) to the no-load set
point (559.3 K,547*F).

The RCPS were tripped at 3626 s when the WR level in SG A had decreased to 5% of
full range. The reduction in core flow resulted in an increase in the temperature rise
across the core, which in turn caused the hot leg temperatures to increase. This
temperature response continued until 3718 s when the PZR PORVs were opened and
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CAUT ION: THE SCENARIOS SIMULATED
CONTAIN SIGNIFICANT CONSERVATISMS IN

OPERATOR ACTIONS, EQUIPMENT FAILURES, OR BOTH.
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Figure .t.38. Scenario 12: Downcomer pressure profile for SG tube rupture at full
power.
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| power.
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CAUT ION: THE SCENARIOS SIMULATED

CONTAIN SIGNIFICANT CONSERVATISMS IN
OPERATOR ACTIONS, EQUIPMENT FAILURES, OR BOTH.
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Figure 4.40. Scenario 12: Downcomer inner wall surface heat transfer coefficient for
SG tube rupture at full power. -

IIPI initiated. These actions were taken, per the scenario description, when the loop A hot
leg temperature had increased by 2.78 K (5*F). Initiation of HPI was assumed to
require a manual SIAS, which, in turn, caused letdown to be isolated.

The opening of the PORVs caused a rapid depressurization of the primary to 6.75 MPa
(979 psia). The depressurization of the primary system resulted in reversed flow at
3818 s, which was halted at 3878 s when the SG tube bundles and reactor vessel upper
plenum and head had been voided. A 0.70 MPa (102 psi) pressure increase between
3878 s and 3962 s was due to (a) the collapse of voids as the primary system refilled,
and (b) the resumption of natural circulation through the SG tube bundles. The resump-
tion of natural circulation resulted in increased heat transfer to the SG secondaries, which
caused the primary system to cool, and hence, to depressurize.

IIPI was initiated at 3718 s, but no fluid was injected into the cold legs until the primary
system pressure had decreased to the llPI shutoff head (10.135 MPa.1470 psia) at
3767 s. The llPI and CVCS filled all but the upper volume of the pressurizer by
3878 s. The pressurizer upper head was never water solid due to the opened PORVs,
which were capable of handling the total system inflow.

Temperatures in the vessel downcomer decreased between 3768 and 3817 s owing to the
llPI fluid from the three cold legs. The increase in temperature between 3817 s and
3937 s was the result of opening the PORVs, thereby causing reverse circulation in the
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Table 4.30. Description of Scenario 13'

.

Plant initial state'

100% power, steady state.

System status

Turbine: Automatic control
Secondary PORV: Automatic control
SDVs: Automatic control
Charging system: Automatic control
Pressurizer: Automatic control
Engineering safety features: Automatic control
PORVs Automatic control
Reactor control: Automatic
MFW: Automatic contrel
AFW: Automatic control
MSIVs: Open, automatic control
MFIVs: Open, automatic control

Transient initiator

Both MFW pumps trip simultaneously.

Additional failures'

AFW pumps fail to start on demand.

Operator reactions to reported information

1. Operator trips RCPs when 1/3 SG wide range (WR) levels decrease below 5%.

2. Operator initiates safety injection (llPI) and opens the pressurizer PORVs after
RCP trip and when Loop A hot leg temperature has increased 5*F.

'The acronyms used in this table (in the order of their appearance) are: MFW = main
feedwater, AFW = auxiliary feedwater, RCP = reactor coolant pump, SG = steam gen-
erator, llPI = high-pressure injection, and PORV = power-operated relief valve.
63ust prior to transient initiator.
' Operator failure or failure of equipment demanded during the transient.

three loops, which resulted in core fluid circulating back through the downcomer. The
resumption of positive circulation at 3937 s resulted in a rapid temperature decrease due
to the ilP1 fluid entering the downcomer. This decrease ended after the fluid in the cold
legs was flushed through the downcomer, followed by the warmer fluid from the hot legs.

The constant downcomer temperature response between 4090 s and 4444 s was the
result of nearly constant flow conditions and heat additions to the primary coolant from
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Ttble 431 Sequence of events for Scenario 13'

Time (s) Event
J

0 Transient initiated by manual tripping of MFW pumps; reactor and
f turbines trips; PTC initiated.
|

5 MFW valves close (feed train isolated from SGs).

100 Primary pressure decreases to 14.27 MPa (2070 psia).

650 Primary pressure restored to 15.51 MPa (2250 psia).

1500 SG C FW header blowdown begins.

1700 SG B FW header blowdown begins.

1900 SG C FW headcr blowdown completed.

2l00 SG B FW header blowdown completed.
'

3626 SG A WR level reaches 5%; RCPs manually tripped.

3718 Loop A hot leg temperature increased by 2.78 K (5'F); PZR
I PORVs open and SIAS trips on.

3767 Primary system pressure reaches HPI shutoff head.

3817 PTC switches to SPC.

3830 Vessel upper head begins voiding.

3857 Natural circulation in loops degraded due to combination of voiding
in hot leg and PORY flow.

3878 Pressurizer indicated level reaches 100%.

3937 Natural circulation resumes.

3960 Reactor vessel upper head completely voided.

4093 SG B secondary becomes primary system heat source.

4096 SG A secondary becomes primary system heat source.

4100 SG C secondary becomes primary system heat source.

4444 Natural circulation ende in loop C.

5500 SG A FW header blows down.
i

6000 llPI and CVCS inflow exceeds PORV outflow.

6026 Condensation depressurization in loop C pump suction.

7159 Condensation depressurization in reactor vessel upper downcomer.
'

7160 Accumulator injection initiated.

8100 Downcomer conditions (at top of downcomer): pressure -
4.04 MPa; temperature - 468.6 K.

"The acronyms used in this table (in the order of their appearance) are: MFW =
main feedwater, PTC = plant trip control, SG steam generator, FW = feedwater,
WR = wide range. RCP - reactor coolant pump, PZR PORV = pressurizer power-
operated relief valve, SIAS = safety injection actuation signal, ilPI - high. pressure
injection, SPC - steam pressure controll, CVCS = chemical and volume control
system, and PORY power-operated relief valve.
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the core and SG secondaries that were offset by heat removal due to the open PORV and
the IIPI fluid. The heat transfer from the secondary to the primary system was positive
for the remainder of the calculation.

The downcomer temperature and pressure at the end of the calculation were 468.6 K
(383.8*F) and 4.04 MPa (585 psia). The response during the last 100 s indicated a tem-
perature decrease of 90.9 K/hr (163.6 F/hr) and a pressure decrease of 3.72 MPa/hr
(540 psia /hr). It should be noted that the downcomer temperature is a combination of the
three loop temperatures. The cold leg temperatures of loops A and B downstream of the
llPI and accumulator injection point were 479.5 and 478.7 K (403.4 and 402.0 F),
respectively, while the loop C cold leg temperature was 315.8 K (108.8*F).

The reactor vessel downcomer pressure response for the scenario is shown in Figure 4.41.
The primary system pressure is expected to continue decreasing at an average rate of 3.72
MPa/hr (540 psi /hr) for the last 2900 s. The pressure at 11000 s is therefore expected
to be approximately 2.41 MPa (350 psia).

The reactor vessel downcomer fluid temperature response for the scenario is shown on Fig-
ure 4.42. The temperature response in the last 4100 s was dominated by loops A and
B, which were only slightly affected by accumulator injection. The temperature is
expected to continue decreasing at a constant rate of 57.8 K/hr (104 F/hr) through
11000 s, at which time it is approximately 422 K (300*F).

The reactor vessel downcomer wall heat transfer coefficient response during the scenario is
shown on Figure 4.43. The relatively large spikes in the calculated data were the result
of oscillations in the downcomer pressure, temperature. and mass flow rate. These oscilla-
tions were due in part to the response of the primary system to the accumulator injection
events. During periods of accumulator injection, colder fluid was circulated into the reac-
tor vessel downcomer from the cold legs. This colder fluid resulted in the higher heat
transfer coefficients. These rapid changes in the heat transfer coefficient are qualitatively
reasonable, but may be overstated. The heat transfer coefficient is expected to remain
nearly constant through 11000 s. The final value is estimated to be between 0.7

2 2 2 2kW/m K (123 Btu /hr ft ..F) and 1.3 kW/m K (229 Btu /hr ft .op),

4.3.7. Summary of RELAP5 Calculated Scenarios

While the INEL calculations were performed with "best estimate" modeling assumptions
for plant conditions and responses to the events specified in the scenario descriptions, the
reader is cautioned that for bounding purposes the scenario descriptions were frequently
based on extremely conservative assumptions concerning equipment malfunctiors, operator
actions and omissions, or combinations of these. Thus, the calculated "best estimate" plant
responses cannot be taken to represent tne "most probable" plant responses in the various
scenarios.

The RELAPS calculation was not carried out for a full 2 hr (7200-s) period for several of
the scenarios. Those cases were extrapolated out to 7200 s based on trends observed at
the end of the calculation. For Scenarios 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, and 9, the minimum downcomer
temperatures occur in the extrapolated portions of the scenario history.
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CAUT I ON: THE SCENARIOS SIMULATED

CONTAIN SIGNIFICANT CONSERVATISMS IN
OPERATOR ACTIONS, EOUIPMENT FAILURES, OR BOTH.
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Figure 4.41. Scenario 13: Downcomer pressure profile for loss of heat sink with pri-
'

mary feed and bleed recovery.
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Figure 4.42. Scenario 13: Downcomer temperature profile for loss of heat sink with
primary feed and bleed recovery.
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CAUil0N: THE SCENARIOS SIMULATED
CONTAIN SIGNIFICANT CONSERVATISMS IN
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Figure 4.43. Scenario 13: Downcomer inner wall surface heat transfer coefficient for
loss of heat sink with primary feed and bleed recovery.

Table 4.32 shows a summary tabulation of minimum fluid temperatures and maximum
subsequent fluid pressures in the reactor vessel downcomer for each of the 13 scenarios.
These pressures and temperatures occur at an elevation adjacent to the top of the core but
not usually coincidently. The temperatures represent the lowest values calculated or, for
those calculations terminated before the end of the PTS 2-hr period of interest, the lowest
extrapolated temperatures within the 2 hr period. Both the pressures and temperatures
have been adjusted, if required, for any uncertainty or bias identified in the calculations, as
discussed for each scenario. Table 4.32 is presented as a convenience to the reader and is
not intended to be used alone as an indicator of PTS severity for each sequence. The pres-
sure, temperature, and heat transfer coefficient profiles given here are used in fracture-
mechanics calculations (see Chapter 5) and provide the basis for labelling which tran-
sients are mild and which are severe.

4.4. Evaluation of Flow Stratification Effects

A phenomenon of great concern in PTS is that of flow stratification, specifically, the for-
mation of cold ilPI plumes in the downcomer region. Such plumes may present tempera-
tures much lower than the bulk average fluid temperature and thereby influence the proba-
bility of fracture.
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Table 4.32. Summary of evaluations by INEL for HBR-2 PTS study *

Minimum RV Maximum
Downcemer Subsequent

Fluid RV Downcomer
Temperature Pressure

Plant
Scenario Description Condition (K) (*F) (MPa) (psia),

2
; i 1.0-ft steam- llot 0% power 396 253 16.2 2350 |
1 line break

'

2 Double-ended flot 0% power 357 186 11.0 1596
i steam-line break

; 3 Stuck-open llot 0% power 397 256 10.1 1470
; STM PORV
i 4 Three SDVs Full power 373 212 11.8 1711
I fail open
'

5 SG overfills with Full power $35 503 16.0 2320
AFW

6 Small hot leg Full power 310 100 0.98 142
'

break (2% in.)

7 PZR PORV-size Full power 538 509 17.5 ' 2538
primary break

8 Small hot leg Ilot 0% power 310 100 0.97 140
break (2% in.)

9 Small hot leg Full power 310 100 2.00 290
break (2 in.)

| 10 PZR PORV size flot 0% power 412 288 3.45 500
primary break1

11 SG tube rupture llot 0% power 465 378 9.62 1396

12 SG tutic rupture Full power 557 543 9.65 1400
*

13 Loss of heat sink with Full power 422 300 1.03 150
primary feed and-
bleed recovery

"The acronyms used in this table (in the order of their appearance) are: STM PORY =
steam power operated relief valve, SDV = steam dump valve, SG = steam generator,
AFW = auxiliary feedwater, and PZR PORV = pressurizer power-operated relief valve.
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Transient simulator codes su::h as RELAPS cannot picJict plume formation due to the
one-dimensional nature of the calculation and noding limitations. Also, as discussed in
Section 4.3, the simulator codes tend to be unstable (to experience flow oscillations) at
the low loop flow conditions conducive to flow stratification. To properly evaluate the

| potential for and the effects of stratified flow, T. G. Theophanous of Purdue University
| reviewed the RELAPS calculated transients. This review included evaluations with the

| Purdue Regional Mixing Model (RMM)3 and the computer code REMIX.4 It also
included experiments performed at the 1/2-scale PTS facility.

The results of the REMIX evaluations and the predictions of stratified flow conditions in
some transients bas:d on those results are reported in Section 4.4.1 below. Corrections to
the calculated downcomer heat transfer coefficient were also developed and are reported in
Section 4.4.2. (The experimental and analytical bases employed in the derivation of the
results are described in more detail in Appendix E.)

4.4.1. Flow Stratification Evaluations

Only six of the 13 transients calculated for HBR-2 exhibit stratification. These six tran-
sients fall ir.to two classes of behavior: partial loop stagnation, and total loop stagnation
Scenarios 1,2, and 13 comprise the first class, with one loop flowing in Scenarios I and 2
and two loops flowing in Scenario 13. For these scenario: the stagnation persists for
relatively long times. The pressure builds towards the relief valve set points in Scenarios 1
and 2 but remains at the intermediate level for Scenario 13. In all three cases the downco-
mer fluid is well mixed.

Scenarios 6,8, and 11 comprise the second class, which is characteri;_ed by complete stag-
nation that persists for long periods of time. Ilowever, here the pressure remedns at inter-
mediate levels - 50 to 100 MPa.

.

2 24.4.1.1. Scenario 1: ~0.1-m (1.0-ft ) steam-line break at hot 0% power

In Scenario I, cooldown of stagnated loops B and C began from 535 K. The flowing
loop A and downcomer region cooled down quickly to 400 K. Thus, until the cold stream
in the cold leg became colder than 400 K, all llPI was confined within the cold

,

leg / pump / loop seal assembly. After this condition was reached, and after a little more
time required for the pump and loop seal to cool by another 50 K had passed (neglected
here), all the llPI (plus entrainment) was directed towards the downcomer. The downco-
mer remained at 400 K (eventually warming to 420 K) since it was continuously
replenished with a relatively strong flow from loop A, as well as with a small (7 kg/s)
warm leakage flow.

The RMM analysis of Scenario i produced a cold stream temperature exiting the cold leg*

as shown in Figure 4.44. Notice that this stream is considerably warmer than the tem-
peratures calculated by RELAP. Further mixii.g will occur as these cold streams enter the
downcomer. The resulting weak " planar" plumes in the downcomer will accelerate to a
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Figure 4.44. Dorncomer plume temperstare for Scenario 1.

maximum velocity of I m/s if they are not destroyed by the loop 1 forced flow. For <
1000 s, however, this forced flow is rather small and it would appear unlikely that such
direct destruction will take place. It is expected that these plumes will decay by normal
entrainment processes.

On the basis of these results, it is recommended that the bulk downcomer temperatures as
predicted by RELAP should be used for all areas except for the two downcomer strips
under cold leg exits of loops 2 and 3. In the case of the plume regions, a different set of
temperatures should be used for the first 1000 s. Based on the 1/2 scale experimental
data, the uppermost portion of the plumes (0 < 1/d < l.5) will be 20 K warmer than
the cold stream temperature shown in Figure 4.44 If the further decay predicted with
the RMM is considered, at least another 10 K can be recovered within the next interval
(1.5 < 1/d < 4). At this point, convection should annihilate any smaller remnants of the '

original plume and the bulk temperature should be applicable.

4.4.1.2. Scenario 2: Double-ended steam-line bresk at hot 0% power

Scenario 2 differed from Scenario I in that the loop A flow rate was considerably stronger,
it cooled to a somewhat lower temperature (385 K), and the ilPI was 30% lower. The
approach in the analysis was the same as that used for Scenario 1.
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The results of the RMM analysis for Scenario 2 are shown in Figure 4.45. Since the

|
likelihood of an immediate breakup of the downwmer plumes is high owing to the strong

| loop A flow, it is recommended that the bulk downcomer temperatures predicted by
'

RELAP be utilized for this transient.

4.4.1.3. Scenario 13: Loss of beat sink with primary feed-and-bleed recovery

in Scenario 13, only loop C stagnated while loops A and B provided strong flow (100 kg/s
each). The llPI flow rate was about the same as that used in Scenario 1. The points
made for Scenario 2 concerning strong loop flaw are even more applicable here, and thus
the use of bulk downcomer temperatures as predicted by RELAP is also recommended for
this case.

4.4.1.4. Scenario 6: 2-1/2-in. hot leg break at full power

In Scenario 6, complete stagnation occurred at 1000 s, and for the analysis the RMM
was used in the transient cooldown mode. The control volume in this calculation consisted
of the loop zeal / pump / cold leg /one-third of the downcomer and one-third of the vessel ple-
num.

The results of the RMM evaluation for Scenario 6 are shown in Figure 4.46. It should
be noted that the heat sources used in the analysis included the vessel wall heat source but
not the heat from the lower plenum internal structures or from the pump structure. Based
ca the 1/2-scale experimental results, the initial (0 < 1/d < l.5) portion of the downco-
mer plume * was warmer than :he cold stream shown in Figure 4.46 by 50% of the AT
between the cold leg temperature and the " ambient" temperature. In the next section of
the plume (1.5 < 1/d < 4), the temperature of the plume increased to about 75% of the
AT. Beyond this point, the plume temperature asymptotically approached the ambient
' temperature. Outside the vertical plumes (approximate width equals one cold leg diame-
ter) underneath the three cold leg exits, the ambient temperature is applicable.

4.4.1.5. Scenario 8: 2-1/2-in. hot leg break at bot 0% power

Scenario 8 was very similar to Scenario 6 except for the accumulator flow, which occurred4

at 1100 s. The accumulator flow is roughly equal to the HPI flow rate. The results
obtained from the analysis are shown in Figure 4.47. The same discussion as presented
for Scenario 6 also applies for this transient.

4.4.1.6. Scenario 11: SG tvhe rupture at hot 0% power

Scenario 11 was also very similar to Scenario 6 except that the HPI flow rate was about
one-third of that occurring in Scenario 6. As a result, the RMM analysis predicted larger

)

*A plume velocity of I m/s was used for the analysis.
.
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warm water entrainment around the injection point and thus a smaller difference between
the cold stream temperature and the ambient te nperature as shown in Figure 4.48. This
also results in a somewhat lower cooldt,wn rate. All other discussion given under Scenario
6 applies here also.

4.4.1.7. Total stagnation case

in order to evaluate the bounding effects for flow stratification conditions, a total stagna-
tion case was defined. This case was conservative since some loop flow (even if oscillatory)
may be theoretically predicted for any scenario. By definition, all loop natural circulation
flow was interrupted and cooldown procccded by HPI injection alone (13.6 kg/s HPI
injection rate). The injected HPI Dow stratified in the cold leg and downcomer but even-
tually mixed with and displaced the warm water in these regions. The temperature
response for this fully stagnated case is shown in Figure 4.49. By 7200 s, planar plume
temperatures on the order of 340 K (152.6*F) are predicted. A more detailed discussion
of stagnation and a parametric study of stagnation conditions are presented in Appendix E.

4.4.2. Heat Transfer Coefficient Evaluation

As pointed out in Section 4.3, in the RELAP calculations of the heat transfer coefficients
for the inner wall surface of the reactor vessel downcomer, the correlation used for the
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subcooled single-phase heat transfer occurring on the wall surface was the Dittus-Boelter
correlation, which is dependent on both flow and fluid conditions. An evaluation of the
heat transfer coefficients performed at Purdue University showed that free convection

, effects were more important .n HBR-2 transients than they were in transients studied for
l Oconee Unit I and Calvert Cliffs Unit 1. This means that the RELAP-calculated heat

transfer coefficients were underpredicted and thus were somewhat too low to be used in the
i

l subsequent fracture-mechanics analyses.

Since most of the RELAP calculations yielded heat transfer coefficients in the range of
2 2

300 Btu /hr ft *F, it was decided that a minimum value of 400 Btu /hr ft .*F would be a
conservative value to use in the analyses. This value was chosen for two reasons: (1) it
appeared to account for the underpredictions identified in the RELAP calculations, and
(2) it is sufficiently large that the total heat transport is not significantly sensitive to the
value of the fluid film heat transfer coefficient. Thus the heat transfer coefficients calcu-

2lated by RELAP were used unless the values fell below the 400 Btu /hr ft .*F, at which
point the minimum value was used.

4.5. Estimations of Pressure, Temperature, and Heat Transfer Coefficient
Profiles for Potential Overcooling Sequences

The evaluation of PTS risks entails the coupling of event trees for the overcooling incidents
to fracture-mechanics calculations of the probability of vessel crack propagation. The link
between an event-tree end state and the fracture-mechanics calculation is the transient
behavior of the pressure (P), temperature (T), and heat transfer coefficient (h) in the reac-
tor vessel downcomer region over the analysis period of the sequence. That is, the P, T, 4

and h transient profiles for the sequences defined by the event-tree end states become
inputs for the fracture-mechanics calculation.

As pointed out in Section 4.1, a large number of potential overcooling transients were iden-
tified for which thermal-hydraulic profiles are required. However, the cost and complexity
of detailed thermal-hydraulics calculations precludes evaluations of every end state
separately. As a result, detailed calculations were limited to the 13 selected overcooling
transients described in preceding sections of this chapter. For the remaining sequences, it
was necessary to (a) reduce by similarity grouping the number of end states to be
evaluated and (b) obtain the needed data with less rigorous estimation techniques.

This section summarizes the approach used to group sequences and to estimate the P, T,
and h profiles for all the HBR-2 overcooling sequences. Section 4.5.2 describes the group-
ing strategy used to sort sequences by controlling conditions and phenomena, Section 4.5.3
discusses the estimation methods employed, and Section 4.5.4 provides an abbreviated sum-
mary of the estimation results. More detailed discussions of the methods and results of the
P, T, and h estimations, which were performed by INEL, are provided in Appendix F.

4.5.1. Grouping of Sequences

The event-tree development discussed in Chapter 3 identified 229 overcooling sequences
whose pressures, temperatures, and heat transfer coefficients should be evaluated in detail.
The sequences fell within 12 initiator categories as follows:
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(1) Small-break LOCA at full power - 23 sequences. (See Table 3.13 and Sec-
tion 4.2.1.)

(2) Medium-break LOCA at full power - 13 sequences. (See Table 3.13 and
Section 4.2.2.)

(3) Small-break LOCA at hot 0% power - 7 sequences. (See Table 3.15 and
Section 4.2.3.)

(4) Medium-break LOCA at hot 0% power - 3 sequences. (See Table 3.15 and
Section 4.2.4.)

(5) Small steam-line break at full power - 25 sequences. (See Table 3.11 and
Section 4.2.5.)

(6) Large steam-line break at full power - 15 sequences. (See Table 3.11 and
Section 4.2.6.)

(7) Small steam-line break at hot 0% power - 16 sequences. (See Table 3.9 and
Section 4.2.7.)

(8) Large steam.'ine break at hot 0% power - 10 sequences. (See Table 3.9 and
Section 4.2.8.)

(9) Reactor trip at full power - 104 sequences. (See Table 3.7 and Section
4.2.9.)

(10) Steam generator tube rupture at hot 0% power - 5 sequences. (See Table
3.16 and Section 4.2.10.)

(11) Loss of main feedwater - 6 sequences. (See Table 3.17 and Section 4.2.11.)

(12) Support system failure - 2 sequences. (See Table 3.19 and Section 4.2.12.)

As was described in Chapter 3, the terminology used here implies the following: (1) a
small-break LOCA is initiated by a single PZR PORV-size break, (2) a medium-break
LOCA is Sitiated by a 0.0635-m-diameter (2-1/2-in.) hot leg break, (3) a small steam-
line break is a single stuck-open STM PORV, and (4) a large steam-line break is a
double-ended rupture of one steam line downstream of the flow restrictor and upstream of
the main steam isolation valve. The term "at full power" means during 2300-MW opera-
tion and "at hot 0% power" means at hot steady state 100 hr after reactor shutdown. The
term "isolatable LOCA," used later, refers to a loss-of-coolant accident in which the break
is isolated after some delay and the loss of primary system inventory is then terminated.
In the case of a stuck-open PZR PORV, for example, the operator can close the PORV
block valve, thus terminating the primary-side break.

For the estimations of the P, T, and h profiles, the overcooling sequences were regrouped
on the basis of the controlling thermal-hydraulic phenomena. For an example, those
sequences involving a secondary side break affecting only one SG (primny side intact)

,

were put in Group A. All sequences in initiator categories 6 and 8 and some of the
sequences in categories 5,7, and 9 also fell into Group A. Altogether, the sequences were
reduced to 10 groups (A-J).
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Table 4.33 presents the regrouping of sequences by controlling thermal-hydraulic
phenomena. Groups A through C include sequenc s with only secondary-side breaks,

i Groups D and E include sequences with no primaty- or secondary-side breaks, Groups F
and I are sequences with only primary-side breaks, Groups G and H include sequences
with combinations of primary- and secondary-side breaks, and Group J includes SG tube,

rupture sequences.

The purpose of the regrouping is to organize sequences in such a way that all sequences
,
' within a group share common controlling phenomena. By developing and qualifying a

specific method to determine the pressure and temperature histories for any single
sequence within a group, an analyst has thus developed a method generally applicable to

j all sequences within that group. Furthermore, this approach assures that sequences with
I the same controlling phenomena are analyzed in a consistent manner.
i

During the grouping exercise it was observed that certain sequences were exactly
equivalent to other sequences and thus not all the sequences identified in the Chapter 3

i tables are included in Table 4.33. These equivalent sequences are reported in
Table 4.34. The equivalencies of these sequences are based on factors such as same
break size and location, inconsequential failures (e.g., feedwater regulating valve failure is
backed up by an isolation valve), specified equivalent combinations of equipment failures.

or actions, and transient conditions where specified equipment is not challenged. These
factors are also identified in Table 4.34.

4.5.2. Estimation Methods

As stated earlier, all the sequences begin from the steady state plant conditions associated
with either full power or hot 0% operation. When the initiating event occurs, the plant

,

experiences a transient defined by: (1) the initiating event, (2) operator or hardware'

failures specified in the sequence description, and (3) automatic and operator actions
;

encountered as a result of changes in condition due to (1) and (2). The transients gen-
,

| erally include an early phase during which a complicated series of operator and automatic
'

actions occur and a late phase during which such actions have ceased and the thermal-
hydraulic plant conditions can be determined by relatively stable thermal-hydraulic
processes. For example, during an event with one or more SDVs failing open, the initiat-
ing event would be expected to cause a rapid succession of events such as reactor and tur-
bine trips, Si and AFW initiation, MFW train isolation, letdown isolation, termination of,

j pressurizer heater power, an increase in makeup flow, and RCP trips. After these events,

,

however, the plant conditions are controlled by the relatively stable processes of core heat
j addition, natural circulation loop flow, and heat remc, val to the generators. Depending on

the severity of the initiating event and subsequent failures, this later stable phase typically
begins at from 5 to 20 min after the initiating event. (It should be noted that the term
" stable phase" does not mean " steady phase." In this example, factors contributing to tion'-
steady behavior during the stable phase include continually decreasing core decay heat,
secondary system pressure, and stored energy in metal components.)

!

Of course, the best approach for determining the thermal-hydraulics characteristics of ai

sequence is to perform a detailed thermal-hydraulic calculation such as was done with the ,

RELAP5 computer code for the 13 selected transients (see Section 4.3). Since that was:

I '
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Table 4.33. Regrouping of sequences by controlling
condition or phenomenon *

Group Controlling Condition or Phenomenon Sequences

A Secondary-side break, one 5.1,
affected SG 6.1 - 6.9,

7.1 - 7.8,
8.1 - 8.6,
9.25 - 9.32

B Secondary-side break, three 7.12,
symmetrically affected SGs 9.2 - 9.23, i

9.41 - 9.47 |
l

C Secondary-side breaks with two 5.14, 5.15, |

affected SGs or three 5.17 - 5.20,
symmetrically affected SGs 7.9 - 7.11,

9.33 - 9.40

D Reactor trip from ull power, no 9.1,r
primary- or secondary-side breaks 9.49 - 9.55

13.1 - 13.6
14.1 - 14.2

L MFW overfill 9.56
,

F Primary-side breaks 1.1 - 1.4,
2.1 - 2.4,
3.1, 3.2, and 4.1

G Primary-side breaks combined with 1.5 - 1.8,
'

symmetric secondary-side breaks 2.5 - 2.8,
3.3

11 Primary-side breaks combined with 1.9 - 1.12,
asymmetric secondary-side breaks 2.9 - 2.11

1 Isolatable primary-side breaks 11.1 - 11.4,
12.1 - 12.4

J SG tube ruptures 10.1 - 10.5

"The acronyms used in this table (in the order of their appearance)
are: SG = steam generator and MFW = main feedwater.

not economically feasible, the method generally used to cover all the sequences was to
apply the detailed RELAPS model for the early stage of the transient and to use a simpli-
fied REL AP5 model for the remainder of the transient. Thus, the RELAPS calculation
(1) defined the plant response during the complicated early phase of a transient,
(2) allowed confirmation that a stable region had been reached, (3) defined the starting
condition for a simplified model calculation over the stable region, (4) provided an under-
standing of the stable controlling phenomena that was required to assemble a valid simpli-
fied model, and (5) provided results against which the results from the simplified model
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Table 4.34. Thermal hydraulically equivalent sequences

is ( Are) equivalent
Sequence (s) to Sequence Reason (s)"

1.13,1.17,1.18 1.1 b

1.14 1.2 b

! 1.15 1.3 b

1.16 1.5 b

5.2 - 5.13 5.1 d

5.16 5.14 f

5.21 - 5.24 5.1 d

9.24 9.19 e

9.48, 9.66, and 9.81 9.1 b

9.57, 9.75, and 9.86 9.2 a,b

9.58 and 9.76 9.3 a,b

9.59 and 9.77 9.4 a,b

9.60 9.5 a,b

9.61 and 9.78 9.6 a,b

9.62, 9.79, and 9.87 9.9 a,b

9.63 9.10 a,b

9.64 9.11 a,b

9.65 and 9.80 9.13 a,b

9.67 and 9.82 9.49 b

9.68 and 9.83 9.50 b

9.69 and 9.84 9.51 b

9.70 and 9.85 9.52 b

9.71 9.53 b

9.72 9.54 b

9.73 9.55 b

9.74 9.56 e

" Reasons:

a. Same break size and location.

b. FW regulating valve failure following a reactor trip is inconsequential unless it is
accompanied by a feedwater isolation valve failure on the same feedline.

Since only one FW isolation valve fails open, the failure of only one FW regulatingc.
valve is inconsequential.

d. Sequences initiated by a stuck-open STM PORV at full power do not result in reactor
or turbine trips.
MSIV closure signal is not generated because coincident high steam-line flow (in twoe.
out of three lines) and low average temperature were not encountered. "MSIV Fails
to Close on Demand"is therefore inconsequential.

f. " Failure to Throttle" AFW is inconsequential because SG narrow range levels had not
recovered to 40% before AFW was isolated at 10 min.
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could then be compared and qualified. Once qualified, the simplified model was then used
to determine the thermal-hydraulic response over the remainder of the sequence.

For the analyses presented in this report, th: simplified models typically ran faster than
the detailed models by a factor of about 200. Comparisons of the results from the detailed

; and simplified calculations show that the agreement is adequate to justify using the simpli-
fied model. As discussed elsewhere,3 agreement ranged from fair for calculations of pri-
mary side breaks to excellent for secondary side breaks. The stable portion of the
sequences was controlled by quasi-steady simple mass and energy balances which could be
well represented with the simplified model.

The following subsections document the basic detailed and simplified models used in these
analyses.

'

4.5.2.1. Detailed RELAP5 model

The detailed model used in sequence estimation was the same as the RELAPS model
described m Section 4.3. As mentioned earlier, it was not economically feasible to
completely evaluate all sequences using the detailed model. Instead, the detailed model
was employed to evaluate the initial transient portions of selected sequences out to a point
in time when either the simplified RELAPS model (Section 4.5.2) or hand calculations
(Section 4.5.3) could adequately model the remainder (stable phase) of the transient. The
use of the detailed RELAPS model and the simplified models allowed accurate evaluation
of the crucial or trend-setting transient portion of a sequence and economic evaluation of
the remaining stable portion by simplified methods.

4.5.2.2. Simplified RELAP5 model
.

This section describes the basic simplified RELAP5 HBR-2 model, which was developed
primarily by combining calculational cells of the detailed RELAPS model and was used to
address thermal-hydraulic plant phenomena during the later stages of sequences. The base
model was specifically designed to address sequences in which (1) reactor and turbine
trips have occurred, (2) SI and AFW flows have been initiated, and (3) the RCPs have
been tripped. Furthermore, the model assumes that significant transient effects of these
actions have ceased and symmetric loop natural circulation continues.

The base model was generally applied as developed to the later stages of sequences with
stuck-open SDVs (most sequences in Group B) or small primary breaks (part of Group F).
Variations of the base model, required to properly address sequences controlled by dif-
ferent phenomena, are discussed in Section 4.5.2.3.

''

For sequences involving stuck-open SDVs, the later portions of the sequences are controlled
by decay heat addition in the core, symmetric loop natural circulation and symmetric heat
runoval through all SGs. The symmetry exists because the SDVs he located on the por-
tion of the steam line common to all three SGs.

'
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For sequences involving only a small primary break (defined in Chapter 2 as a sing.N
stuck-open PZR PORV), the controlling phenomena during the later portions of the

| sequences are core heat addition, virtually symmetric loop natural circulation, heat removal
to SGs, and energy and mass removal at the PORV. Minor loop asymmetries due to the'

! break location are ignored.

A nodalization diagram of the base simplified model developed to address the primary and
secondary system mass and energy balances that control the phenomena described in the
previcus two paragraphs is shown in Figure 4.50. Component 100 represents all fluid in
the reactor coolant system (RCS) except for the pressurizer (components 340 and 341)
and fluid volume above the hot leg centerline within the reactor vessel head (component
126). Component 266 represents the fluid volume of the three SG secondaries. Auxiliary
to the primary system are time-dependent junction component 951, representing HPI and
LPI flow as a functiori of primary system pressure, and component 971, representing
charging flow as a function of pressurizer level. The three accumulators are modeled as
component 911, and the PZR PORY by valve component 344. Auxiliary to the secondary
system are time-dependent junction components 536 and 540, representing motor- and
turbine-driven AFW injection, and time-dependent junction component 808, representing a
secondary system steam break. The three heat structures shown represent the pressurizer
heaters, the U-tubes of the three SGs, and the core and passive heat structures. This
latter heat structure represents the metal of the core, reactor vessel, loop piping, and SG
shells. Heat input was based on the ANS standard for decay heat and the time since the
reactor trip.

AFW logic requires the calculation of SG narrow-range levels. Because of the simplicity
of the model, this was not possible. Instead, the results of the detailed model calculations
were reviewed during periods of similar plant behavior to determine the secondary masses
corresponding to key narrow-range level set points. The AFW control was then based on
the mass set points rather than on the level set points.

The steam break (component 808) was represented with a time-dependent junction that
calculated break steam flow based on the secondary steam pressure, the break area, and
homogeneous eqi.ilibrium model critical flow tables. The SG secondaries were assumed to
be at saturation conditions with in-flow of subcooled AFW and outflow of saturated steam.

Again because of the simplicity of the model, it was necessary to specify heat transfer
coefficients on both sides of the U-tube heat structure. On the inside surface, the fluid in
component 100 of the simplified model was not flowing while the fluid inside the U-tubes
was flowing owing to natural loop circulation. On the outside surface, the void fraction in
component 266 did not adequately represent that in the lower boiler section. Then, prob-
lems were circumvented by specifying constant heat transfer coefficients at both locations
based on representative coefficients calculated with the detailed model for similar condi-
tions. In the same manner, a constant heat transfer coefficient was specified for the heat
structure representing the core and other metal.

As was discussed earlier, the initial conditions for the simplified model were derived from
conditions calculated using the detailed model. As a result of qualifying the simplified
model against the detailed model, it was found that the best agreement was obtained if the
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Figure 4.50. Base simplified RELAP5 model nodalization.

RCS cell in the simplified model (component 100) was initialized at a temperature con-
sistent with the third U-tube cell of the detailed model (Cell 3 of component 408 in Fig-
ure 4.1). The temperature of this U-tube cell generally differs from the reactor vessel
downcomer fluid temperature only slightly [ typically 2 K (3.6*F)]. Thus the simplified
model RCS temperature generally was used directly as an indication of downcomer tem-
perature.

4.5.2.3. Modified simplified RELAPS model

For the primary break sequences, such as in Groups F-I (see Table 4.33), the natural
loop circulation was slower and the HPI flow higher than was accounted for in the base
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model assumptions. For these cases, a mixing equation was employed to obtain the down-
comer temperature as a function of loop flow and temperature, ECC ilow and tempera-
ture, and fluid transient time between the SG and the downcomer. The expression is given
by

mwpT + mEcc T cc dT (4.1)E
Toc = - r dt ,wp + mEccm

I where
|

E downcomer, average RCS, and ECC system temperatures,Toc, T, T cc =

respectively,

mwp, mEcc primary loop and ECC mass flows,=

dT rate of change in RCS average temperature, -=

flow transit time.=7

The parameters mwp and mEcc were estimated from a detailed calculation representativei

of the case being modeled. The simplified model yields the averag- RCS temperature (T)
and its derivative (dT/dt). These are combined to yield the effective downcomer tempera-
ture. Where ECC flows dominate, the downcomer temperature will be very close to T cc-E)
This equation allowed the simplified base model to be fitted to a condition of high ECC
flows relative to reduced or stagnated primary loop flows.

Other variations in parameters within the simplified base model itself allowed simulation
of other phenomena predicted by the detailed RELAPS calculations. For example, a small
secondary break affecting only one SG would tend to stagnate loop flow to the two unaf-
fccted SGs. The unaffected SGs were thus isolated (removed) from the rest of the RCS
such that the water mass and stored energy of the isolated SGs could not influence the
cooldown rate. Corresponding adjustments in the simplified model parameters describing
the SG and RCS allowed simulations that yielded results very similar to those obtained
with the detailed RELAPS model.

Using detailed RELAPS calculations as a basis,13 simplified base model variations were
developed to cover sequences involving the following conditions:

(1) Small steam-line break with one affected SG and tripped RCPs.
~

(2) Small steam-line break with one affected SG and RCPs operating.

(3) Steam-line break with one affected SG but primary system heat removal con-
trolled by unaffected SGs.

(4) Large steam-line break with one affected SG.

(5) Small steam-line break symmetrically affecting three Sds and RCPs operat-
ing.

(6) Steam-line breaks with two affected SGs.
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(7) Small-break LOCAs.

(8) Medium-break LOCAs.

(9) Small-break LOCAs with one stuck-open STM PORV.

(IG) Small-br:ak LOCAs with two stuck-open STM PORVs.

| (11) afedium-break LOCAs with one stuck-open STM PORV.

(12) Medium-break LOCAs with two stuck-open STM PORVs.

(13) SG tube rupture.'

These model variations, whose development and verification are described elsewhere,5
include all the thermal-hydraulic phenomena expected in the 214 sequences evaluated.

,

They also address the conditions of Groups A J in Table 4.33. I
I

With the mixing equation and model variations described above, the simplified base model,
when used properly,* has a level of performance approaching that of the multinode
detailed RELAPS model.

4.5.2.4. Other techniques
;

Certain sequences presented conditions which were small perturbations of a detailed
RELAP5 calculation and/or could not be fully addressed by the simplified base model and
its variations. In such instances, hand calculations were performed to modify the available
results (from the detailed calculations or simplified model calculations) to match the
required sequence conditions. The mixing expression (Equation 4.1) is an example of a
hand calculation which, in this case, corrected the predicted downcomer temrierature for
the effects of localized cooling from ECCS flows. Other calculations included evaluation
of asymptotic temperature limits and corrections for changes in HPI and/or AFW flows.

i Such calculations were usually applied late in the evaluated sequences where more detailed
calculations were not necessary.

4.5.3. Estimated Ress'2s for Sequence Groups

The 13 original RELAPS calculations, the detailed RELAPS model, the simplified base
model, and hand calculations were applied to develop the pressure and temperature profiles
for the 214 sequences. Heat transfer coefficient profiles were assigned from the 13 origi-
nal RELAPS calculations (as modified by Theophanous) based on similarity of transient
conditions. A full accounting of the estimation process is too lengthy to include in this
chapter. However, a summary of the results for each major type of sequence can be pro-
vided.

; *The phrase used properly refers to the fact that the usage is limited to cases where it technically applies (the
simplifying assumptions are consistent with the transient analyzed) and is used in conjunction with judicious
verification against more detailed analysis.
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4.5.3.1. Sequences with secondary-side breaks

Seventy-nine sequences involving only secondary-side breaks (Groups A, B, and C in
Table 4.33) were investigated. These sequences contained one or more stuck-open STM
PORVs, one or more stuck-open SDVs, double-ended main steam-line breaks, and combi-
nations of these events. The general findings were as follows: (1) the larger break sizes
produced colder reactor vessel downcomer temperatures, (2) a failure to throttle the
charging flow resulted in high primary system pressures, and (3) continued AFW flow
prevented a severe primary system repressurization.

The most severe sequence investigated within these groups was Sequence 9.22, which
involved five stuck-open SDVs, failures of the operator to throttle AFW and charging flow
following a reactor trip from full power, and failure of the operator to close the MSIVs.
For this sequence, the minimum reactor vessel downcomer fluid temperature was 364 K
(196*F) and the maximum subsequent pressure was 16.35 MPa (2371 psia).

For sequences initiated by a stuck-open STM PORV at full power, an automatic reactor
trip did not occur, thus precluding PTS concern. However, it was recognized that the
operator could manually trip the reactor in such sequences; thus, thermal-hydraulic
responses for these sequences were obtained.

For sequences initiated by a reactor trip and followed by a stuck-open ETM PORV, the
primary system pressure did not decline sufficiently to cause tripping of the RCPs, thus
minimizing the PTS concern for such scenarios.

4.5.3.2. Sequences with SG tube ruptures

Five sequences (Group J) involving the rupture of a single SG tube with the reactor at hot
0% power were investigated. With repressurization of the 9&:.4 y system limited by the -

broken tube, the minimum temperatures are essentially determined by the operator actions
and failures specified in the sequence description. For example, if the operator was
assumed to open the SDV until a subcooling criterion was met, the magnitude of the cool-
down was specified by the assumption.

The SG tube rupture sequences were, in general, not severe except for Sequence 10.2,
which involved a 10-min period with a stuck-open SDV. This sequence resulted in a
minimum temperature of 409 K (227*F) and a maximum subsequent pressure of 7.45
MPa (1080 psia).

4.5.3.3. Sequences with reactor trip with minor failures

Nine sequences (Groups D and E) were investigated which were initiated by a reactor trip
followed. by minor system failures and involved no primary- or secondary-side breaks. All
sequences were found not to be severe. The minimum temperatures [503 K (446*F)]
were calculated for sequences involving SG overfill using AFW.
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4.5.3.4. Sequences with combination primary- and secondary-side breaks

Sixteen sequences (Groups G and H) involving combinations of primary- and secondary-
side breaks were investigated. In general, these sequences were not as severe as the
corresponding sequences involving only the secondary-side break. The sequences with com-
bined breaks had temperature responses similar to a corresponding sequence with
secondary-side break only and pressure responses similar to a corresponding sequence with
a primary-side break only.

For sequences with a symmetric secondary-side break (stuck-open SDVs), natural circula-
tion continued in all loops. For sequences with an asymmetric secondary-side break (one
or two stuck-open STM PORVs), natural circulation continued only in the affected loop or
loops.

Sequences involving a medium primary-side break resulted in lower reactor vessel downco-
mer temperatures and pressures than the corresponding sequences with small primary-side
breaks.

For all sequences in this category, resulting temperatures were very low [a temperature of
344 K (160*F) for Sequence 2.8 was the lowest]. However, resulting pressures are also
low [2.54 MPa (369 psia) for Sequences 1.9 and 1.11 is the highest], thus limiting PTS
concern for combined breaks.

4.5.3.5. Sequences with primary-side breaks

Nineteen sequences (Groups F and I) involving only primary-side breaks were investigated.
Sequences with a medium-break LOCA resulted in reactor vessel downcomer temperatures
a few degrees above the HPI temperature; however, the resulting primary system pressures
were very low, thus limiting PTS concern. Sequences with a small-break LOCA resulted
in higher temperatures and higher pressures than corresponding sequences with a
medium-break LOCA.

Both the medium- and small-break LOCAs were large enough to remove more energy than
that generated by decay heat within 2 hr. Consequently, the reactor coolant system could
be cooled and depressurized with either break size. Loop flow stagnation in all loops was
calculated to occur only when the U-tubes were voided. The medium-break LOCA was
capable of vo' ding the U-tubes, but the small-break LOCA was not. Loop flow stagnation
in all loops 6d not occur when the loops were liquid full, even with heat transfer from the
SGs to the primary system. 1

Sequences involving isolation of a primary-side break resulted in high primary system pres-
sures. As a result of isolation during the early stage of the sequence, however, severe over-
cooling of the primary system did not occur before the time of isolation, and the PTS con-
cern was minimized.
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5. PROBABILISTIC FRACTURE-MECHANIG ANALYSIS OF POTENTIAL
OVERCOOLING SEQUENCES FOR H. B. ROBINSON UNIT 2

5.1. Introduction

This chapter provides detailed information regarding the prcbabilistic fracture-mechanics
analysis of the H. B. Robinson Unit 2 (HBR-2) reactor vessel and another (hypothetical)
vessel (identified as HBR-HYPO) that was included for illustrative purposes. The chapter
discusses (1) the conditions necessary for failure (through-the-wall cracking) of a PWR
pressure vessel as a result of a PTS transient, (2) the fracture-mechanics models used for
evaluating vessel integrity, and (3) the results of probabilistic fracture-mechanics analyses
of the two reactor vessels mentioned above. Supplementary information is included in
Appendices G, H, and I.

The hypothetical vessel HBR-HYPO was created for these studies after it became
apparent that the probability of failure of the HBR-2 reactor pressure vessel would be too
small to permit an appropriate illustration of the methods of analysis. Values of the initial
fracture toughness and of the concentrations of copper and nickel for the HBR-HYPO
vessel were adjusted upward to increase the probability of failure; otherwise the two vessels
are identical.

5.2. Description of Basic Problem

During a PTS transient in a pressurized-water reactor (PWR), the reactor pressure vessel
is subjected to thermal shock in the sense that thermal stresses are created in the vessel
wall as a result of rapid removal of heat from its inner urface. The thermal stresses are
superimposed on the pressure stresses with the result tha. the net stresses are positive (ten-
sile) at and near the inner surface of the wall and a e substantially lower and perhaps
negative elsewhere, depending on the magnitude of the pressure stress. The concern over
the high tensile stresses near the inner surface is that they result in high stress intensity
factors (K ) for inner-surface flaws that may be present. To compound the matter, radia-i
tion damage and the reduced temperature associated with the thermal shock result in rela-
tively low fracture-toughness values for the vessel material, particularly near the inner sur-
face. Thus, there is a possibility of propagation of initially very shallow as well as deeper
flaws, ar.d the probability increases with time because of the time dependence of radiation
damage.

The positive gradient in temperature and the negative gradients in stress and fluence
through the wall tend to provide a mechanism for crack arrest. Even so, if the surface
crack is very long and propagates deeply enough, the remaining vessel ligament will
become plastic, and the vessel internal pressure will ultimately result in rupture of the
vessel. Thus, for each thermal transient there will be a maximum permissible pressure
that is a function of the time that the vessel has beea in operation.

Crack propagation may also be limited by a phenomenon referred to as warm prestressing
(WPS), which has been demonstrated to some extent in the laboratory with small
specimens' and also in a rather large, thick-walled cylinder during a thermal-shock
experiment.2 In such cases, WPS simply refers to the inability of a crack to initiate while
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K is decreasing with time, that is, while the crack is closing. While this special situationi
is encountered during some specific overcooling accidents, caution must be exercised in
taking credit for WPS because changes in the pressure that affect little else can delay or
eliminate the requisite conditions for WPS. For instance, a delay in WPS will generally
increase the chances of crack initiation, while a reversal of f from negative to positive cani
result in crack initiation following WPS. An evaluation of the potential for initiation
under this latter condition requires knowledge of a fracture-toughness value that may be
substantially more than the standard measured value.' Unfortunately, sufficient data of
this type are not available for inclusion in this study.

The area of the vessel of particular concern in the event of a PTS transient is the so-called
beltline region, that is, the area directly across from the core where (1) the radiation dam- |

age is the greatest, (2) the thermal shock could be severe, and (3) a rupture of the vessel j
could preclude flooding of the core. Whether or not a particular degree of rupture associ- ;

ated with a particular transient could in fact preclude flooding of the core has not been
determined but is under investigation.3 For the purpose of this report, it is sufficient to
predict whether a Haw will propagate completely through the wall of the vessel.

The radiation-induced reduction in fracture toughness of the vessel material is a function
of the fast-neutron fluence and the concentrations of copper (a contaminant) and nickel
(an alloying element). Furthermore, for the same values of Huence, copper and nickel,
radiation damage tends to be greater in tne welds that join the segments of the vessel than
in the segments (base material). In most PWR vessels the highest concentrations of
copper are found in the welds, and many of these welds have high concentrations of nickel
as well. Thus, for some PWR vessels the welds are of primary concern. However, since
the segments have a much larger surface area, they could have many more flaws, and this
might offset the difference in radiation damage between segments and welds.

The beltline region of reactor pressure vessels is fabricated using either forged-ring seg-
ments or rolled-plate segments. Vessels made with forgings have only circumferential
welds, while plate-type vessels have both circumferential and axial welds, as shown in Fig-
ure 5.1. Thus, within the beltline region of a plate-type vessel there are three basic subre-
gions to consider: axial welds, circumferential welds and plate segments.

For flaw depths greater than ~20% of the wall thickness, axial flaws have significantly
greater values of K than circumferential flaws. Thus, other things being equal, axial flawsi
in the plate segments and in the axial welds of plate-type vessels are of greater concern
than circumferential Daws. Of course, differences in chemistry, fluence and initial fracture
toughness could reverse that situation.

For plate-type vessels with staggered axial welds and for which radiation damage is much
more severe in the welds than in the base material, the final surface length of a propagat-
ing inner-surface axial Oaw in an axial weld tends to be limited to the length of the axial
weld in which it resides, that is, the height of the shell course. Furthermore, only that por-
tion of a weld that is within the axial bounds of the core need be considered because of the
steep attenuation of the fast-neutron flux, and thus the radiation damage, beyond the fuel
region.
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Figure 5.1. Cross section and developed view of plate-type PWR pressure vessel.
(RPV = reactor pressure vessel.)

If the chemistry in adjacent plate segments is about the same, the extended surface length
of an axially criented flaw in a plate segment is also limited by the height of the core but
not by the height of a shell course. Thus, the surface length of axial welds in plate seg-
ments can be much greater than those in axial welds.

Because of an azimuthal variation in the fast-neutron Hux (see Figure 5.1) and possibly in
the material chemistry, the extended length of an initially short, circumferentially oriented
flaw located in a circumferential weld or in a plate segment also tends to be limited.

The behavior of an assumed flaw can be predicted for a given transient by using fracture-
mechanics methods of analysis. In such an analysis the parameters and considerations
involved are the size, shape, and orientation of the flaw; the thermal and pressure stresses
resulting from a specific transient; the temperature and fast-neutron fluence distributions
throughout the vessel wall; the effect of fluence and material chemistry on radiation dam-
age; a variety of material properties; and a comparison of the stress intensity factor (K )i
associated with the tip of the flaw with the material's static crack-initiation and
crack arrest fracture-to;gimess values (Kie and Kr.). Each of these factors must be con-
sidered in the desiopment of an appropriate analytical model for evaluating the integrity
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of a PWR vessel when subjected to PTS loading conditions. The necessary models for
performing a probabilistic fracture-mechanics analysis for a PWR reactor pressure vessel
and the results of the analyses for the IIBR-2 and IIBR-IIYPO vessels are discussed in
the remainder of this chapter.

5.3. Calculational Models

The conditional probability of vessel failure (through-the-wall cracking) was calculated for
the IIBR-2 and IIBR-liYPO reactor pressure vessels with the OCA-P code, a fracture-
mechanics code developed at ORNL for application to pressure vessels.4 OCA-P accepts
as input the primary system pressure, the temperature of the coolant in the reactor-vessel
downcomer, and the Guid-film heat transfer coefficient adjacent to the vessel wall, all as a
function of time in a specified PTS transient. The cele then performs one-dimensional
thermal and stress analyses for the vessel wall and finally a probabilistic fracture-
mechanics analysis. Details of OCA-P necessary for an understanding of the vessel ana-
lyses included herein are discussed below.

5.3.1. Fracture-Mechanics Model

5.3.1.1. Basic approach

The fracture-mechanics (FM) model in OCA-P is based on linear elastic fracture mechan-
ics (LEFM) and uses a specified maximum value of Ka to account for upper-shelfi
behavior. The stress intensity factor (K ) is calculated by using superposition techniques ini
conjunction with influence coefficients calculated by finite-element techniques. The appli-
cation of this procedure makes it possible to perform a large number of deterministic FM
calculations at reasonable cost, a necessary condition for performing the probabilistic
analysis.

5.3.1.2. Specific flaws included

The 11BR-2 vessel was fabricated from sections of plate and has both axial and circum-
ferential welds in the beltline region, as shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.3. The HBR-HYPO
vessel was assumed to have the same configuration. For both configurations the length of
flaws in the axial welds with depths greater than ~2 in. was assumed to be approximately
the height of the intermediate shell course, and the shape was assumed to be semielliptical
(this flaw is referred to as the 2-m Haw). Since the ends of this flaw are fixed, propaga-
tion was judged on the basis of the K ratios (K /Kc, Kr/Kra) at the deepest ends of thisi i
type of flaw. Deep axial flaws in the plate region were assumed to be two-dimensional (to
have infinite length) since their surface length could extend the full length of the core, and
deep circumferential flaws were also assumed to be,two-dimensional. -

Shallower flaws also were assumed to be two-dimensional, because long shallow flaws are
essentially two-dimensional, and short flaws tend to grow on the surface to become long
Gaws.5 at least in the absence of cladding. Because the effect of cladding on the surface
extension of short flaws is not known at this time, any possible beneficial effect it may
have has been discounted.
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Figure 5.2. Cross section of HBR-2 reactor pressure vessel and core.

5.3.1.3. Cladding

As just noted, the effect of cladding on the surface extension of finite-length flaws was not
considered. Ilowever, cladding on the inner surface of PWR pressure vessels was included
in the OCA-P analysis as a discrete region to the extent that the thermal and stress effects
were accounted for.
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Because of the difference in the coefficient of thermal expansion between the cladding and
base material, the calculated stresses in the cladding exceed the yield strength of the clad-
ding by an appreciable amount, and this results in an overestimation of the K values fori
the flaws, which were assumed to terminate in the cladding or extend through the cladding
into the base material. An alternative approach would be to limit the stress in the clad-
ding to the yield stress, but this underestimates K because K is sensitive to the strain,i i
which is not limited by the yielding phenomenon. The difference in K between these twoi
extremes is not large; thus the conservative extreme was selected.

k
5.3.1.4. Material properties

Material properties required for the fracture-mechanics analysis include the static crack
initiation and arrest toughness values (K ci and Kr.) and the nil-ductility reference tempera-
ture RTNDT. For the probabilistic fracture-mechanics analysis, mean values of these
parameters are required.

c.

Mean values of K ci and K , were obtained for the vessel material as follows:i

f = 1.43{33.2 + 2.806 exp[0.0200(T - RTNDT + 100)]}, ksi E , (5.1)ic

fr. = 1.25 {26.8 + 1.223 exp(0.0145(T - RTNDT + 160)]}, ksi 6 , (5.2)

6where the quantity in braces represents the ASME Section X1 lower-bound toughness
value, and T is the temperature at the tip of the flaw (in F). These expressions were
obtained by letting the ASME lower bound curves represent the mean values minus two
standard deviations (2a) and by letting a(K ) = 0.15 f and a(Kr.) = 0.10 f ,.ic ic i

In many cases, if crack arrest takes place, it must do so at upper-shelf temperatures, that
is, at temperatures that, under static loading conditions, result in ductile rather than brittle
behavior of the material. Crack arrest under these conditions is not well understood but
has been included in an approximate manner by specifying a maximum value of K, thati
corresponds to the upper portion of an upper-shelf tearing resistance curve. As illustrated
in Figure 5.4, which is a plot of K vs crack depth (a) and temperature (T) at a specific
time in a transient, if the load line (K vs a, T) intersects the Kr. curve at Kr. < (Kr.)mu,i
upper-shelf temperatures are not encountered. If, on the other hand, the load line misses
the rising portion of the K , curve and then decreases, as it does for some transients, therei
is, according to the model, a possibility of crack arrest at upper-shelf temperatures.

The tearing resistance curve selected for this study represents a specific high-copper, low-
upper-shelf weld material that had been irradiated to a fluence of ~1.2 X 10 "

,

2neutrons /cm at a temperature of ~550 F and tested at 390 F.7 The upper, nearly flat
portion of this curve corresponds to a K value of ~200 ksi E, and this value was usedf

for (Kr.)mu; Kj was obtained using the relation

K = 82 , . (5.3)f
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where

strain energy release rate,J =

Young's modulus.E =

.
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Figure 5.4. Illustration of a method of selecting (Kr.) .

The tearing resistance of PWR vessel materials tends to decrease with increasing tempera-
ture and fluence, and thus the effects of temperature and 11uence tend to compensate for

! each other through the wall of the vessel. Because of this and the very approximate nature
! of the treatment of arrest on the upper shelf, no attempt was made to account more accu-

rately for the effects of temperature and fluence on (Kr.)m x.

As indicated in a later section of this report (Section 5.4), the copper concentrations in
the HBR-2 vessel are low relative to that associated with the above tearing resistance
curve. Thus, a somewhat higher value of (Kr.)m.: could have been used. However, at the
conclusion of the HBR-2 studies the sensitivity of the results to (Kr.). over the range
200 to 300 MPa ksi & was investigated for the HBR-2 dominant transients and was
found to be negligible. Therefore, the use of a low value of (Kr.) , was of no conse-
quence.

The nil-ductility reference temperature (RTNDT) is equal to the sum of an initial (zero
fluence) value (RTNDTo) and an increase due to radiation damage (ARTNDT); that is,

RTNDT = RTNDTo + ARTNDT . (5.4)
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The correlation for ARTNDT, the mean value of ARTNDT, used in these studies was
8recently proposed by Randall and is

ARTNDT = [-10 + 470 Cu + 350 Cu Ni] F X 10-'')a27 , F, (5.5)

or

ARTNDT = [283(F X 10-39)"'" - 48], *F* , (5.6)

whichever is smaller, where

F fast-neutren fluence (neutron energy > 1 MeV)=

4 6 X 10'' neutrons /cm ,2

Cu,Ni concentrations of copper and nickel, wt%.=

(As indicated later, it is sometimes convenient to make reference to the value of RTNDT
at the inner surface of the vessel. This value is referred to herein as RTNDT,.)

Equations (5.5) and (5.6) were derived without distinguishing between weld and base
material. A more recent attempt to correlate the data does differentiate between the two
materials, and the results indicate (1) substantially less damage for the base material than
for welds and (2) greater damage for the welds than indicated by Eq. (5.5).8 For this
study, Eqs. (5.5) and (5.6) were used for the weld material, and a differential between

8weld and plate material was obtained from the most recent correlations and was applied
in the evaluation of flaw behavior in the base material.

The attenuation of the fluence through the wall of the vessel is approximated with

F = Fo -a24" (5.7)e ,

where Fo is the fluence at the inner surface of the vessel and a is the crack depth in inches.
The specific value of the coeffici nt in the expoaent accounts to some extent for the effect
of space-wise spectral changes on radiation damage.8

If the assumption is made that a short and shallow surface flaw can extend on the surface
through the cladding to becorae a long flaw (and this assumption is made for the.c stu-
dies), then it must be assumed that under the proper circumstances a very shallow flaw
that initially resides entirely within the cladding can propaFate radially. Unfortunately,
the fracture-toughness properties of the cladding material are very uncertain and are
known to be dependent on the cladding-application proc.ss; however, the few experimental
data that are available indicate that the radiation-induxo reduction in fracture toughness
can be similar to that for the base material. As an expdiency, which may or may not be
conservative, it was assumed that the cladding has the same fracture-toughness properties
as the base material [Eqs. (5.1), (5.2), (5.5) and (5.6)]. In the OCA-P analysis, assump-
tions regarding the fracture b:havior of t! e cladding influence only the initiation of very

' Reg. Guide 1.99 Rev. I high. fluence upperbound minus 2a (i.e. 48'F).
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shallow flaws that initially terminate in the cladding. Under some circumstances, includ-
ing the above assumption regarding the fracture toughness of th cladding, these shallow
flaws will initiate and result in vessel failure. Therefore, it was necessary to include the
fracture properties of the cladding. I

5.3.1.5. Warm prestressing

As me.itioned in Section 5.2. crack initiation cannot take place while # < 0. Ilowever,i
if, following a period of # < 0, K once again increases with tiine, crack initiation cani i
take place, but the critical value of K may be substantially more than the standard meas-i
ured value (K ). This latter situation leads to one of two problems associated with theic

inclusion of WPS in the fracture-mechanics modeh appropriate fracture-toughness data are
not yet available. The other prsblem is more specific to this particular study. The rela-
tively few transients for which detailed fracture-mechanics calculations are made represent
categories of transients for which the pressure histories are not necessarily well defined,
and, as indicated in Section 5.2, variations in the pressure history can prevent or delay
WPS. For these reasons it was not considered prudent to include the effects of WPS in
the basic study. However, the possible effect of WPS was evaluated for the dominant
transients to the extent of not allowing crack initiation while # < 0, provided, followingi
this period, K did not exceed the previous value of (K ) max.i i

5.3.1.6. Flaw behavior depicted with critical-crack-depth plots

The deterministic fracture-mechanics model described above is used in OCA-P to predict
the behaWor of a flaw during a specified PTS transient at a specified time in the life of the
vessel, and the calculated behavior et a be illustrated with a set of critical-crack-depth
curves similar to those shown in Figure 5.5. This figure consists of a plot of crack depths
corresponding to various events and conditions as a function of the time in the transient at
which the events or conditions take place or exist. Figure 5.5 includes (for 2-D, axially
oriented flaws only) the locus of points for Ki = K c (crack-initiation curve), Ki = Kr.i
(crack-arrest curve), Ki = (K )m,, (warm prestress curve with Ki = 0),and Ki = con-i
stant (iso K curves). For times less than those indicated by the WPS curve, crack initia-i
tion will take place, but for greater times initiation will not take place unless perhaps there
is a perturbation in K that negates the requisite conditions for WPS.i

,

The dashed lines in Figure 5.5 indicate the behavior of two initially shallow flaws, ignor-
ing the effects of WPS. The deeper flaw would initiate at a time of 42 min into the tran-
sient and would extend through the wall without arresting. The other flaw would initiate
at an earlier time, would arrest at a point 36% of the way through the wall, and then
would reinitiate at a time of ~88 min and penetrate the wall. Earlier in the life of the
vessel the tendency for complete per.etration of the wall is less.
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5.3.1.7. RTNDT as the independent variable

For the probabilistic fract'are-mechanics analysis (see Section 5.3.4), it is convenient to let
RTNDT, be the independent variable rather than Cu, Ni, Fo and RTNDTo. This can be
accomplished by ignoring Eq. (5.6) and combining Eqs. (5.5) and (5.7) to obtain

ARTNDT(a) = ARTNDT,e-0** (5.8),
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where
i

ARTNDT, ARTNDT at inner surface,=

ARTNDT(a) ARTNDT at tip of flaw, i=

depth of flaw, in.a =

This relation, in combination with Eq. (5.4), can be used directly in Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2)
| without having to specify Cu, Ni and Fo. However, when RTNDT, is being calculated for

a specific reactor vessel for comparison with results of a probabilistic analysis that uses
RTNDT, as the independent variable, only Eq. (5.5) should be used so as to maintain con-
sistency. Furthermore, the results of the fracture-mechanics analysis are somewhat sensi-
tive to the value of RTNDTo and for additional reasons can be significantly different than.

those obtained using Cu, Ni, and Fo and RTNDTo as independent variables (see
Appendix G).,

5.3.2. Stress-Analysis Model

When the superposition technique is used in combination with influence coefficients to cal-
culate K, the stresses required are those at the crack plane in the absence of the crack andi
with no variation in the direction of the length of the crack. For the analyses discussed
herein, it was assumed that there was no azimuthal variation as well, and thus the one-
dimensional stress analysis model incorporated in OCA-P was adequate.

Material properties required for the stress analysis included the coefficient of thermal
expansion (a), Young's modulus (E), and Poisson's ratio (v). Although these properties
have scme temperature dependence, it was determined' that the use of appropriate average
values results in an error in the calculated value of K of less than 10% Thus, averagei
values were used based on the data in Ref.10. The values used are as follows:

Property Base Material Cladding
4

5, F-8 8.0 X 10-6 9.9 X 10-6

E, ksi 2.8 X 10 2.7 X 104 4
,.

ii 0.30 0.30

5.3.3. Thermal-Analysis Model

Temperatures in the wall of the vessel are required for two purposes: to calculate the frac-
ture toughness and to calculate the thermal stresses. The temperatures required for deter-
mining the fracture toughness are those in the plane of the flaw, while those used in the

i one-dimensional analysis of the thermal stresses must represent some type of average dis-
tribution through the wall. The thermal stresses in the vicinity of the crack plane are
more sensitive to the radial temperature distribution at the crack plane than elsewhere.
Since these temperatures are the same as those needed for the fracture-toughness determi-
nations, and since only one set of temperatures was to be used for both the stress and
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toughness calculations, the local temperatures would be the choice. These particular tem-
peratures were not available, but fortunately the results of the thermal-hydraulic analysis
indicated that for the transients of interest there was not much azimuthal variation in the
downcomer coolant temperature. Thus, the time-dependent temperature distributions in
the wall of the vessel were calculated with the one-dimensional thermal-analysis mode' in
OCA-P, using average downcomer coolant temperatures and heat transfer coefficients.

Material properties required for the thermal analysis include the thermal conductivity (k),
specific heat (c ), and density (p) of the vessel material. The values used are as follows:y

Property Base Mue.ial Cladding

2k 24.0 10.0 Btu /hr.ft ,op

c 0.12 0.12 Btu /lb.*Fp

3p 489 489 lb/ft

5.3.4. Probabilistic-Analysis Model

The OCA-P probabilistic model, which is similar to that developed by Gamble and
Strosnider," is based on Monte Carlo techniques; that is, a large number of vessels is gen-
erated, and each vessel is then subjected to a fracture-mechanics analysis to determine
whether the vessel will fail. Each vessel is defined by randomly selected values of several
parameters that are judged to have significant uncertainties associated with them. The
celculated probability of vessel failure is simply the number of vessels that fait divided by
the total number of vessels generated. It constitutes a conditional probability of failure,
P(F|E), because the assumption is made that tne PTS transient (event) takes place. A
logic diagram summarizing the various steps in the OCA-P probabilistic analysis is shown
in Figure 5.6.

The parameters simulated for the analyses discussed herein are crack depth (a), RTNDT,
K , and K .. Normal distributions were assumed for each of these parameters except theie i
crack depth; the standard deviations and truncation values used in the analysis are
included in Table 5.1.

When RTNDT, is used as the independent variable (see Section 5.3.1.7), it is necessary to
account for the distribution in ARTNDT due to the distributions in Cu, Ni and Fo. As
discussed in Appendix G, the distribution in ARTNDT is dependent on the mean values of
Cu, Ni and Fo, and an' " average" normal distribution was used with the standard devia ion
given in Table 5.1.

The advantage in using RTNDT, as the independent variable in the probabilistic fracture-
mechanics analysis is that a normalized value of P(F|E), referred to as ij, vs RTNDT,
can be determined for the different flaw types (infinite and finite-length axial and circum-
ferential flaws) for all of the transients of interest, independent of specific values of Cu, Ni
and Fo. Once these curves are available, they can De used for any reasonable set of Cu,
Ni,and Fo values, thus allowing a determination of P(FlE) for more than one vessel
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Table 5.1. Parameters simulated in OCA-P

Standard
Deviation"

Parameter (a) Truncation

Fluence (F) 0.3 (F) F=0

Copper 0.025 % 0.4%

Nickel 0.0 -

RTNDTo 17* F* *

ARTNDl' 24* F*' *

ARTNDl* 0.14 p(ARTNDT)d 13a
K, 0.15 p(K c) 13ai i

Kr. 0.10 p(K.) 13ai

" Normal distribution used for each parameter.

'Mrsory ~ a{arNor.) + c{.sarNor) 'l2, truncated at
3a.

' Accounts for uncertainty in correlation.

dAccounts for uncertainty in Cu, Ni and Fo when
RTNDT,is used as independent variable.

without a detailed analysis, provided that the same transients are appropriate for both
sessels. It is only necessary to,(1) calculate RTNDT, for each regim of interest (defined
by speific values of Cu, Ni, Fo, and RTNDTo) using Eqs. (5.4) and (5.5); (2) determine
f from the f vs RTNDT, curves; and (3) determine P(F|E) from

| j j

|

P(F |E) = EP (F |E)N V, , (S.9)j j

J

where f refers to each of the regions considered,5 is the probability based on one flaw per
region, N is the flaw density, and Vis the volume of the region.

In Figure 5.6 the second and third boxes are somewhat different when RTNDT,is used as
the independent variable. For both boxes, Cu, Ni and Foare replaced with ARTI/DT,.

The probability of having a flaw in a specific region with a depth in a specific range of
crack depths Aaf s given byi

P( Aa,) = NVf f(a)B(a)da , (S.10)
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where

N number of flaws of all depths per unit volume of a specific=

region,

V volume of the specific region,=

f(a) flaw-depth density function,=

B(a) probability of nondetection.=

The parameters N and f(a) pertain to vessel conditions prior to preservice inspection and
repair, and B(a) is derived on the basis of repairing or otherwise disposing of all detected
flaws.

The value of N and the functions f(a) and B(a) are not well known because most of the
available inspection data do not pertain to surface flaws that extend into and through the
cladding of a PWR pressure vessel. For the analyses discussed herein, the functions f(a)
and B(a) were those suggested in the Marshall report:2 and are as follows:

f(a) = 4.1 e-4 I" , (5.11)

B(a) = 0.005 + 0.995e-2.87" (5.12),

where

crack depth, in.,a =

m

{f(a)da 1.=

For the HBR-2 vessel the probability of nondetection, B(a), should probably be set equal
to unity, independent of a, because the reliability of inspections for flaws in and extending
a short distance beyond the cladding has not been' quantified. Furthermore, it is not likely
that any detected flaws of this type were repaired. Even so, Eq. (5.10) was used in the
analysis of the HBR-2 and HBR-HYPO. If B(a) = 1 were used instead, P(FjE) would
be about twice as much. Thus, the results of this study can be interpreted accordingly.

The value of N used in these studies was 0.03 flaw /ft3 (1 flaw /m ) of weld and base
3

material, and it was assumed that all flaws were inner-surface flaws normal to the surface.
Flaws in welds were oriented in the length-direction of the weld, while those in the plate
segments were oriented axially. The assumed value of the flaw density agrees with that
suggested in the Marshall report,12 but the uncertainty is conside ed to be very large
(values of N corresponding to la variations are estimated to be 3 X 10'4 and 3

3
flaws /ft ).

The volume (V) of a weld or plate segment used for calculating the number of surface
flaws was the total volume of that portion of the weld or segment that was nearly within,

the axial confines corresponding to the active length of the core.
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As mentioned above, the calculated probability of vessel failure for this study is the
number of simulated vessels calculated to fait divided by the total number of vessels simu-
lated or otherwise accounted for. Thus,

P(F|E) = ZP V N[f(a)B(a)da , (5.13)jj
J

where,

i

(
. N}j
P, =

,

N,,,,

Njj number of vessels with a flaw in the jth region that fail,=

N|j number . vessels simulated with a flaw in the jth region,=

j volume of jth region.V =

The integral in Eq. (5.13) accounts for the vessels that have no flaws whatsoever, and each
term in Eq. (5.13) represents the contribution to P(FlE) of each specified region of the
vessel.

For very small values of P(FlE), the values of N|j required to achieve reasonable accuracy
becomes quite large. Under some circumstances the value of N|j can be reduced by using
importance sampling techniques. This was done in some cases by eliminating flaw depths
that did not contribute significantly to initiation and by rampling only the tails of the
RTNDT and ARTNDT distribution functions. In each of these cases the portion of the
distribution function not sampled is accounted for by multiplying the number of simulated
vessels, N|j, by a correction factor. Equation (5.13) then becomes

P (5.14)
#

P(F|E) = 3 VN[f(a)B(a)da,
j

F jFFij 2f 3,j

where

Fj correction factor for flaw-depth density function,=
i

Fj correction factor for ARTNDTdistribution,=
2

F; correction factor for RTNDT distribution.=
3

I

For these studies, when importance sampling was used for the flaw-depth density function,

| only the first flaw-depth increment was omitted. Thus,

l
F= = 3.24 . (5.15)

i
[. f(a)B(a)da

When importance sampling is applied to the ARTNDT and RTNDT distribution functions,
only those portions of the distributions above la were used, and as indicated in Table 5.1,
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these distributions were truncated at 3a. Table 5.2 gives the corresponding values of F2

and F as a function of the point on the distribution curve at which sampling is com-3

menced. As indicated, if the distribution is sampled above la, F = 6, and if it is sampled
above 2a, F = 46. If both ARTNDT and RTNDT are sampled only above 1.25a, and if
the first crack-depth increment can be omitted, F XF2 XF3 == 300, which representsi

a significant savings in computer costs for the same accuracy in P(F|E). Of course this'
type of importance sampling can only be used when the first crack-depth increment does
not contribute much to P(F|E), and when P(FlE) is small enough that only the tails of
the ARTNDT and RTNDT distribution functions contribute significantly to P(FIE).

Table 5.2. Values of F and F associated with impo.tance2 3

sampling of ARTNDT,and RTNDTdistributions

Identifying
Number Start-of-Sampling

(NDLRS or Number of Standard Fraction of Distribution
NRTRS) Deviations Above Mean Not Simulated' F,F3,

2

1 1.0 0.8422 6.3

2 1.25 0.8954 9.6

3 1.50 0.9343 15.2

4 1.75 0.9611 25.7

5 2.00 0.9784 46.4

6 2.25 0.9891 91.7

7 2.50 0.9951 204.1

8 2.75 0.9983 588.2

" Assuming truncation at 13a.

After the specified number of vessels has b en simulated, a deterministic analysis is made
for each vessel to determine if failure will occur during a particular transient at a specified
time in the life of the plant. The criterion by which failure is judged is as follows: if, fol-
lowing an initiation event, K remains greater than Kr. up to or beyond the point at whichi
plastic instability occurs in the remaining ligament, failure is assumed. The onset of plas-
tic instability is evaluated on the basis of achieving an average pressure stress in the
remaining ligament equal to the flow stress. The flow stress is assumed to be independent
of temperature and fluence and is specified as 80 ksi.

The number of vessels that must be simulated depends upon the accuracy required for the
calculated value of P(FlE), and as small a number as practical is used to minimize com-,

puter costs. The minimum number of simulated vessels required to satisfy a specified
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accuracy is estimated by applying the central limit theorem.33 Using this approach and
specifying a 95% confidence level yields

P(F |E)j = f NV [f(a)B(a)da i 1.96aj , (5.16)
j j

where
|

true value of the conditional probability of vessel failureP(FlE)j =

for those vessels having flaws in the jth region only,,

;

one standard deviation,=a

Nj = N}j/N;j.

For the direct approach (not using importance sampling),

in (5.17)f (1 - Pj) ,
j

NVff(a)B(a)da.jaj =

When importance sampling is used,

(0''0}
^ (1 - P )

F,f 2f 3, {"
NVJl l f(a)B(a)da ."I -~ N;j F F

The value is a corresponding to all of the vessels simulated is

W%
erzy|g;= Zaj ,

1

and the error, ej, associated with the jth region is

1.96 af (5.20)
.) = .

w .

P,NY f f(a)B(a)daj

For f << 1,
j

''N '#
I I (5.21)

ej = 1.96 = 1.96 -
.

.

Y N,,j Ngj ,
,

J,
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The total error, e, considering all regions of interest is

1.96a (FlE) (5.22)r
e= w .

EP NV f f(a)B(a)daj j

J

It is of interest to note (Eq. 5.21) that the error for a single region, ej, is only a function ;

of NJj. According to Refs.14 and 15, for the estimate of ej to be reasonably accurate, i

NJj should be greater than 5 (Ref.14) or 9 (Ref.15). However, when the total error is
calculated (Eq. 5.22), this rule needs to be adhered to strictly only for those regions that
contribute significantly to P(F|E).

ORNL- DWG 85-14960
10 0

i i i i

? ? ?

10'3 -- -

g- 10-4 - gNONDOMINANT TRANSIENTS-

10-5 _.
'

" DOMINANT TRANSIENTS

10-6 I I I I

O 10 20 30 40 50 60

ALLOWABLE ERROR IN P3 (%)

Figure 5.7. Allowable error in P.j

In order to keep computer costs within reasonable bounds for the PTS studies, the permis-
sible error in l'j was allowed to increase with decreasing l'j, and in general, as shown in-
Figure 5.7, larger errors were permitted for the nondominant transients than for the dom-
inant transients. The value of N|j and the extent of importance sampling were selected so
as to satisfy these criteria. An exception was in the sensitivity analysis since, in some
cases, better accuracy was required.

a
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5.4. Flaw-Related Data for the HBR-2 and HBR-HYPO Pressure Vessels

As has already been mentioned (Sections 5.2 and 5.3.1), the areas of the vessel of particu-
lar concern with regard to flaw propagation are those in the beltline region and include the
plate segments and the axial and circumferential welds. Fracture-mechanics data for these
regions are included in Table 5.3 for HBR-2 and in Table 5.4 for HBR-HYPO. A com-
parison of these two tables shows that the only difference between HBR-2 and HBR-
HYPO are the values of Cu, Ni and RTNDTo. Values of these parameters for HBR-
liYPO were adjusted in a convenient and reasonable way so that at 32 EFPY,
RTNDT, = 221 F for the region that contributed the most to P(F|E) (this corresponds
to RTNDT(2a) = 270 F].

The plate regions in Tables 5.3 and 5.4, for which only axially oriented flaws were con-
sidered, could have been divided further to take advantage of the azimuthal variation in
fluence. However, it appeared, at least for HBR-HYPO, that the plate-region contribu-
tion to P(F|E) would be small; thus, further refinement was not warranted.

Much of the data in Tables 5.3 and 5.4 was taken from Refs.16,17 and 18; values listed
f ,- Cu, Ni, Fo and RTNDTowere considered to be mean values.

Table 5.3. Material properties, fluences and region volumes used in
fracture-mechanics analysis of HBR-2 reactor iessel

,

Material Chemistry' Neutron Fluence
Identification inner Surface,"* Region

Cu Ni 32 EFPY RT.NDTo Volume # RTNDT, RTNDT,(2a)
2 3

Form Number (wt%) (wt%) (10" n/cm ) ( F) (ft ) (*F) (*F)

Axial 1-273A 0.22 0.04 1.24 - 56 0.14 46 105

weld I-273B 0.22 0.04 0.82 - 56 0.14 36 95

I-273C 0.22 0.04 0.41 - 56 0.14 19 78

2 273A 0.22 0.04 3.15 - 56 I.06 75 134

2-273B 0.22 0.04 1.03 - 56 1.06 41 100

2-273C 0.22 0.04 2.07 - 56 1.06 61 120

3-273A 0.22 0.04 1.95 - 56 0.28 59 118

3-273B 0.22 0.04 1.27 - 56 0.28 46 105

3-273C 0.22 0.04 1.27 - 56 0.28 4o 105

'

Circum- 10-273 0.17 1.0 1.64 - 56 3.5 92 151

ferential 11-273 0.19 0.8 1.95 - 56 3.5 102 161

weld

Plate 273-02 0.12 0.1 1.95 46 71 107 166

273-03 0.12 0.1 4.16 46 330 121 180

273-04 0.12 0.1 1.64 46 35 104 163

* Chemistry for welds specified in letter from A. B. Cutter (CP&L) to II. R. Denton (NRC), June 29, 1984.
Copper in plate specified in letter from J. II. Phillips (CP&L) to J. D. White (ORNL), November 9,1983.
Nickel in plate specified by Neil Randall (NRC), July 20,1984.

* Maximum value in region.

' Source: Letter from J 11. Phillips (CP&L) to J. D. White (ORNL), November 9,1983.
# Volume within high-fluence region.
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Table 5.4. Material properties, fluences and region volumes used in
fracture-mechanics analysis of the HBR-HYPO reactor vessel

Material Chemistry * Neutron Fluence
Identification at Inner Surface." Region

6Cu Ni 32 EFPY RTNDTo Volume' RTNDT, RTNDT, (2a)
Form Number (wt%) (wt%) (10" n/cm ) (.p) (rg ) (.p) (.p)2 3

Axial 1-273A 0.22 0.80 1.24 0 0.14 164 223
weld 1-273B 0.22 0.80 0.82 0 0.14 147 206

1-273C 0.22 0.80 0.41 0 0.14 122 181

2-273A 0.22 0.80 3.15 0 1.06 211 270
2-273B 0.22 0.80 1.03 0 1.06 156 215
2-273C 0.22 . 0.80 2,07 0 1.06 189 248

3-273A 0.22 0.80 1.95 0 0.28 186 245
i3-273B 0.22 0.80 1.27 0 0.28 165 224 !

3-273C 0.22 0.80 1.27 0 0.28 165 224 |
1

Circum- 10-273 0.22 0.80 1.64 0 3.5 177 236
ferential Il-273 0.22 0.80 1.95 0 3.5 186 245
weld

Plate 273-02 0.12 0.80 1.95 0 71 96 155
273 03 0.12 0.80 4.16 0 328 118 177
273-04 0.12 0.80 1.64 0 35 91 150

'Same as for liBR-2.

*Same as for ilBR-2 with exception of circumferential weld.

5.5. Results of Analysis

Probabilistic fracture-mechanics analyses were performed for HBR-2 and HBR-HYPO to
determine (1) P(F|E) = f(RTNDT,) and P(FjE) at 32 EFPY for a number of HBR-2
transients, (2) the sensitivity of P(FjE) to small changes in the mean values of certain
parameters, (3) the effect of including warm prestressing, and (4) the effect on P('FlE) of
certain proposed remedial measures. The results of these efforts are presented below.

5.5.1. Calculation of Conditional Probability of Vessel Failure, P(F|E)

The specific transients considered for a detailed OCA-P analysis are described in
Chapter 3. T hese transients were divided into two categories: (1) those with final
coolant temperatures >300*F and (2) those with final coolant temperatures 4300*F.
Bounding-type calculations were made for the first category because the approach was
much less expensive and because it was expected that the contribution of this category to
the through-the-wall crack frequencies would be negligible. Transients for the boundir.g
calculations were characterized by a constant pressure of 2.5 ksi, a step change in coolant
temperature and a fluid-film heat-transfer coefficient of 400 Btu /hr.ft . F. The results of2

these bounding calculations re shown in Figure 5.8.

All of the trarsients in the first category and the corresponding estimates of P(F|E) at 32
EFPY are listed in Table 6.1 of Chapter 6 for HBR-HYPO. Values of P(FlE) are not
given for HBR-2 because they are much lower than those for HBR-HYPO and thus even
more difficult to estimate. None of the traasients in the first category contributed signifi-
cantly to tl.e through-the-wall crack frequencies for either HBR-2 or HBR-HYPO.
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All of the transients in the second category and the corresponding estimated values of
P(FIE) at 32 EFPY are also listed in Table 6.1, for both HBR-2 and HBR-HYPO, and
those with significantly high values of P(FlE) and/or through-the-wall crack frequencies
are listed in Table 5.5.

Table 5.5. Summary of calculated values of P(F|E) for
HBR-2 and HBR-HYPO at 32 EFPY

P(FlE)
P(F|E),

Transient HBR-HYPO Transient HBR-2 HBR-HYPO

1.8 ~lE-8 9.l l A <lE-7
1.9 <l E- 10 9.l l B 2.8E-5
2.1 <lE-9 9.12A 2E-7
3.1 < l E- 10 9.12B 3.6E- 5
4.1 <l E-9 9.14B 1.l E-5
5.15 SE-7 9.15B 1.2E-5
5.17 6E-7 9.17B 1.8 E-4
5.19 2E-7 9.18B 8.6E- 6
5.20 4.8 E- 6 9.19A lE-7
6.6 3.7 E- 4 9.19BW SE-7 9.5 E-5
6.9 1.0E-4 9.20A lE-7

i 7.5 4.2E-6 9.20B(5) SE-7 1.0E-4
7.6 15-7 9.22A <lE-6

M7.8 6E-8 9.22B ) 4E-5 5.5 E-4
7.9 3.0E- 6 9.23A lE-6
7.10 9.3 E- 6 9.23B 1.3E-4
7.11 5.6E-5 9.26 2E-7
8.2 1.4 E-6 9.28 3.9 E- 6
8.3 2E-7 9.32 1.8 E- 6
8.5 4E-7 9.33(2) <lE-Il 2E- 7
8.6 6.6E -4 9.34 3E-7
9.4 8E-8 9.37 2E-7 '

9.5 1.5 E-6 9.39 4E-7
9.6 <2E-9 9.40 IE-6
9.9A <4E-9 9.41 ) <l E-9 9E-70

9.9 B 8E-7 9.42 1.2 E- 6
9.10A <2E-8 9.43") <l E-9 1.2E-5
9.10B 1. l E - 6 9.45 SE-7

'rlumbers indicate i rder of dominance in terms of the through-the-wall
crack frequency for HBR-HYPO [i.e. frequency of transient X P(F|E)].
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Values of P(FlE) in Table 5.5 include the contributions from all of the vessel beltline
regions listed in Table 5.4. For HBR-HYPO the contribution of the circumferential welds
and of the plate segments was relatively small. However, because of the rather low values
of Cu, Ni and RTNDTo for the HBR-2 welds, the plate regions were the dominant contri-
butor to P(F|E) for HBR-2, and the corresponding estimated values of f) were quite low
( < 10-6). Furthermore, and as a consequence of these low values, the estimates of the
through-the-wall crack frequencies for HBR-7 are quite low (<10-3'). Therefore, values
of P(F|E) for HBR-2 were estimated for only a few of the transients in Table 5.5. The
particular transients selected were the six that contributed the most to the through-the-wall
crack frequencies for HBR-HYPO.

Summaries of more detailed results for the six dominant transients at 32 EFPY are
presented in digital form in Tables 5.6-5.11, and similar summary sheets are included in
Appendix I for all of the transients calculated.* Each summary sheet includes the data
for a variety of histograms, and a set of four histograms for transient No. 22B is shown in
Figures 5.9-5.12.r

Appendix I also includes for each transient calculated (1) a definition of the transient
input to OCA-P (downcomer coolant temperature vs time, primary system pressure 5
time, and fluid-filp heat transfer coefficient at the vessel inner surface vs time),

(2) curves of if f(a)B(a)da vs RTNDT,; (3) temperature distributions in the wall;/
(4) curves of K vs t for different crack depths; and (5) a set of critical-crack-depthi
curves for weld 2-273A based on 32 EFPY and mean values of all parameters except K/,i
Kr., and ARTNDT which are -2a values. Examples of these graphical outputs are show!n
in Figures 4.13-5.18 for transient No. 22B.

5.5.2. Sensitivity Analysis of P(F|E)

The sensitivity analysis was conducted by determining the change in P(F|E) correspon/ding
to a change in the mean value of each of several parameters. The mean value of only one
parameter was changed at a time, while all other parameters retained their originallmean
values. The parameters changed were K c, Kr., RTNDT, Cu, Fo, the fluid-filr/t heati

transfer coefficient (h), the downcomer coolant temperature (T,), the primary syste/n pres-
sure (p), and the flaw density (N). The amount of the change for K c, Kr., RTNDT, Cu,i

i Fo, and N was one standard deviation, and the change for the ether parameters wds some-
what arbitrary. The sign of the change for all parameters was such that an increase in
P(FlE) occurred.

The values of a used in the sensitivity anaissis for K , Kr., RTNDT, Cu, and Fo are listedic
in Teble 5.1, and the value of the flaw censity, N, corresponding to the applkation of

la was a factor of 100 from the original mean value. The change included in the sensi-
tivity analysis for the downcomer coolant temperature consisted of a linear change in tem-

'It should be noted that only the summary sheets for the "B' cases are incl d d in Appendix I for thoseue
sequences involving *A" and "B* cases.

f
The reader should refer to Append % ? for explanation of summary sheets and histograms..
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Table 5.6. hemmary sheet for HBR-HYPO Transiest No. 9.198

IPTS H B ROB CLAD 9.19 7/6/84 1. FLAWS /I1**3 DRTN(IS) 3 ?11.2

UNADJUSTED --ADJUSTED-- -- -

WELD P(F/ E) 955CI % ERR P(INITIA) N '7 P(F/ E) SERR NeAIL NTRIALS

1 2.51D-03 2. 40D-04 9.55 2. 90D-0 3 0.030 7.533-05 415 30000
2 5.57D-04 5.45D-05 9.80 7.23D-04 0.030 1.679-05 399 130000 .

i
~.

VESSEL 9.200-05 3.02

DEPrHS FOR INITIAL INITIATION (IN)
0.09 0.26 0.46 0.67 0.90 1.16 1.44 1,74 2,08

NUMBER 0 575 258 111 40 10 4 0 0

PERCENT 0.0 57.6 25.9 11.1 4.0 1.0 0.4 0.0 0.0

TIMES Or FAILURE (MINUTES)
0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0 70.0 80.0 90.0 100.0 110.0 120.0

PERCENT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 1.4 5.9 15.1 20.3 ?1.8 14.0 12.0 9.1

1.1ITIATION T-RTNDT(OEG.F)
-100.0 -75.0 -50.0 -25.0 0.0 25.0 50.0 75.0 100.0 125.0 150.0 175.0 200.0

NViBER 0 3 32 355 506 443 352 63 0 0 0 0
PERCENT 0.0 0? 1.8 20.1 28.7 25.4 ?1.0 3.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

ARREST T-RTNDT(DEG.F)
-50.0 -25.0 0.0 25.0 50.0 75.0 100.0 125.0 150.0 175.0 2'C.0 225.0 250.0

NUMBER 0 6 36 16 3 1 46 44R 39's 0 0 0
PERCENT 0.0 0.6 3.8 1.7 0.' O.1 4.9 u 7. 2 41.5 0.0 0.0 0.0

IC2KTP s 2 IACCEL 1 NDL93 0 19TRS 0 DtTE: 11/17/84 TIME: 23.01.23

CPU TIME: 4 MIN 25 SEC

perature from zero at time zero to 50*F at a time corresponding to the minimum point in
the temperature vs time curve. From then on, the change in temperature was a constant
value of 50*F. The change in the heat transfer cocificient, h, was 0.25 h, and for the pres-
sure it was 50 psi. (Changes net specifid as la values are not necessarily la values).

-

The results of the sensitivity study are presented in Table 5.12 for 32 EFPY. Table 5.12
includes (1) the values of P(F|E)0, the original mean values of P(F|E), and (2) the ratio**

P(F|E)i/P(F|E)0, where P(F|E): is the increased vcluc of P(F|E)0 due to a change in a
simulated parameter. .

It is of interest to note that the sensitivities are dependent on the transients, and that
P(F|E) is most sensitive to the uncertainty in N and is Icast sensitive to the uncertainty la
the arrest toughness and the heat transfer coefficient.

.
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Table 5.7. Summary sheet for HBR-HYPO Transient No. 9.20B

IPTS H B R00 CL4D 9.20B 10/31/34 1 FLAWS /IN"3 DRTN(IS) = 211.2

UNADJU3 RED ---ADJUSTED----- =

'JELD P(F/E) 95%CI SERR P(INITI4) 1'7 P (F/ E) SERR NFAIL NTRIA LS

1 2.51D-03 2.400-04 9.54 2.990-03 0.030 7. 54D-05 416 30000
2 6.050-04 5. 91 D-05 9.73 7.830-04 0.030 1. 91 D-05 400 120000

VESSEL 9. 36D-95 7.92

DEPT 9S FOR INITIAL INITIATION (IN)
0.09 0.26 0.46 0.57 0.99 1.16 1.44 f 74 2.08

N'f4BER 0 58? 267 113 37 9 4 0 0
PERCENT 0. 0 57.5 26.4 11.2 3. 7 0.9 0.4 0.0 0.0

TI'iES Oc FAILURE (MITJTIS)
0.0 19.0 29.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 'd.0 70.0 80.0 90.0 100.0 110.0 120.0

PERCENT 0. 0 9.0 0.0 0.? 1.3 4.8 16.5 21.6 19.9 13.2 12.2 10.4

INITI4rI91 T-9TNDT(3EG.F)
-100.0 -75.0 -50.0 -25.0 0.0 25.0 50.0 75.0 100.0 125.9 150.0 175.0 200.0

N 71BER 9 1 49 397 470 409 337 71 ) 0 0 0
PER0ENT 0.0 0.1 2. 8 22.9 ?7.1 23.6 19.4 4.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

A3 REST T-RTNDT(3EG.F)
-50.0 -25.0 9.0 25.0 50.0 75.0 100.0 I?5.0 151.0 175.0 200.0 225.0 250.0

TI4BER 9 3 32 21 3 1 41 429 397 0 0 0
PER0ENT 1. 0 1.3 3.5 ?. 3 0. 3 0.1 4.5 45.3 43.? 0.0 0.0 9.0

ICRKTP 2 I400EL = 1 NDLRS : 0 NRTRS 0 0%TE: 11/17/34 TIME: 23.20.39

''PU TI'!E: 4 MI1 9 3E0

5.5.3. Calculation of Effect on P(F|E) of Including Warm Prestressing in Anilysis

During many of the postulated PTS transients, the stress intensity factor K for all cracki
depths first increases with time, reaches a maximum, and then decreases. For the shallow
flaws that are generally responsible for the initial crack initiation event, once K begins toi
decrease it does so throughout the remainder of the transient. This time-dependent,

behavior of K may prevent failure of a vessel because a flaw cannot initiate while K isi i
decreasing, even though K /K e > 1. As mentioned earlier, this phenomenon is referred toi i
as warm prestressing (WPS), and the time of incipient WPS is the time at which fi
becomes equal to zero.

For most of the HBR-2 postulated transients, WPS could be a factor because the calcula-
tions indicate that for these transients K does not become equal to Krc until after the timei
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Table 5.8. Sm==ary sheet for HBR-HYPO Transient No. 9.22B

IPTS H B R08 CLAD 9 ?2 7/23/84 1 FLA43/IN"3 DRTN(IS) = ?11.2

-UNADJUSTED ---4 DJUSTE D-

'4 ELD P(F/ E) 951CI SERR P(INITI4) N 'V P(F/E) (ERR NCAIL NTRIALS

1 1.200-02 8.840-04 7.36 1.220-02 0.030 3.610-04 663 10000
2 4.200-03 3.78D-04 9.00 4.300-03 0.030 1.?60-04 %3 20000

VESSEL 4.87D-04 5.93

DEPrHS FOR INITIAL INITIATION (IN)
0.09 0.26 0.45 0.67 0.90 1.16 1.44 1.74 2.08

NUMBER 0 666 313 114 41 10 3 0 0
PERCENT 0.0 58.1 27.3 9.9 3.5 0.9 0.3 0.0 0.0

TI1ES or FAIL' IRE (MINUTES)
0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0 70.0 30.0 90.0 100.0 110.0 120.0"

PERCENT 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.6 21.3 27.4 20.5 11.5 10.1 4.2 2.3 1.1

INITI4 TION T-RTNDT(DEG.F)
-100.0 -75.0 -50.0 -?S.O 0.0 25.0 50.0 75.0 100.0 r:5.0 150.0 175. 0 200.0

N UMBER 0 2 49 409 509 196 163 '35 3 0 0 0
PERCENT 0.0 0.1 3.5 ? 9. 9 35.9 13.1 11.5 6.3 0.? 0.0 0.0 0.0

ARREST T-RTNDT(DEG.F)
-50.0 -25.0 0.0 25.0 50.0 75.0 100.0 125.0 150.0 175.0 200.0 225.0 250.0

NUMBER 0 1 8 5 0 0 1 36 233 7 0 0
PERCENT 0.0 0.3 2.7 1.7 0.0 0.0 0.3 12.4 B0.1 2.4 0.0 0.0

ICRKTP a 2 IACCEL 1 NDL9S : 0 NRTRS r 0 DATE: 11/17/94 TIM E: 23.12.05

CPO TIME: 0 MIN 58 SEC

of incipient WPS. A typical case is illustrated in Figure 5.5. The reason for not includ-
ing WPS in most of the calculations is that the K vs t curves for the shallow flaws arei
very flat, making it difficult to determine where the maximum is. Furthermore, unfore-
seen variations in pressure and coolant temperature might exist and defeat WPS. Even so,
it is of interest to see what the effect is for the idealized transients, and the results of such
a study are presented in Table 5.13.

For some transients, there can be more than one time during the transient at which f =i
0. For these transients, the time selected for incipient WPS was that corresponding to the
maximum value of Kr.

Table 5.13 shows, for each of the transients considered, the time of incipient WPS, the
calculated values of P(F|E) without WPS included in the analysis, and the ratio of P(F|E)
with and without WPS included. It is apparent that for these idealized transients the
benefit of WPS can be large but is d0 pendent on the. transient.
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Table 5.9. Summary sheet for HBR-HYPO Transient No. 9.33

IPTS H B R33 CLAD 9.33 7/6/34 1. FL4'4S/IN''3 D9TN(13) = ?11.2

- -UN? DJUSTED-- - - -- ADJUSTED
'.lE LD P(F/E) 95%:I % ERR P(INITIA) 187 P (F/ E) % ERR N? AIL NTRIALS

1 5.59D-16 5.500-37 9.87 1.393-05 0.030 1.980-07 3 94 ?70000
2 1.733-97 7.079-03 43.87 6.020-07 0.030 5.19D-09 ?3 600000

VESSEL 2.039-07 9.67

DEPTHS FOR I1ITIAL INITIATION (11)
0.09 0. ?6 3.45 0.57 0.93 1.16 1.44 1.74 2.08

NTi3E9 0 407 322 136 3? 13 3 0 0
PERCENT 3. 0 44.6 35.3 14.9 3.5 1.4 0. 3 0.0 0.0

T!'1El Oc FAILJRE(MITJTES)
0.0 10.0 ?3.0 31.0 40.0 50.0 60.0 70.0 81.0 90.0 103.0 110.0 120.0

PERCE1T 3. 0 1.0 1.3 0.0 1.0 2. 0 1.5 6.4 14.1 ? 1. 5 ?S.4 23. ?

I1ITIATIPl T-9TNDT(1E3.r1
-111.1 -75.S -59.0 -?5.0 0.0 25.0 59.0 75.0 101.1 I?5.0 153.0 175.0 200.0

171B E R 0 ) 3? ?7? 517 ?O3 255 54 1 0 1 0
DER 0ENT 1.0 1.1 ?.4 ?1.6 39.4 15.1 19.4 4.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

43RE3T T-971DTf1E3 r)
-51.0 -?5.1 1.1 ?5.0 51.0 75.0 101.0 125.0 150.0 175.9 ?q1.0 225.0 250.0

1)MBE9 1 ? 49 32 3 0 ?7 534 159 0 0 9
PER:ENT 2. 0 0.2 5.4 3.5 9.3 7.0 3.0 71.1 17.5 0.0 1.0 0.0

8 JF ST3 DE71 4317E 1E41 SELT4 RT1DT(FAILt19ES ONLY)
1.10 1. ?5 1.51 1.75 2.11 ?.?S 2.51 2.75 3.00

11M3E1 5 I? 31 il 57 31 111 33
PER:ENT 1. ? ?.3 7.4 12.0 13.7 19.4 24.? 19.?

8 17 ST) DE73 43'751EAN 9TNDT(FAILURE 1 ONLY)
1.99 1. ?S 1.51 1.75 2.00 ?.?S 2.51 2.75 3.91

1713ER 2 4 21 41 67 81 I T4 99
PERCENT ).5 1.9 5.1 9.9 15.1 19.? 24.1 ?3.5

IC9KTP = ? It0CEL = 1 1DL93 : 1 1RTRS 1 74TE: 11/17/84 T IM E: 23.25.?4

OPU TI'4E: ?? 1I1 4? 3EC
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Table 5.10. Smmmary sheet for HBR-HYPO Transient No. 9.41

IPTS H B ROB CLAD 9.41 7/6/84 1 FLAWS /YN'83 DRTN(IS) = ?11.2

-UNADJUSTED --4DJU3TED
; WELD P(F/ E) 951CI 1 ERR P(INITIA) M *V P(F/E) % ERR NFAIL NTRIALS

1 2. 76D-05 2. 72D -06 9.86 6.07D-05 0.030 8.27D-07 395 410000
2 2.100-06 6.20D-07 29.55 5.96D-06 0.030 6.300-08 44 600000

VESSEL 8.900-07 9.40

DENHS FOR I1ITIAL INITIATION (IN)
0.09 0.26 0.46 0.67 0.90 1.16 1.44 1.74 2.08

NINBER 0 492 296 130 53 19 4 0 0

PERCENT 0.0 49.5 29.8 13.1 ~.3 1.9 0.4 0.0 0.0
4

TIMES OF FAILURE (MINUTES)
0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 Su.6 ~,* n ".a 80.0 90.0 100.0 110.0 120.0

PERCENT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.4 14.1 17.7 5.5 14.5 19.1 26.8

INITI4 TION T-RTNDT(DEG.F)
-100.0 -75.0 -50.' -25.0 0.0 25.0 50.0 75.0 100.0 125.0 150.0 175.0 200.0

N UMBER 0 9 i'. 443 401 111 163 77 0 0 0 0
PERCENT 0.0 0.7 8.5 33.7 30.5 8.4 12.4 5.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

ARREST T-RTMDT(DEG.F)
-50.0 -25.0 0.0 25.0 50.0 75.0 100.0 125.0 150.0 175.0 200.0 225.0 250.0

NUMBER 0 35 104 31 0 1 98 436 172 0 0 0

PERCENT 0.0 4.0 11.9 3.5 0.0 0.1 11.2 49.7 19.6 0.0 0.0 0.0

# OF STD DEVS ABOVE 1EAN RT1DT(FAILURES ONLY)
1.00 1.25 1.50 1.75 2.00 2.25 2.50 2.75 3.00

NUMBER 9 22 25 52 62 104 75 90

PERCENT 2.1 5.0 5.7 11.9 14.1 23.7 17.1 20.5

ICRKTP 2 I4CCEL 1 NDLRS 0 1RTRS : 1 DATE: 11/*7/94 TIME: 2?.23.51

CPU TIME: 2', MIN 41 SEC

5.5.4. Calculation of Effect on P(FlE) of Proposed Remedial Measures

The proposed remedial measures considered in the fracture-mechanics studies were
(1) reduction in the fluence rate and (2) annealing of the pressure vessel.

5.5.4.1. Reduction in fluence rate

The reduction in Duence rate was assumed to have taken place on January 1,1985, and it
was assumed to be the same at all critical locations in the vessel wall. The effect was sim-
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Table 5.11. S====ry sheet for HBR-HYPO Transient No. 9.43

IPTS II B ROB CLAD 9.43 7/6/34 1 FLAWS /I1"3 DRTN(IS) = 211.2
- - - _===---U1 ADJUSTED ---ADJUSTED=-=----

WELD P(F/E) 9510I 1 ERR P(INITI4) N '7 P(F/E) SERR NFAIL NTRIALS

1 3. 39D-O '8 3.350-05 9.83 3.579-04 0.030 1.02D-05 393 210000
2 4.17D-09 6.96D-05 15.63 'i.383-05 0.030 1.250-06 139 600000

VESSEL 1.140-05 3.98

DEPTHS FOR !1ITIAL I1ITI4 TION (11)
0.09 0.26 0.45 0.67 0.90 1.16 1.44 1.74 2,08

NUMBER 0 ?6? 170 82 31 11 2 0 0
PER0ENT 0.0 47.0 31.5 14.7 5.6 ?.0 0.4 0.0 0.0

~

TIMES Oc FAILUR E(MIN'JTES)
0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0 70,0 80.0 91.0 100.0 110.0 120.0

PER0ENT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.1 29.1 37.5 19.9 2.9 2.8 1.2 1.4

I1ITI4 TION T-9T13T(0E0.r)
-100.0 -75.0 -50.0 -25.0 0.0 25.0 50.0 75.0 100.0 125.0 150.0 175.0 200.0

1'JMP.R 1 0 33 171 277 81 30 1? 1 0 0 0
PE ".J ENT ). 0 0.0 5.0 23.4 46.0 13.5 5.0 2.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

43 REST T-9T1.)T(0EG.r)
-50.0 -?5.0 0.0 25.0 50.0 75.0 103.0 125.0 150.0 175.0 200.0 225.0 250.0

1'MBER 1 0 5 4 0 0 0 31 31 0 0 0J

?ERCE1T 3.0 0.0 7.0 5.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 43.7 43.7 J.0 0.0 0.0

IORKTP 3 2 I A00EL i 1 1DL93 a 0 11TRS 0 DATE: 11/17/94 TIM E: 23.14.52

OP/J rI1E 21 MIN 44 SEO

ply to change the proportionality constant between F and EFPY beyond January 1,1985.0
At that time the vessel would have been in service for ~8.1 EFPY, and the fluence for the
controlling region, weld 2-273A, would have been 1.2 X 10'' neutrons /cm . The fluence2

rate beyond 8 EFPY for weld 2-273A was assumed to be constant and equal to 0.0817 X
10''/f, wherefis a factor by which the fluence rate can be changed. Thus,

F X 10- 9 = 1.2 +
' #~ (5.23)

O ,

f

where

t = effective full-power years of operation (EFPY).

The effectiveness of reducing the fluence rate at 8.1 EFPY was evaluated at 32 EFPY for
the six most dominant transients, using f = 2, 4, and 8. The results are presented in
Table 5.14.
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Figure 5.9. Histogram of percent of initial initiations vs crack depth (Transient 9.22B).

.

5.5.4.2. Annealing of the pressure vessel

Annealing of the pressure vessel will increase the fracture toughness of_ the vessel material,
and the amount of the increase will depend on the annealing temperature and time, the
chemistry of the material, and the number of times the vessel is annealed. Test results
from small specimens indicate that essentially full recovery of the initial fracture toughness
might be achieved by annealing in the temperature range 750-850'F for ~200 h."
Although preliminary studies indicate that such a process would probably be feasible in
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Figure 5.10. Histogram of percent of total failures vs time (Transient 9.22B).

some PWR plants, the feasibility of annealing the HBR-2 reactor vessel under these condi-
tions has not been established. Nevertheless, for the purpose of this study it was assumed
that the HBR-HYPO vessel would be annealed when the plant achieved ~9 EFPY
(~ January 1986), and that there would be complete recovery of fracture toughness. In
effect, after annealing at 9 y, the fluence at 9 y would be zero. Thus, after 9 y,

Fo X 10-"(weld 2-273A) = 0.0817(t - 9) , (5.24)
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Figure 5.11. Histogram of percent of total initiation vs T-RTNDT(Transiest 9.228).

1

4

'

where

t - total time of service, EFPY.

This fluence (or the corresponding value of RTNDT,) can be used to obtain values of
P(F|E) after annealing. The benefit at 32 EFPY of this assumed annealing situation is
indicated in Table 5.14.
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Table 5.12. Sensitivity of P(F|E) for IIBR ilYPO at 32 EfPY to changes in the
mean values of several of the simulated parameters

11F|E)g*/l%F|E)o

t

Simulated Parameter'
'

Transient
(Order of ARTNDT, RTNDT, Kge Kg, p Ta h N

Dominance) 14F|E)o* ( + a) ( + a) (-a) ( ~ a) (-50 psi) ( -50'F)# (v25%) ( + a)

9.41 9E-7 13 12 6 1.1 1.2 27 1.2 100

9.33 2E-7 24 19 6 1.0 1.2 154 1.4 100

9.19 B 9.5 E-5 4 4 3 1.1 1.1 9 1.2 100

9.43 1.2E- 5 7 6 4 1.0 1.0 15 1.1 100

9.20B l .0 E- 4 4 4 3 1.1 1.1 9 1.2 100

"
9.2211 5.5 E- 4 3 3 3 1.0 1.1 5 1.1 100

*Value of ITF|E) corresponding to original mean values of all parameters.

* Increased salue of 11FlE) due to change in each simulated parameter, one at a time.

' Parameter adjusted as indicated ( + or -) so as to achieve an increase in 11FlE)

# ee test for explanation.S

Tahic 5.13. Effect of including warm prestressing (WPS)
in calculation of lif|E) for ilBR IlYPO at 32 EFPY

P(FlE).jw p3'
Time of WPS

Transient P(FjE)o* (min) P(F|E)o

9.41 911-7 26 <2 X 10-3

9.33 2E-7 48 0.01
'

9.1911 9.5 E- 5 26 <3 X 10-3

9.43 1 . 2 11 - 5 54 0.2

9.2011 1.0 11 - 4 26 <3 X 10-'
9.2211 5. 5 11 - 4 50 0.2

_

*/1 FlE)o is the original mean value at 32 El:PY;
11FlE).fwes is the value of 11FlE) with warm prestressing
included in the analysis.
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Table 5.14. Effect of reaudial measures on P(FlE) for HBR-HYPO at 32 EFPYi

P(F|E) jau/P(I-|E)o"

r

Reduction in Fluence
Rate on Jan.1,1985i

Annealing
Transient P(F|E)o' f=2 f=4 f=8 at 9 EFPY'

9.19B 9.5 E-5 3E-1 lE-1 SE-2 2E-1

9.20B 1.0E-4 3E-1 IE-1 SE-2 2E-1

,9.22B 5.5E-4 4E-1 2E-l IE-1 3E-1

9.33 2E-7 4E-2 2E-3 2E-4 9E-3

9.41 9E-7 8E-2 IE-2 3E-3 4E-2

9.43 1.2E- 5 2E-1 SE-2 IE-2 9E-2
i

"P(F|E)o is the original mean value at 32 EFPY; P(F|E).jgg is the value of P(FlE)
3

with the remedial measure (reduction in fluence or annealing) included in the analysis.
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6. INTEGRATED PTS RISK FOR H. B. ROBINSON UNIT 2 AND
POTENTIAL MITIGATION MEASURES

6.1. Introduction

Preceding chapters have outlined the procedures employed to estimate the three fundamen-
tal parameters required to quantify the PTS risk associated with a transient at H. B.
Robinson Unit 2. These parameters are (1) the frequencies associated with potential
overcooling sequences that have been identified for the plant (see Chapter 3), (2) the
thermal-hydraulic histories of the sequences (Chapter 4), and (3) the conditional failure
probabilities for the sequences (Chapter 5). This chapter describes how these three
parameters are used to obtain estimated through-the-wall crack frequencies for all the
sequences. The summed frequencies then represent the integrated risk of a through-the-
wall crack due to PTS.

This chapter also discusses the dominant risk sequences and the relative risks of different
classes of transients with respect to PTS. Finally, it describes the effects of potential
corrective actions on reducing the through-the-wall crack frequencies.

6.2. Risk Integration Procedure and Results

in Chapter 3 a total of 229 potential overcooling sequences were identified for H. B.
Robinson Unit 2, ard the frequency of occurrence for each was calculated. As described
in Chapter 4, a review of the overcooling sequences showed that detailed thermal-
hydraulic analyses for 13 selected sequences would yield representative results which, when
combined with data obtained by more approximate methods, would provide estimated tem-
peratures and pressures in the vessel downcomer region for all the sequences over a 2-hr
period following the initiation of the transient (see Appendix F). In turn, a review of the
thermal-hydraulics data showed that detailed fracture-mechanics analyses to obtain condi-
tional failure probabilities were not needed for all the sequences. Thus, the fracture-
mechanics calculations described in Chapter 5 were also performed for selected
sequences. Conditional failure probabilities were then assigned to all the sequences from
one of the following data sources:

(1) Direct analysis of sequence: If the minimum temperature of the sequence
dropped below 300'F and the sequence did not fall into Category 2 below,
a fracture-mechanics calculation was performed for that specific sequence.

(2) Assignment of value from a separate sequence: If several sequences were
identified as having essentially the same thermal-hydraulic profiles, then a
fracture mechanics calculation was performed for only one sequence in the
group and the same conditional failure probability was used for all other
sequences in the group.
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(3) Value obtained from a bounding calculation: If a sequence involved rela-
tively minor cooling (that is, if the minimum temperature in the downcomer
region was greater than 300 F), then the sequence was assigned a conditional
failure probability from a " bounding" calculation, providing the use of that
probability did not lead to a significant contribution to the total estimated
plant risk by the sequence. (As discussed in Chapter 5, a bounding
calculation assumed a step decrease in temperature and a full pressure. The
bounding calculation result was considered to be an overestimate.)

Through-the-wall crack frequencies were obtained for the various sequences by multiplying
the conditional failure probabilities by the sequence frequencies. The resulting through-
the-wall crack frequencies, along with the corresponding conditional failure probabilities,
are given in Table 6.1 for both the hypothetical vessel postulated in Chapter 5 (HBR-
IlYPO) and the actual II. B. Robinson Unit 2 vessel. As pointed out in Chapter 5, it
was necessary to introduce a hypothetical vessel in the fracture-mechanics study for this
plant because the probabilities of failure obtained for the actual vessel were too small to j
permit an appropriate demonstration of the methods of analysis.* In the HBR-HYPO
vessel, values of the initial fracture toughness and of the concentrations of copper and
mckel were adjusted upward to increase the probability of failure. Otherwise, the vestel
was considered to be identical with the actual llBR-2 vessel. The through-the-wall crack
frequencies given in Table 6.2 correspond to the expected frequencies after 32 effective
full power years (EFPY) of operation, at which time the nil-ductility reference tempera-
tures for the vessels are RTNDT + 2a = 270*F for HBR-HYPO and RTNDT +
2a = 134*F for ilBR-2.

Column 3 in Table 6.1 identifies the source of the conditional failure probability used for
the sequence in column 1. If the sequence numbers in the two columns are identical, then
a fracture-mechanics calculation was performed for that specific sequence. If the sequence
numbers differ, then the conditional failure probability calculated for the sequence listed in
column 3 was used for the sequence in column 1. If a "B" is entered in column 3, then a
conditional failure probability obtained from a bounding calculation was used for the
sequence in column 1. Since the conditional failure probability from a bounding calcula-
tion was considered to be an overestimate, the conditional failure probabilities and
through-the-wall crack frequencies for sequences utilizing bounding calculations are pre-
ceded by a "less than" sign.

The total risk of a through-the wall crack at the H. B. Robinson Unit 2 plant due to a
PTS event was obtained by summing the individual estimated risks (through the. wall crack
frequencies) associated with all the sequences and residual groups listed in Table 6.1.
The resulting value was determined to be ~1.3 X 10-8 per reactor year (RY) for
IIBR ilYPO at RTNDT + 2a = 270 F. An evaluation of the perceived dominant
sequences for the actual IIBR Unit 2 at 32 EFPY yielded a total risk value which was
substentially lower than that for ilBR HYPO and thus was too low to bc .aningful.

l'or the 111111-2 vcwel, con &tional failure probabihties could be calculated for only the most severe tran.
sients; thus only a hmited number of values are given in Table 6.I for the actual vessel.
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Table 61. hmmary of risk integration for H. B. Rh Unit 2
;

IIBR-HYPO at 32 EFPY HBR at 32 EFPY
(RTNDT + 2a = 270*F) (RTNDT + 2a = 134*F)

1

Sequence. Through- Rank Through-
i Estimated Number Used Sequence the-Wall Ordering Sequence the-Wall

Sequence for Conditional Conditional Crack of Risk Conditional Crack'

Sequence Frequeacy Failure Failure Frequency Due to Failure Frequency L

| Number' (fr-8) Probability * Probability (yr-8) PTS Probability (yr- ') i

i

Small-break LOCA at fuE power
6

I 1.1 7.5 E-3 B < l.0 E-10 <8 E-13
j 1.2 7.5 E-5 B <l.0E-10 <8 E-15

{
l.3 5.6E-5 B <l.0E-10 <6E-15
1.4 5.7 E-7 B <l .0E-10 <6E-17

4

I I.5 1.6 E-5 1.8 1.0E-8 2E-13
1.6 2.2 E-6 I.8 1.0E-8 2E-14

j I.7 (included in Sequence 1.8)
j 1.8 1.4E-4 1.8 1.0E-8 1.5E-12
! I.9 1.4 E-6 1.9 <l.0E-!O <2 E-16

w I.10 1.4 E-6 1.8 1.0E-8 1.5E-14 g
'

C 1.11 1.0E-6 1.8 1.0E-3 IE-14 ,

,

i 1.I2 1.3 E-5 1.8 1.0E-8 1.5E-13
I I.13 (Included in Sequence I.I)
l I.14 (included in Sequence 1.2)

l.15 (Included in Sequence 1.3)'

1.16 (Included in Sequence 1.5)
j l.17 (Included in Sequence I.1)
' l.18 (!ncluded in Scquence 1.1) ,

1.19 5.0E-6 I.8 1 OE-8 SE-14

l I.20 1.2E-7 9.3 1.3 E-7 2E-14
1 I.21 1.3 E-7 9.34 3.0E-7 4E-14 !

l 22 3 OE-7 9.19A 1.0E-7 3 E-14 !
I

i I f.I 3.0E-4 B <l .0E-10 <3E-14 i

i 11.2 3.0E-6 B <l .0E-10 <3 E-16 |
'

{ l I.3 (Included in Sequence 11.1)
i I I.4 (included in Sequence 11.2)

| 11.5 3.0E-6 B <l.0E-10 <3E-16
1 I I.6 1.8 E-7 B <l .0E-10 <2 E-17

1 11.7 7.2 E-7 7.I I 5.6E-5 4E-l I
) I I.8 5.5 E-6 7.11 5.6E-5 3E-10 7
I I 1.9 5.2E-7 7.11 5.6E-5 3E-1 I
l 11.10' 9.4 E-7 7. l i 5.6E-5 5E-II
i
!

!

)
i

!
a

_ _- . .
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Table 6.1 (Contimmed)

HBR-ilYPO at 32 EFPY HBR at 32 EFPY
5

} (RTNDT + 2a - 270*F) (RTNDT + 2a = 134*F) '

,j, Sequence Through- Rank Through- |1 Estimated Number Used Sequence the-Wall Ordering Sequence the-Wall iI Sequence for Conditional Conditional Crack of Risk Conditional Crackj Sequence Frequency Failure Failure Frequency Due to Failure Frequencyj Number' (yr-8) Probability" Probability (yr'') PTS Probability (yr-')
|
j Medsman-break LOCA at fu5 power
i
4 2.1 9.4 E-4 2.I <l.0E-9 <1 E-12
j 2.2 93E-6 2.1 <l.0E 9 <1 E-14
i 2.3 7.lE-6 2.1 <l.0E-9 <8 E-15'

2.4 7.2 E-8 2.1 <l.0E-9 <8 E-17
25 1.5 E-6 I.8 1.0E-8 2E-14

.

'

16 2.8 E-7 1.8 1.0E-8 3 E-15 '
' 2.7 (Included in Sequence 2.R) '

i 2.8 3.9 E-7 I.8 1.0E-8 4E-15
i h* 2.9 1.7E-5 1.8 1.0E-8 2E-13

M 2.10 1.7E-7 1.8 I.0E-8 2E-15
|2.11 1.6E-6 1.6 I.0E-8 2E-14 i2.12 4.7 E-7 I.8 1.0E-8 SE-15l 2.13 6.2 E-7 2.1 < l .0E-9 <7E-16

| 2.14' 2.lE-7 1.8 1.0E-8 2E-15
,

SenaN-break LOCA se het 9% power

'{
3. I 7.7E-4 3.1 < l.0E-10 <8 E-14
3.2 7.6 E-6 1.8 1.0E-8 8 E-I4

j 3.3' ;

} 12.I 3.lE-7 9.10B I. l E-6 3E-13
|

) I22 3.IE-7 9.5 1.5 E-6 SE-13
; 12.3 2.5E 7 9.10B I. l E-6 3E-13

i
'

12.4 3.0E-5 9.10B I. l E-6 3E-Il) 12.5' l. I E-7 9.1 I B 2.8 E-5 3E-12
:
; Mediame-break LOCA at het 8% power

.

t

} 4.I I .9 E-5 4.I < l .0 E-9 <2 E-14
|

j 4.2 1.9 E-7 4.1 <l.0E-9 <2 E-16
|4.3' 6.5 E-9 4.1 <l.0E-9 <7E-18

.

S

, 1
Ii

4
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iTame 61 (Ch)
!

HBR-HYPO at 32 EFPY HBR at 32 EFPY ,

(RTNDT + 2a - 270*F) (RTNDT + 2a = 134*F)

Sequence Tarough- Rank Through-
Estimated Number Used Sequence the-Wall Ordering N- the-Wall

h- for Conditional Conditional ' Crack of Risk Conditional Crack
Sequen:e Frequency Fslere Failure Frequency Due to Failure Frequency

Number' (yr-') Probability * Probability (yr-') PTS Probability (yr-8)

SomeB sesese Ene bevak at fuB power !

5.1 7.3 E-3 B <l.0E-10 <8E-13
5.2 7.3 E-5 B <l.0E-7 <8E-12 .

5.3 7.3 E-5 9.26 2.0E-7 1.5 E-Il !

5_4 7.4E-7 9.28 3.9E-6 3E-12
5.5"
5.6'
5.7 1.2E-5 9.26 2.0E-7 2E-12
5.8 1.3E-7 9.28 3.9E-6 SE-13 i

h* 5.9 5.5 E-5 B <4.0E 1 <2E-13 !
" 5.10 5.5E-7 B <l.0E-7 <6E-14 |

t

5.11 5.5 E-7 9.26 2.0E-7 IE-13
5.12d
5.13 9.5E-8 9.26 2.0E-7 2E-14
5.14 2.3 E-5 5.15 5.0E-7 IE-Il

5.15 2.4E-7 5.15 5.0E-7 IE-13 !

5.16 2.4E-7 5.15 5.0E-7 IE-13
'

5.17 (lacloded in Sequence 5.14)
5.18 1.8 E-7 5.19 2.0E-7 4E-14
5.19 4.4E-6 5.19 2.0E-7 9E-13
5.20 (Included in Sequence 5.19)
5.21 7.3 E-3 9.6 <2.0E-9 <2 E-I I
5.22 7.3 E-5 9.4 8.0E-8 6E-12 [
5.23 7.3 E-5 9.3 1.3 E-7 IE-II f

5.24 5.5E-5 9.6 <?.0E-9 <l E-13 !

5.25 7.4E-7 9.5 1.5 E-6 IE-12 l

5.26 5.5 E-7 9.5 1.5 E-6 8E-13 !
5.27 5.5 E-7 9.4 8.0E-8 4E-14 (
5.28 3.1E-6 9.19A l .0E-7 3E-13 s

!
5.29 3.IE-6 6.8 1.OE-9 3E-15
5.30' 6.6E-7 9.148 1.l E-5 7E-12
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Table 6.1 (Continued)

IIBR-ilYPO at 32 EFPY IIBR at 32 EFPY
(RTNDT + 2a - 270*F) (RTNDT + 2a = 134'F)

Sequence Through- Rank Througt-
Esimated Number Used Sequence the-Wall Ordering Sequence the-Wall
Sequence for Conditonal Conditional Crack of Risk Tonditional CrackSequexe F requency fadure Failure Frequency Due to Failure Frequency

Number * (3r'') Probability' Probability (3r ') PTS Probability (yr~')
-

large steam 4ee break at full power
6.1 5.7E-4 6. 8 1.0E-9 6E-13
6.2 5 8E-6 B <l.0E-8 <6 E-14
63 $ BE-6 B <l.0E-8 <6 E-14
6J 5 hE-b B <l.0E-8 <6E-16
s.5"
66 1.3 E-8 6.6 3.7E-4 SE-12
6.7 1.3 F-6 6.9 1.0E-4 1.3 E-10 14
68 4.3E-6 6.8 1.0E-9 4E-15
6.9 I.CE-8 6.9 1.0E-4 IE-12

t* F10 1.l E-6 9.20B 1.0E-4 I E-10 16 SE-7 5.5 E-13E 6.11 1.9 E-7 9.20B 1.0E-4 2E-Il SE-7 9.5 E-146.12 5.7E-4 6.8 I.0E-9 6E-13
6 13 5.9E-6 6.8 1.0E-9 6 E-15
6.14 58E-6 6.8 1.0E-9 6E-15
6 15 4.3 E-6 6.8 1.0E-9 4 E-15
6.16' 4 4E-7 9228 3.5 E-4 2E-10 10 4 E-5 1.8 E-1 i

Sma5 steam 4ee break at het 9% power
7.1 2.4 E-3 B < l .0 E-10 <2E-13
7.2 4.4 E-5 B <l.0E-IO <2E-15
73 2.4 E-5 B < l.0E-10 <2E-15
7.4'
75 4.2 E-8 7.5 4.2 E-6 2 E-13
7.6 4.2E-6 7.6 1.0E-7 4E-13
77 I .8 E-5 B <l.0 E-10 <2 E-15
78 3.2E-8 7.8 6 OE-8 2E-15
7.93
7.10'

-

7.11'
7. I ' ' 4E-3 96 <2.0 E-9 <5 E-12
7.13 2.5E-5 93 1.3 E-7 3 E-12
7.14 2.4E-5 9.4 8.0E.8 2E-12

_- - _ _ _ _ _ . .
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Table 6.1 (Contimmed)

IIBR-ilYPO at 32 EFPY llBR at 32 EFPY
(RTNDT + 2a - 270*F) (RTNDT + 2a - 134*F)

Sequence Through- Rank Through-
Est. mated N::mber l's-d Sequence the-Wall Ordering Sequence the-Wall
Sequence for C = 4>'i = 1 Ceed;tional Crack of Risk Conditional Crack

Sequence Frequency Failare Failure Frequency Due to Failure Frequency
Number" lyr ~ ') Prob.abdity" Probabdity (3r ') PTS Probability (yr-')-

7.15 2.5E-7 9.5 I 5E-6 4E-13
7.16 2.5E-7 B <l .0 E-10 <3 E-17
7 17 1.9 E-7 9.5 i .5 E-6 30 13
7.18 1.9 E-7 B <l .0 E-10 <2E-17i

| 7.19 1.8 E-7 B <l.C E-10 <2 E-17
7.27 25E-7 9.128 3.6E-5 9E-12'

Large steam-line break at het 8% power
I

8.1 1.l E-5 8.2 1.4 E-6 2E-I l,

| 82 1.l E-7 8.2 1.4 E-6 2E-13
' M 8.3 1. I E-7 8.3 2.0E-7 2E-14

* 84 2.6E-8 8.6 6tE-4 2E-lI
8_5 8 5E-8 8.5 4 CE-7 3E-14,

| 86 <1.5 E-8 86 6.(E-4 <; E-1 I
| 8.7 1. l E-5 68 I .C E-9 I E-14

8.8 1. I E-7 6.8 I.C E-9 IE-16
89 1 IE-7 6.8 1.C E-9 I E-16
8I& 2.3 E-7 86 6.6 E-4 2E-10 II

| Reseter trip at fmE peect
1
1 9.I 8.5 B <l.0E-Il <9EIl

| 92 1.3 E-2 96 <2.0 E-9 <3 E-l I
9.3 1.3 E-4 9.3 1.3 E-7 2E-1I'

94 1.4E-4 94 8.0E-8 IE-Il

9.5 I.3 E-6 9.5 1.5 E-6 2E-12
96 1.0E-4 9.6 <2.0 E-9 <2 E-13

| 97 ICE 4 9.5 1.5 E-6 I 5E-12
1 98 1.0E4 9.4 8.0E-8 3E-14

99A 2_7E-3 9.9A <4 OE-9 <! E-I I
998 2.7E-5 9.98 8 0E-7 2E-Il

! 9.10 & 2 8E-5 9.10A <2 OE-8 <6E-13
| 9108 4.2E-6 9.10B I.I E-6 5E-12
1
.

|

l

i

|

--__e ---_
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Table 61 (Coolimmed;

liBR-ilYPO at 32 EFPY IIBR at 32 EFPY
(RTXDT + 2, - 2'0*F) (RTNDT + 2, = 134'F)

W Through- Rank Through-
F em ated Namber Uwd Sequence the-Wall O-denng Sequence the-Wall
Sequence forCwaat Condatamal (. rack d Risk Conditional Crack

Sequexe Frequency Faalare Failure Frequency thic to Failure Frequency
Namber* (3r') Probabitary" Probabihty (3r ') PTS Probability (yr-')-

9. I I A 18 E-5 9. IIA <l.0E-7 <3 E-12
9113 18E-7 9. II B 18E-5 SE-12
9.12A 19E-7 9.12A 10E-7 6E-14
9 123 4 4E-8 9.12 8 3.6 E-5 2E-12
9 I3A 10E-5 9.9A <4.0E-9 <8 E-I4
9 133 20E-7 9.9B 8.0E-7 2E-13
9 14 % (Inciaded in M- 9.19A)
9I43 (Included sa Sequence 9.19B)
9.15A (Included in Segmence 9.20A)

,

!

9 I$3 (lacladed in W 9.208)
9. I6A (Included in h- 92I A)

s 9163 (Included in Sequence 921B)
3 917A (Iubw is %,9 22A)

9178 (Indaded is M- 9128)
9.1&A' (lacluded is % 9 23A)
9.18 B (le h W in W 9238)
9.19A 3 4E-3 9.19A I.0E-7 3E-10 8
919B 7CE4 9.19 8 93 E-5 7E-10 3 SE-7 4E-12 .

9 20L% 3.5E-5 912A <l.0E4 <4 E-I I |
9208 3.5E4 9.20 8 1.0E-4 4E-10 6 SE-7 2E-12

'

921 A 3.5E-5 922A <l.0E4 <4E-I I
421B 7CE-S 9 228 5.5E-4 4E-lI 4E-5 3E-12
9 22A 3.5E 7 9.22A <l.0E4 <4E-13
9 22B 3d E-S 9 228 5.5 E-4 2E-I I 4E-5 IE-12
9 23A 16 E-5 913A <l.0E4 <3 E-II
9 238 12E-S 9238 I 3E-4 7E-12
9 24 2.4E-5 6.8 1.0E-9 2E-14
925 I.5E-I B <l.0E-I l <2E-12
9 26 I5E-3 926 2.0E-7 3E-10 9
9 27 33E-3 B <l.0E-7 <2E-13 12
9 23 1.5 E-5 921 3.9E4 6E-Il
929 I . l E-3 B <l.0E-10 <I E-13
9 33 1.2 E-5 926 2.0E-7 2E-12
9.31 IlE-5 8 <l 0E-7 <l E-12
9 32 1.2E-7 9.32 1.8E4 2E-13
9.33 1.4E-2 9.33 2.0E-7 3E-9 2 <! E-I l <l.4E-13

! . . . . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _
. - . - - - - ----_ .- - - - . . - - - - . _ . - - - - - - . _ _ ___
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Tame 6.16 atimmed)

!IIBR-HYPO at 32 EFPY llBR at 32 EFPY
(RT.%DT + 2a = 270*F) (RTNDT + 2a = 134*F) t

Sequence Through- Rank Through-
Fe-a=~d Number tJsed Sequence the-Wall O-denng Sequence the-Wall
Seq =cace for CW==1 CWnsal Crack of Risk CW= =t Crack

Sequeece I requency Fa21ere ia21are Fregaency Due to Failure Frequency

Namber* lyr-') Prubainhty* Probabahty (yr-8) PTS Probabihty (yr-')

934 1.4E-4 934 3OE-7 4E-Il
9 35 1.4E-4 9.40 1.OE4 IE-10 17

9.36 1.5 E4 9 43 !.2E-5 2E-II <l E-9 <l.5E-15 I

9 37 1. I E-4 937 2 DE-7 2E-18
938 1.I E4 934 3_0E-7 3 E-13 !

939 1.1 E4 9 39 4 OE-7 4E-13
9.40 1.lE4 9.40 1.0E4 IE-14
9 41 4IE-3 9 41 9 OE-7 4E-9 1 <1E-9 <4.1 E-12

9 42 42E-5 9.42 1.2E4 SE-Il
9 43 4 2E-5 9 43 1.2E-5 5 E-10 5 <I E-9 <4.2E-14 !

9 44 4 2E-7 9.12 8 3.6E- 2E-II ,

9 45 3IE-5 9 45 10E-7 2E-Il
U 9 46 3 2E-7 9.43 1.2E-5 4E-12 <l E-9 <3.2 E-16

9 47 3 lE-7 9.43 1.2E-5 4E-12
9 48 43E.5 8 <l0E-II <5 E-16
9 49 4.9E-7 B <l.0E-10 <5 E-17
9.4T 4 9E-7 B <l.0E-Il <5 E-18 ,

9SI 4 4E-9 B <l.0E-10 <5 E-19
9 52 3.7E-7 B <l.0E-Il <4 E-18
9.53 33E-9 B <l.0E-10 <4E-19
9 54 3 3E-9 B <l .0E-I I <4E-20
9 55 3 3E-9 8 <l.0E-10 <4E-19
9 56 4 6E-7 B <l.0E-Il <5 E-18 [
957 8.l E-8 96 <2.0E-9 <2E-16 !

9.58 s. I E-8 9.3 1.3 E-7 1.0E-14 !

9.59 8.1 E4 94 8.0E-8 6.5E-15
9 60 8.1 E-8 9.5 1.5E4 1.2E-13
9 61 8.1 E4 9.6 <2.0E-9 <l .6E-16
9 62 1.5 E-8 9.9B SPE-7 1.2E-14
9 63 I_S E-8 9.10B 1.1 E-6 I.7E-14
9 64 l_5E4 9.II B 2.8E-5 4.2E-13
9 65 1.5E4 9.10 1.l E-6 I.7E-14
9 66 4OE4 8 <l.0E-lI <4.0E-17 |

9 67 4IE4 B <l.0E-10 <4 lE-18
9 68 4.IE4 B <l.0E-Il <4.l E-19
9 69 4lE-8 B <l.0E-10 <4. l E-18

L
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I
t

; Table 6.1 (Contimmed)
!

IIBR-IlYPO at 32 EFPY llBR at 32 EFPY
i (RTADT + 2e = 270*F) (RTNDT + 2a - 134*F) It '

I _ %- Thros.gh- Rank Through-
! Estur.ated Namber Used u p- the-w a!I O-denng Sequence the-Wall

Sequeu:e for Condaional C =hmt Crack of Risk condrional Crack
4

j Sequence Frequcecy Fadare Fa21are Frequency Due to Failure Frequency
N mber tyr ~ ') Prehahaht>* Pronabihty (yr-') PTS Probability (3r'')

' 9.70 1.lE4 B <I DE-Il <3. l E- 19
) 9.71 3.IE-8 B <l.0E-10 <3.I E-18' 9.72 3.IE4 B <l.0E-Il <3. I E-19
1 9.73 3.IE4 B <l.0E-10 <3. ! E-18
1, 9.74 8.9E4 B <t_0E-Il <3.9E-19
j 9.75 8.I E-8 9.6 <10E-9 <l.6 E-16

9.76 8. lE4 93 1.3E-7 a.lE-14
9.77 8.I E4 94 8 CE-8 6.5E-15
9.78 8.lE4 9.6 <10E-9 <l .6 E-16

| w 9 79 1.5 E-8 9.9 B 8.0E-7 I 2E-I4
; E 910 1.5 E-8 9.98 8.0E-7 I 2E-I4
j 9 81 1.lE4 B <l.0E-I I <l.I E-17
j 9 42 8 6E-9 B <l .0E-10 <8.6E-19
; 9 83 !.IE4 8 <I DE-11 <l.IE-19
|

9 84 I.lE4 B <lfE-10 <l.IE-s8
9 9 85 8 6E-9 B <I OE-Il <8 6E-20
2 9 56 8.lE4 9.6 <10E-9 <l.6 E-16I 9 87 1.5E4 9.9S 8 OE-7 I 2E-I4! 9 88 1.9E-7 9.10B 1.IE4 11 E-13
| 9 39 36E-5 9.12E 2J E-7 8.3 E-12
l 9 90 1 OE-7 9.19A 2. 6E-7 3E-14

9 91 16E-7 9.22A <10E4 <3 E-13
9.92 3.0E-7 63 <l .0E-8 <3.0E-15
9 93 13E-7 6.2 <IOE4 <23E-15
9 94 72E4 9.19P 9SE-5 6.8E-10 4 S E-7 3.6E-I29.95 I9E4 9.19 8 9.5E-5 1.8 E-10 13 SE-7 9.5E-1399V 4 3E4 7.11 5 6E-5 14E-12,

4 99' ' 'E4 7.II 5 6E-5 I.2E-10 15
I 99s' 53E4 9.208 I OE-4 SE-I2
) 997 43 E-7 5.4 3.9E4 1.7E-12
!

-
n

I

!

4

i

l

l
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I

Tah4e 6.1 (Contimmedi

IIBR-IlYPO at 32 EFPY IIBR at 32 EFPY
(RTNDT + 2a - 270*F) (RTNDT + 2a = 134*F)

Sequence Through- Rank Through-
Esima:cd Number Uwd Sequence the-Wall Ordermg Sequence the-Wall
Sequence for Conditamal Condational C 4k of Risk Coeditional Crack |Sci,ue u Freyaency Faifare Failure ....,aency Due to Failure Frequency

[ N umber * (>r-') Probability * Probabihty tyr'') PTS Probabihty (3r ') I'-

!

| Seemap tube rupture at het 0% pe=er
10 I 5.0E 3 B <l.0E-9 <5.0E-12
10 2 &OE-6 10.2 <l.0E-6 <l.0E-li
10.3 3.01E-4 B < l .0 E-9 <3.0E-13
10 4 5 OE-3 B < l .0 E-9 <5.0E-12
105 5.0E-4 8 <l.0E-9 <iOE-13

| Ims e,f mein feed =ater

13.1 3 OE-3 9 49 <l.0E-10 <3.0E-13 13 13 2 30E-5 9.5 I <l.0E-10 <3.0E-15
|

c 13.3 llE-3 9.52 <l .0 E-I I <11 E-14
j 13 4 2.IE-5 9.53 <! .0E-10 <2. l E-15 i

,

'

13 * * I E-5 9 54 <l.0E-Il <1 t E-16
13 f- llE-7 9.55 <l .0 E-10 <2. l E-17

Support syese failure
143 8 IE-4 9.53 <I OE-10 <8.lE-14 '

I42 1.s E-3 9.55 <l OE-10 <2E-14

"See Chaper 3 for definition of sequence numbers.

*B = bound 2ng calculation used for the P* (Note, however, that the sequence numbers induding a *B* are not bounding calculations: that is,
Sequences 9.10B. 9.11B. etc. are act boundaag calculations.)

'Resideal Group.

Mequence not consadered a;plicable based on analysis secquent to initir' sequence definition; see Table 3.9

__ _ _ . . _ _ _ . . , _ . - _ _ ~.__
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Table 6.2. Through-the wall crack frequencies for the
six most dominant risk sequences for IIBR HYPO tessel

and corresponding values for IIBR-2 vessel

Through the-Wall Crack Frequency (yrH)
IIHR-ilYPO IIHR 2

Reactor Vessel Reactor Vessel
Sequence at 32 EFPY at 32 EFPY

9.41 4E 9 <5 E-12
9.33 3 E-9 <2 E-13
9.19H 7E 10 4E12
9.94 7E 10 4E12
9.43 SE-10 <5E 14
9.20H 4E 10 2E 12

. - _

6.3, Dominant Risk Sequences

A review of the rank ordering of the individual sequence risks identibes six dominant -

sequences: 9.41, 9.33, 9.19H, 9.94, 9.43, and 9.208. All these sequeneca are ssociated
with stuck open secondary side salves following a nonspecific reactor trip. Ehven other
sequences contribute 1.0 X 10" /RY cr greater to the integrated PTS rist.. Of these,
six are similarly associated with a nonspecific reactor trip and three with a large steam- !
line break at full power. One is associated with a large steam line break at hot 0% power
and one with a small break LOCA (with a subsequent stuck-open STM PORV) at full
power. The risk associated with the six major transients represents approximately 75% of
the PTS risk at II. H. Robinson Unit 2 based on analyses using the hypothetical vessel,

c

The risk contributions from the six dominant sequences are summarized in Tabla 6.2 for
both the lillR ilYPO vessel and the llHR 2 vessel.

In the following paragraphs cach sequence identified in Table 6.2 is discussed with
respect to its frequency of occurrence, thermal hydraulic characteristics, and conditional [
failure probability (for the llHR ilYPO vessel).

t

Sequence 9.41

Sequ;nce 9.41 is a nonspecific reactor trip with the subsequent failure of all three STM
PORVs to close. Plant response following the three stuck open valves involves no further
failures. This transient has an estimated frequency of 4.1 X 10-3/RY. Following the
reactor trip, the primary system pressure decreans rapidly to ~1200 psia, with a recovery

<

to ~1450 psia in 15 min and to ~l600 psia at 2 hr. The temperature of the downcomer '

fluid decreases to ~270*F in just over an hour and remains at that temperature. The
associated conditional failure probability for the hypothetical vessel for 32 EFPY was
estimated to be 9 X 10~7, which, in ccmbination with the relatively high sequence fre.
quency, results in this sequence having the highest estimated through the wall crack fre-
quency (4 X 10-'/RY).

320
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Sequence 9.33

Sequence 9.33 is similar to sequence 9.41 except that it involves two stuck-open STN1
PORVs following a nonspecific reactor trip. As with sequence 9.41, no additional failures
occur once the STh1 PORVs are open. This transient has a higher sequence frequency
(1.4 X 10-2/RY), a result of the difference in the estimated probabilities that two
rather than three SThi PORVs would remain open. In this sequence the primary system
pressure also decreases rapidly (to ~l300 psig), with a ramp-like recovery to ~1800 psig
at 2 hr, and the temperature of the downcomer region decreases to ~290*F at ~50 min
and remains constant until the end of the 2-hr analysis period. The conditional failure
probability calculated for the hypothetical vessel (2 X 10~7) is a factor of 4.5 less than
that calculated for sequence 9.41; however, combining this value with a sequence frequency
that is a factor of 3.4 higher results in an estimated through-the-wall crack frequency of
3 X 10-'/RY, which is only slightiv lower than that for sequence 9.41. It should be
noted that th: equivalent sequence involving one stuck-open STh1 PORY (sequence 9.25)

92has a through the-wall crack frequency (<2 X 10 /RY) that is more than two orders,

of magnitude lower than that associated with sequences 9.41 and 9.33.'

Sequence 9.19B

Sequence 9.19B involves the failure of three or more SDVs to close following a nonspecific
reactor trip. In this transient, conditions for an automatic trip of the htSIVs are not met
and, as a result, closure does not occur. While the possibility exists for the htSIVs to 'oe
manually tripped (and was assumed to occur at 30 min in sequence 9.19A and other "A"
sequences), such operator action is not assumed for this sequence. The resulting sequence
bas an estimated frequency of 7 X 10-6/RY. The transient involves a rapid depressuri-
tation of the primary system to ~l100 psia, followed by recovery to ~1600 psia at 2 hr,
and a decrease in the temperature of the downcomer region to 200'F at 2 hr. The asso-
ciated conditional failure probability for the hypothetical reactor vessel is 9.5 X 10-5,
and the through the wall crack frequency is 7 X 10-' /RY, which is lower than that for
sequence 9.41 by a factor of almost five.

Sequence 9.94

Sequence 9.94 also involves the failure of three SDVs to close following a reacter trip. In
this case, however, the operator attempts to close the htSIVs at 30 min to terminate flow
from the SGs. Two htSIVs fail to close, resulting in continued flow from two of the three
SGs. The thermal hydraulic responses for this sequence are expected to be similar to those
for sequence 9.1911. The event sequence frequency also is approximately the same as that
for sequence 9.190, resulting in an equivalent risk impact (a through the wall crack fre-
quency of 7 X 10""/RY).

321
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:

Sequence 9.43

Like sequence 9.41, sequence 9.43 involves the failure of three STM PORVs to close fol-
lowing a reactor trip. Ilowever, in this case, the charging flow fails to automatically run
back at the normal primary system pressure, resulting in a pressure transient. The pres-

i sure decreases to ~1250 psia in approximately 3 min and then increases in a somewhat
; linear fashion to the RCS relief valve set point in less than I hr. The temperature of the
^

downcomer region falls in a decreasing exponential fashion to approximately 260 deg at
2 hr. The frequency for this sequence is estimated to be two orders of magnitude below
that estimated for sequence 9.41, a result of the additional hardware failure. The
conditional failure probability for the hypothetical vessel is estimated at 1.2 X 10-5, a
factor of two lower than that for sequences 9.19B and 9.94 described above. The resulting

; through-the wall crack frequency for this sequeace is 5 X 10-'0/RY which is in the,

; same range as those for sequences 9.19B and 9.94.
4

!
,

| Sequence 9.20H

'
Sequence 9.20B is similar to sequence 9.19B in that three or more SDVs fail to close fol-
lowing a nonspecific reactor trip. As in sequence 9.19B, the operator fails to terminate the
SG blowdown by manually closing the MSIVs and, in addition, fails to throttle AFW flow. |

The primary system pressure quickly decreases to ~1100 psia, recovering to ~1600 psia
at 2 hr, and the downcomer temperature profile is similar to that estimated for sequencel

9.19B. The event sequence frequency determined for this sequence is 3.5 X 10-6/RY, a
factor of two lower than that estimated for sequence 9.19B. When combined with a vessel
conditional failure probability of I X 10-4, this results in a through-the wall crack fre-
quency of 4 X 10-l0/RY.

6.4. Relative Importance of Each Category of Sequences (by Initiating
i Events)
1

in Chapter 4 the 229 potential overcooling sequences were divided into 12 categories
according to their initiating events (see groupings in Table 6.1).

| The risk associated with each of these 12 categories (for the hypothetical vessel llBR-
IlYPO) is summarized in Table 6.3, which includes an additional category (No.13) for
the residual groups. (That is, the residual groups listed in Table 6.1 under each category
have all been grouped together.)

2

6.5. Effects of Potential Risk Reduction Measures

As described in Chapter 5, the effects of potential mitigating actions for reducing the
PTS risk for 11. B. Robinson Unit 2 were examined as a part of this study. These

i actions are reviewed here not as a list of recommendations but to give some information on
the relative value of actions which could be taken provided a need to reduce the integrated
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Table 6.3. PTS risk contribution by transient category
for HBR-HYPO vessel

Through-the-Wall
Crack Frequency Percent of

Category (yr-') Total

Small-break LOCA at full power 3.7E-10 3.0

Medium-break LOCA at full power 1.3 E-12 1.0E-2

Small-break LOC \ at hot 0% power 3.9 E-I l 0.31

Medium-break LOCA at hot 0% power 2.0E-14 1.6 E-4

Small steam-line break at full
power 7.9E-11 0.63

i Large steam-line break at full
power 2.6E-10 2.1

Small steam-line break at hot

i 0% power 1.2E 11 9.6 E-2

i Large steam-line break at hot
'

0% power 2.0E-ll 0.16

Reactor trip at full power * 1.l E-8 88

Steam-generator tube rupture at
hot 0% power 2.5E-Il 0.20

Loss of main feedwater 3.2E-13 2.6E-3

Support system failure 1.7E-13 1.4E-3

Residual groups 6.8 E-10 5.4

Total ~1.3 X 10~8 100.0

*As noted in Section 6.2.2, dominant sequences in this category are all asso-
ciated with secor.dary-side blowdown following a reactor trip.

i

! risk of a through-the-wall crack due to PTS is identified. It should be noted, however,
that the safety impact of the mitigating actions on other types of transients (that is, non-

| overcooling transients) has not been performed and the cost benefit of these actions has not
been evaluated.

1

The following three risk reduction measures are discussed: (1) reduction of neutron flu-
ence rate, (2) in-service inspection of the reactor vessel, and (3) annealing of the reac-
tor vessel. Several other risk reduction measures that were examined in the PTS studies4

for Oconee Unit I or Calvert Cliffs Unit I were not specifically addressed for II. B.
Robinson Unit 2. In three cases, the mitigating factors are inherent in the plant. These
are (1) limiting RCS repressurization, which already exists owing to the low head ilPI
pumps and the charging flow runback on restoration of pressurizer level; (2) introduction
of a high SG level feedwater pump trip system; and (3) heating of IIPI water (already
considered in the analysis).
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i

; A fourth measure not addressed was improvement in operator training. The utility train-
| ing program was reviewed and found to be adequate with respect to PTS with one poten-

tial exception: plant response improvement to certain small steam-line breaks (such as
SDV failures) through manual closure of the MSIVs. An auto-closure signal is not gen-
erated in such situations, and manual closure by the operator is required. It was not clear
from the training program that the requirement to close these valves was emphasized to
the operators.

One additional potential risk reduction measure, basing a RCP trip on a subcooling cri-
terion instead of requiring a trip on liPI initiation due to low RCS pressure, would lead to

I the RCPs not being tripped during many secondary-side events. At the start of the H. B.
Robinson Unit 2 PTS study, it was intended to perform analyses of dominant secondary-
side sequences with the RCPs running to identify the impact of continued pump operation
on PTS risk; however, owing to the low through-the-wall crack frequencies identified, plus

'

programmatic constraints, these analyses were not performed.

6.5.1. Reduction of Neutron Fluence Rate

The benefits obtained from reducing the neutron Buence rate in the vessel wall by factors
of 2, 4, and 8 were evaluated. Since fluence has a cumulative impact on the vessel
RTNDT value, reducing the fluence rate will retard the effective rate of aging. This can
have a significant effect on risk reduction. It was found that the fluence rate reduction
factors of 2, 4, and 8 resulted in risk reduction factors of approximately 7, 20, and 33,
respectively, at 32 EFPY for the hypothetical vessel.

6.5.2. In-Senice Inspection of Vessel

! In the analysis for Oconee Unit I (Ref.1), it was assumed that in-service inspection
would reveal 90% or 99% of the surface flaws with depths equal to or greater than 6 mm.
It was further assumed that all flaws found would be repaired. If before the in-service
inspection, no calculated failures were attributed to initial flaws with depths less than
6 mm, then the 90% and 99% inspection would reduce the conditional probability of
failure, P(F|E), by factors of 0.1 and 0.01, respectively. This assumption led to an
overall reduction in the probability of vessel failure by about a factor 2 at 32 EFPY. The

!.
reduction factor was limited by the fact that the very shallow flaws which would not be
detected or repaired actually make a significant contribution to the total probability of
vessel failure.

Since the Oconee analysis was performed, many questions have been raised concerning the
efficiency of Oaw detection methodologies used and the practicality of repairing flaws. As
a result, this explicit analysis was nat performed for II. B. Robinson Unit 2. However,
a review of the dominant sequences reveals a distribution of failures with respect to flaw
depth which is similar to that observed for Oconee. Thus, under the same assumptions as
used in the Oconee analysis, a factor cf 2 reduction in vessel failure probability due to
identification and repair of flaws would not ar. pear to be unreasonable.
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6.5.3. Annealing of the Reactor Vessel

Annealing of the reactor vessel will restore the fracture toughness of the vessel material,
effectively cancelling the effects of neutron fluence. The extent of recovery will depend on
the chemistry of the vessel material, the time-temperature characteristics of the annealing
procedure, a.id the number of times the vessel is annealed. If it is assumed that full
recovery of the vessel is achieved, a reduction of one to two orders of magnitude of the risk
relative to that for the hypothetical vessel at 32 EFPY may be possible. The actual risk
reduction factor is dependent upon the nature of the dominant sequences and the age of
the vessel when annealing is performed. For this analysis, annealing was assumed to occur
at 9 yr. This gave a risk reduction factor of 0.1. Annealing at a later time in life may
produce a larger reduction in risk. It should be noted that the feasibility of in place vessel
annealing was not addressed in sufficient detail by this study to assure the effectiveness
and practicality of this measure.

6.5.4. Summary of Effects of Potential Risk Reduction Measures

Fluence reduction and reactor vessel annealing have the potential for providing PTS risk
reduction. The effects of these measures are summarized in Table 6.4.

Table 6.4. Impact of potential risk reduction measures on PTS risk

Through-the-Wall Risk Reduction
Risk Reduction Measure Crack Frequency Factor

(yr--1)

PTS base case analysis 1.3 E-8 -

Fluence reduction by a factor of 2 2.0E-9 6.7

Fluence reduction by a factor of 4 7.0E-10 20

Fluence reduction by a factor of 8 4.5E-10 33

Reactor vessel annealing at 9 EFPY 1.3 E-9 10

6.6. Reference

1. T. J. Burns et al., Preliminary Development of an Integrated 11pproach to the
Evaluation of Pressuri:ed Thermal Shock Risk as ifpplied to the Oconee Unit i
Nuclear Power Plant, NUREG/CR-3770 (ORNL/TM-9176), November 1985.
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7. SENSITIVITY AND UNCERTAINTY ANALYSES OF ESTIMATED
TilROUGil-TiiE-WALL CRACK FREQUENCIES FOR II. B. ROBINSON UNIT 2

7.1. Introduction

The final step in the PTS evaluation for H. B. Robinson Unit 2 was to perform sensi-
tivity and uncertainty analyses to determine (1) the impact of variations in individual cal-
culational parameters on the estimated value of the through-the-wall crack (TWC) fre-
quency reported in Chapter 6 and (2) the distribution of the estimated value based on
the individual distributions associated with each of the calculational parameters.

The base case used for the sensitivity and uncertainty analyses assumed the hypothetical
| IIBR-2 vessel (designated as HBR-HYPO) had an RTNDT value of 270*F, where

RTNDT is the nil-ductility reference temperature. As discussed in Chapter 5, it was
necessary to postulate the HBR-HYPO vessel, which has a higher initial fracture tough-
ness and higher concentrations of copper and nickel than the actual HBR-2 vessel, because
the conditional TWC probabilities estimated for the actual HBR-2 vessel were too low to
adequately demonstrate the PTS analysis process.

The sensitivity analysis estimated the change in the TWC frequency for a given change of
a single input parameter in the PTS-adverse direction. The results are given as a multiple
of the nominal estimate of the TWC frequency at the 270 F RTNDT value (see
Table 6.1). This analysis permits the individual parameters to be ranked according to
their impacts on the TWC frequency estimate.

The uncertainty analysis developed percentile estimates of the TWC frequency estimates at
the 270 F value based on the combined uncertainties in the input parameters utilized in
the calculations. This analysis provides a measure of the overall variability in the TWC
frequency estimate.

In the discussion below the distribution parameters for each variable used in the TWC fre-
quency calculations, required for both the sensitivity analysis and the uncertainty analysis,
are presented first. Descriptions of the uncertainty analysis and the sensitivity analysis are
then given in Sections 7.3 and 7.4, respectively.

7.2. Distribution Parameters and Range Estimates for Individual Variables

The variables whose distribution parameters were required for the uncertainty and sensi-
tivity analyses of the TWC frequency consisted of (1) the initiating-event frequencies and
branch probabilities for event trees which contained dominant overcooling sequences, and
(2) the variables utilized in the fracture-mechanics analysis (that is, temperature, flaw
density, etc.).
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7.2.1. Initiating-Event Frequencies and Branch Probabilities

The estimates of the distribution parameters for initiating-event frequencies and branch
probabilities are presented in Tables 7.1 and 7.2, respectively. In developing these esti-
mates, the mean value given in Chapter 3 for each initiating-event frequency and branch
probability was preserved.

The distribution parameters given in Tables 7.1 and 7.2 were typically developed by
assuming the variable could be described using a log-r.ormal distribution, although in a few
cases log-uniform distributions were utilized to des:: ribe distributions with high mean
probabilities. All distributions associated with probabilities were truncated at 1.0. The
implications of truncating the distribution are discussed in Appendix J.

Error factors assumed for the log-normal distributions of the branches reflected the
amount of information available on component and/or operator failures and the combina-
tions of failures required to cause the branch to be faulted. An error factor of 10 was
assumed for branches dominated by individual component faults (such as a valve failing to
close), for branches dominated by a single operator error in sequences associated with
other operator successes, and for branches in which system-level failure data existed. An
error factor of 15 was assumed for branches consisting of multiple component faults and
for braoches consisting of a single operator error in sequences associated with other opera-
tor errors.

7.2.2. Fracture-Mechanics Variables

As described in Chapter 5, the fracture-mechanics calculations which yielded cenditional
TWC probabilities (that is, values of P(flE)] were performed with the OCA-P code.'
Most of the variables used in the code and their standard deviations are presented in
Table 5.1. In the uncertainty analysis, the standard deviation assumed for the variability
in the mean values of these variables was one-third of that used in the OCA-P simulation.t

The one-third value was chosen to represent the uncertainty in the mean values of the
parameters, since variability around a fixed mean is included in the OCA-P simulation.

:

In the OCA-P calculations, values used for the temperature and pressure were single mean
values rather than distributions. For the uncertainty and sensitivity analyses, potential
variations in the temperature and pressure were limited by physical processes, resulting in
asymmetric distributions for these variables.

The remaining variable used in the fracture-mechanics calculation was the flaw density.
The flaw density distribution used in the uncertainty and sensitivity analyses was designed
to meet the constraints that the most prevalent number of flaws per cubic meter would be
one and that, with respect to a normal distribution,68% of the time the number of flaws
per cubic meter would be less than 100. Since the spread between I and 100 is large and
the number of flaws must be greater than zero, a log-normal distribution was chosen and
the mean and median values were defined to meet the above heuristic constraints.

.
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Table 7.1. Distribution parameters for initiating-event frequencies

Initiating-Event Frequen:y
Mean Median Error 5% Value of 95% Value2

Initiating Value Value Factor Median Median
Event (yr-') (yr-') on Median (yr-') (yr-') |

Small-break LOCA at full power 8.9 E- 3 3.3E-3 10 3.3 E-4 3.3 E- 2

Multiplier for LOCA at hot 0%
power 9.0E- 2' 3.4 E-2' 10 3.4E-3* 3.4 E- l'

Small steam-line break at full
power. 2.0E- 2 7.5 E- 3 10 7.5 E-4 7.5E-2

Multiplier for small steam-line
break at hot 0% power 0.25' 9.4 E-2' 10 9.4 E- 3' 9.4 E- l'

! Large steam-line break at full
power 1.2 E-3 3. l E-4 15 2. l E-5 4.6E-3

Multiplier for large steam-line
break at hot 0% power 0.019' ' 4.9 E- 3' 15 3.3 E- 4' 7.3 E- 2*

t

j Reactor trip 8.5 3.2 10 3.2 E- 1 32.0
6

! Loss of main feedwater 0.3 7.7 E- 2 15 5. l E-3 1.00

Loss of service water 1.0E-2 3.8 E-3 10 3.8E-4 3.8 E- 2

* Multiplier values are dimensionless.

{ ' Truncated log-normal distribution end point.
!

These constraints are equivalent to setting the mode value (most probable value) equal to 1
and the 84th percentile (+1a point) equal to 100. For a log-normal distribution, thesei

conditions give the equations

Mode = exp(n - (2) _ g

and

j 84th percentile = exp(n + () = 100,

which were solved for the parameters & and n (t = 1.7035 and n = (2 = 2.902).
Owing to physical constraints, the distribution is truncated at 500 flaws per cubic meter,

; which corresponds to the 94th percentile of the distribution. Without truncation, the mean
and median of the distribution are 78 and 18 flaws per cubic meter, respectively. With
truncation, both values are lowered, the mean to approximately 45 flaws per cubic meter.
(This calculation is demonstrated in Appendix J.)

The cumulative (before truncation) probability distribution function is shown in Fig-
ure 7.1.

i 7.3. Uncertainty Analysis

A measure of the uncertainty in the estimated TWC frequency at RTNDT = 270*F was
!determined by using Monte Carlo analysis. Monte Carlo analysis constructs numerous

I
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Table 7.2. Distribution parameters for event tree branch probabilities

Branch Probability
i Mean Median Error Factor 5% Value 95% Value

Event Tree licading Branch Value Value on Median of Median of Median

Turbine trips on demand. Turbine fails to trip. 4.00-5 1.0E-5 15 6.7 E- 7 1.5 E-4

STM PORVs close on demand. One STM PORV fails to close. 1.8 E- 2 6.8 E- 3 10 6.8 E-4 6.8 E- 2
!
'

Two STM PORVs fail to close. 1.7 E- 3 4.4 E-4 15 2.9 E- 5 6.6 E- 3

Three STM PORVs fail to close. 4.9 E-4 1.3E-4 15 8.7 E- 6 1.9 E- 3

SDVs close on demand. One SDV fails to close. 1.6E- 3 6.0E-4 10 6.0E-5 6.0E-3

Two SDVs fail to close. 3.0E- 4 7.7E- 5 15 5. l E- 6 1.2E-3

Three or more SDVs fail to close. 4.2E-4 1. l E-4 15 7.0E- 6 1.6 E- 3

Si signal generated on demand. SI signal is not generated. 3.0E-5 7.7 E- 6 15 5. l E-7 1. l E-4

U MFW runs back and isolates on One line overfeeds? 2.8 E- 7 1.0E-7 10 1.0E- 8 1.0E- 6'
demand (if SI signal is
generated). Two lines overfeed? 1.5 E- 9 3.9E- 10 15 2.6E- 11 5.8E-7

All three lines overfeed." 1.0E- 10 2.6E- 11 15 1.7E- 12 3.9 E- 10

MFW runs back. One line overfeeds.6 5.3 E- 6 2.0E- 6 10 2.0E-7 2.0E- 5

Two lines overfeed.h 5.0E- 7 1.3 E-7 15 8.7 E-9 1.9 E-6

All three lines overfeed.b I.4E-7 3.5 E- 8 15 2.4 E-9 5.4E- 7

MFW isolates on demand (at hot No line overfeeds." 9.0E- 6 3.4 E- 6 10 3.4 E- 7 3.4 E-5
0% power only).

Two lines overfeed? 8.4E-7 2.2E-7 15 1.5 E- 8 3.3 E- 6

All three lines overfeed? 8. l E- 8 2. l E- 8 15 1.4 E-9 3. l E-7

ilPI occurs on demand (if Si signal IIPI fails to occur. 6.1 E-4 2.3E-4 10 2.3 E-5 2.3 E-3,

is generated).

i

AFW actuates on demand. AFW does not actuate. 1.0E-3 3.8E-4 10 3.8 E- 5 3.8 E-3

1

.
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Table 7.2. (Continued)
Branch Probability

Mean Median Error Factor 5% Value 95% Value

Event Tree IIcading Branch Value Value on Median of Median of Median

AFW flow automatically controlled. Flow control frailure leads to 7.5E-3 1.9 E- 3 15 1.3E-4 2.8 E-2
abnormally high AFW flow rate
(overfceds).

OA: Break not isolated. Operator isolates break (small- 3.9 E- 2 1.5 E- 2 10 1.5 E- 3 1.5 E- 1

break LOCA).

Charging flow runs back ori demand. Charging flow fails to run back 1.0E- 2 3.8E-3 10 3.8 E-4 3.8 E-2
(repressurization not limited).

OA: AFW isolated to low-pressure AFW isolation fails to occur 1.7 E- 3 6.4 E-4 10 6.4 E- 5 6.4 E-3

SG (small steam-line break)

AFW isolation fails to occur 2.3 E- 3 8.6E-4 10 8.6E-5 8.6E-3
(large steam-line break).

w
d OA: AFW throttled to one (or two) Operator fails to throttle AFW. 1.0E-2 3.8E-3 10 3.8E-4 3.8E-2

SGs if OA has isolated AFW to
other (one or two) SGs. Operator fails to throttle AFW 5.0E- 1 4.5 E- l' 10 2.4 E- l' 9.3 E- l'

given operator fails to close MSIVs.

SGs blow down (if MSIV closure No SGs blow down. 5.0E- 1 4.5 E- l' 10 2.4E- l' 9.3 E- l'
signal is generated). #

One SG blows down. 5.0E- 1 4.5 E- l' 10 2.4 E - l' 9*E-l

Two SGs blow down. 9.9 E- 4 2.6E-4' 15 1.7 E- 5 3.9 E- 3

All three SGs blow down. 1.7E-4 4.4 E-5 15 2.9E-6 6.6 E-4

SGs blow down (if MSIV closure One SG blows down. 5.0E- l 4.5E- l 10 2.4 E- l' 9.3 E- l'
'

#

signal is not generated).
All three SGs blow down (until 5.0E- 1 4.5 E- l' 10 2.4 E- l' 9.3 E- l'
MSIVs closed by operator).

SGs blow down (if three or more One SG blows down. 6.6E- 3 2.5E- 3 10 2.5 E-4 2.5 E- 2

SDVs fail).
Two SGs blow down. 2.0E- 3 5.2E-4 15 3.5 E- 5 7.8 E- 3

All three SGs blow down. 5.3E-4 1.4 E- 4 15 9.3 E- 6 2. l E-3

_____ -
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i Table 7.2. (Continued) i

i

Branch Probability f,

i

Mean Median Error Factor 5% Value 95% Value'
.

Event Tree ficading Branch Value Value on Median of Median of Median !

PZR PORV rescats on demand. PZR PORV fails to rescat 1.2 E- 3 3. l E-4 15 2.l E-5 4.6 E-3 i.(follows a failure of charging i
,

flow to run back). I

r* OA: MSIVs closed. Operator fails to close MSIVs 1.0E- 2 3.8 E- 3 10 3.8 E-4 3.8 E- 2 i
(for steam-line break sizes v| == two open SDVs).

1 I

Operator fails to close MSIVs 2.0E-3 7.5 E-4 10 7.5E-5 7.5E-3 |
4

! (for steam-line break sizes
> two open SDVs). I

:

, Recovery of Service Water System Service water not recovered. 1.0E- 1 3.8 E-2 10 3.8E-3 3.8 E- 1
! i

" Includes failure of MFW regulating valves to run back, failure of one or both MFW pumps to trip on high level in any SG, and failure of |: g MFIVs to close on SI signal.
A 6

! Includes failure of MFW regulating valves to run back and failure of MFW pumps to trip on high level in any SG.
'Small-break LOCA. '

i

!
'

|

; !

i
I

f

I

b s

i !

<
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;
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: Figure 7.1. Cumulative distribution function for flaw density,

estimates of system performance at randomly sampled values of each input distribution
i and, based on the ensemble of system performance estimates, permits calculation of the

distribution characteristics associated with the end result. The analysis process is shown in
Figure 7.2.,

There are several advantages to the use of a Monte Carlo simulation for the PTS uncer-
{ tainty analysis. One is that the temperature error distributions are not symmetric, nor are

they continuous over the interval (-m, m). To realistically model such distributions via'

other error analysis methods, such as a Taylor series approximation, requires computation
of higher order terms to measure skewness and kurtosis. Inclusion of these terms requires,
in turn, evaluation of partial derivatives of higher orders which would be extremely diffi.
cult to accomplish for the conditional TWC probabilities.

i

A second advantage derives from the fact that the conditional TWC probabilities are quite'

| nonlinear with respect to variations in OCA-P code input parameters, particularly to varia-

| tions in the temperature and pressure time histories, and use of Monte Carlo analysis clim-
inates the need for incremental evaluation over the range of the input variables. Finally, a4

third advantage is that the results of the Monte Carlo analysis provide information as to
the shape of the output distribution.

|
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DEFINE DISTRIBUTION
'

FOR EACH VARIABLE
i

=

U

SAMPLE FROM EACH
3'

VARIABLE DISTRIBUTION
;

I

if
i

ESTIMATE TWC FREQUENCY FOR
| EACH TRIAL USING SAMPLED
! VALUES AS INDEPENDENT
I VARIABLES IN EVENT TREES AND

APPROXIMATION TO OCA P

I N N

Triais?,

Y

SUMMARIZE RESULTING VALUES
OF TWC FREQUENCY AS
DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION

i

Figure 7.2. Monte Carlo uncertainty analysis process.

2The uncertainty analysis was performed with the SAMPLE code modified to include an
improved random-number generator and a more efficient driver routine. The random-
number generators GGUBFS and GGNQF from the IMSL library were used in this simu-i

lation for uniform and normally distributed random deviates, respectively.
I

'
The sequences included in the uncertainty analysis were the 55 frequencies that accounted

3

] for 99% of the total point estimate of the TWC frequency. (Previous work had demon-
strated that sequences which contribute a negligible amount to the point estimate are also

j negligible contributors to the error distribution.)

The 55 sequences are listed in Table 7.3 in the order of their decreasing contribution to
the total TWC frequency. As described in Chapter 6, the TWC frequency for a given
sequence (transient) is the product of the sequence frequency and the conditional TWC
probability [P(flE)] for that sequence.
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Table 7.3. Sequences included in uncertainty analysis simulation
(ordered by decreasing contributions to total TWC frequency)

Estimated P(FlE), Cumulative
Sequence Used Sequence Conditional TWC Percent of

Case Sequence to Calculate RSM Frequency TWC Frequency Total TWC
No. Number P(F|E) Model Used (yr-) Probability (yr- ) Frequency

I 9.41 9.41 9.41 4.l E-03 8.9E-07 3.6E-09 24.9
2 9.33 9.33 9.33 1.4 E-02 2.lE-07 2.9E-09 45.0
3 9.24 9. 8 9B 9.19B 2.4E-05 9.6E-05 2.3E-09 60.8
4 9.94 9.19 B 9.19 B 7.2E-06 9.6E-05 6.9E- 10 65.5
5 9.19B 9.19 B 9.19B 6.8 E-06 9.6E-05 6.5 E- 10 70.0
6 9.43 9.43 9.19B 4.2E-05 1.2E-05 5.0E-to 73.4
7 9.20B 9.20B 9.19 B 3.5E-06 1.0E-04 3.5 E- 10 75.8
8 9.19A 9.19A 9.33 3.4E-03 1.0E-07 3.4E- 10 78.2
9 9.26 9.26 9.33 1.5 E-03 1.9E-07 2.8E- 10 80.1

10 6.16 9.22B 9.19 0 4.4E-07 5.7E-04 2.5 E- 10 81.8

II 9.02 9.06 9.33 1.3E-02 '. 7E-08 2.2E- 10 83.3
12 9.95 9.19 B 9.19B 1.9E-06 9.6E-05 1.8E- 10 84.6

13 8.10 8.06B 9.19B 2.3 E-07 6.6E-04 1.5E- 10 85.6
14 9.27 BC 9.33 1.5 E-03 1.0E-07 1.5E- 10 86.7

15 9.91 9.22B 9.19 8 2.6E-07 5.7E-04 1.5 E- 10 87.7
16 9.35 9.40 9.41 1.4E-04 1.0E-06 1.4E- 10 88.6
17 6.07 6.09 9.19 B 1.3E-06 1.0E-04 1.3E- 10 89.5
18 9.97 7.l l B 9.19B 2.3E-06 5.6E-05 1.3E- 10 90.4
19 5.21 9.06 9.33 7.3E-03 1.7E-08 1.2E- 10 91.2
20 6.10 9.20B 9.19 B I.l E-06 1.0E-04 1.l E- 10 92.0
21 7.12B 7.09 9.41 2.4E-05 3.6E-06 8.6E- I l 92.6
22 9.01 BC 9.33 8 SE+00 1.0E- 1 I 8.5E- 1I 93.2
23 5.30 9.14 B 9.19B 6.6E-07 9.6E-05 6.3 E- I l 93.6
24 9.28 9.28 9.41 1.5 E-05 4.0E-06 6.0E- I l 94.0
25 8.06 8.06 9.19 B 8.5E-08 6.6E-04 5.l E- 11 94.4
26 11.10 7.11 9.19 B 9.4E-07 5.6E-05 5.3 E- I l 94.8
27 9.42 9.42 9.41 4.2E-05 1.2E-- 06 5.0E- Il 95.1

28 11.07 7.1 I 9.19B 7.2E-07 5.6E-05 4.0E- 1 I 95.4
29 9.21 B 9.22B 9.19B 7.0E-08 5.7E-04 4.0E- I l 95.7
30 9.21 A 9.22A 9.41 3.5 E-05 1.0E-06 3.5E-I l 95.9
31 9.34 9.34 9.33 1.4E-04 2.5 E-07 3.5E-I l 96.1

32 12.04 9.10B 9.41 3.0E-05 1.l E-06 3.3E- I l 96.4
33 13.01 BC 9.33 3.0E-03 1.0E-08 3.0E- I l 96.6
34 11.09 7.11 9.19B 5.0E-07 5.6E-05 2.9E- | 1 96.8

35 9.90 9.20B 9.19 B 2.6E-07 1.0E-04 2.6E- I l 96.9
36 9.23A 9.23A 9.41 2.6E-05 1.0E-06 2.6E- 11 97.1

37 9.09B 9.09 B 9.41 2.7E-05 8.4 E-07 2.3E-I l 97.3
38 9.22 B 9.22B 9.19B 3.5 E-08 5.7E-04 2.0E- I l 97.4
39 9.36 9.43 9.19 B 1.5 E-06 1.3E-05 2.0E-I l 97.5
40 6.11 9.20B 9.19B 1.9E-07 1.0E-04 1.9 E- 11 97.7
41 8.04 8.06 9.19B 2.6E-08 6.6E-04 1.7E-I l 97.8
42 9.03 9.03 9.33 1.3E-04 1.3E-07 1.7E- I l 97.9
43 9.37 9.37 9.33 1.1 E-04 1.5E-07 1.6E- 1 I 98.0
44 3.01 1.08 9.33 7.7E-04 2.0E-06 1.5 E- I l 98.1

45 9.44 9.12 B 9.19 B 4.2E-07 3.6E-05 1.5E- I l 98.2
46 9.45 9.45 9.41 3.l E-05 4.7E-07 1.5E- I l 98.3
47 8.01 8.02 9.41 1.1 E-05 1.3E-06 1.4E- 11 98.4
48 5.03 9.26 9.33 7.3 E-05 1.9E-07 1.4 E-I l 98.5
49 7.13 B 7.09 9.41 3.8 E-06 3.6E-06 1.3 E-I l 98.6
50 5.14 5.15 9.41 2.3E-05 5.3E-07 1.2E- I l 98.7
51 9.09A 9.09A 9.33 2.7E-03 4.0E-09 1.1E- 1 I 98.8

52 9.04 9.04 9.33 1.4E-04 7.l E-08 9.9E- 12 98.8
53 5.23 9.03 9.33 7.3 E-05 1.3E-07 9.5 E- 12 98.9
54 7.20 9.12 B 9.19 B 2.5E-07 3.6E-05 9.0E- 12 99.0
55 14.02 BC 9.33 9.0E-04 1.0E-08 9.0E- 12 99.0

Total 1.5 E-08
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7.3.1. Fracture-Mechanics Model for Uncertainty Analysis

Owing to the complexity of the OCA-P fracture-mechanics model, it was not possible to ;

incorporate the actual code into the Monte Carlo simulation. Therefore, in the uncertainty
analysis the code was replaced with one of three response surface models (RShis) which
were developed for the three dominant sequences (9.41, 9.33, and 9.19B). These three
sequences alone accounted for approximately 70% of the total TWC frequency, and the
probability of failure in these three transients spanned nearly the entire range of failure
probabilities that were explicitly calculated with OCA-P. Thus, these three RShis were
used for all sequences modeled in the uncertainty analysis by choasing the RSN1 closest in
nominal conditional TWC probability to the sequence to be modeled and normalizing the
results by the ratio of the nominal conditional TWC probability estimates. The assign-
ment of RSMs to the modeled sequences is shown in Table 7.3, along with the assign-
ment of sequences whose thermal-hydraulic characteristics had been adopted in the OCA-
P calculation of f(IlE).

The RShis were generated by utilizing a central composite design for the four important
fracture-mechanics variables: downcomer temperature, RTNDTo on the inner vessel sur-
face (zero-fluence value of the nil-ductility reference temperature), ARTNDT (the
increase in RTNDT due to radiation damage), and Kic (the crack-initiation fracture-
toughness value). These variables were ascertained to be the most significant from sensi-
tivity calculations described in Chapter 5. Since the relative importances o the pressure,r
K , (the crack-arrest fracture-taughness value) and the downcomer heat transfer coeffi-i
cient were markedly less, these latter parameters were not included in the uncertainty

| analysis for sake of economy in the estimation of the RSN1. To include the additional
parameters in the RSM would have significantly increased the number of calculations
required to develop the RSMs, and the small additional change that would have been

| realized in the estimated error distribution did not justify the increased computational
costs.

The design matrix for the RSM is given in Table 7.4. In this table, e indard notation is
used where il signifies that the variable is at ila from the nominal (0) value, while 12
signifies that the variable is at 12a from the nominal value. The particular design chosen

, is known as a rotatable central composite design (CCD). This term is used to signify that
I the variance in the predicted response is independent of the direction moved from the ori-

gin. The complete CCD consists of the first 25 design points shown in the table. The
three extra points were run as part of the sensitivity analysis in Chapter 5, and since they
were available, they were included in the estimation of the coefficients. (The effect of not
inch. ding the three extra points and using them only as points for testing the adequacy of
the model was also tried. The fitted results were almost unchanged, so the extra values
were left in.)

Data points were generated with the OCA-P code for each of the 25 design points for the
three dominant sequences. For sequence 9.33, design points 2 and S were not estimable,
and for sequence 9.41, design point 8 was not estimable. These design points were so mild
from a PTS standpoint that a failure probability could not be calculated without excessive
computer costs. For this reason, these design points were treated as missing values.
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Table 7.4. Design matrix used for response
surface models for HBR-HYPO

Permutation"
Design X, X, X, X,i 2 3 4

Point Temperature RTNDTo ARTNDT Kie

1 -1 -1 -1 -1
2 1 -1 -1 -1
3 -1 1 -1 -1
4 -1 -1 1 -1

).
5 -1 -1 -1 1

6 1 1 -1 -l
7 1 -1 1 -l
8 1 -1 -1 1

9 -1 1 1 -1
1 10 -l 1 -1 1

11 -1 -1 1 1

12 1 1 1 -1
13 1 1 -1 1

14 1 -1 1 1

15 -1 1 1 1

16 1 1 1 1
j

17 -2 0 0 0'

18 2 0 0 0

19 0 -2 0 0

20 0 2 0 0
21 0 0 -2 0

22 0 0 2 0
23 0 0 0 -2
24 0 0 0 2

' 625 0 0 0 0
' 26' 0 1 0 0

27' 0 0 1 0

28' 0 0 0 -1
i

* I or 2 signifies that variable is at la or 2a

1 from nominal (0) value.
6 Base case.

'First 25 points comprise central composite design;
extra points (26, 27, and 28) included from sensitivity
analysis in Chapter 5.

;

a
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Including design points 26 through 28 and treating some design points as missing values
did prevent the actual design matrix from being truly rotatable, but this was not a signifi-
cant drawback for use of the resulting surface as an interpolating polynominal.

The purpose of a full factorial CCD design was to allow the estimation of the coefficients
of a quadratic polynominal with all the quadratic and cross products included. Since the
object in this analysis was to produce as good a RSM as possible with no extra experimen-
tation, it was decided to run the full factorial since no information on parameter interac-
tions was available to decide which interaction terms could be sacrificed. Further informa-
tion on response surface models can be found in Reference 4.

The data in Table 7.5 were generated by the OCA-P model for only the single most dom-
inant weld. (Data on the contribution of other lesser important welds to the total condi-
tional TWC probability were available from the detailed analysis performed on each tran-
sient described in Chapter 5.) These data were utilized to develop a simple correlation of
the dominant weld fractional contribution to the total conditional TWC probability. This
correlation, also given in Table 7.5, along with associated data, was utilized to estimate
the total conditional TWC probability for the sequence before fitting the RSM. Thus the
result of the RSM was the total conditional TWC probability. The weighting factor and
the resulting total conditional TWC probability are given in Table 7.6A.

The results of the fitting algorithm are given in Tables 7.6B, 7.6C, and 7.6D. It should
be noted that weighted regression was used for sequences 9.33 and 9.41 to provide a more
accurate fit at the high probability cases; thus some accuracy was sacrificed at lower pro-

0bability. The weighting factor used was y 3, where y is the response variable, that is, the
conditional TWC probability for the dominant weld. This weighting factor is subjective
and was chosen by varying the exponent in several steps between 0 and 1. The value of
0.1 was selected as an appropriate compromise in accuracy across the entire range of the
response variable. Sequence 9.19B was fit without weighting since the range of conditional
TWC probabilities for that sequence was not as great. While the overall fitting accuracy
for sequences 9.33 and 9.41 is not exceptional, it is certainly adequate for the purpose and
is actually quite good considering the nonlinearity of the response and the tremendous
range covered by the response variable.

Since the range of conditional TWC probabilities covers several orders of magnitude, a
logarithmic transformation of the response variable is natural. Consequently, the response
surface is given as follows:

4 4
2In (P ) = fo + E fixg + E figxg + E E fi,xgx, ,| j

I-1 t-n i<j

where x, and xj represent the independent variables and #js are the coefficients. The
predicted conditional TWC probability is thus exp(In (P )]. All analyses of variancef
results are for the trarafor .ted response variable In (P ).f
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Table 7.5. Comparison of dominant weld contribution P,
to conditional TWC probability, P(Fl E), as given by OCA-P

calculation and by simple correlation for HBR-HYPO
;

! Dominant Weld

|
Fraction of Total P(FjE)

P , Dominant 8 (From 8 (Givend

Sequence Weld Conditional OCA-P by Simple Error' ,

6No. TWC Probability" Calculations) Correlation ) (%) l

6.6 8.9 E- 3 0.71 0.70 - 1.4
6.9 2.7E-3 0.78 0.74 - 4.9
7.11 1.5 E- 3 0.79 0.76 -3.4

8.6 1.5 E- 2 0.67 0.68 1.7

9.9 2.5E-5 0.91 0.91 - 0.2
9.11 7.5E-4 0.81 0.79 - 2.8
9.I 2 9.6 E-4 0.79 0.78 - 1.4
9.17 4.3 E-3 0.71 0.73 2.2

9.19 2.4 E- 3 0.75 0.75 - 0.5
9.20 2.5 E-3 0.74 0.75 0.6

9.22 1.2E- 2 0.63 0.69 9.4
9.23 3.2E-3 0.74 0.74 - 0.5
9.28 1.2 E-4 0.88 0.85 -3.2

'

9.32 5.5E-5 0.89 0.88 -1.1
9.33 6.4 E-6 0.94 0.96 1.7

9.41 2.6E-5 0.87 0.91 4.2
9.43 3.5E-4 0.80 0.81 1.8

" Unadjusted values of P(F|E) reported in Chapter 5 and Appendix 1;
slight differences with values in this column and those given in
Chapter 5 and Appendix 1 are due to minor revisions made in the
fracture-mechanics models after the uncertainty and sensitivity analyses
were initiated. The differences are expected to have little effect on the
results of the uncertainty analysis.

6 Correlation:

8 = -0.0354 in P + 0.5326 for Pg > 1.84 X 10-6d
6= 1.0 for P < l.84 X 10 ,d

' Error = (8/F-1) X 100%.

7.3.2. Etent-Tree Model for Uncertainty Analysis

Each branch of the event trees leading to the sequences listed in Table 7.3 was modeled
explicitly for the uncertainty analysis. Each initiating-event and event-tree branch node
p obability was treated as a separate, independent random variable. The event frequency
foi cach sequence was thus calculated for each Monte Carlo trial.
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Table 7.6A. Response surface niodels for uncertainty
and sensitivity analyses: impost data

Ps, Dominant Dominant Natural
Desige Weld Conditional Weld Fraction Response Total I.og of
Point' TWC Probability * of Total P(FlE) Weighting' P(FlE)d P(F|E)

Sequence 9.19B

I 5.00E-04 0.802 6.24E-04 - 7.380
2 3.78 E-05 0.893 4.23E-05 - 10.070
3 1.42E-02 0.683 2.08E- 02 - 3.874
4 1.75 E-02 0.676 2.59E-02 - 3.654
5 1.47E-05 0.927 1.59E-05 - 11.051
6 3.46E-03 0.733 4.72E-03 -5.356
7 4.63 E-03 0.723 6.40E-03 -5.051
8 6.77E-07 1.000 6.77E-07 - 14.2%
9 8.91 E-02 0.618 1.44E-01 -1.937

10 1.30E-03 0.768 1.69E-03 - 6.381
Ii 1.77E-03 0.757 2.34E-03 - 6.058
12 4.14E-02 0.645 6.42E-02 - 2.746
13 1.92E-04 0.836 2.30E-04 - 8.378
14 2.96E-04 0.820 3.61 E-04 - 7.927
15 1.85E-02 0.674 2.75 E-02 - 3.595
16 5.81 E-03 0.715 8.13E-03 - 4.812
17 9.29E-03 0.698 1.33E-02 - 4.320
18 4.24E-04 0.808 5.25E-04 - 7.552
19 3.74E-05 0.893 4.19E-05 - 10.081
20 2.65 E-02 0.661 4.01 E-02 - 3.217
21 1.68 E-05 0.922 1.82E-05 - 10.913
22 2.84E-02 0.659 4.31E-02 - 3.144
23 2.76E-02 0.660 4.18 E-02 - 3.174
24 1.45 E-04 0.845 1.7 t E-04 - 8.671
25 2.44 E-03 0.746 3.27E-03 -5.722
26 9.25 E-03 0.698 1.32E-02 - 4.324
27 9.91 E-03 0.696 1.42E-02 - 4.252
28 8.07E-03 0.703 1.15E-02 - 4.468

Sequence 9.33

1 2.45E-08 1.000 1.73 E-01 2.45E-08 - 17.525
2 ' ' ' ' '

3 1.04E-04 0.857 4.00E-01 1.21 E-04 - 9.017
4 2.23 E-04 0.830 4.31 E - 01 2.69E-04 - 8.222
5 1.51 E- 11 1.000 8.28E-02 1.51E- 11 - 24.916
6 4.94E-06 0.965 2.95E-01 5.12E-06 - 12.183
7 1.67E-05 0.922 3.33E-01 1.81 E-05 - 10.919
g , , , , e

| 9 7.71 E-03 0.705 6.15E-01 1.09E-02 - 4.515
| 10 2.66E-06 0.987 2.77E-01 2.69E-06 - 12.824
| 11 7.20E-06 0.952 3.06E-01 7.56E-06 -11.792

12 1.62 E-03 0.760 5.26E-01 2.13 E-03 - 6.151
13 4.61 E-08 1.000 1.85E-01 4.61 E-08 - 16.892
14 2.36E-07 1.000 2.17E-01 2 36E-07 - 15.259
15 5.89 E-04 0.796 4.75 E-01 7.40E-04 - 7.209
16 8.42E-05 0.865 3.91 E-01 9.74E-05 - 9.237
17 9.47E-05 0.861 3.96E-01 1.10E-04 - 9.115
18 1.50E- 07 1.000 2.08 E-01 1.50E-07 - 15.713
19 2.07 E- 10 1.000 1.08 E-01 2.07E- 10 - 22.298
20 8.32 E-04 0.784 4.92 E-01 1.06E-03 - 6.848
21 3.02 E- 12 1.000 7.05 E-02 3.02E- 12 - 26.526
22 1.21 E-03 0.770 5.I I E-01 1.57E-03 - 6.456
23 2.55E-04 0.826 4.37 E-01 3.09E-04 - 8.082
24 8.99E-08 1.000 1.97E-01 8.99E-08 - 16.225
25 6.32E-06 0.956 3.02E-01 6.61 E-06 - 11.927
26 1.22 E-04 0.852 4.06E-01 1.43E-04 - 8.851
27 1.52E-04 0.844 4.15E-01 1.80E-04 - 8.622
28 3.87E-05 0.892 3.62E-01 4.34E-05 - 10.046
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Table 7.6A. (Continued)

Ps, Dominant Dominant Natural
Design Weld Conditional Weld Fravion Response Total Log of
Point * TWC Probabil.ty* of Total P(FlE) Weighting' P(FlE)d P(FlE)

Sequence 9.41

1 5.60E-07 1.000 2.37E-01 5.60E-07 - 14.395
2 1.62E-09 1.000 1.32E-01 1.62E-09 - 20.241
3 4.30E-04 0.807 4.61 E-01 5.33E-04 - 7.537
4 6.17E-04 0.794 4.78E-01 7.77E-04 - 7.160
5 1.72E-09 1.000 1.33E-01 1.72E-09 - 20.181
6 3.28 E-05 0.898 3.56E-01 3.65 E-05 - 10.218
7 7.345 - 05 0.870 3.86E-01 8.44E-05 - 9.380
8 * * * * *

9 1.30E-02 0.686 6.48 E-01 1.89E-02 - 3.966
10 1.70E-05 0.921 3.33E-01 I 85E-05 - 10.900
11 2.05E-05 0.915 3.40E-01 2.24E-05 - 10.706
12 3.44 E-03 0.733 5.67E-01 4.69E-03 -5.362
13 7.79E-07 1.000 2.45E-01 7.79E-07 - 14.065
14 1.24 E-06 1.000 2.57E-01 1.24E-06 - 13.600
15 1.09E-03 0.774 5.06E-01 1.41 E-03 - 6.566
16 1.69 E-04 0.840 4.20E-01 2.01 E-04 - 8.511
17 3.15 E-04 0.818 4.47E-01 3.85E-04 - 7.862
18 1.25E-06 1.000 2.57E-01 1.25 E-04 - 13.592
19 5.98 E-09 1.000 1.51 E-01 5.98E-09 - 18.935
20 1.83 E-03 0.756 5.32E-01 2.42E-03 - 6.023
21 2.83 E- 10 1.00n 1.l l E-01 2.83 E- 10 - 21.986
22 2.01 E-03 0.752 5.37E-01 2.67E-03 ~ 5.925
23 9.36E-04 0.779 4.98 E-01 1.20E-03 - 6.725
24 8.35 E-07 1.000 2.47E-01 8.35E-07 - 13.996
25 2.73 E-05 0.905 3.50E-01 3.02 E-05 - 10.408
26 3.14E-04 0.818 4.46E-01 3.84E-04 - 7.865
27 3.65 E-04 0.813 4.53 E-01 4.49E-04 - 7.708
28 1.58 E-04 0.842 4.17E-01 I 88E-04 - 8.581

*See Table 7.4

* Unadjusted values of P(FlE) reported in Chapter 5 and Appendix I; slight differ-
ences with values in this column and those given in Chapter 5 and Appendix I are due
to minor revisions made in the fracture-mechanics models after the uncertainty and sensi-
tivity analyses were initiated. The differences are expected to have little effect on the
results of the uncertainty analysis.

' Weighting factor used in regression for Sequences 9.33 and 9.41; weighting factor not
needed for Sequence 9.19B (see text).

dTotal conditional TWC probatility.

' Treated as missing value.

7.3.3. Combined Dent-Tree and Fracture-Mechanics Models

As stated previously, the overall TWC frequency was obtained by summing, for each trial,
the product of the sequence frequency and the cc.aditional TWC probability. Since the
RSM provided an estimate of the conditional TWC probability given one initial flaw, a
technique for calculating the conditional TWC probability for any number of initial flaws
was needed. The technique used relies on the assumption that multiple flaws in a volume
are independent of each other. This implies that the existence of two flaws in a weld
means that the probability of either flaw causing failure is not influenced by the presence
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Table 7,6B. Response surface models for uncertainty and
sensitivity analyses: analysis of variancca

Probability
Corrected of Achieving

Factors by Degrees of Sum of Greater
Transient Freedom Squares R Square F Ratio F-Ratio *

Sequence 9.198

Linear 4 239.0 0.952 3730.0 <0.0001
Quadratic 4 2.6 0.010 39.9 <0.0001
Crossproduct 6 9.3 0.037 97.1 <0.0001
Total Regression 14 250.9 0.999 1I18.7 <0.0001

Sequence 9.33

Linear 4 133.2 0.916 680.5 <0 0001
Quadratic 4 3.2 0.022 16.4 <0.0001
Crossproduct 6 8.4 0.058 28.7 <0.0001
Total Regression 14 144.8 0.996 211.4 <0.0001

Sequence 9.41

Linear 4 132.6 0.917 611.0 <0.0001
Quadratic 4 3.4 0.024 15.7 <0.0001
Crossproduct 6 7.9 0.055 24.2 <0.0001
Total Regression 14 143.9 0.996 189.4 <0.0001

Sequence 9.19B

X , Temperature 5 20.6 4.1 257.0 <0.0001i
X , RTNDTo 5 84.5 16.9 1054.7 <0.00012

X , ARTNDT 5 103.1 20.6 1286.5 <0.00013

X4, Ku 5 50.2 10.0 627.2 <0.0001

Sequence 9.33

Xi, Temperature 5 15.1 3.0 61.8 <0.0001
X , RTNDTo 5 63.8 12.7 260.7 <0.0001

4

X , ARTNDT 5 80.0 16.0 327.1 <0.0001i

X4, Kw 5 27.0 5.4 110.6 <0.0001

Sequence 9.41

X , Temperature 5 15.1 3.0 55.8 <0.0001i
X2, RTNDTo 5 63.9 12.8 235.6 <0.0001
X , ARTNDT 5 73.4 14.7 270.7 <0.00013

X4, Kw 5 26.9 5.4 99.0 <0.0001

'For definitions of terms, see R. II. Myers, Response Surface Methodology, Vir-
ginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg, Virginia (1976).

' Probability of achieving F-ratio greater than salue given in preceding column.

of the other. Consider the case of two flaws per region, say flaws A and B, with
Pr( A) = Pa and Pr(B) = P . Since Pr(conditional TWC probability given two initial3
flaws) is Pr(cither A or B causes a TWC),

Pr(conditional TWC probability given two flaws) Pr(A U B) = Pr(A) +=

Pr(B) - Pr( A n B)

PA + Pg - Pa Pa=

2P ; Pa - Ps = P and P u 1.==
f f f
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Table 7,6C. Response surface models for uncertainty and
sensitivity analyses: estimated coefficients *

Probability
of Achieving

Degrees of Estimated Standard Greater
Parameter Freedom Coefficients Deviation T-Ratio T Ratio *

Sequeste 9.19B

Intercept 1 -5.8136 0.079 - 74.00 <0.0001
X , Temperature I - 0.87838908 0.026 - 34.00 <0.0001i
X , RTNDTo 1 1.7499 0.025 68.80 <0.00012

X3, ARTNDT 1 1.9329 0.025 76.00 <0.0001
X., Ki, i 1.3885 0.025 - 54.59 <0.0001
X 'X 1 - 0.03341509 0.028 - 1.21 0.2495i i

X 'X: 1 0.22523808 0.032 7.12 <0.0001i
X 'X I - 0.21319282 0.029 -7.41 <0.0001
X 'X 1 0.25199246 0.032 7.96 <0.0001i 3

X 'X 1 - 0.56995062 0.032 - 18.01 <0.00013

X *X 1 - 0.30849012 0.029 - 10.73 <0.00013 3

X 'X. 1 - 0.I1612912 0.032 - 3.67 0.0028i
X 'X4 1 0.23960962 0.032 7.57 <0.0001
X *X. I - 0.27073737 0.032 8.56 <0.00013

X.*X. 1 - 0.03045245 0.029 -1.06 0.3089

Sequence 9.33

Intercept I - 12.1383 0.231 - 52.52 <0.0001
X , Temperature I -1.6903 0.101 - 16.82 <0.0001i
X , RTNDTo 1 3.9089 0.113 34.55 <0.0001
X , ARTNDT I 4.5973 0.120 38.42 <0.00013

X., K , 1 - 2.1320 0.095 - 22.35 <0.0001i
X 'X I - 0.05813934 0.086 - 0.68 0.5120i
X 'A 1 0.33585602 0.113 2.98 0.0124i
X 'X I - 0.60697646 0.094 - 6.49 <0.0001
X 'X3 1 0.48294611 0.115 4.20 0.0015i
X 'X3 1 -1.5327 0.127 - 12.05 <0.0001
X *X3 | - 0.91859515 0.098 -9.41 <0.00013

X 'X. 1 - 0.10872267 0.105 -1.04 0.3210i

Xa*X. 1 0.35317589 0.109 3.24 0.0079
X *X. 1 0.44886943 0.111 4.04 0.00193

X *X. 1 - 0.00696221 0.088 - 0.08 0.9382

Sequence 9.41

Intercept 1 - 10.5595 0.229 - 46.21 <0.0001
X , Temperature 1 -1.4901 0.091 - 16.41 <0.0001i
X , RTNDTo 1 3.2850 0.097 33.80 <0.0001
X , ARTNDT I 3.6432 0.101 36.13 <0.00013

X , Kw I -1.9000 0.089 - 21.30 <0.0001
1 - 0.03555431 0.084 - 0.42 0.6793X,'Xi

Xi'X 1 0.33630383 0.105 3.21 0.0075

X 'X: I - 0.48562356 0.090 -5.40 0.0002i

X 'X3 1 0.45126698 0.106 4.28 0.0011i
X 'X 1 -1.2479 0.11I -Il.26 <0.00013

X 'X3 1 - 0.71472784 0.092 - 7.73 <0.0001i
X 'X. 1 - 0.08346633 0.102 - 0.80 0.4285i
X *X, I 0.29567703 0.105 2.81 0.0157
X *X. 1 0.25044556 0.106 2.37 0.03573

X.*X. 1 0.05024361 0.086 0.58 0.5696
_

*For definitions of tstms, see R.11. Myers, Response Surface Methodology, Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg, Virginia (1976).

* Probability of achieving T-ratio greater than value given in preceding column.
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Table 7.6D. Response surface models for uncertainty and
sensitivity analyses: comparison of RSM predictions of

P(F |E) with OCA-P-calculated values

Conditional TWC Probability, f(flE) 95% Confidence Interval
on Predicted f(11E)

Design OCA.P RSM Error
Point Calculation' Prediction (%) L95M* U95M*

Sequence 9.19B

I 6.24E-04 5.46E-04 -125 4.43 E-04 6.72E-04
2 4.23E-05 4.57E-05 8.1 3.71 E-05 5.63 E-05
3 2.08 E-02 2.23E-02 7.3 1.81 E-02 2.74E-02
4 2.59E-02 2.86E-02 10.6 2.33 E-02 3.53E-02
5 1.59E-05 1.54E-05 -2.7 1.25E-05 1.90E-05
6 4.72E-03 4.60E-03 - 2.5 3.74E-03 5.66E-03
7 6.40E-03 6.58E-03 2.7 5.34E-03 8.10E-03
8 6.77E-07 8.13 E-07 20.1 6.60E-07 1.00E-06
9 1.44 E-01 1.20E-01 17.0 9.72E-02 1.47E-01

10 169E-03 I.64E-03 -2.9 1.34E -03 2.02E-03
11 2.34E-03 2.39E-03 2.3 1.94 E-03 2.94E-03
12 6.42 E-02 6.77 E-02 5.5 5.49E-02 8.33E-02
13 2.30E-04 2.13 E-04 -7.2 1.73 E-04 2.63E-04
14 3.61 E-04 3.45 E-04 -4.3 2.80E-04 4.25E-04
15 2.75 E-02 2.6| E-02 5.1 2.12E-02 3.21 E-03
16 8.13 E-03 9.26E-03 14.0 7.52E-03 1.14E-02
17 1.33E-02 1.51 E-02 13.8 1.23E-02 1.87E-02
18 5.25E-04 4.51 E-04 -14.1 3.66E-04 5.56E-04
19 4.19E-05 3.85 E-05 -8.1 3.12E-05 4.74E-05

| 20 4.01 E-02 4.21 E-02 5.2 3.44E-02 5.17E-02
, 21 1.82E-05 1.82E-05 0.1 1.48 E-05 2.24E-05
1 22 4.31 E-02 4.15 E-02 -3.7 3.39E- 02 5.09 E -02
| 23 4.18 E-02 4.25 E-02 1.6 3.47E-02 5.21 L-02

24 1.71 E-04 1.65E-04 -4.1 1.34 E-04 2.03E-04
25 3.27E-03 2.99 E-03 ~8.7 2.52E-03 3.54E-03
26 1.32E-02 1.30E-02 4.8 1.2 t E-02 1.60E-02
27 1.42E-02 1.52E-02 6.5 1.32E-02 1.74E-02
28 1.15 E-02 1.16E-02 1.2 1.0l E-02 1.33E-02

Sequence 9.33

1 2.45 E-08 9.87E-09 - 59.7 4.13 E-09 2.36E-08
2 ' 8.12 E- I l ' 2.33 E- I l 2.83 E- 10
3 1.21 E-04 1.33E-04 9.3 6.98 E-05 2.52E-04
4 2.69E-04 3.23E-04 20.4 1.73 E-04 6.05 E-04
5 1.4 | E- I l 3.47 E- I l 129.9 1.26E- I l 9.55 E-I l
6 5.12 E-06 4.18 L -06 - 18.4 2.04E-06 8.57E-06
7 1.8 t E-05 1.83E-05 1.3 9.24E-06 3.64E-05
R ' l.85 E- 13 ' 4.93E- 14 6.92E- 13
9 109E-02 9.44E-03 - 13.7 5.35E-03 1.67 E-02

10 2.69E-06 1.91 E-06 - 29.0 9.29 E-02 3.94 E-06
11 7.56E-06 6.84 E-06 - 9.5 3.40E-06 1.38E-05
12 2.13E-03 2.05E-03 -3.7 1.14E-03 3.70E-03

! 13 4.6 t E-08 3.90E-08 - 15.0 1.72E-08 8.85 E-08
14 2.36E-07 2.5 | E-07 6.5 1.16E-07 5.46E-07
15 7.40E-04 8.2i E-04 10.9 4.37E-04 1.54E-03
16 9.74 E-05 1.16E-04 18.7 6.05 E-05 2.2 t E-04
17 1. I DE-04 1.25 E-04 13.3 6.54E-v5 2.38E-04
18 1.50E-07 1.44 E-07 -3.8 6.35E-08 3.28E-07
19 2.07E- 10 1.90E- 10 - 8. 2 6.89 E- f l 5.24E- 10
;0 1.06E-03 1.17 E-03 10.5 6.53E-04 2. ll E-03
21 3.02 E- 12 1.38 E- 11 356.5 4.54E- 12 4.18 E- I l
22 1.57E-03 1.34E-03 -14.9 7.48 E-04 2.39 E-03
23 3.09 E-04 3.70E-04 19.8 2.02E-04 6.79 E-04
24 8.99 E-OR 7.32 E-0R -18.6 3.26E -08 1.64 E-07
25 6.6| E -06 5.35 E-06 - 19.0 3.22 E-06 8.90E-06
26 a.43 E-04 1.45 E- 04 1.5 9.65 E-05 2.19E- 04
27 1.80E- 04 2.12E-04 17.6 1.41 E-04 3.19E-04
28 4.34E-05 4.48 E- 05 3.3 2.95 E-05 6.80E-05
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Table 7.6D. (Continued)

Conditional TWC Probability, P(I1E) 95% Confidence Interval
on Predicted P(F1E)

Design OCA-P RSM Error
Point Calculation * Prediction (%) L95M' U95M'

Sequence 9.el

I 5.60E-07 2.3| E-07 - 58.8 1.08 E-07 4.94E-07
2 1.62 E-09 2.87E-09 77.1 1.17E-09 7.03E-09
3 5.33 E-04 5.65E-04 6.0 3.05 E-04 1.04E-03
4 7.77E-04 1.01 E-03 29.4 5.48E-04 1.85 E-03
5 1.72E-09 2.05E-09 19.1 8.35E- 10 5.02E-09
6 3.65 E-05 2.69E-05 - 26.3 1.38 E-05 5.25E-05
7 8.44E-05 7.59E-05 - 10.0 3.96E-05 1.45 E-04
8 ' l.82E-Il ' 5.86E- 12 5.67E- I l
9 I.89E-02 1.67E-02 - 11.8 9.43E-03 2.96E-02

10 1.85 E-05 1.63E-05 -11.4 8.28E-06 3.23E-05
|| 2.24E-05 2.43E-05 8.4 1.23E-05 4.78E-08
12 4.69E-03 4.84E-03 3.3 2.72E-03 8.63E-03
13 7.79E-07 5.58E-07 - 28.4 2.61 F.-07 1.19E-06
14 1.24E-06 1.31 E-06 5.9 6.24E-07 2.76E-06
15 1.41 E-03 1.32E-03 -6.5 7.21 E-04 2.40E-03
16 2.0l E-04 2.73 E-04 35.9 1.45 E-04 5.16E- 04
17 3.85E-04 4.43 E-04 15.1 2.38E-04 8.26E-04
18 1.25E-06 1.14E-06 - 8.6 5.41 E-07 2.42E-06
19 5.98 E-09 5.2 t E-09 - 12.8 2.18E-09 1.25E-08
20 2.42E-03 2.65E-03 9.6 1.49E-03 4.72E-03
21 2.83 E- 10 1.02E-09 259.9 4.01 E- 10 2.59E-09
22 2.67E-03 2.17E-03 -18.7 1.22E-03 3.87E-03
23 1.20E-03 1.42E-03 18.1 7.90E-04 2.54E-03
24 8.35E-07 7.10E-07 - 15.0 3.33E-07 1.51 E-06
25 3.02E-05 2.59E-05 -14.0 1.58 E-05 4.27E-05
26 3.84E-04 4.26E-04 11.1 2.86E-04 6.37E-04
27 4.49E-04 4.85 E-04 8.0 3.25E-04 7.24E-04
28 1.88E-04 1.82E-04 -2.7 1.22E-04 2.73 E-04

'See Chapter 5 discussion of OCA P calculations.

'L95M - lower 95th percentile of m:dian value;
U95M - upper 95th percentile of median value.

' Treated as missing value.

The above expression is valid as long as the two conditional TWC probabilities are
independent, i.e., as long as the presence of the second flaw makes no difference whether
the first flaw causes a TWC.

This logic can obviously be expanded for the case of more than two initial flaws. For
example:

Pdconditional TWC given three flaws) PdA or B or C fails)=

P-(A) + PdB) + Pr(C) - PdA n B)=

- Pr(A n C) - Pr(Bn C) + Pr(A n Bn C)

3P - 3P) + P)=
f

3P l Pa = Pa ~ Pc ~ P and P << |.=
f f f
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The general case is now obvious given any number of Daws and can be written as

Pr(conditional TWC given N Daws) = 1 - (1 - P )N
f .

Given this expression, it is then necessary to calculate the probability of having N initial
flaws in the region. This is obtained from the Poisson distribution, where the parameter of
the Poisson is the mean number of flaws in the volume of interest MV. MV is the product
of the mean Daw density per unit volume M and the region volume V. The Poisson
distribution function is

Pr(N Daws) e* ( N. ,

,

The conditional TWC probability is calculated for each trial by first sampling from the
initial flaw density distribution function to obtain a specific mean initial Daw density.
Given this Daw density, the probability of a given number of flaws and the conditional
TWC probability for that number of Daws are calculated. The total for all possible
number of Daws is given by

Pr(total conditional TWC probability) = $ Pr(N flaws)
n-i

X Pr(conditional TWC probability given N flaws) .

It should be noted that this expression is equivalent to the product of the number of flaws,
NV, times the conditional TWC probability given one initial Daw for values of the product
<0.05. Consequently, the expression given in Chapter 5 is accurate for all except the
extreme case.

7.3.4. Error Distributions for Temperature and Pressure Histories

Uncertainties in the calculated temperature and pressure time histories were supplied by
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory.5 These error bounds were provided for classes of
transients as shown in Table 7.7. The dominant sequences identified previously are

' described almost without exception with the fiist two sets of uncertainties. The errors
shown here were utilized in generating the adjusted temperature and pressure profiles used
in generatir.g the data used in the RSMs. An example of an error adjusted temperature
profile is shown in Figure 7.3. As noted previously, the pressure uncertainty was not
included in the uncertainty analysis since it showed a weak influence on the results relative
to the included variables.

.

7.3.5. Results

The overall TWC frequency distribution estimated by the uncertainty analysis is shown in
Figures 7.4 and 7.5 and summarized in Table 7.8. This distribution is based on 6000
trial runs in the Monte Carlo analysis.
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Table 7.7. Uncertainties in reactor vessel downcomer fluid
temperature and pressure

Temperature 2a Error Pressure i2a Error
(*F) (*F) (psia) (psi)

Sequences involving sanall steam-line breaks caly
(5.1-5.30, 7.1-7.20, 9.2-9.47, 9.57-9.65,

9.75-9.80, 9.86-9.87)

550 15 2400 1 20
<400 25 1800 t125
<200 1 25 1500 1160
<100 15 1400 t165

1000 t i80
800 t i80

Sequences involving large steam-line breaks only
(6.1 6.16, 8.1-8.10)

550 t5 2400 1 20
400 + 25, .40 1800 1 I25
200 + 25 -50 150( t i60
100 15 140G i165

1000 t180
800 + 180, 220

Sequences not involving primary or secondary breaks
(9.1, 9.48-9.56, 9.66-9.74, 9.81-9.85)

All temperatures 15 All pressures i 20

Setxeces involving noeisolatable LOCAs
(1.1 1.22, 3.1-3.3)

550 15 2500 1 50
400 1 40 1000 1 50
300 1 70 800 1160
160 + 70, -47 400 t160
100 + 27, -7 200 1 50

140 !!7

Sequences involving isolatable sanall-break LOCAs
(11.1 11.10)

550 15 2500 +50 50
400 1 40 2030 + 100 250
300 2 70 1200 + 250, 100
160 1 70 1000 + 250, -50
100 + 40, 10 800 t i60

400 t160
200 t 70
140 t 25

Sequences involving isolatable neediumi-break LOCAs
(12.1 12.5)

550 15 2500 1 25
400 t 40 2250 1 25
300 1 70 1800 1200
160 1 70 800 t160
100 + 40, 10 400 t160

200 1 75
140 1 25
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Figure 7.3. Sequence 9.19B tesaperature profi!e and error bounds.

The uncertainty analysis was then used to estimate the mean values of the conditional
IWC probabilities and the TWC frequencies for each of the 55 dominant sequences con-
tributing 99.0% or the overall TWC frequency for the HBR HYPO vessel. The results are
compared with the point values in Table 7.9.

7.4. Sensiti,ity Analysis

The sequences identified in Table 7.3 were used to estimate the sensitivity of the TWC
frequency to chanFes in the individual variables for the base case HBR HYPO vessel. In
all cases, the variable changes were made only in the PTS-adverse direction.

For the sensitivity calculations in which the initiating-event frequencies and branch proba-
bilities were the variab|es, the changes in the individual variables were introduced by using
the 95 percentile values of the event frequencies and branch probabilities. The 95 percen-
tile values are given in the last columns of Tables 7.1 and 7.2. The revised sequence fre-
quencies were then combined with the conditional TWC probabilities for RTNDT =
270*F to estimate new TWC frequencies for the base case with the revised values of the
variables.
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Figure 7.4. Through-the-wall crack frequency cumulative distribution function.

For the sensitivity calculations in which the fracture-mechanics variables were changed,
conditional TWC probabilities were calculated using values of the variables displaced one
standard deviation beyond the base case values in the PTS-adverse direction. These values
were then utilized in conjunction with the appropriate sequence frequencies to estimate
TWC frequency values corresponding to the revised value for each fractt.re-mechanics
variable.

'

In all cases, the TWC frequency estimated with the variable displayed in the PTS-adverse
direction was divided by the TWC frequency estimated with each variable at its mean
value in order to rank the impact of the variables on the frequency estimate. The resulting
rankings are presented in Table 7.10.
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7.5. Discussion

The overall TWC frequency distribution determined in the uncertainty analysis (Fig-
ures 7.4 and 7.5) shows that the 5% and 95% values for the distribution lie at 1.4 X
10~" and 1.55 X 10-5 per year, respectively. The output distribution is not well

I described by a log normal distribution. The primary reason for this is that the flaw den-
sity distribution is truncated at a maximum of 500 flaws per cubic meter. This effect
tends to limit the upper tail of the distribution with respect to a typical log-normal distri-
bution.

The ranges utilizcd in the analysis for individual parameters were based on either plant-
specific or generic data, or were consistent with ranges used in other analyses, except for
flaw densities. Very little data exist for the flaw density parameter, and the chosen upper

| and lower bounds and mean reflect this fact. The distribution for this parameter contri-'

buted significantly to the range of the overall TWC frequency distribution. Monte Carlo
cases run with a single value for flaw density exhibited less than one-tenth of the distribu-
tion range that the final resul: exhibits.

|

|
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Table 7.8. Brough-the-wall crack frequency
distribution estiaisted by uncertainty analysis

Mean value of TWC frequency = 8.4E-06 yr-'
Standard deviation = 9.9E-5

Percentile Function Value

5 1.9E- 11
10 1.l E- 10
20 6.8 E- 10
25 1.4E-9
30 2.7E-9
40 8.0E-9
50 2.3 E- 8
60 6.3E- 8
70 2.0E-7
75 3.8E-7
80 7.3E-7
90 3.8E-6
95 1.5E-5
99 1.3 E-4

As can be seen in Table 7.10, fracture-mechanics and thermal-hydraulic variables dom-
inate the sensitivity, with the flaw density having the greatest impact. Sensitivity to
ARTNDT and' RTNDTo rank second and third, respectively, with the TWC frequencies
being approximately 8% and 6% as sensitive to variations in ARTNDT and RTNDTo as to
variations in flaw density.

In general, sequence initiating-event frequency and branch probability changes had smaller
impacts, varying from a high of a factor of 2.0 (for failure of three or more SDVs to close)
down to essentially no contribution (a factor of 1.0) for five of the variables. The sensi-
tivity of th: TWC frequency to initiating-event frequencies and branch probabilities is
overwhelmed by sensitivity to flaw density, ARTNDT, and RTNDTovariations.

As stated in the introduction to this chapter, this analysis was concerned with uncertainties
and sensitivities to changes in calculational parameters. In addition to these uncertainties,
others exist and must be recognized. These include (1) uncertainties in the event
sequences, thermal-hydraulic models, and fracture-mechanics models, and (2) uncertainties
in the way sequences were binned and the assignment of thermal-hydraulic characteristics
for sequences not analyzed in detail. These additional uncertainties will further increase
the variance in the distribution and may change its mean, although the extent of the
increase is not known.

7.6. References

1. R. D. Cheverton and D. G. Ball, OCA-P, A Deterministic and Probabilistic
Fracture-Mechanics Code for Application to Pressure Vessels, NUREG|CR-3618
(ORNL-5991), Oak Ridge National Laboratory (May 1984).

2. Reactor Safety Study: An Assessment of Accident Risks in U.S. Commercial
Nuclear Power Plants, NUREG 75/014 (WASH-1400), U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (October 1975).
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Table 7.9. Comparison of simulation mean values of through-the-wall
crack frequencies with estimated point values *

Point Values (Base Case)'' Simulation Mean Values
P(r1E), TWC P(flE). TWC

Case Sequence Conditional Frequency Conditional Frequency
No.* Number TWC Probability (yr") TWC Probability (yr-')

1 9.41 8.9E-07 3.6E-09 5.5E-04 2.l E-06
2 9.33 2.1 E-07 2.9E-09 2.5E-04 3.4E-06
3 9.24 9.6E-05 2.3 E-09 9.5E-03 3.5E-07
4 9.94 9.6E-05 6.9E- 10 9.7E-03 1. l E-07
5 9.19 B 9.6E-05 6.5E- 10 9.6E-03 4.3E-08
6 9.43 1.2E-05 5.0E- 10 1.4E-03 5.2E-08
7 9.20B I.0E-04 3.5E- 10 1.0E-02 4.4E-08
8 9.19 A 1.0E-07 3.4E- 10 1.7E-04 8.9 E-07
9 9.26 1.9E-07 2.8 E- 10 2.9E-04 1.8E-07

10 6.16 5.7E-04 2.5 E-19 4.4E-02 6.8E-09
|1 9.02 1.7E-08 2.2E- 10 2.9E-05 2.0E-07
12 9.95 9.6E-05 1.8 E- 10 9.6E-03 1.3 E-08
13 8.10 6.6E-04 1.5 E- 10 5.0E-02 1.l E-08
14 9.27 1.0E-07 1.5 E- 10 1.5E-04 1.4E-07
15 9.91 5.7E-04 1.5E- 10 4.4E-02 8.7E-09
16 9.35 1.0E-06 1.4E- 10 7.0E-04 5.l E-08
17 6.07 1.0E-04 1.3 E- 10 1.0E-02 3.9E-09
18 9.97 5.6E-05 1.3E- 10 5.8E-03 5.7E-09
19 5.21 1.7E-08 1.2E- 10 2.5E-05 2.3E-07
20 6.10 1.0E-04 1.1 E- 10 1.0E-02 7.3E-09
21 7.12 B 3.6E-06 8.6E- I l 2.4E-03 5.8 E-08
22 9.01 1.0E- 11 8.5E- 11 1.7E-08 1.1 E-07
23 5.30 9.6E-05 6.3 E- 1 I 9.3E-03 7.2E-09
24 7.28 4.0E-06 6.0E- 1 I 2.7E-03 3.6E-08
25 8.06 6.6E-04 5. l E- Il 4.9E-02 2.6E-09
26 11.10 5.6E-05 5.3 E- I l 6.2E-03 2.9E-09
27 9.42 1.2E-06 5.0E- 11 7.5 E-04 1.8E-08
28 11.07 5.6E-05 4.0E -I l 5.8E-03 6.7E-09
29 9.21 B 5.7E-04 4.0E- I l 4.3 E-02 3.0E-09
30 9.21A 1.0E-06 3.5E- I l 6.9E-04 1.8 E-08
31 9.34 2.5E-07 3.5E- I l 4.2E-04 2.8E-08
32 12.04 1.l E-06 3.3E- I l 6.5 E-04 1.0E-08
33 13.01 1.0E-08 3.0E- I l I.5E-05 4.l E-08
34 11.09 5.6E-05 2.9E- 11 5.6E-03 3.1 E-09
35 9.90 1.0E-04 2.6E-I l 1.0E-02 9.0E-09
36 9.23A 1.0E-06 2.6E-I l 6.9E-04 9.8 E-09
37 9.09B 8.4E-07 2.3 E- I l 6.l E-04 8.6E-09
38 9.22B 5.7E-04 2.0E- I l 4.4 E-02 1.0E-09
39 9.36 1.3E-05 2.0E-I l I.5E-03 1.4 E-09
40 6.11 1.0E-04 1.9E- 11 1.1 E-02 1.3E-09
41 8.04 6.6E-04 1.7E- I l 4.9E-02 ?.3 E- 10
42 9.03 1.3E- 07 1.7E- 1 I 2.1 E-04 1.5 E-08
43 9.37 1.5 E-07 1.6E-I l 2.5E-04 2.0E-08
44 3.01 2.0E-08 1.5 E- I l 2.4E-05 1.6E-08
45 9.44 3.6E-05 1.5 E- 11 4.1 E-03 9.3 E- 10

1
46 9.45 4.7E-07 1.5E- 1 I 4.0E-04 5.6E-09
47 8.01 1.3 E-06 1.4 E-I l 9.6E-04 1.3E-08
48 5.03 I .9E-07 1.4E- I l 2.3E-04 1.8 E-08
49 7.13 B 3.6E-06 1.3 E- I l 2.4E-03 6.9E-04
50 5.14 5.3 E-07 1.2E- I l 3.5 E-04 7.7E-09
51 9.09A 4.0E-09 1.l E- I l 5.6E-06 1.6E-08
52 9.04 7. I E-08 9.9E- 12 1.2E-04 1.l E-08
53 5.23 1.3E-07 9.5E- 12 1.9E-04 9.6E-09
54 7.20 3.6E-05 9.0E- 12 4. I E-03 5.2E- 10
55 14.02 1.0E-08 9.0E- 12 1.7E-05 8.6E-09

Total 1.5 E-08 8.4E-06
* Estimated point values for IIBR-ilYPO base case taken from Table 6.I in
Chapter 6; estimated simulation mean values obtained from uncertainty analysis.

*In same order as given in Table 7.3.

' Base case is IIBR-IlYPO v ssel at 32 EFPY (RTNDT + 2a - 270*F).
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Table 7.10. Ranked PTS variable sensitivities for
! base case of RTNDT = 270*F
l

Sensitivity
i

,

TWC Frequency at

| Perturbed Value

( TWC Frequency'

Variable Ferturbation \with No Perturbation

Flaw density X100 99.8

ARTNDT + 24* F 7.7*

RTNDTo + 17* F 6.2*
6

Ke -15% 3.3i
Downcomer temperature - 50* F 2.4

> Three SDVs fail to close (frequency) X15 2.0
All STM PORVs fail to close (frequency) X15 1.9

Two PORVs fail to close (frequency) X 15 1.6

Charging flow fails to run back (frequency) X10 1.2

OA: Fails to close MSIV (frequency) X10 1.2

Large steam-line break (frequency) X 15 1.2

Multiplier for large steam-line break
at hot 0% power X15 1.1

Small steam-line break (frequency) X 10 1.1

OA: Fails to throttle AFW (frequency) X 10 1.1

OA: Fails to isolate AFW to low-pressure
SG (frequency) X 10 1.1

Small LOCA (frequency) X10 1.0

Multiplier for small LOCA at hot 0%
power X 10 1.0

Late LOCA isolation (frequency) X10 1.0

Multiplier for steam-line break at hot
0% power X10 1.0

Loss-of-feedwater (frequency) X15 1.0

*RTNDT = nil ductility reference temperature

~ RTNDTo + ARTNDT,

where RTNDTo is zero-fluence value of RTNDT and ARTNDT is an increase in
RTNDT due to radiation damage (see Chapter 5).

*K, - static crack initiation value (see Chapter 5).i

3. D. L. Selby et al., Pressurized Thermal Shock Evaluation of the Calvert Cliffs
Unit 1 Nuclear Power Plant," NUREG/CR-4022 (ORNL/TM-9408), September
1985.

4. R. H. Myers, Response Surface Methodology, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and
State University,,Blacksburg, Virginia (1976).

5. Personal communication to D. L. Selby, ORNL.
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8. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

8.1. Introduction

The conclusions and recommendations presented in this chapter are divided into two parts:
those specific to H. B. Robinson Unit 2 (HBR-2); and those having to do with future
applications of the pressurized thermal shock (PTS) evaluation technique to other nuclear
power plants.

The conclusions considered specific to H. B. Robinson are presented in Section 8.2 under
five categories: (1) the characteristics of HBR-2 which were found to have a major
impact on the PTS risk, (2) the conclusions from the accident (overcooling) sequence
analysis, (3) the conclusions from the fracture-mechanics analysis, (4) the conclusions from
the uncertainty and sensitivity analyses, and (5) general comments on the study.

The areas in the PTS analysis technique needing further study are summarized in Section
8.3. As is always the case when a new analysis method is introduced, these first applica-
tions of the PTS analysis technique - to Oconee Unit 1, Calvert Cliffs Unit 1, and HBR-
2 - have uncovered areas that should be studied and developed further before the tech-
nique is applied to other systems. Since HBR-2 is the third plant to which the technique
has been applied, this particular analysis itself has already benefitted from improvements
whose need became apparent in the two preceding analyses. Still, there are other improve-
ments which, as discussed below, would yield better estimates of the PTS risk.

8.2. Conclusions Specific to HBR-2 ]

8.2.1. HBR-2 System Features influencing PTS Analysis Results

Chapter 2 of this report describes the seven major systems of HBR-2, with emphasis given
ta both the positive and the negative effects of the system components on overcooling tran-
sients. The chapter also describes three support systems which influence the behavior of
components within the seven major systems. Several features of these various systems
were found to significantly influence the through-the-wall crack (TWC) frequencies for th8
pressure vessel. These features can be summarized as follows:

(1) The three-loop design of HBR-2 has two major effects on the potential of a
PTS-induced vessel failure. The first involves the frequency of the sequences.
Many of the identified sequences have a higher frequency of occurrence in a
three-loop design than they would have in a two-loop design simply because
there are more chances for a component failure to occur. The second is that
secondary system cooldown events which involve only one loop in a three loop
system result in less severe cooldown rates than those which involve one loop
in a two-loop system.

(2) The shutoff head of the high-pressure injection (HPI) system (1470 psia)
slows repressurization following a cooldown or loss-of coolant event. Above
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,

t

1470 psia, repressurization occurs through the operation of the charging
pumps (a low flow rate system) and/or the thermal expansion of the liquid
coolant. This is a slower process than would occur if the HPI system could
fully repressurize the system.i

(3) The use of check valves in the steam line reduces the impact of steam-line
breaks upstream of the main steam isolation valves (MSIVs).

(4) The steam power-operated relief valves (STM PORVs) can not be isolated by
t

j an operator action in the control room. As a result, there will be some delay
before a steam generator (SG) blowdown can be terminated followir.g the;

failure of the STM PORV(s). This delay can result in an increased cool-
down of the primary system.

1
(5) The presence of the MSIVs reduces the PTS risk by approximately two ord-

ers of magnitude since steam line breaks (includes failures of steam dump
valves (SDVs)] downstream of the MSIV locations can be isolated.3

1

i (6) The MSIVs receive an automatic closure signal if a high steam flow signal
! occurs coincident with either a low average reactor coolant temperature or a
+

low steam pressure. This is restrictive to the point that an automatic closure
j signal will be generated only in the the case of a very large steam-line break.

Thus the MSIV closure action is left to the operator.
I

(7) The presence of flow restrictors in the steam lines reduces the cooling effect
! of a large steam-line break.
! (8) A safety injection actuation signal (SIAS) will cause the main feed isolation
i valves (MFIVs) to close and the main feedwater (MFW) pumps to trip.

Thus, following a SIAS, the probability of continued overfeed of the SGs is
small.

(9) A SG high-level indication will result in the trip of the MFW pumps. This
limits the potential for a prolonged overfeed of the SGs.

,

8.2.2. Results of H8R-2 Overcooling Sequesee Analysis

The accident (overcooling) sequence analysis for HBR-2 is described in Chapter 3, and the
results are summarized in Chapter 6. The significant conclusions are as follows:

1

' (1) Only those LOCA events which lead to rapid depressurization of the primary '

system were found to result in complete stagnation or very low flow in all
! three loops; therefore, LOCA events are not important contributors to the
i PTS risk of HBR-2.
:
#

(2) The domi. ant overcooling sequences for HBR 2 involve the blowdown of
| multiple Es due either to multiple STM PORV failur:s or to steam line

breaks downstream of the MSIVs (includes failures of FDVs) with multipic
MSIVs remaining open.

i
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(3) No individual overcooling sequence considered in the HBR-2 study resulted
in a TWC frequency > 10-7 per reactor year.

(4) Detailed analyses of low-probability overcooling transients, grouped together
as " residual" transients, showed that the " residual" risk is less than 5% of the'

overall PTS risk for HBR-2.
t

8.2.3. Results of HBR-2 Fracture-Mechanics Analysis

The fracture-mechanics analysis of the HBR-2 pressure vessel, described in Chapter 5, led
'

to the following conclusions:

(1) Because of low concentrations of the copper and nickel contaminants in the
actual HBR-2 pressure vessel, the conditional TWC probabilities obtained for
the vessel were too low to permit an appropriate illustration of the fracture-
mechanics analysis method. In particular, the axial welds in the high-fluence
beltline region, which were expected to dominate the contributions to the
conditional TWC probabilities, were overshadowed by the contributions from
the plate segments. In order to obtain meaningful conditional TWC proba-
bilities for the identified HBR-2 overcooling sequences, additional
calculations were performed for a hypothetical HBR pressure vessel (desig-
nated as HBR-HYPO) for which RTNDTo, the fluence, and the concentra-
tions of copper and nickel were defined to give a higher value of RTNDT.
For the HBR-HYPO vessel, the axial welds did dominate the contributions to
the conditional TWC probabilities.

[ Note: RTNDTo is the zero-fluence value of the nil-ductility reference tem-
perature for the region of interest. RTNDT, the nil-ductility reference tem-
perature following the material's exposure to radiation, is the independent
variable used in the fracture-mechanics analysis and is defined as RTNDTo
plus ARTNDT, where ARTNDT is the increase due to the radiation dam-
age.]

(2) With RTNDT used as the independent variable in the HBR-2 fracture-
mechanics analysis,* it was anticipated that the HBR-1 results could be
applied to other reactors having the same RTNDT value (but different values
of the other variables), it was found, however, that in such applications, sig-
nificant errors could be introduced (see Appendix G). On the other hand,
the results can be applied in performing parametric and preliminary types of
analyses for which reasonable inaccuracies can be tolerated.

(3) It was necessary to calculate conditional TWC probabilities as low as
1.0 X 10"0 to properly evaluate some of the high-frequency mild tran-
sients. However, for most of the transients, values no lower than
I X 10-7 were required and these were obtained with reasonable accu-
racy.

'In the analyses for Oconee Unit I and Calvert Cliffs Unit I, the copper and nickel concentrations, the neu-
tron fluence, and RTNDTowere all entered as independent variables in the fracture-mechanics calculations.
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i

4

.

] (4) The conditional TWC probability is insensitive to the heat transfer coefficient
over the range assumed in the analysis. It is also insensitive to the crack-4 -

4 arrest fracture-toughness value, Kr., of the material.
'

(5) Annealing the pressure vessel could significantly reduce the PTS risk, but
cost and uncertainty regarding technical feasibility would probably rendera

this as a last resort fix to the PTS problem.

| (6) The inclusion of warm prestressing (WPS) in the fracture-mechanics analysis
would reduce the conditional TWC probability several orders of magnitudes'

i for many, but not all, of the potential overcooling transients. However,
i because of concerns over the applicability of warm prestressing under certain
| transient conditions, it was not included in the analysis.
I

| (7) in the analyses performed for several transients, a through the-wall crack did

! not occur until near the end of the 2-hr analysis period. Thus, if the duration
.

j of the transient were shortened by operator-mitigating actions or for some j

i other reason, the PTS risk would be decreased substantially. On the other
i hand, prolonging the event beyond 2 hr could in many instances result in sub- ;

; stantial increases in the PTS risk for the specific sequences. '

:

,

8.2.4. Results of HBR-2 Uncertainty and Sensitivity Analyses,

!

j The significant conclusions of the HBR-2 uncertainty and sensitivity analyses, described in
! Chapter 7, are as follows:

!

(1) The uncertainty in the total PTS risk calculated for HBR-2 is dominated by;

the large uncertainty in the flaw density assumed for the reactor vessel. Thisi

large uncertainty was selected owing to lack of specific knowledge about the
i flaw density appropriate for the particular vessel. Information specific to the

reactor vessel in question should allow more precise estimates to be used for
plant specific studies performed in the future.

;

| (2) Other fracture-mechanics parameters which contributed to the uncertainty,
j although in a secondary manner, were RTNDTo and RTNDT.
!

! (3) For the classes of overcooling transients seen in the HBR-2 study, the uncer-
; tainty in the temperature in the pressure vessel downcomer region was the
I only thermal hydraulic uncertainty of importance.

| (4) Physical constraints (high-pressure injection temperature, secondary system
j temperature, etc.) limited the minimum temperature and maximum pressure
| and resulted in skewed dist tions ertainty in these input parame-

| ters.

! (5) The nonlinearity of the fracture-mechanics model requires that a significant
amount of effort be expended to obtain an interpolating function over thei

: range of fracture-mechanics model input variable space required for modeling

| PTS uncertainty or sensitivity. Quadratic response surfaces appear to have
; been successfully used in this study.

!
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(6) Owing to the nonlinearity of the results to the input data, large shifts in the
mean value of the conditional TWC probability can be expected when ran-
dom variables are included as input for the fracture-mechanics model. In
this study, a mean shift of approximately a factor of 550 was observed. On
the other hand, the shift in the median of the distribution was only about
50 %

(7) The sensitivity analysis revealed two operator actions which would be con-
sidered very important with respect to the PTS risk of HBR-2. The first is
the closure of the MSIVs following a small or medium-sized steam-line break
(includes SDV failures) downstream of the MSIVs. The second involves the
isolation of AFW to low-pressure SGs following a steam-line break.

8.2.5. General Statements Regarding Analysis Assumptions

Several assumptions were made for the PTS analysis of IIBR-2 which could influence the
results. These assumptions are as follows:

(1) No external events (such as fires, floods, seismic events or sabotage
occurrences) and no operator actions not covered by the procedures were con-
sidered. The impact of external events (with the exception of floods) is
expected to be small. The general effect of potential operator actions not
covered by procedures could not be estimated within the scope of this pro-
gram.

(2) In order to get low temperatures in the downcomer region of the vessel dur-
ing the analysis, it was necessary to assume that multiple equipment failures
occurred, which implied low-frequency events.

(3) Use of the NRC-specified infinite time decay heat curve is a nonconservative
assumption. This fact was accounted for in determining the uncertainty in
the temperature and pressure for each overcooling sequence considered.

8.3. Areas in PTS Analysis Technique Requiring Further Study and Development

As noted above, the PTS analysis for ilBR-2, together with the analyses performed for
Oconee Unit I and Calvert Cliffs Unit 1, have uncovered areas in the evaluation technique
which need further study and development. Specific recommendations for improvements
are as follows:

(1) Better information on the flaw density (both on the expected value and the
distribution) would greatly reduce the uncertainty in a PTS analysis such as
that described in this repert. Variations in this parameter can change the
calculated conditional TWC probabilities by orders of magnitude.
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(2) From a practical point of view, many of the calculated values of the condi-
tional TWC probabilities are so low as to be beyond the present capability of
the OCA P fracture-mechanics code. In this regard, the inclusion of impor-
tance sampling techniques in OCA-P would be beneficial.

(3) Flooding of the external reactor vessel has not yet been addressed in suffi-
cient detail to determine whether it represents a potential PTS problem.

1

Such studies should be performed to allow a judgement to be made.*

(4) A better estimate of the decay-heat curve applicable to specific scenarios
j should be identified in order to avoid nonconservative values of conditional

TWC crack probabilities.

. (5) The effect of the 2 hr cutoff assmption for the overcooling transients merits
i further investigation in light of the fact that many of the through-the-wall

cracks occurred near the end of the 2-hr period. Shorter or longer sequence l
time periods could have large effects on the overall PTS risk. j3

i

i
; 8.4. Samanary
0

| This report describes a thorough study of the effect of various overcooling transients on the
] reactor pressure vessel of H. B. Robinson Unit 2. Much of what is included here has been
] known for some time by various technical specialists in their fields. However, by integrat-

{ ing the disciplines of probabilistic risk analysis, thermal hydraulics analysis, and fracture-
j mechanics analysis, as well as adopting a common technique for assessing uncertainties

and sensitivities across these disciplines, a clearer understanding of the total aspect of the
PTS problem has resulted. In particular, the uncertainty analysis, although far from per-
fect, presents an attempt to rigorously adopt a consistent and mathematically sound1

; analysis of the problem. Such an analysis should be a requisite for any future PTS study
performed by the NRC or a utility.

t

I

!

I I

;

!

:

i

t

I

'

* Preliminary studies performed at the time this report was published indicated that flooding of the external
j reactor vessel was not an important PTS concern for HBR Unit 2.
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An evaluation of the risk of pressurized thermal shock (PTS) resulting in a
through-the-wall crack in a reactor pressure \ vessel was performed for the
H. B. Robinson Unit 2 nuclear power plant.' The information presented in this report
covers one of three plant-specific studiei, performed for NRC. The otner two studies,
for Oconee Unit I and Calvert Cliffs Unit 1, are* documented in NUREG/CR-3770 and
NUREG/CR-4022, respectively. The specific objectives of the H. B. Robinson study were
(1) to further refine the methodology for evaluatin'g the risk of PTS, (2) to provide

crack for the
a best estimate of the frequency of a through-the-wal.)inant PTS sequences for theH. B. Robinson Unit 2 vessel, (3) to ' determine the dom
unit, and (4) to evaluate the effectiveness of potentidl. corrective measures. The

examination of tens of thousands of transients indicatedgthat PTS was not an
important core melt initiator for/H. B. Robinson Unit 2. iThe dominant risk
sequences were determined to be , failure of steam relief valves to close on multiple
steam lines, i
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